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— The Tower of Abü-I-Hayyáy or the
Dressing Room Tower in the and the second, which is limited almost exclusive- a better understanding of its construction process,

Nasrid period: historical origins ly to structural matters, analyses the Christian with the dynamic sentiment that illuminates this

and architectural analysis transformation. singular structure.Archaeologists,architects,histori-

JosE MANUEL Gorsi z-Mossallo CALERA
ans, art historian, philologists, botanists, mathe-

University of Granada Introduction maticians, "pure" or dilettante artista have all
The Dressing Room Tower, as it is cornmonly attempted to solve the many mysteries and ques-

Introductory clarification known, at first seems just one of the many towers tions surrounding the Alhambra, but its high sym-
On the occasion of the restoration work done in perched upon the walls of the Alhambra. However, bolic value, prestige, exclusivity (both inward and

the Dressing Room between 2000 and 2002, the upon closer inspection, our attention is drawn to outward), self-sufficiency and picturesque status
former director of the Alhambra Board ofTrustees the graceful open gallery upheld by fragile cannot or should not be reduced to a mere itemi-
asked me to put together a book focused on this columns that encircles the upper section, an sation and description of historical and physical
tower.As a result, 1 wrote a text that aimed to pres- uncommon element that stands out against the data.The truth is that all of the considerations and
ent an architectural survey of the tower, aboye al] palatial curtain that defines the northern area of digressions presented to the reader in the following
during the Nasrid period, which contained two Chis Bite. Its present-day appearance was created by pages are not essential requirements for enjoying its
clearly differentiated sections. The first was a his- Che fusion of structures and decorations made in exceptional nature. We have only to enter these
torical analysis, based on extensive bibliographic two historical periods by two different cultures, halls, take in Che whimsical details of its walls -
materials, designed to elucídate the complexity of the inedievál Muslims and the Renaissancd sadly disfigured by the ravages of time and the hand
its chronology under Muslim rule, Che changes it Christians. The t was _ ri inally built f man - or step out onto the gallery at any time
underwent in the 16` h century and Che transforma- Nasrid times, `buut even undcr these r ilers it expe- of the day or night to realise that we are in a very
tions effected in Che 17`h and 18`h centuries to rienced important changes that make sis study and rare ,. áce. I say rare because here, the fusion or
Che visits paid by Philip IV and Philip V, a ell as chronological classification quite complicated. In imbnc on of two cultures is almost flawlessly
other uses and modifications made over e years. the 16

0
 century it unde went a substantial trans exemplifi d, with hardly any evidente of con-

The second section described each part of Che ormation when the tower was converted finto pri- frontation. Here we can enjoy the different sensibil-
tower and particularly the most original and ínter vate chambers for Emperor CharlesV and his wife. íes of the Muslim and Christian cultures in a
esting aspects of Chis exceptional structure. The New alterations were made on several other orca- room conceived purely for the solace and delight of
survey did not address Che paintings or morpho- sions, most notably Che ro; : 1 visits to Granada the senses. Aboye, all is light and airy, with open and
logical history of the Stove and Dressing Room - made in Che 17 `h and 18` x' ceraries, which marked interconnected walkways for strolling and contem-
in other words, the Christian parí - which were to Che real begimmng of the tower's identification plating the landscape alongside a parapet, while the
be investigated by Che researchers Nic a 1t únine uses a's a " s i y a thousand and one (although there
and Maria Rosa López Torrijos, although t net de toilette" t e i rs re any more) figurative fancies, monsters,
ter ultimately decided to withdraw fron e j t porarily oc upi e r in b -1 , ythological scenes, virtues and even a
ect. For reasons that are now irrelevant, Chis bo traces and testimonies' o ir Tr srnall tribute to the bounties of the sea off the coast
project was cancelled in November 2003. When written or etched on the wahis. ef ectively mutilaatt- 	of Granada. Below, surrounded by windows and
Che new director carne finto office, ths boar flatÓisdmi1ocatioo - hi t e 5aticedd bal onies, with paintings and inscriptions of
returned to Che idea of publishing Chis work, but at part of Che tower, which was given a strictly symbols and letters devoid of figuration in the
the last minute Che formal was changed once again domestic use in Christian times, the original Muslim part, we are offered a surreptitious glimpse
and Che decision was made to publish Che texts as Muslim decorations were covered up and mistreat- of Chis incomparable setting once enjoyed in
a special issue of Cuadernos de la Alhambra ed. The architectural and decorative restoration repose, seated on rugs and cushions and floor-leve]
(Alhambra Notebooks). Logically, writing for a book and preservation efforts began in Che mid-19` h	windowsills.
(particularly Che kind of book originally commis- century and continued well finto Che 20th, when The many hours of study and months of restora-
sioned) is different from writing for a scientific or Che interventions and studies done byTorres Balbás tion work gave us a better understanding of its
research magazine.This is why 1 have had to make (a paragon of intelligence and professionalism) and intimate and exclusive nature; even as we watched
some cuts and modifications to my arguments Che recent restoration work returned the Dressing the rivers of tourists flowing through the halls of
regarding the chronology of the Nasrid period, Room to us in all its splendour, with its incalcula- Charles V and Che gallery leading down co the
and 1 have cut back on Che descriptions as much as ble Muslim and Christian aesthetic values perfect- Court of the Wrought Iron Grille, we were able to
possible. Given the impossibility of including ly preserved and harmoniously combined. enjoy Che surrounding marvels in peaceful leisure,
epigraphs, as I would have in book format, I decid- In orden co comprehend Che true worth of the frorn Che changing light of Granada with Che pass-
ed that Che most reader-friendly and logical option Queen's Dressing Room or Che Tower of Abii-1- ing seasons to the musical silente of the Darro
would be to divide Che original text of the survey Hayyáy, we must reconcile and strike a balance RiverValley. Much to my regret, 1 must now focus
finto two articles. The first article, which is longer between historical analysis and Che formal, techni- on the study of this structure, setting acide Che

and more detailed, deals with the Nasrid period, cal and material dissection that will provide us with exaggerated praises and hyperboles of Che
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Romantic travellers and 19th-century writers. intrinsic beauty and the complicated process of its of the northern area, between the Machuca
However, I cannot help at least referring to them transformation, most general studies made of the Courtyard and El Partal, underwent important
for, although we may have more scientific certain- Alhambra have not provided a specific analysis of modiúcations and adaptations when the palaces
ty today (although in this case we will see that cer- this tower or lump it together with the rest as just were being expanded in the 14` h century.
tainty is still elusive), we are oddly hesitant to another whimsical and delicate comer, without However, the thickness of the walls in the main
indulge in the emotional sentiments that actually fully exploring the structural peculiarity that sets it chamber of the Nasrid tower (around 35 cm) and
inspired the creation of this structure and the apart from the other Nasrid constructions. In other its very constitution leave little room for doubt
modifications made over time. words, its Islamic part has been overshadowed by that this tower, or at least the inhabitable parí that

the other great palace towers and suffocated by the has survived to our times, was a palatial rather than
1. Historical evolution under Islamic rule originality of the Christian section.The modifica- military structure from the very beginning. At
The origins of this tower are complex and enig- tion made in the 1615 century, when it was turned best, it could be classified as strategic due to the

matic. Neither the initial date of its construction nor into a private study under Emperor CharlesV with presente of the aforementioned passageway.
the specific purpose for which it was built is cer- a passageway leading to the upper parí while the The biggest and rnost problematic question
tain. With regard to the latter, as has happened in lower level was relegated to use as a service area concerns the exact moment of its construction.
other cases, a mistaken interpretation of the and later a dwelling, p4rtially disguised its original Three important researchers have studied its
inscription on its wooden frieze panel in 1556 led structural appearance until it svas restored under medieval period in various investigative works and
early local historians to believe that it was an ora- To Balbás. have contributed significantly to mercase our
tory tower, a kind of internal palace chape] or ht of what we know now, as we w knowledge of the tower: Torres Balbás, who
prayer room. This theory was advanced by Fathe e, we believe that the so-called Tower of Abii- - stored and recovered the medieval section of the
Echeverría in a discourse as inaccurate as it, Hayyáy was designed as a mirador, cubicle or tówei and was trained principally as an architect
long. 2 The same idea was defended by Contr 'in space for the sultans to relax in private, witji a (rest and researcher); 7 Fernández Puertas, who
the 19 rh century and appeared in other gu es and clearly intimate layout conceived for pare vis l comple an extensive analysis of the Alhambra
studies well into the 20`h century, such a. the one joyment, looking out er the landscape of th from his perspective as a philologist and art histo-
written by Golferichs (to cite an example, albeit arro River and the 'cín quarter. The sec- jan based on written sources, decorative elements
rather marginal) which went so far as to affirm that ondary facet of the to as a military installation, a d constructive proportions; 8 and Pavón
"this was a construction raised over a cubicle in considered simply o of the many defensive Maldonado, who offered a very different interpre-
the wall to adorn the sultana's small palace and positions in the Alhambra, seems less obvious to tation coming from the field of archaeology9Yet,
must have been a place set acide for prayer, for it me.The assertion that the ramparts passed through while most experts more or less agree on the
was not the custom ofArabic women to leave their it like the rest of the military towers, with an structural study and description of this tower, the
chambers '

3 Later, more scientific stud¡es

p

e r

Aw

toa ' t from 1 n t a in i 1 lies in determining the exact date
this rather peculiar theory and asserted e b ruco not ho f e its uction and the changes made in the
interior was used as additional palace c am ers fulnc l divissioion of the am ras waallsááan VNaassri period. The truth is that the chronology of
while the tower served as a defensive structurCO J J5E JE AspD CULTURA Alhambra's buildings is constantly being
although some such as Gallego Burín disagreed path of the main ramparts around the Alhambra, revised, given the short time frame we have to
with the latter interpretation. 5 We WbPatIlQflatOLe1 h ha7r aíyeGenecaIJtfieie Ppngoverla i of structural elements
privilege of being introduced to the Alhambra by itary towers, and when they do traverse the pala- with a manifest technical inertia and ornamental
Jesús Bermúdez Pareja recall his special fondness tial zone and palace towers in the area of El Partal elements that were renewed or replaced on various
for Chis tower, which he believed to be a chamber the ramparts run beneath them and are not direct- occasions with more precise dating. But in the case
outside of the rigid palace protocol used for pri- ly communicated with the palaces, as is the case of  of the Dressing Room Tower, the Tower of Abü-l-
vate parties (perhaps more licentious ones) that the towers and halls of Machuca, the Mexuar Hayyáy orAbii-l-Yuyñs Nasr, the problems multi-
also served as a quick escape route for the sultan in Oratory, the Gilded Room, Comares, the Towers ply, beginning with Che name itself, given the
case of immediate danger thanks to a hidden stair- of the Captive and the Princesses, etc. It would degree of superpositions present in such a small
case at its base that led out to the woods. 6 This therefore be highly unusual for such a palatial space. For this reason, a historiographic review of
door and tunnel were discovered when the section chamber to be disturbed continuously by troops the different opinions expressed in the past (and
of wall that tan from the eastern side towards the making their rounds on the wall. The entrante others that will undoubtedly surface) is vital, and 1
area of El Parral fell down in May 1831. The would need to be independent and private, which believe that my approach and my interests as an art
exploration and restoration done in Torres Balbás' is not incompatible with the theory that this historian complement those of the three afore-
tinie led some to think that this tower could have structure provided access to an escape tunnel or mentioned investigators (architect, philologist and
been built specifically to protect the hidden exit. hidden exit.This fact seems so obvious to me that archaeologist).With regard to the opinions voiced

Despite diese interpretative attempts and the I will forego any further comment on this hypo- by the experts, 1 intend my role to be that of a
usual referentes to this tower, meditating on its thetical military function. It is clear that the wall "inoderator," taking existing evidente and intro-
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ducing the necessary questions that will clarity or

perhaps further complicate this appealing debate.

1.1. Problema regarding chrorwlo y:Abú-1-2üyrss

Nasr, Abú-l-Hayyñy Yiisuf I, Muhammad V

orAbú-1-Hay9ájYúsuf III?

Ever since the Guía by Gómez-Moreno first

mentioned the fact that the name of Yúsuf I

appeared among its inscriptions, this tower was

considered to have been built during his reign.10

Several people, Torres Balbás among them, repeat-

ed this information and thus it became known as

the Tower of Abul-Hachach or Abó-1-Hayyáy (the

kunya or sobriquet ofYiisuf 1) in the 20`h century

in an attempt tó provide the tower with a clearer

Fernández Puertas pointed out, it is easy to deduce

that this manipulation was intentional, and until

that time it had gone unnoticed due to the height

at which it was placed and the pictorial layer that

disguised the alteration. The intentional nature of

the action is proved by the fact that the panel was

cut right where the commissioning sultan's name

was located and the name ofYúsuf I was cleverly

inserted. In fact, in une case the plague had come

loose and left a telling gap. 12 Certain historical-

political facts and the ve ry lettering of the name of

the sultans led Fernández Puertas to state that the

true builder was in fact Abú-l-Yuyiii Nasr (1309-

1314), whose name should rightfully be used to

refer to this tower, if people intended to continue

oration of the windows and the plasters of the four

central colunms, all of which coincided with the

chronology and style of the last years of

Muhammad V's reign in the late 14`h century and
his inmiediate successors. His study also included

the decoration of the epigraphic frieze with the

small replacement panel, which he also believed to

be from an advanced period; he even went so far as

to suggest that this mutilation could have been done

in the 19`}' century (a trickier argument) when the

frieze was more visible. He concluded with this cat-

egorical statement:"The Dressing RoomTower was

built and decorated during the second reign of

Muhammad V and the reign of Yúsuf III. The

Nasrid Coat of the Band was set by Muhammad '
lsianuc inennry, parnculariy tts lower leve!, ano Qn- reterring to tne structure by lts authors narre."

ferentiate it from the Christian section that has With this revision, as we will soon see, the impor- 1.2. The possible additions of Muhammad V

continued to be called "the Dressing Room The tance ol suf I would be diminished and limited and Muhammad VII or theYiisujs

series of inscriptions appearing on the walls of the to the inserti bis name iq. he frieze; a (II or III)

lower leve!, the inscription over the inside door of Fernández Puertas said, "chis switching of turnesin According to the opinion already expressed by
the tower and the wooden frieze on the lant' n all the inscription is the only part of iris byer's Fern ez Puertas, the original Nasrid tower must
seemed to corroborate this assumption. Gi n that remodclling that can currently be attributed to have be ^built very early as a continuation of the
Yiisuf I was known for his many buildin projects hsuf 1. 14 A initial break in the defensive perimeter, as was also
and the weakness of subsequent sultans who bore eOn the other hand. Pavón Maldonado did not he case of the palace-tower of El Partal built by
the same name, we cannot even consider them as agree with the interesting interpretation made by h s predecessor Muhammad 111. What this inter-
possible promoters of this architectural wonder. Fernández Puertas and proposed a ditferent expla- pretation fails to clarify is whether this tower was
However, the inscription on the outer porta] and nation of this problem. 1 ' Firstly, he discarded the built as an isolated structure or as part of a larger
certain decorative features inside (painted skirting theory that the Dressing RoomTower was joined to palace, as was the custom in the Alhambra. Only
and floor tiles) refer to a second renovation in the the original wall of Comares, and he also rejected two other independent palace-towers exist on the
time of MuhammadV, which also involve sí ú r [ on t" was a t s a r, i t hurras towers of the Captive (Che new
reform work in other arcas like the P a i te fen theo h l tt,r r o s ah r Yiisuf I) and the Tower of the
Comares and the Mexuar in an effort to cocomp ele surroun ed by our eries are nda^^^me¡¡n atlly tic Prmcesses e new galahurra of Muhammad VII),
his father's work.Thus, the construction and de- lg`EJERí^ar1 7.^ tUl LieTU RAin both cases diese structures can be consid-
oration dates of this peculiar edifice were fixed Fernández Puertas pointed out the presence of  ered inde endent dwellings outfitted with all the
during the reigns of the two sultans te®natogdeir^ai~. ími 1j( l^ ner temmodities for residential use (two
responsible for the Alhambra's greatest periods of that this tower was never milita ry but rather purely floors, various rooms and an upper terrace). The
construction activity and ornamental splendour. domestic, as the portal proves, and that the decora- Dressing Room, however, can only be viewed as a

Fernández Puertas proposed a new interpreta- tion of that portal is closer to the style predominant space of sporadic relaxation, reflection or repose
tion in 1973, based en his direct contact two years in the latter years of Muhammad V's reign than to for a few hours, since it does not have the separa-
earlier with the wooden frieze of the framework that of his early years, overlapping with the reign of tion of rooms required in a regular dwelling.
covering the central lantern while doing restora- his immediate successors. The referente to Abti-1- Although the theories proposed by Gómez-
tion work. He was able to observe that a piece of Havyáy that had previously been attributed to Moreno and Torres Balbás assigned Sultan Yúsuf I
the inscription was missing from the very section Yúsuf 1 actually corresponded, according to this an important role as the promoter of this tower,
where the sultan's kunya appeared and that in the researcher, to the second or third sultan of the same recent interpretations seem to minimise or even
remaining inscriptions, repeated twice on each side, name who had adopted the same kunya. Pavón went deny his involvement. The first known work was
it appeared that the original panel had been cut and on to analyse the decoration of the painted skirting done under MuhammadV, involving changes that
another thinner piece had been inserted with the tiles, the capitals and floating keel mouldings, the affected both the exterior and interior of the
name of Abú-l-Hayyáy. The inscription reads as floor tiles with heraldic and naturalistic motifs tower. The aforementioned traditional studies

follows: "May all aid, divine protection and a bril- which he chalks up to Gothic-Mudejar influences, asserted that the work carried out under

liant victory go to Abñ-l-Hayyáy/, prince of the the appearance of the Nasrid coat of arma that he Muhammad V principally consisted of adding the

Muslinis, may God glorify and succour him" r 1 As still referred to as the Coat of the Band and the dec- exterior portal, which currently leads into the
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lower level of the tower, and other ornamental ed to the aforementioned debate about the tower's original upper part of the pillars can still be clear-

details such as the Lile flooring and the paintings link to the main rampart of the Alhambra and ly seen" The researcher referred his readers to a

on the skirting.The similari ty of this portal to che whether or not it originally passed through the drawing that showed the fronts of the corbels

Mexuar entrance portal is clear, although its deco- tower. I ani referring to the question of whether mentioned earlier in connection with the inscrip-

rative traits are more sober, less naturalistic and the creation of the portal replaced a pre-existing tion citing Ab ii-I-Hayyáy20 . This replaceuient job

assuredly more modern. Some believed that the entrance or whether it was simply an embellish- theory is undoubtedly based on the fact (not

mutilated inscription around the door that reads ment of the original door that did not involve a analysed in his study) that the use of pillars as a sup-

"To the happy return of Ab il 'Abd Alláh al-Gani chango of location. In other words, was the tower port system was frequent in early Nasrid palaces

bi-lláh, son of our lord the Emir of the entered from the west along the path of the main (such as the portico of El Partal and the Tower of

Muslims..."alluded to the beginning of his second rampart, from a specific parapet walk or from the the Captive), which would tally with the earher

reign after having been ousted by the usurpens south, as it is today? I still have to wonder - if the chronology he proposed.

Ismá ` i1 II and Muhammad VI, the logical conclu- tower was not truly built by Ab ii-l-Yuyús Nasr, The inside of this tower experienced a new and

sion being to date it soon after 1362, when the su]- and Y iisuf 1 had no hand in it, then could important modification in the final years of the

tan returned to the throne) ' However, there are Muhammad V have ordered it to be built and also l4th or dawn of the 15`h century under the sul-

several elements that point to a later date, such as begun to decorate it, a project thar was later com- tanates ofY iisuf II, Muhammad VII and Y iisuf III,

the presence of the specific lagab of Muhammad V pleted under subsequent sultans? The p. tal might which resulted in clearly appreciable changes to the

al-Gani bi-lláh, adopted after he wrested the towns not be in addition to a pre-existin, ture ut decoration of its plasters, although we cannot be

of Priego, Ubeda and Baeza from Enrique de rather part of the original design. It is not req sure if the work also affected its structure. Up until

Trastámara in 1367.Another example, found in t 4 but this kind of continuation or superposition w these changes were considered simple decora-

decoration of the voussoirs, is the peculiar fist not unheard of. 1 kvill come back tot is laten. With ve alterations or enhancernents of the pre-existing

grasping a stem of s tylised plant motifs, an element regard to the tiles that were originally laid on the orna ntation - a quick touch-up job - except in

that appears on the windows leading to t upper tloor of the lower chamber, the concave-stded the 

j

hy ` hesis promoted by Pavón. However, these

side rooms of the Hall of the Two Sistefs and en octagons that frame the cenes exhibit a patter : transform i ons were actually so significant that

the spandrel of the entry arch to the Mirador of similar to the perimet f the medallions that they could easily be dated in the late 14th or early

Daraxa. These indicate that the date of execution appear on the plasters of the Hall of the Boat, from 5`5 century if not for the fact that notable ele-

could not be any earlier than 1367 and were most the days of Muhammad V, and are also similar to ments such as the skirting, (loor tiles and inscrip-

likely created at the end of his reign. 17 The refer- those found in the Palace of he Al ixares built by tion on the portal are similar to other works com-

ence to a happy return could alude to a campaign the same monarch. But the la est studies on these missioned under Muhammad V and contain

to punish the Christians rather than his return to tiles date them somewhat later, given that the express mentions of his name. Unfortunately, so lit-

the throne in 1362. In the times of Muham a wo hu he scéales tl h ,ved from this period that the only sure

works to beautify the palaces for the purp e a d lant arly e nd there- refer e some size that we can use is the Tower

commemorating victories or specific events o i f e .t ha cre e a e ny end 'or th r cesses, now called the galahurra of

reign were coninionplace, as happened with C b1¡^Ij®iJEs^ EA(D L9T hammad VII (1392-1408), given that the so-

celebration of maw i mmediate (the birth of Mohannned) in under his mmediate successors, as 1 wi 1 elaborate •` c/allled Palace ofY iisuf III offers scant evidence of

December 1362, the remodelling of thefr
ri twonat tlf es4atiAr ti a l f yfs dGen L% t*ll f ove remodelling done by this sultan21

and the great fa^ade of Comares. This later date orating them also tally with this late p eriod of and the light adornments made by Yiisuf III him-

would also fit better with the idea that this portal Nasrid art.The painted skirting tiles that adorn the self in the south pavilion of the Generalife are not

was designed to connect the tower to the anea of room must also be from this time, as they share very helpful either. But with so few elements of re-

the new palace of Riyad or the Lions, built by this many similarities with others in the bathroom of ference available to make a reasonable comparison -

ruler. The motif of the closed fist holding a deco- the Hall of the Boat and the porticos of the in my hwnble opinion and with ah the prudente

rative vine shoot, superimposed on the s tylised Cour tyard of the Harem. 19 	required in such a difficult case - almost all of the

plant motif, also appears en the window spandrels Fernández-Puertas pointed out the possibili ty of internal decoration and even the epigraph itself,

of the main room in the Tower of the Princesses another novel and large-scale modification, narre- with regard to its strokes and the decorative rough-
(the new galahurra of Muhammad VII), a fact that ly the hypothetical substitution of the pillars that ness and plainness of the craftsmanship, seem to

has passed unnoticed until now (or at least 1 have originally upheld the lantern with the columns we belong to this period. The most visible connection

never leen it mentioned) and shows that it could see today. Thus, he asserts that he (Muhammad V) to this late period of Nasrid art can be seen in the

have survived under subsequent rulers and would removed "one by one the four square pillars that corbels aboye the capitals that forro the base of the

fit with the internal decoration, as we will see. originally supported the lantern, and the two pil- splayed anches, with motifs and artistic techniques

With regard to this hypothesis, the tower's con- lars upholding the lintel and sustaining the South similar to those in the Tower of the Princesses, built

nection with the new Palace of Riyad through this wall, and then replaced them all with the six in the days of Muhammad VII (1392-1408). The

portal poses another difficult question that is relat- columns currently in place. The remnants of the Elat s tylised plant motif, with symmetrical and reg-
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ular undulations, and the egg-and-dart motif discs These signs, which seem quite clear to me, indi- victor," indicates that this element existed in the

on the spandrels are almost identical in both tow- cate that, while the tower's structure may date from Nasrid dynasty long before we had previously

ers. The medallions that decorate the faces of the an earlier period (although Chis is not certain), the thought, although Pavón and other authors believe

pseudo-portico pillars, with a smooth, very fiat decoration that is currently visible was created at a it to have been a concession from King Peter I to

stylised plant motif that fornis plumes is, in spirit very late moment of the Nasrid architectural peri- Muhammad V. 23 Although it was not actually

and form, similar to the ones found on the side od and therefore the referentes to Abii-1-Ha9yáy granted by Peter 1, the truth ¡s that its presence

panels of the doors leading into the first rooms of can be reasonably assumed as pertaining co other among the paintings on the archway leading finto

theTower of the Princesses.This can also be said of sultans who boro Chis name but reigned after the Hall of Comares, as Fernández Puertas point-

the epigraphic frieze in Kufic script that runs Muhammad V. Nevertheless, this matter requires ed out, is almost imperceptible and could have

around the upper part of the antechamber, further investigation and discussion. been painted on at a later date, whereas the Nasrid

although in this case the reseniblance goes beyond coat of arras and motto were only used visibly and

mere similarities - the two designs could be carbon 1.3. New interpretations and reflections on its repetitively during and after MuhammadV's reign.

copies of each other. This frieze repeats the well- chronology 5) Both the structure and the decoration, includ-

known Nasrid motto, "Only God is victor," but its The preceding reflections bring up some unde- ing the epigraphic frieze used to argue the Nasr

execution differs from the style of the previous niable doubts and contradictions that require us co chronology, show characteristics that correspond

period, when the taus of letters were strung togeth- at least consider new hypotheses that might allow to the later years of Muhammad V's sultanate or

er and intertwincd to forra small scalloped arches; us t nravel the chronological mystery that sur- the times of his immediate successors.The wood-

in this case, the stems are arranged in pairs and ter- rounds chis complex tower. work, paintings, tiles and motifs in plaster or

minate in a plume, rhythmically repeating like lit- Firstly, if we acc t the hypothesis that the to oulding therefore pertain to a much later time,

tic canes. This motif is also repeated obsessivel was built i aes ofAbú 1-Yuyñn Nasr (1309- tierYiisuf I and well after Nasr.

the Tower of the Princesses, consistently bor ng 1314), w also acccpt the following state- Gi : -n the present state of our knowledge, it

the windows of the central lancero, the window in ments as true. 1) This would be the first and,. would difficult to resolve and explain the con-

the main chamber, the upper part of the bed- structure ever identified the work of this sult tradiction inherent in the explanations of both

rooms on the sides of said chamber and the roo m who governed in a t' of great unrest and Fernández Puertas and Pavón. Another issue that

on the right-hand side next to the courtyard or upheaval and has yet be connected with any oth researchers and most of their colleagues have

central area. 22 This relation even extends to the other building project initiátive. 2) Based on the dodged or only touched upon is the unquestion-

decoration of the windows where the stylised information we have t, we must assume able commtmication of this tower and its inner

plant motif of the spandrels, although partially that at the time there other palace in the chamber with the escape door and tunnel that

preserved and more notably so on the south-fac- arca besides that of El Partal, built under allowed a hasty retreat. In fact, the interdepend-

ing window, has a superimposed stem t i nad tha 1 "- tw is undeniable, because the terraced

into double vine shoots and is very si i r ( h ecu arca e ssa

Pt1i`crt
us through the base of the tower;

those on the spandrels of the central do i e a , erec an 1 p a o t e it was first constructed the

the back room of the Tower of thePrincess^/1[ IR f ^ldp) jE"1LTORAders would have had to make provisions for

where we can also see the same hand upholding Vt e at and t e awddaa orrc ecemets t cri- t is exit route by means of a body or structure that

its base that is featured on the linFAMron fdeL'í^s)Afhiam^t^Y I lace ene f tnaged and eventually disappeared in

entrante doorway. The design of the plant motifs Yiisuf I and the Palace of the Lions pertaining to the rubble of the May 1831 explosion.The presen.

in che Tower of Abii-l-Hayyáy is also similar to Muhammad V had not yet been built. 3) At such ce of this special passageway points co a new con-

those adorning the epigraphic panels that run an early date, Chis tower was built jutting far out structive and functional solution, one of the

aboye the skirting of the central chamber and over the ravine, much more so than the rest of the Alhambra's many hidden surprises, and proves that

around the edges of the doorways leading to the building complex, although there still would have the tower had a very specific use - namely, it was

side rooms in the Tower of the Princesses. Another been plenty of space at the time and there does not reserved solely for use by the royal family, with a

indication of modernity, which again contradicts a seem to be any pressing reason for relegating it to single hidden exit providing a way of escape in

chronology related co Yñsuf I, is that these deco- the position of a solitary watchtower. The ci ty 	case of interna] uprisings or conspiracies.

rations were made from plaster casts in the Tower walls in the time of Ismá`il appear to have run This brings up another question that is equally

of Abñ-l-Hayyáy, a discovery made when traces through this arca and into the tower of Comares, difficult to answer: how and from where was the

of the clay used co make the mould were discov- and in fact the towers are aligned along a course communication between the palaces and this

cred during restoration work which further that includes the first tower of Comares, that of tower first established? Our knowledge of this arca

proves that they were not painted. Another mod- Muhammad, the tower of the Court of the Fig is still insufficient due to the profound alterations

ern element, co which I have already referred, are Tree and the others leading up co the Tower of El made in later years, but if we accept the hypothe-

the tiles dating from the very end of Partal. 4) The presence of the Nasrid coat of arras, sis that the structure once served a military pur-

Muhammad V's reign or the time of his successors. with a slanted band and the motto "Only God is pose, we must ask when the tower and its room
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were separated from the ramparts andjoined to the nal site.This is one of the most interesting conclu- made directly after the b because the ending

palaces, where the entrante must have been locat- sions proposed in the aforementioned thesis. 25 It "Abii-l" is clearly different from the "Abii" with

ed. If we accept the chronology proposed by seems logical to conclude that the wood of the which the narre of Muhammad V or VII begins?
Fernández Puertas — that the tower was built by portal and the corridor also date from this period, It is also true that a cut after the a1i(, which occu-
Nasr and the defensive wall was located further in given that their dating was not questioned in the pies the entire height of the panel, would make it
than it is today — the only possible explanation is thesis. But María Carmen López did not stipulate easier to camouflage the substitution. The possi-
that this structure was a kind of isolated watchtow- that the rest of the ceilings or splayed arches were ble difficulty posed by the fact that Muhammad
er or signal tower overlooking the Darro River. older, leading back to the same conclusion we have V's narre, Abii 'Abd Alláh, takes up more space
However, as Pavón has rightly pointed out, this already argued in detail. In any case, it is important than the name Abii-l-Yuyñs could have been
kind of isolated tower does not exist anywhere else to keep in mind that the polychrome of the cen- solved, as it was in so many other cases through-
in the Alhambra. But were the wall and the encir- tral roofing framework of the tower was created by out the Alhambra, by superimposing or overlap-
cling road that can beneath the palaces pushed out- Christian occupants in the 16`h 	century and ping two lines, and in effect this is how it appears
ward during the palace remodelling underYiisuf 1, touched up extensively in the 20` h century. in this frieze. Fernández-Puertas rejects the theo-
or was this entire space levelled and the access to To conclude our discussion of chronology, and ry that this insult could have been perpetrated on
the present-day portal created later under while we're on the subject of wood materials, the Muhammad V, given that his name was not
Muhammad V? It is clear that this entire area was replacement of the srnall panels in the wooden altered in the inscription on the portal. But what
completely transformed when the Courts of frieze of the lantern is undoubtedly one of the if the portal had been disguised or covered up by
Lindaraja and the Wrought Iron Grille were built, most curious enigmas in this tower anddtthe entire another structure that has now disappeared, or
making it almost impossible to determine the Alhambra complex. It is obvious tthat they were hidden from view due to some other unknown
original ground Ievels 24 as well as the original con- inanipulated and replaced, indicating a clear and circum.stance? In this respect, until now no one
figuration in medieval times. 1 have already cona- intentional attempt to change the narre of the has asked why the scalloped escutcheons that
mented on the ground restructuring toward the ruler to whom the structure was attributed. But once complemented the decoration of the frieze
east side of the tower after the wall fell down in when was it truly doné and why? The spac ' beneath tic eaves and almost certainly bore an
1831, indicating that the original levels of both the occupied by the small panel and the dynastic his- nscription, perhaps a reference to the original
medieval and later the Christian period have been tory leads us to think that the name replaced was known sultan, are now missing. In any case,
altered and refilled.The only thing that could shed that ofAbñ-I-Yuyiií Nasr, particularly if we keep and to conclude this section, the scarcity of the
more light on this subject would be new archaeo- in mind that the original reference indicated that remains and the lack of artistic referentes from
logical discoveries in the area. the tower was modified by 4s'iisuf I. Yet, after the time of Nasr do not allow us to reach a more

One element that might clear up some of the reviewing all the evidence, it seems patently clear precise conclusion, and for now we must again
nrystery would be an analysis of the wo `used, uf I had with the uestion of the true author of this pecu-
which until recently were largely ignored, ith the t e d th llusio - a3ryáy in t unanswered.
exception of the wooden frieze panel. re nt t o er a al refe t es af ng up all of these considerations, it is
doctoral thesis written by María Carmen LópCO'f.45tEi1 \EQAeDEJ CU rMMeasyJ J to pinpoint a definitive chronology for
Pertíñez offers some interesting data and conclu- ly YúsuffIIIrlorr Y5ssuf IIII, who adopted the same this tower in the Islamic period. At present, the
sions pointing to the same early c í cáloggnal tOqu(t e ta fAIf erras and structural elements
According to this researcher, the carved wooden motif alongside the name is clearly more inferior that we can see point to a very late construction
ceiling frames of the entry hallway and the interi- and ordinary that the motif at the base of the date, in the latter years of Muhammad V's reign
or as well as the roofing framework of the central original inscription, which makes it probable that and the subsequent sultanates of Muhammad VII,
lantern, the battens and splayed arches all exhibit a the little panels were placed rather carelessly, Yiisuf II and Yiisuf III, with the narres being
morphology and decoration similar to the style thinking that they would pass unnoticed. overlapped and replaced for reasons unknown.
that developed during Muhammad V's reign. The Fernández Puertas believes that the substitution This late date brings me closer to Pavón
motifs on the lantern's wooden frieze, both the was done after the wooden frieze had been Maldonado's position, although 1 do not neces-
script and the plant decoration, also appear to be installed, while Pavón asserts that it could have sarily agree with all of his assertions. This expla-
from late in the Nasrid period. The base material been done even before the frieze was placed. But nation does not rule out the proposal formulated
(black poplar) and the decoration of the modillion there is one aspect that Fernández Puertas did not by Fernández Puertas, but in order to confirm it
removed by Torres Balbás are both very odd, but it evaluate: the question of why the cut in the orig- we need to unearth more information about the
seems clear that the section not installed on the inal was made after the al f "Abñ-l" or "Abi-l" of Alhambra prior to the great sultans of the l4`n
caves was brought to the tower from another loca- Nasr and why the complete heading was not left century (lsená'i1, Yiisuf and Muhammad V)
tion; this is the case with many of the Alhambra's intact (the expression "Abii-1"), given that in both through archaeological evidence and new archi-
decorative caves, most of which were removed and cases Yuyús (Nasr) and Ha ' (Yíisuf I) would tectural and epigraphic readings that confirm this
restructured to fit locations other than their origi- coincide. Might it not be that the cut had to be hypothesis.
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2. Description and original recognisable soirs, which present the ornamental alternation of In short, this door is one more example of the
decorative eletnents motifs that characterises a smooth and delicate peculiar Nasrid way of marking and highlighting

The base of chis particular mirador-room is a stylised plant design, enclosed in a moulded square, places of transit, introducing strong contrasta
dramatically vertical tower, presenting a highly and others consisting of fuller plumes with between the smoothness of the walls and seaniless
s tylised modular appearance, with an impression of  branches spreading out from an abstract-shaped fist masses and the fragiliry of these ephemeral works
height that is accentuated by its proximity to the (only two can be niade out, and one is largely on the palace thresholds.
immense mass of the Tower of Comares and its eroded). This motif of the hand grasping the base Passing through the door we come across a sma ll

projection over the ravine. Standing apart like a of an etched plant motif can be leen over the side hall and staircase, the floor of which was redone by
solitary chimney, this tower is similar to the con- windows in the Hall of the Tivo Sisters and the Torres Balbás, but the carved wooden ceiling
cept expressed in Muhammad lil's Tower of El archway leading onto the balcony of Daraxa aboye is a gabled Nasrid roof with many similari-
Partal, which was also designed as a mirador over- which, as Fernández Puertas indicated, would ties to others in the Alhambra itself, the Museum
]ooking the Darro RiverValley landscape; howev- allow us to date them just after the creation of this and the Palace of the Dar al-Horra. Another spe-
er, the existence of the portico and pool in the lat- palace. 27 Nevertheless, this same motif is also cial characteristic of the small ceiling, typical of
ter focused its spatial concept on the interior of the found on the spandrels of the central window in Islamic taste, is the first section with beams aligned
space in a more apparent way. It was, therefore, like the main room of the galahurra Tower ef the with the door and the following section perpendi-
a lantern or signal tower, as Jacobs' metaphor so Princesses, from che time ol uhammad VII, a cular to the first, following a transitional hierarchy
accurately described it. 26 	decorative resenrblance that 1 have already pointed that is very peculiar and unique to the staircase

The tower's medieval chambers are entered out as a fundamental reference for dating this ceilings of the Alhambra in the Muslint era. At the
through a portal which is now barely visible t tower. The voussoirs on either end are wider ami e• _ d of the staircase we find the interior doorway
regular visitors, given that the so-called room present Kufic iriscriptions over a stvlised plant t = the room, designed like a small portico, with its
Charles V and the Court of Lindaraja hide i is motif'Over this panel there is another, taller one sina teral bedchambers or niches of minimal
portal is the element that seems the least p lem- with twelve-knot and star motifs in relief oath depth, s rounded by egg-and-dart motif arches
atic to place chronologically, because theínscrip- alternating invocations suih as "Praise be to God," and meda ions on the spandrels that read: "The
[ion identifies it with the sultanate of Muhammad % "the Kingdom belongs `to God" and "Glory to lessing."30 The central arch, which is of a round
V It is an exquisite work, in keeping with the typ- God." Many of thern have come loose, which s í lted cusped design, has triangular spandrels with
ical Nasrid style and exhibiting clear similarities proves that they were created apart and then fitted medallions bearing the inscription: "Glory be to
to other palatial Mudejar portals (Seville, and added later.All of this ornamentation is framed our lord Abú-l-Hayyáy, may God aid him." On the
Tordesillas, etc.). Its structural configuration and by an epigraphic band in plaster, like the panel of lower left-hand side of the staircase and the walls
ornamental repertoire clearly resemble those of a Moorish arch, with a long text that has become between the door casements we can see remnants
the door leading finto the Mexuar, altho t ê i g ^t the r nties r a o ^ ^p ed skirting tilas that constitute one of
themes represented on the latter are more a t ret Abii ` h 1 n m s e racteristic features of this tower's dec-
listic and the decoration is more comp ex and lla ,son of our or t e Emir o t e uslims, i us- oratton, which we will analyse shortly.
more skilfully done, apparently predating otr OrpJ t jE&ble incide, we are surprised by the openness
tower's portal. Even so, we must bear in mind that generous gifts, the terrible, he who protects clients, and structural clarity of this space, which appears
the door of the Mexuar seems to be a iRaTOflat Oo t s Al i sua, t Gen e rai itiepletely diaphanous hall, although this
tion of uncertain age. Its frame is a post-and-lin- nent Abul Billah." 25 The outer edges of che portal impression would have originally been marred by
tel design, as are most of the other exterior door- exhibit traces of the noted pilasters that terminate the presente of lattices on che windows. In reality,
ways in the Alhambra including the aforemen- in the double corbel-end beams. the ends of a the room is suhtly divided roto rwn nerfecrly dis-
tioned and even the door of the second courtyard

in the Generalife, which would be its oldest pred-

ecessor. The doorway has a beautiful lintel of

carved wood, like a splayed arch, with a much

worn inscription on the front and a chain of linked

octagons on the underside of the kind that appear

on the tile friezes and similar to others on the

painted skirting inside the tower. The side panels

flanking the front of the door show slight traces of

a knot design that has all but disappeared due to

the ravages of time and the fact that it was used as

a secondary space in Christian times. The opening

is crowned by an ample lintel with high false vous-

wooden or tile cave. This cave was restored by

Torres Balbás based on similar Nasrid models,

although he left the overhanging ends of the ceil-

ing beams smooth. A double wooden frieze panel

on the lower floor features two scallop-edged

medallions that are currently empty and alternare

with three inscription panels bearing the well-

known Nasrid tnotto. Aboye this frieze is another

very thin panel with an inscription: "In the name

of God, most gracious, most merciful. We have

opened a clear gate for you so that God will par-

don al] your present and future sins. God has spo-

ken the truth.'29

cernible arcas, the limits of which are defined by

elements of structural support and division or clo-
sure. We see a first room, like a kind of portico or

entrante arca, delimited by the enclosing wall on

three sides and on the north side by various

columns bearing a central lintel and two small

arches on each side. This first room líes directly

beneath the hall with the paintings of the Tunis

campaign in the Emperor's rooms on the floor

aboye. The next room is the main hall with four

columns that form a square space and sustain a

central lantern that rises through both floors and

ends in a roofing framework of carved ornamental
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troughs inlaid with precious metals, while the four rhythmic reiteration and are the same as those in are not proportional and the trifoliate curve of the

sides serve as perimeter platforrns with the same the Tower of the Princesses (the galahurra of central window does not have the same horizontal

number of battens. Muhammad VII). In the comer beside the right span as the lateral windows. The lantern terminates

The first room or antechamber is defined by the arch of the supposed portico is an arrangement of  in a square ornamental ceiling inlaid with precious

South wall and two sections running toward the plasters made from other more modern pieces, metals, with a figure-eight knot, and in the centre

north side of the room and has two doors. One of poorly affixed and obviously forced. Although of the knot design there was once a small cupola of

these doors is the entrance and stands opposite Torres Balbás did not point out this anomaly, 1 muqarnas that has lince been replaced by a modern

another which, according to some, would have think he must have left it that way as evidence of knot cluster. The panels have been repainted on

been the exit used to continue making the rounds a possible superposition of the decoration, which severa] occasions, and today they present

along the ramparts; however, this interpretation would show the instalment and redecoration work Plateresque motifs that underwent extensive

does not seem plausible to me, and I believe that it done in two different periods. This room is restoration work in the 20` h century, but below

was probably the door leading down to the escape crowned with a simple carved wooden ceiling, traces of the stylised plant motif that once adorned

tunnel into the woods. Aboye these doors are with the beams outlined and the panelling divi- it have been recovered on one of the panels. A

emp ty rectangular spaces which Torres Balbás sions crafted in the usual pattern of coffering, thin wooden epigraphic frieze runs beneath this roofing

believed were designed to hold plaster latticework, boards and joists. This ceiling must have been framework, the only element on the upper leve] of

as is common in Nasrid palace doors; but the odd painted, but the onl y thing remaining is the the Islamic tower that was not touched during

thing about these is that they are not centred aboye pearled finish adorning the egg-and-dart mo_: of restoration work in the 16`x' century. The inscrip-

the doors, making it harder to guess at their thin boards. 31 	tion is repeated twice on each side, laid over a broad

intended use. The main side of this portico, which The j separares tbis antechamb eometric panel with delicate intertwining vines

faces the crea of the Court of Lindaraja, presents a from the nz' is made of two regular Nasrid serving as a decorative background.The inscription

triple opening with the same arrangement ,as the columns, w e will comment on later togeth- read. ` ay all aid, divine protection and a brilliant

other three sides of the main hall, as if t

ĥe

atural er with the other four of the central lantern, but victo e granted to Abú-l-Hayyáy, prince of the

closure of the room had been shifted to other the decorations of the ' illars and baffle-corbe Muslims, ay God glorify and succour him:'

side of the portico. In the centre is a twin window resting on the central lintel and lateral arches merit The four columns of this hall and the two in the

with a thin central column and typical Nasrid cap further description. Abo ye the keel moulding receding portico are similar in their configura-

ital, and on the sides are stuccoed hall-columns crowning the capital stands apilar hidden by pías- tion, with almost continuous shafts and a very sim-

upholding round stilted arches and intrados with ter decoration, alternating a very flat and ordinary pie cincture. The capitals are typically Nasrid and

scallop-trimmed, richly carved modillions. The plant motif on its faces that is similar to what we very similar to each other, although some details

two lateral triangular spandrels preserve some of  could find in the Tower of the Princesses and do vary, forming three beams. One of these beams,

the few original decorations that have . ti ed .' ns t

n^,

t the o i e d of Che west side, is identical except for

with a stylised plant motif etched in t a span the r t t e e d,

I"fljslsheH-shaped

where one presents a small flower, the

ground, across which runs a vine wt deepl A ry e to Ab -1-  a " y, ay o point, and that the cores

carved stalks that create a lovely effect. Over Ci'e" OiN.S-E JI [ arDEs IjLdTIjRAhe capital bases are polygonal rather than cylin-

lintel is an inscription with Koran verses that con- tion, cut in the usual fashion and leaving the baffle drical as on the other capitals. 32 The corbels are

tinues aboye the other central windouP rOna, jitddlo í JJ i bt I ysGe f @fa fif bse we have already discussed, but they

tile pieces that have been preserved in this window trim, while the intrados presents a simple sebka present a cornice of mugarnas that begins the ter-

are delicate and exceptional, one of the few origi- motif. The lateral arches are cusped and stilted, mination of the bale with a preliininary layer and

nal examples to be found in the Alhambra, which again with very plain and ordinary plant motifs later devolves finto the scalloped shape of the lintel

we will comment on when we address the tile decorating the triangular spandrels, while the on all four sides. The fronts present vertical bands

designs of the tower. The lateral windows on this underside of the lintel presents a smooth panel with sebka and plant motifs with medallions bear-

side present simple arches of the same kind as the with poorly preserved traces of painted ribbon ing the Nasrid mosto, and epigraphic friezes crown

central windows, but all their decorations were lost decorations similar to those in the upper section of the top of the baffles with phrases such as "salva-

and later replaced by Torres Balbás. This same the Hall of the Two Sisters. tion" and "victory." A band of script repeating the

arrangement of double openings in the centre and The main hall is defined by four columns that Nasrid motto bridges the stop between the outer

single openings on the sides is repeated on the form a central square and uphold the lantern like a lintels and the battens that cover the lateral hall-

other walls of the main room. On the upper part prismatic pavilion, the upper storey of which was ways of this room. Inside, the lantern well shows

of the wall around this antechamber there is a plas- later converted into a private study for the new superimposed decorations in plaster that form

ter frieze with a Kufic inscription, parts of which Emperor. Originally its walls must have had latticed two bands. The lower band has the same motif as

have disappeared, that repeats the Nasrid motto openings, as is usual in the towers and main halls of the opposite side with the Nasrid motto and four

"Only God is victor." The letters end at more or the Alhambra; the present-day windows cannot be other bands aboye, which were recovered during

less equal intervals in plumes that create a kind of the original openings for the lattices because they Torres Balbás' restoration, with starred medallions
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enclosing the Nasrid coat of arras and full-bodied ment in out-of-the-way locations has ensured bet- ures (riders falling from horses, fantastic dragons,
decorations that have all but disappeared except in ter conservation; but these examples in the swans, etc.).These scenes are enclosed in a concave
a few corners. This decoration was much more Dressing Room are the most diverse and varied as octagon and surrounded by snaking floral branch-
delicate than that of the corbels. a whole, although they may not be the most com- es. AH of the decoration is done in cold colours,

Other interesting features are the four wooden plex, have the best artistic quality or even be the the predominant tones being blue against a white
battens over the sides of the room, connected in a best preserved in the Alhambra. background, but with certain shades of brown in
knot pattern, with a little cupola of muqarnas in Our knowledge of the existence of these tiles animals, clothing and hair. Delicate golden high-
the centre of each section.The panels of these ceil- carne about almost by chance. They appeared on lights rounded off this decoration, which is now
ings must have been painted, and we can also see sito during the restoration work done under Torres los[. Comparisons nave been made between the
traces of painted decorations on the lintels or Balbás when the old floor paving was taken up and curvad polygonal forro and the stylised plant motif
splayed arches resting on the colurnns. One of the elements added in Christian times were removed, with medallions that rnake up the central theme of
better preserved examples, although it is quite such as the old "stove" from the 16` 5 century This the Hall of the Boat, frorn the time of Muhammad
worn, shows medallions with intertwining cords original tile work, with lovely and original figura- V, and certain parallels have also been drawn with
or ribbons and thick knots on the rest, with a tive motifs rarely seen in Nasrid art, helps us to other tiles from the Palace of the Alixares, also built
drawing reminiscent of certain patterns on the understand certain tastes for the naturally exotic by the same sultan, which leads us to believe that
skirting but on a larger scale. With regard co the that became popular during -reign of these works were created around the same time, as
roofing framework of this tower, we observe an Muhammad V, with concessions nexer seen in pre- I have already indicated. Some have also theorised
escalating series of categories — a characteristic that ceding periods. it is not surprising that they were that the figurative artwork, rather uncommon in
is more symbolic and representativa of pohtic discovered in a Corner of the tower, out of the path asrid works, could be the product of a collabora-
hierarchy than structural in the palatial halls o trod by centurias of inisabitants and therefore pro- rson between Nasrid and Sevillian artists when the
Alhambra. The antechamber has a carved w en tected. Given their originality and the scarcity of pala of Muhammad V and that of Peter I were
ceiling, while the lateral platforms have ba ns and such pieces, Torres Balbás removed all but une in being ilt simultaneously in Granada and
the central qulrba has a richly ornament d ceiling the right-hand comer (northeast angla) of th- Seville. 34 ut this overlap of styles can also be seen
with carved troughs inlaid with precious metals. rnain chamber, which heleft as a testament to their "n the paintings on leather in the Hall of the Kings
This same hierarchical differentiation was rein- original location, and che , rest were stored in the -here the motifs are clearly taken from Gothic art,

forced by Torres Balbás in the present-day floor of  Museum of the Alhambra. A few remains found in as is the case of those on this floor, even the plant
the tower, as we will see presently. the area of the now non-existent Palace of the motifs with their naturalistic foliage that in no way

The outer walls of the room present the same das- Alixares served as a reference for reconstructing resembles the usual abstraction of stylised Nasrid
tribution of windows as the antechamber: the cen- the imagos of the original flooring. Each piece of plant decoration. The same can also be said of the
tral window is twinned and the side wind h ti r an ainte Dy that n ce a oat of arras of the Band , but with-^ P tYPe ut
a single opening and round stilted are s o e t crea compl e r nust e t t id moho that must also be considered
cusped intrados. These were all discovered almost jomed in pairs alon1 the ypotenuses, thus frm- a pro uct o Christian artists. If we accept a dating
miraculously, albeit in very poor condition, wh€ a iSEi JIEs hiD sre CrUi I

.
Tcts RAr than a11 of this decoration, we could also

the tower was restored by Torres Balbás, but much of  wise on the floo,.r.,, so inorder to see the image one observe that the Fortuny tile made in the times of
their original decoration has been los[ trrQCÍcBatG d1Q J á c ' J an bidaiiyoiGieneijsaI^If1Q a much more naturalistic design [han
exceptions are the strips of script that crown some of ient, given that the natural point of entry to the was usual in Nasrid art. In fact, Fernández-Puertas
the windows bearing Koranic verses or ayat, specifi- room is located in a comer, as Fernández Puertas dated them in the last years of the l4th or early
cally the 1st and 4th verses in sura 158 of the Koran. has pointed out.33 There are two primary themes, 15`h century, considering them contemporaries of

Three decorative elements inside this tower but the partial remains that have been found are the paintings in the domes of the Hall of the
merit special attention, given the fact that their widely varied. The first consists of two figures fac- Kings, or even later, when Gothic tailoring became
presence and originality are exceptional among ing each other, a man and a wornan dressed in incredibly complex. Pavón Maldonado, the flrst to

the ornamenta that have been preserved in the medieval clothing and depicted in a highly st ylised defend an early "Mudejarisation" of the Alhambra

Alhambra. I ani referring co the tiles of the origi- manner, holding branches and crowned by the in the Nasrid era, shares this opinion. Regardless of

nal floor, the tiny golden ceramic tiles of che win- Nasrid coat of arras but without the usual inscrip- whether these elements are the product of exclu-

dowsills and the painted skirting around the walls. [ion, which was considered too important to be sively Nasrid genios or were influenced by

The use of tiles for both floors and windowsill stepped opon. The other motif was two goats fac- Christian art, the presence of tiles used to paye

decoration must have been commonplace in the ing each other, standing over two highly stylised these rooms, as in the Hall of Comares (although

Alhambra, but their location in places exposed to bushes. There were other incomplete illustrations, this room is currently considered a Mudejar work

the elements caused them to be removed in suc- now housed in the Museum of the Alhambra and possibly inspired by earlier Nasrid work), is clear

cessive restorations. In the case of the painted skirt- the Valencia Institute of Don Juan, but they all fea- evidente for arguing (together with Torres Balbás,

ing, although this was less common, their place- tured naturalistic scenes of human and animal fig- Martínez Caviró and others) that the Nasrid
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palaces were originally paved with these tiles to reflected synunetrically across the north-south axis ceramic sedes, there is no doubt that, in the words
maintain the chromatic harmony of the cham- of the tower.This trurroring is an achievement that ofTorres Balbás, "they are of an extraordinary del-
bers.33 The present-day floor of the tower was required great skill given the difficulty inherent in icacy, painted with the skill of manuscript minia-
redone by Torres Balbás, who played with the hier- the development of each drawing, combined with tures and enriched with the colours green and
archical arrangement of techniques and shapes by the fact that the recesses between the windows are blue, in which the straight and curving ]roes inter-
laying simple crossing floor tiles in the antecham- not exactly the same width on both sides of the twine and combine with extraordinary cleverness
ber, smaller decorative tiles arranged crosswise on room, as we will comment on later. This circum- and artistic sensibility. Compared with these
the floor of the side platforms, and large plain tiles stance causes the bands surrounding the panels to Granada tiles, the other extant works seem primi-
with smaller decorative ores at the junctions of widen or narrow with the central motif and, in the tive. "40 With regard to their chronology, it seems
each one on the floor of the central arca between case of the skirting tiles on the staircase, the chain- clear that they are related to the two aforemen-
the four columns, leaving a lane of square plain of-eight frieze that we see in che interiors was tioned examples at the Alhambra and therefore
tiles between each column to reinforce the idea of  completely eliminated. The paintings are approxi- pertain to the period of Muhammad V, specifically
the splayed arches as compartmentalised spaces mately 90 centimetres high and bordered by dou- the final years of his reign.
domi.nated by the central lantern or qubba. He also ble friezes of oblong circles and chains-of-eight. Without a doubt, and beyond any considera-
left a sunken segment of the flooring adjacent to The primary motifs also feature varied forms tions of chronology or technical quality, the pres-
the central window on the north side, considering including scalloped medallions, octagolia and knot ente of these three decorative elements — large
(with good reason) that it could be a balcony-like wheels of varying widths with endless fines that tiles, small decorative tiles and painted skirting tiles
modification from Christian times. intertwine and run together, with rust red ribbo — constitute a unique combination, an admirable

The tiny ornamental ceramic tiles are another and green details providing the predominant not ercise in cultural syncretism with its confronta-

excepcional find, and although few have survived of colour. The base of the drawings is usu4lly geo- ton of drawing and colour. Not only does it allow
their quality is unsurpassed. They were discovered metric, sketched casing compasses and set squares, us to imagine other combinations of similar beau-
by Torres Balbás when he removed the partition t plant motifs and scripts appear amidst some of ty that ae now lost; the mere contemplation of its
that had covered up the windows lince the 16`5 	ése forms. The cream ink plaster background delicate and unusual complexity is a pleasure.The
century.The pieces have a white background with mitigates the sharp contrasst that pure white would. legacy of Christian art, which clearly dominates
designs in gold and bands of light blue framing th create. The figures depicted bear similarities to \Che tiles, contrasts with the vivid colours of the
Assyrian-style scaled battlements. In the widest forms seen on ceramic skirting and other orna- skirting with drawings that create a dizzying con-
band, outlining a continuous frieze along the mental motifs of dif rent provenance, which tinuity of whimsical forms, while the small orna-
union between the tiles, there are fairly liberal Pavón Maldonado even ties co Muslim Korans and mental tiles provide a touch of exotic richness
inscriptions that Torres Balbás defined as "popular Roman antecedents. 37 In his study on Hispano- with their subdued golden highlights and religious
graphic technique" against a backgroun i h u paro rting 3 r a o us n the master creator.
ly stylised spirals with sloppy lines, wit r d ove of th r f h n a
such as "Everlasting glory!" or "Sure glory!" 3 	are sial preserve in Spatn, from t e first made 3. Structural analysis and other works
Accustomed as we are to seeing such tiles exeo t OP1Ji5E ERr IAnOEf CULTURA of referente
ed in a single, more intense colour, seeing the Madinat al-Zahrá cô the Mudejar creations found After analysing the configuration and decora-
smoothness of the script and the nuaRa r i e( o[io  *s t!ib4T ^aii FY,. ípgfi etvof this tower in the Nasrid era, we must now
golden tiles that highlight the epigraphic lines the tiles in the Alhambra (referring to those in the Cake a look at its structural basics and its relative
helps us co comprehend the specific contribution Courtyard of the Harem, the room beside the Hall importante in connection with the other palace
of colour to the conception of these spaces. of the Boat and the Dressing Room), he believed buildings of the Alhambra. With regard to its pro-

The third ornamental element of significante is that the Nasrids held them in high esteem because portional layout plan, Fernández Puertas sees sim-
the painted skirting that adorns the walls between they are located in delicate arcas such as the Harem ilarities with the rest of the Alhambra's buildings
the windows, the backgrounds on the entrance and the Dressing Room, but that perhaps they where the Pythagorean module is the fundamen-
door, between the recesses, and the staircase of the were reserved for "places of reduced dimensions tal basis of Nasrid architectural design. The mod-
access passageway, although the entine right side is and domestic life." Such skirting tiles were also ules have a floor ratio of 2 between length and
missing in the last case and the left is in poor con- found in other places in the Alhambra (the width, so that the central main hall forms a perfect
dition. In reality, no panel has been preserved Machuca portico, among others) and constitute square. To achieve the depth of the preceding
entirely, but the panel that the l6th-century stove important antecedents in the 13th-century archi- vestibule or portico, the architect would bring the
covered and those on the entrance doorjambs tecture of Granada, such as those in the Royal Hall diagonal down towards one side. The arrangement
between the recesses are almost completely intact. of Santo Domingo and the House of Los Girones of the columns upholding the central lantern also
Although the bands framing them are similar, the which were recently studied byVíctor Medina and have a compositional proportion based on the pro-
compositions of che panels are all different on each Ana García. 39 Although their appearance and jection of an arch from the corners, beginning
side, forming a double series of motifs that are colouring can he considered inferior co that of the from the centres of the four sides. 41 Paradoxically,
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windows that, as Torres Balbás noted, "could per-

haps be explained by a desire to achieve isolation

and soothing half-light and seek refuge from the

sun on certain occasions" 43 In any case, che pres-

ence of both upper lattices and lower windows

should not surprise us, given that such double illu-

mination features are commonly found in the main

halls of palaces that look over the wall and the

other balconies and miradors in general

(Generalife, the upper chambers in the Court of

the Lions, etc.).

With regard to the origins of these halls dominat-

ed by a central lantern, Fernández Puertas com-

mes that, although others have suggested that this

particular structure shows Egyptian-Maniluk influ-

ence, it might also have been inherited from the

Fatinud Qa'att-al-Dardir. The intermédiate step for

the structures in che Alhambra appears to have been
the halls with independent lanterns, Hispano

Muslim lanterns that evolved from the al-bayt al-

maslaj in their hammams. Earlier Hispano-Muslim

palaces inay have had rooms with lanterns, but no

remains or archaeological kroof have yet been dis

Muharumad V's sultanate,45 this intense chromatic
contrast still seems quite strange. There is no

chance that they might have originally contained

colours that disappeared with domestic use over

the centuries, since the restorer Juan Aguilar, when

cleaning these designs to remove a greyish patina

that had tarnished them, did not find any traces of

colour. However, what did appear were traces of

the clay used co 611 the plaster casts, indicating that

they did not originally have polychrome decora-

tion.

While the interior appearance of the tower has

been somewhat damaged by successive changes in

medieval times and the remodelling work that

started in the 16`h centu ry, its exterior was affected

even more dramatically with the addition of a

gallery and balcony and the extension of the roof.

Even so, we can imagine that this tower's original

on fi guration was similar to that of other lantern-

alls in the Alhambra, standing tall aboye the adja-

cent fs covering the horizontal naves of the dif-

ferent p ces. Torres Balbás, whose opinion on this

topic is un nimouslv shared visualised and recon-

this exactness and meticulousness in the layout

contrasts with a notably less careful execution,

given that the floor plan is considerably off kilter,

tending towards the west side, and the lantern

columns are not equidistant from the walls. And

speaking of the walls, the blueprints from those

drawn by Torres Balbás (which almost all later

researchers have copied) show how the walls sepa-

rating the windows are not equal either. In reality,

the windows and walls are distributed in a rather

asymmetrical and unequal fashion in comparison

with each other, although this should not surprise

us since we know that the layouts of the

Alhambra's buildings and cour tyards rarely have a

perfectly regular distribution. Bearing in mind

these distributional oddities, the exterior measure-

ments of the tower are 8.10 by 5.75 m and the

interior measures 7 by 5 metres (measurements

provided byTorres Balbás and repeated by others

and the walls are 35 cm thick.

With regard to the morphological characr es
of its original structure, they are similar to another

typology that occurs frequently in other palace

buildings

nt

uildings of the Alhambra such as the Mexuar and  'covered. 44 It is true that in the baths in che tructed it with a wider lower level that narrowed
the Hall of Beds in the Royal Bath or to a lesser Alhambra (Abencerrájes, Parador of San Francisco, a ove with slanted decorative roofing to cover the
degree the bayt al-maslaj or apoditerium of the the Royal Bath in the Mosque, the Roya] Bath of  side hallways and the portico or antechamber.The
Mosque Bath, with the central lantern occupying Corvares, Dar al-Arusa), the antechambers or al-bayt entrance hallway would have been an independent
two storeys and platforms around the perimeter, al-maslaj tend to have this same structural design. structure added on later, with a gabled roof and
typical of Nasrid and Marinid architecture. "The In this general assessment of the tower's interior, corbels supporting the base modules. The second

mhall layout with a lantern that illuminates a - a in ided sure h

Bt eo

r s , e ct r lantern jutted upwards fro the ceo-

tilates from aboye - in reality, a small cover a o n te exul 4d^, cor í h^ of t wer, with three windows on each side
appeared in Granada m the 14 th century. can co our p aysa vital on ower levels t roug for attices. Its sirnilari ty to mirador towers illus-

find a poorly conserved example in the MexuC E jERj i DEglCw lul LeTURtAd in medieval Islamic manuscripts, such as the
which is repeated in the Dressing Roomp and the floor tiles which we have already^discussedin Hadith Ba ad wa-Riyad, has served as a point of ref-
bath of Roya] Street in the Alhambra; !f at eina ^ it)i \ earlan^^ r El#tk1iaoM G5e Íl eLa Itéa determine its ancestry, although in my
used in the Rawda or royal funeral chapel, the ruins once covered with wooden lattices and coloured opinion the referente extends only to its visual
of which can be seen at midday from the Hall of glass according to Nasrid custom, which would function as a secluded mirador and not to its struc-
the Lions, and the bath of the rui.ned palace of Dar further accentuate this fantastic microcosm. The toral design. I do believe that this tower exerted a
al-arusa aboye the Generalife. This layout was same is true of the carpentry, where now we can visual influence on certain Mudejar church towers
imported from the Orient, from Persia or only guess at the original chromatic richness from in Granada such as those of Santa Ana and San
Mesopotamia, countries with warm climates where the faint traces of colour on the carved wooden Andrés. Torres Balbás 47 also pointed out chis con-
buildings must be protected from the intense light ceilings and battens and, although bastardised and nection and other authors have followed suit, but
and heat while also avoiding the entrance of dust. often redone, on the central lantern. The splayed it must be noted that both towers acquired their
From these regions it spread to Cairo, where the arches adorning the lintels, which visually embrace present-day appearance many years after the
hall with high lighting and ventilation called a qa'a the four columns and the vestibule portico, would Nasrid tower had lost its original configuration
was common." 42 Despite this sitnilarity, this struc- have born similar ornamentation.And yet the pías- with the recessed upper level.48

ture differs from the aforementioned lantern-halls ters adorning the corbels, the window friezes and

that are closed to the outside and squeezed the plaster lantern do not show even the slightest Endnotes
between other edifices, so that light can only come trace of polychrome decoration.Although this lack ' Inside the central chamber, on che upper part of the cen-

in through the upen lattices in the lantern. But in of colour was already noted by Gómez-Moreno tral window overlooking che Darro Valley and surrounded

the case of the Dressing Room, the four walls have Martínez as a peculiari ty in the later years of by numerous fanciful details borrowed from the Italian
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modernity has becn pointed out by FERNÁNDEZ-

PUERTAS, A. La fachada del palacio de Corvares, pp. 114-115;

"El Arte," pp. 223 & 259; PAVÓN MALDONADO, B. "La

torre de Abu-1-Hayyay..", p. 433.

$ TORRES BALBÁS, L. " LaTorre del Peinador...", p. 95.

Torres Balbás, among others, alludes to these skirting tiles,

which he believes to be from the tnid-14` I' century and

therefore from the time ofYtisuf 1 "Los zócalos pintados

en la arquitectura hispanomusulmana", p. 134; whereas

Pavón Maldonado, in the chapter"Decoración mural pin-

tada" in Estudios sobre la Alhambra. Anejos II. pp. 196-197,

attributes them to the days of Muhammad V, as does

Fernández-Puertas.

PUERTAS, A. The Alhambra, p. 252 and subsequent pages

and il. 156.

25 LÓPEZ PERTÍÑEZ, M C. La carpintería en la arquitectura

nazarí. Doctoral Thesis. Granada: Department of Art

History, 2003. Part of the study was published under the

lame title in Granada: Instituto Gómez-Moreno de la

Fundación Rodríguez-Acosta, 2006, which contained

references to these elements in several sections. As a

whole, they are mentioned on pp. 126-129 (lantern roof-

ing framework, carved wooden ceilings around the

central room, splayed arches) and attributed to che reign

of Muhammad V or circa 1380. It also lists a host ofmod-

illions and pieces from che Dressing Room, but makes no

Vol. 42 < 2007 • pp. 172-251

Renaissance s tyle, 've can observe severa] garlands made

of a clam, a crab, a handful of anchovies or nase fish and a

marine snail - a truly odd sight, even considering the nat-

ural exoticism of che grotesque gene.

2 VELÁZQUEZ ECHEVERRíA, J. Paseos por Granada y sus con-

tornos. Granada: 1764,Vol. 1, walk xxi, p. 107.
3 GOLFERICHS, M. La Alhambra. Barcelona: Ed. David, 1929,

p. 191.

4 TORRES BALBÁS, L. "La Torre del Peinador de la Reina o

de la Estufa," Archivo Español de Arte, no. 21, (1931),

reprinted in Obra Dispersa, 11, no. 9, 1985, p. 90, claimed

that "like all of the others in this complex, this tower was

both parí of the palace and an elentent of defence"

5 GALLEGO BURÍN, A. La Alhambra. Granada: Alhambra

Board ofTrustees, 1963, p.101, "in reality, this building

was only one of the many other defensive towers sur-

rounding the fortress."

6 Excepting che more libertine hypothesis, this opinion

appeared in BERMÚDEZ PAREIA, J. Palacios de Comares

Leones. Granada: Obra Cultural de la Caja de Aho

Lada", in Anejos II. pp. 196-197; "La torre de Abu-1-

Hayyay de la Alhambra o del Peinador de la Reina,"

Actas de las II Jornadas de Cultura Arabe Islámica, (1980).

Madrid: Instituto Hispano-Árabe de Cultura, 1985, pp.

429-441; similar arguments are repeated in "Arte, arqui-

tectura y arqueología. VIII. La Alhambra e Ibn al-Jatib.

Las nuevas y contestadas interpretaciones de don Emilio

García Gómez", Al-Qantara, XV, (1994), pp. 303-317,

especially 310-311.

GÓMEZ MORENO, M, Guía de Granada, Granada, 1892,

(°Granada: University Press-Instituto Gómez-Moreno de

la Fundación Rodríguez-Acosta, 1999), pp. 95-96. Also

ascribed to this monarch's reign in TORRES BALBÁs, L.

"Cronología de las construcciones de la Casa Real de la

Alhambra", Obra Dispersa 1. no. 7, pp. 58-59.

1 have indicated che text corresponding to th e replaced

tel with two fonvard slashes he translation to

was provided by FERNÁNDEZ-PuER rAS. A

torno a la c ronol ." p. 77.
72 The miss[ niece is the tírst on the castern side. and

211 FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS, A. The Alhambra, p. 24, the original

in Enghsh.
27 See the recent work of VÍLCHEZ VíLCHEZ, C. "El palacio

del Portal Alto en la Alhambra." Granada: Proyecto Sur,

2001.

22 We only found one interpretation similar to chis Ku fic

inscription in che decoration of che mirador of che Tower

of El Partal, bur here it is nmch more organic and fresh,

with a more skilfully executed background to the stylised

plant motif that is nothing like those in the two other

towers mentioned. 1 realise that a large part of the decora-

don in Muhammad VII's qalahurra has been redone, but

the original patterns upon which these new compositions

were based are still evident in certain arcas of the tower.
23 On this controversy, see FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS, A. "En

torno a la cronología..." which proposes an earlier date in

che times of Nasr and Yúsuf I, and PAVÓN MALDONADO,

B, "Escudos y reyes en el Cuarto de los Leones de la

Alhambra," AI-Andalus, xxxv, (1970), pp. 179-197;"Notas

sobre el escudo de la Orden de la Banda en los Palacios de
!

1972,s. p. recent restoration work reattached che second on the d edro y de Muhammad V", Al-A ndalus, xxxv[t,

Noteworthy studies linked strictly to our topi nclude side. (197 p. 229-232 and "La torre de Abu-I-Hayyay..",

TORRES BALEAS, L. "Paseos por la Alhambra. a Torre del ERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS, A. ` n torno a la cronología... which a cribe it to Muhammad V. More recently,

Peinador de la Reina o de la Estufa", Archivo Español de The same arguments are ted in "Azulejo" in Various MARTÍNEZ CAVIRO, B. "El arte nazarí y el problema de la

Arte, no. 21, (1931), pp. 193-212, reprinted in Obr Authors, Arte y cultu ra e a 1492. Seville, 1992, file loza dorada," in Various Authors, Arte islámico en Granada.

Dispersa, 1I, no. 9, 1985, pp. 89-120; more or less ample no. 159, pp. 236-237. lliamhra, pp. 24 & 247, and "El Propuesta para un Museo de la Alhamhra. Granada: Alhambra

references are offered in: "Los zócalos pintados en la Arte", p. 223. In fact, iost--yecent works Fernández Board ofTrustees, 1995, 152-154, again reviewed this sub-..

arquitectura hispanomusulmana", Al-Andalus,VII, (1942), Puertas refers to the structure as t'fie Tower ofAb -1- uy a ject and pointed out certain differences between the

pp. 405-406, reprinted in Obra Dispersa 1, no. 2, (1982), Nasr rather than Ab -1-Ha. Christian and Nasrid coat of arnu, but did not propose a

p. 133 - 134; "Aleros nazaríes", Al-Andalus, x 9 hombro te for when it first appeared in Granada.

p. 176, reprinted in Obra Dispersa, I, no. 4, (198 8 re de Ub 	ayyay. d g n • Re r s to the layout prior to Ismail's Palace of

"Salas con linterna central en la arquitectura grana na", te Cura y arqu gta . III. a r ora es, hich preceded that of Yúsuf I, are provided by

Al-Andalus, xxiv, (1959), pp. 212-214, reprinted in ra OlNYEJERIA DE CULTURAAVÓN MALDONADO, B. Anejos I, p. 65 and subsequent

Dispersa, 1, no. 7, (1983), pp. 24-26; "Cronología de las 16 TORRES BALEAS, L. "La Torre del Peinador...", note 4. He pages; VÍLCHEZ VíLCHEZ, C. "La disposición musulmana

construcciones de la Casa Real de la Al1PatrQnatOot^t On lali ha r ibrroyía Genep [Mala Reja dela Alhambra de Granada. Memoria

Andalus, xxiv, (1959), pp. 404-408, reprinted in Obra construcciones..." p. 58. 7 de excavación", Cuadernos de Arte de la Universidad de

Dispersa 1, no. 7, (1983), pp. 58-62. The presente of che hands, the similarities to those in che Granada, xv ii , (1985-1986), pp. 353-380; brief references
a Important contributions include: FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, Hall of the Two Sisters and Daraxa, and their obvious and a detailed drawing of the original in FERNÁNDEZ-

A. "En torno a la cronología de la torre de Ab -1-Ha", in

Actas del xxnt Congreso Internacional de Historia del A rte, vol.

11. Granada: University Press, 1973, pp. 76-87; The

Alhambra. 1. From the Ninth Century to Yúsuf 1 (1354).

London:Sagi Books, 1997, pp. 
24-25,83-84, 108- 110 and

244-248; and "El Arte", in El Reino nazarí de Granada

(1232-1492). Sociedad, vida y cultura, in "Historia de

España de Menéndez Pida]", vol.Vlll****, pp. 223.

Fundamental works of referente mentioning the

Dressing Room include: Estudios sobre la Alhambra.

Anejos a Cuadernos de la Alhambra, Granada: Alhambra

Board of Trustees, 1975-77, especially "El Palacio de

Corvares" on pp. 67-71 and "Decoración mural pin-
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mention of their chronology, on p. 207. Her description 270; TORRES BALBÁS, L. 'La Torre del Peinador..." p. 95; soon became patent..." in GÓMEZ - MORENO

argues that the central roofng franiework could not date MARTÍNEZ CAVIRÓ, B. Cerámica hispanomusulmana..., MARTÍNEZ, M. "El arte islámico en España y en el

from a period as early as the time of Ab5-I-Yuy51 Nasr pp. 112-115; FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS, A. "Azulejo", fi le no. Magreb," in GLUK, H; D[Ez, E., Arte del Islam. Barcelona:

(1309-1314), pp. 264-265. She makes specific mention of 159. Manuel Casamar offers an extensive commentary Labor, 1932, p. 122 (reprinted in Cuadernos de la

the frieze with the mutilated inscription and ascribes it to and mentions the possible presente of Christian elements Alhambra, 6, 1970, p. 182).

the time of Muhanunad V based on its plant motifs en p. combined with Nasrid artwork in their execution in 46 TORRES BALBÁS, L. "La Torre del Peinador...", p. 100, and

306. Various Authors, Arte islámico en Granada. Propuesta para un figure en p. 99, and reproduced with an interior itemisa-
26 JACOBS, M. LaAlhambra. Palma, Majorca: Cartago, 2000, p. Museo de la Alhamb ra . Granada: Alhambra Board of [ion in FERNÁNDEZ - PUERTAS, A. Time Alhambra, p.246,

136. Trustees-Corvares, 1995, file no.135. ti. 133.

'- 7 FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS,A. La fachada del Palacio de Contares. 11 TORRES BALBÁS, L. "De cerámica hispano musulmana", 47 "La Torre..." p. 100.

Granada: Alhambra Board of Trustees, 1980, p. 114. He pp. 147-167; MARTÍNEZ CAVIRó, B. "El arte nazarí y el 48 The tower of the Church of San Andrés was constructed

repeats the same hypothesis in "El Arte", p. 223.The for- problema..." p. 152; GÓMEZ-MORENO CALERA, J. M. between 1539 and 1542 by the master builder Alejo,

mer work features an extensive study on Hispano-Muslim "Reflexiones sobre la cerámica arquitectónica mudéjar en although significant repairs were mnade to the top section

portals. la Alhambra", Actas del xiii Congreso del C.E.H.A. and roofin 1585-88 after lighting struck it.The tower of
21 1 have £ollowed the transcription given by Torres Balbás, Granada: Department ofArt Histor y, 2000, pp. 123-133. Santa Ana was conunissioned in 1561 and completed in

which he borrowed froto the text by A1.MAGRO CÁRDENAS, 36 TORRES LISAS, L. "La Torre del Pe i 7;' p. 94. They 1563.

A. Estudio sobre las inscripciones árabes de Granada. Granada: a roned and described by MARLINIiZ CAVW ó,

1879. Curiously enough, the Guía by Gómez-Moreno tca hispanomusulmana..., p. 112.This p `eiot- '' Christian transformations in the

Dressing Room Towerfrom the 1 
6t

offers a slightly different text taken from Rodrig 'eincludes a reproduction of a ceran Lile found in
o 191h centuriesAmador de los Ríos:"...the virtuous Abu Abdallah excavatiorlbeside the Monaita Gate ande ly housed

Billah, son of our lord Emir of the Muslims, ill ous in théVallencia Institute of Don Juan chal is alm nti- SÉ MANUEL GÓMEZ-MORENO CALERA

sultan, magnificent king, the incomparable, th varlike, tal to the tiles in the Dressing Room. The ole ñ
University of Granada

the dispenser of grace and reward, the lion defender of "een taken from the same building and used later on

the right, the conqueror - may Allah preserve hiel from construction in the Albaycín. 1. Christian transformations in the old

the infidels! - Abul Hachach, son of our lord the exalted 11 PAVÓN MALDONADO. B. "Decoración mural pintada" Nasrid tower

sultan..." from Estudios sobre la Alhambra. ejos I[. pp . 196-203.

2') This kind of inscription appears rather frequently on the 3ft TORRES BALEAS, L. "Los zócalk

ra

pintados en la arqui- 1.1. Fírst modifications in the days of

doors and palaces o£the Alhambra, with a clear symbo lic- tectura hispanomusúlnlana", Dispersa 1, no. 2, Charles V. Conversion of the tower into ¡he
foundacional meaning, as is the case of the plaque on the pp. 121-149. Emperor's "Stove"

Wine Gate added in the days of MuhammadV,Y A FLO , ARCI u c he palacese chan es made in the al of theg P

" [t is curious that now the niche on the right, w 'c f e tó emple e ]a ejes n e o z c la hat lbra beginning with the Catholic Monarchs

south, is shallower [han that on the left. On t e exterior Al am ea y e uarto Real e anto ommgo e we e su stantlal from the start and inotivated by a

wall we can see that the piece fit into this niche has b

`

E

er

JEf d et/ós fe^t^91
F

U
RA

ety of interests or needs.The Crown's interestCONSEJ

redone. 37, (2001), pp. 9-20. Other referentes tu the paintings of in preserving this palace as living proof of their
Si LÓPEZ PERTÍÑEZ, M C. La carpintería en IPat onateic s enj ssAlhtmi>rIa l t nera1ifei to perpetuate the memory of its

nazarí, p. 274, comments on the exceptional assembly MANZONO MORENO, E. Técnica y metodología en las restau- conquerors did not obviate the fact that its intri-

technique used on this carved wooden ceiling. raciones de pinturas murales nazaríes. Granada: Universi ty cate and fragmented structure required iminediate
Z This variation of polygonal and circular centres en the Press-Provincial Government, 1995. changes to adapt lt co the tastes of the new resl-

capitals makes for a curious combination in the capitals of 40 "Los zócalos..." p. 148. dents. While simultaneously attempting to avert

the Court of the Lions. See MARINETTO SÁNCHEZ, P Los a' FERNÁNDEZ -PUERTAS, A. The Alhambra, p. 24, il. 10. the iInI111netlt collapse of the fragiie structures that

capiteles del Palacio de los Leones en la Alhambra. Granada: a'- TORRES BALBÁS, L. Arte almohade; arte nazarí, arte mudéjar. the last Nasrid sultans had let slide, remodelling

Universi ty Press, 1996 and CRESSIER, P. "El capitel en la "Ars Hispaniae",Vol. IV. Madrid: Plus Ul tra, 1949, p. 108. work was also begun to create more practica]

arquitectura nazarí", in Various Authors, Arte islámico en a3 TORRES BALBÁS, L. "Salas con linterna central en la arqui- dwelling spaces because, although there was an

Granada. Propuesta para un Museo de la Alhambra. Granada: tectura granadina", A l-Andalus, xxiv, p. 212 (2nd ed. Ob ra abundante of ample common roonss for audi-

Alhambra Board ofTrustees, 1995, pp. 83-95. Dispersa 1, no. 7, pp. 24). entes and relaxation, useful living spaces were
33 FERNÁNDEZ PUERTAS, A. "Azulejo", file no. 159, pp . 236- 44 FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS,A. TheAlhambra, p. 84. (and still are) lirnited in number and sine. In these

237. 4S "With MuhamnladV carne a chango of style in the plant early interventions the "Moorish" style of the

These tilos have been cited numerous times, the inost motifs influenced by naturalistic tastes: the decoration palace was respected almost scrupulously in an

important referentes being: GÓMEZ-MORENO MAR- became more robust, the details less fine and the use of undertaking that has become known as

TíNEZ, M. "Arte cristiano entre los mo ros de Granada," in polychrome became less frequent; at the same ti me, Mudejartsation, which "attempted to modify the

Homenaje a D. Francisco Codera. Zaragoza, 1904, pp. 266- motley structures were a prelude to an exhaustion that Nasrid elements as little as possible through the
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use of materials and techniques similar to those nection and enclosure for the area, leaving only the Tendilla) to convert the Nasrid palaces into open

employed in the past" 1
	upper level open for use. Six new interconnected miradors overlooking the singular landscape has

The first palace reforms did not really follow an rooms were built, two of which had doors onto not been studied in enough depth. In reali ty, the

orderly, systematic project plan, which explains the two courtyards (Lindaraja and the Wrought intimate and secluded atmosphere of the Nasrid

why these changes are hardly noticeable except for Iron Gri lle). The remaining four delimited the palace pavilions - the famous qubbas or baws with

a few obvious signs left by the new owners, includ- north side of the coureyard (on the Darro Valley shady latticed balconies - was destroyed when the

ing heraldic references and certain concessions to side), with two larger chambers and two smaller upper leveis of the palaces and some towers were

the new Renaissance or late Gothic s tyle such as rooms that served as offfices, an antechamber and made into balconies and ga lleries with open,

the decorative motifs of the ceiling and window in bedrooms (I will later comment on the possible sweeping, unbroken vistas. In other words, the

the Gilded Room or the hallway leading into the and rather controversia] uses of these quarters). gallery or 1og'ia in the Dressing Room and access

Court of the Myrtles. Obvious modifications were Another opening on the east side led into an open hallway is not the only space open towards the

also made in the area of the Mexuar, but they were gallery connecting with the Hall of the Darro; the hallway led to a two-storey galle ry that

diluted and augmented during subsequent remod- Moucharabies. In the first remodelling project, as is still in use today and connects the arca of the

elling that almost completely disguised the features we can see in the so-called Grand Plan of the Lions with Corvares and, although it has been

of a structure which had already sufered impor- Royal Palace, this opening was only a wall closing redone on severa] occasions, this structure may be

tant transformations under the Nasrids. It was not off the courtyard, but in 1538 the builders decided older than researchers have thought until now.3

until the arrival in Granada of the Emperor to creare a two-storey gallery that would harma- But the new open s tyle of the Alhambra did not

Charles and his wife Isabella of Portugal on their niously delimit the court and at theisan'ic stop there. On the Grand Plan drawn by Pedro

wedding tour, accompanied by a bombastic and p rovide access on upper level. tootthe chamberr - Machuca, a blueprint that we will refer to fre-

demanding entourage, that the idea of buildi a of the Fruit Room from che Nasrid palace. In this quently throughout this chapter, we can see

new palace (or rather expanding the Musli i- way, the enipty space between the baths of amo he rooms built aboye the Mexuar a space
fice) was boro, resulting in the now-famou alace Corvares, the Palace of the Lions and the outer at the rthern end labelled "nvrador over the

of Charles V. The interests that motivated this wall was closed in, creating two cour tyards o Darro," wi perfectly visible colunuis drawn in on

grand project have been analysed and argued on so atTective shape and irregular layout. 1 have pointed wo sides, forming another balcony or belvedere

many occasions, and will undoubtedly continue to out the interiorised nature of these chambers, si lar to the aforementioned structures in the

be addressed in future studies, that I see no need to closed off towards the Courts,of Lindaraja and the Dressing Room and its corridor. The fact that

outline them al] again here. Wrought Iron Grille, but the also offered a view these rooms were possibly intended to serve as

The constructive enterprise begun with this over the Darro Valley from the allways, for reasons bedrooms or the Empress's private chambers, com-

great project did not sidetrack work on the old of prudente and the emperor's preferentes. missioned by Tendilla after the work on the
royal residence - far from it. This w ad e" " tastes and. dcsnan ed ost a j as finished in 1537, 4 leads us to think
absolutely necessa ry given the continued t ri - ta o gra his s n s befitt t t e e impressive views enjoyed by the

ration of these fragile structures, and als du to p ac otoc , e a o e t m cy and" m ero could also be seen from here.This origi-

the need to prepare a suitable residence - albei /^ @
7

i tt ^,^a^L eU ay out ( eliminated in the 19` 5 century) can be
COLAS LZ 

provisional one - for the Emperor's next visit.This gious matters. This reflected the Spamsh monar- clearly seen, especially in the drawings left to us by
plan to reform and expand the NasrPal-r natOa4i ieta e"i Ith

3

ftau oGene J which show arches similar to those
marked the beginning of a new era in the histo ry 	ings, boro of the fact that many of theirpalaces in the Dressing Room galleries but slightly lower,
of our Dressing Room Tower. The exact location were former monasteries. Although we are still although by that time the openings of said galle ry

of the private chambers used by the Emperor dur- speaking of the ve ry early years of his reign and the liad already been covered up.s
ing the royal couple's visit is not known, but the vicissitudes of his administration had yet to tatue Maria José Redondo has recently provided the
fitting out of the Hall of the Two Sisters as a din- the innate restlessness of Charles V, in a way these most exhaustive and specific study on the expan-
ing room and the so-called Harem as quarters for plans foreshadowed the spirit of his final retreat in sion of chis arca of the Nasrid palace and the con-
his closest courtier, the Count of Nassau, suggests Yuste. struction of the Dressing Room itself. Her
that they were nearby the old palace or In this context, the inclusion of the Dressing rescarch and the study published by Rosa López
"Chamber" of the Lions. The Empress had rooms Room Tower should be viewed as just another Torrijos are two essential references on this subject
in the arca of the Mexuar, although she soon aspect of this remodelling project. 2 In the medieval and direct precedents of the present work.6
expressed her displeasure with these quarters and era, the Nasrid tower was rather isolated from the Although 1 have already commented that the
moved to the Monaste ry of St Jerome. other palace buildings, but when the cour tyard was Nasrid tower of Ab -]-Ha was included when the

The project for expanding the rooms of the enclosed in the 16`h century its newfound proxim- so-called New Charnbers were built, the operation
Nasrid palaces consisted of creating a cour tyard ity enabled it to be used as an addition to the new was far from simple. Despite its proxitni ty, the
and rooms around them linked to the Hall of the rooms. Until now, the tendency of Christian rnon- tower's situation jutting out over the citadel wall
Two Sisters, which served as an element of con- archs (undoubtedly advised and influenced by required a risky intervention because the con-
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struction had to be much higher than the original lantern of the Nasrid room was fitted with a low Although the specific functions of the three di ffer-
medieval access. For this reason, the builders decid- carved wooden ceiling supported by the splayed ent rooms is still not clear (in reality none of them
ed to create a wide structure projecting outwards arches, thus leaving a small chamber in which the were used for their intended purposes), it has gen-

from the northernmost imperial room that con- old knot-design ceiling was preserved and the erally been assumed that the rooms in the hall

nected with the porticoed gallery encircling the windows, which must have once been fitted with between the Courts of the Wrought Iron Grille

Court of the Wrought Iron Grile. A door and pas- lattices, were enlarged and modified to provide a and Lindaraja were the study and antechamber or

sageway were also created from another of the better view of the exterior surroundings. Finally, vestibule for the Emperor's use, while those on the

imperial rooms — the one that for years was con- the decorative roofing around this Boudoir was north side of the Court of Lindaraja were the

sidered the Emperor's bedchamber — that respect- eliminated and replaced by a gallery of segmented Emperor and Empress's respective bedchambers

ed the height of the tower and provided access to arches on slender columns like a corridor wrapped and supplementary rooms that seem to have been

its upper level. Beside this door and adjacent co the around the preceding room on all three sides.The designed for the Empress's use given their location

entrante corridor, a staircase was added (which can same architectural concept and mirador design was adjacent to her bedroom, although their exact pur-

be clearly seen on the General Plan of the used for the corridor leading co the first room pose is still unclear.9 Once again, it was Maria José

Alhambra) which rnay have been used to descend from che Emperor's maro chambers. Redondo who questioned this theo ry, although I

directly into the Barden and as a privare access to A varie ty of names have been used to refer co was already predisposed to agree with her given

the baths. these rooms and the tower itselfin Christian times, that I had my doubts before even reading her

With the significant reform work done, the old although the niost popular denoniinations w re work. She proponed that this shared distribution of

Nasrid kiosk-tower was united to the imperial the Que n's Dressing Room, Mirador or Boud the imperial chambers is an interpretation imposed

chambers, and Maria José Redondo believed th

N

commemorating, the fact that it was presumably by inodern marriage customs without taking into

the special importante attached co this tower designed for the Empress Isabella's personal use. account the strict Burgundy protocol of the time,

a significant factor in the project. 7 Neverth , it However, in the 16 th century documents referred whi iccaced separate quarters for the monarch

is important to point out that, if not for t pres- to it as "the Stove Room of the Royal and hin nsort.This researcher is inclined to think

ente of the paintings by Aquiles and May a er, [hese esidences," "Tower of the Stove" or simply th that all of he rooms built in the area of the Court

rooms would have remained tiny unimportant "Stove" Starting in the 1 7h century, written of Lindaraja were designed for the Emperor

chambers. We do not know if these rooms were reports began calling it the Dressing Room (eval- harles' exclusive enjoyment and use. With a few

originally intended co house the fantastic paintings uation of the grotesque painting repaired by Raxis differences, the same sequence is repeated in the

that they now contain, or if the idea carne at a later in 1624) or the Boudoir (repcts from the late 17 th Alcázar of Madrid, where the following rooms

date, although the fact that they were painted at century). In 1625, one document indicated that, were identified: Hall, Antechamber, Chamber,

such an early date leads us to believe that they "In December polished canvases were placed in Bedroom and Bath. 10 The spaces designed for the

were part of the project from the start.Th i 1 s Chis original project would therefore be

ticoloured decorative style provided an in n o

idor Sto

RDIonTWGe Dres n om a d the Mexuar which appear on the

contrast between two different ways of concetvrng o g d mar e, w tch i la of the Roya] Palace, an area that she

the ornamentation of a royal residen ce. The de O ipJ ER IAriB^iCU LTU RA already occupied in 1526. It does not fall to

ration of the tower during che reign of Charles V denomination of Dressing Room or Boudoir was me co debate this interpretation except insofar as it

will be conimented on by Nicole Dac
PattfO flato r, jee e tA IhaniecyoGIen i ft I use of the "Dressing Room" itself.

will provide a brief outline of the structural mod- Empress Isabella's personal use, but rather because While the paintings in the second chamber or

ifications made at the time. it had been occupied by another queen at a later room (the one inside the lantern) present a genre

The first thing we must note is that the date (such as Isabella of Bourbon, the wife of decoration of grotesques and figurative motifs

Christian transformation was in a way a definitive Philip IV, during her 1624 stay in Granada, as we related co classical mythology that could be apt for

revolution in tercos of use, but the structural will see later).Thus, the Hall of Golden Marble, the either a man or a woman, the theme selected for

changes made were minimal and constituted the Stove and the Dressing Room, together with the the first room had little co do with the typical val-

least traumatic and aggressive of all modifications galle ry or Mirador, became the four separare struc- ues and interests of an Empress, even one who spo-

in the Nasrid palaces. The lower level was kept as tares comprising Chis set of rooms. radically took a hand in matters of government.

a service rooni and housed the burner for the per- Another controversial question, but one which The Tunis campaign depicted in this room empha-

fumed scents rising finto the chamber aboye, and to me seems increasingly clear, is the original use sised the Emperor's role as the new Neptune, lord

on the upper level a dramatic alteration was made that the builders intended co make of [hese rooms. of the seas, a [heme that was repeated around the

with fortunate and clearly original resulta. This For many years it was thought co have been same time on the southern fa^ade of the Palace of

involved retnoving the roof of the first room or designed as a personal retreat for the Empress Charles V, and it is impossible co argue that Chis is

Nasrid antechamber, raising the height of the walls Isabella, a theo ry reinforced by the direct access co just a coincidente and that [hese specific chambers

and creating a room which presently features the Chis chamber from what was once considered (and were intended to house the Empress since the res[

painting of Charles V's naval campaign.The former still is, by some) the Empress's bedchamber. of the emblems and attributes also refer to the
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Emperor. Nor can we hypothesise that these two much earlier projects in some cases and includes the Empress and other numerous concerns made it
rooms, so closely united and in such a small space, other later niodifications that do not always coin- impossible for CharlesV to ever return to Granada.
were intended for different uses. Therefore, cide with what was really built." We can guess, although there is no data confirming
although we cannot rule out the idea that the With regard to the buildings author, traditional it, that the person who most enjoyed these apart-
Empress may have occasionally shared in the bibliographic sources have pointed to Pedro ments — either personally or to welcome guests and
enjoyment of this space with her husband, we Machuca as the possible creator of its lovely cof- distinguished visitors — was the Count of Tendilla
must conclude that the famous so-called Queen's fered ceili.ngs, given their accentuated Romanesque himself, who was the primary driving force behind
Dressing Room or Boudoir was not conceived as quality, while Gómez-Moreno González believes this cornplicated project.
an exclusive apartment for the Empress but rather they could have been made by Juan de Plasencia The subsequent vicissitudes of this place were as
as privare chambers for Emperor Charles V. and Gallego Burín suggests that the authors could cornplicated as the ups and downs of the rest of the

Other unsolved and not entirely trivial myster- be the woodcarvers Ruberto, Martín Cano or Alhambra. Hardly a hall, tower, cour tyard or even
ies include the specific date of its construction and Robles, all of whom were working in the Alhambra decorative panel in these palaces and fortresses has
the identi ty of its author. But here again we are in those years. Rosenthal discarded the theo ry that avoided suffering some sort of alteration or repair,
Iimited to the sphere of conjecture, since no con- Machuca inight have created the ceilings in all of and the Dressing Room Tower is no exception.
crete evidente regarding either question has been the rooms, primarily Wbbsome f the designs Quite the contrary, in fact in addition to suffer-
found. It has been assumed that the remodelling of contradict t1l desic n Italian cof- ing the normal deterioration that plagues buildings
the Dressing Rooms upper level and successive fering; he asserted tha wlui ilusg1 su tire tirst of these characteristics, the tower was affected by a
modi fications were done after 1530-31, the date tw ms may have been created by Mac , the series of specific events that further damaged its
that marked the beginning of work on th ering in the rooms oil the north side were icate "structural health ' The first setback carne
Emperor's chambers which are marked on designed] ^Carpenters and woodcarve> t pres- the explosion oía gunpowder shop in 1591
general blueprint or Machuca's Grand an. ent, wé have no documentation that could help us (me ned in documents and chronicles of the
According to this theo ry, soon after the w was ideutify the architect of the rooms, either their gen- day) lo ed near the Church of St Peter in the
completed, Aquiles, Maynor and other Granada eral layout or specific elernents like the chambers Darro Ri rValley.The explosion was so huge that
artists worked on the decorations of the Dressing ceilings, hallways, etc. Given that the Alhambra he shock wave severely damaged the Alhambra's
Room between 1537 and 1546. Maria José served as a royal residente and due to style consid- weakest structures, such as doors and windows, but
Redondo has questioned whether the arches erations, Rosenthal believes t e author to be Luis the Dressing Room suf ered only minor damages
adorning the gallery of the Mirador and the hall- de Vega, the building master Royal Works who which must have been repaired in an improvised
way leading to the Emperor's rooms actually date was in Granada in 1527 and 1528. 15 Although it is way.
fmm this time or were created earlier, given the possible that this architect designed the general lay- The fact that repairs and conditioning work
older s tyle of their design, "more in keepr g o ese a nts, his s

lements

n re

IR

 prior to the visir of Philip IV and
the late Gothic period than the early15 .' is 1 e sus i that e c e i e be ourbon indicares that the Dressing
could be explained by the presente ofa designer coffering, chimneys and oer concrete Room was in less than perfect shape. The walls
still faithful to Mudejar tradition, which would > i óethirer^e`i^t^e^icUl Re reinforced, the paintings were touched up
rule out the possibi.li ty that these were built a few at the Alhambra — Machuca for the classical ele- and the door and window frames were gilded for
years before the Imperial Chambers to atronato, de 4aA¿ha Iflb 1ca oydGen iBr67 JIf e f 820 reales — a hefty bill that leads us
were later joined." But to show that the question Maderas for the mason ry, ceramics or at least the to believe the work was quite extensive. These
defies easy answers (because in the absence of doc- brickwork on specific projects linked to the repairs were performed by the painter Juan de la
uments we must tuno to other referentes of equal- Mudejar tradition. The same theory applied to the Fuente and the gilder Alonso Pérez, who worked
ly dubious chronology), in the same book that imperial apartments can be extrapolated to the on the paintings in the Stove, Dressing Room and
presenta Maria José Redondo's hypothesis, Rosa Dressing Room and the author of its subtle modi- Mirador or outside gallery as well as those in the
López Torrijos offers quite a di fferent interpreta- fications, whose identi ty remains a mystery. 	Fruit Room and the lantern of the royal bath.16
tion. She considers that on the Grand Plan of the Bartolomé de Raxis was also paid ten ducats "for
Alhambra "the hollows do not coincide with those 1.2. Later repairs and reforms: The Royal visits the grotesque that is in the dressing room," which
that existed when the paintings were done, which ín 1624 and 1729 has been identified with the frieze encircling the
forces us to consider the possibili ty that the idea of As has happened so many times throughout his- upper part of the antechamber that shows signs of
building a stove structure may also have come tory, the resulta of all of the effort invested in build- touch-ups and cornposition changes in one sec-
about after 1537" 12 As I have already pointed out, ing this Stove and the rich iconographic and deco- tion. 17 Certain defects must have been noticed
the Grand Plan and its chronology is still being rative display on its walls, exalting the emperor's during the preparations for the royal visit, for the
revised constantly, since it seems increasingly more grandeur, were never enjoyed or contemplated by following year (1625) it was decided that canvas
likely that it was created at a much later date than the persons for whom it was created.The complex- stretchers should be insta lled in the corridors.
originally thought, although it borrows from ities of governing such a vast empire, the death of These panels were provisionally hung with ropes
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until the rings and fixtures for the permanent ish painting the Boudoir of our Lady Princess, 1624 and 1729, and more recent work in the 19th

structure, probably of glass, could be finished. Even which will cost 250 reales." This mention of two and 20`h centuries), it is not easy to identify the

before the monarchs' visit, the locksnrith Marcos separate rooms, the Queen's Dressing Room and specific work done at this time. The documenta-

Hernández was paid certain instalments for thirry- the Princess's Boudoir, is quite interesting, tion refers specifically to the frieze of the

six tension links "with rnale and female couplings although the document does not clearly identify grotesque in the Hall of the Stove, in the region

for the stretchers in the hallway of the stove." 18 It the location of this second dressing room. It seems over the door leading to the imperial chambers

was probably in preparatiorr for this visit that the clear that the so-called "dressing room" of the and the decoration of the window on the eastern

capitals were gilded and the iron rings were placed Queen is our building, and the princess's chamber side of said room.` Based on the theory proposed

on the poles to hold up the canvas panels, because is another unidentified room prepared, perhaps by Father Echeverría, researchers have traditional-

the document clearly states that the "hallway of provisionally, for this use. These differentiated ref- ly considered that it was during this restoration

golden marble is beside the Stove." 19 	erences to two "dressing rooms" may indicate that that the initials Fr and Y (for Philip and Isabella)

We can assume that these paintings and the each new royal visit resulted in specific names written on the panels of the aforementioned

rooms themselves deteriorated further in the years being assigned to various rooms, some of which grotesque frieze were added. The "e" after the F

that followed, as several reports indicate: one from stuck. A mention of the glazing that had to be would have been included to avoid confusion with

1687, stating that the glazing needed repair, and installed helps to clear up this confusion some- the traditional initials of the Catholic Monarchs,

the general report prepared by Juan Rueda what. In the opinion of Marcos and Cristóbal who supposedly had no connection to these

Alcántara in 1591 which advised workers to repair Sánchez, a niaster glass fitter, requirernents inclu - rooms. Gómez-Moreno González initially

the living quarters on the tower's lower floor, ed °7 transparent glass panes for th re believed them to date from the time of Philip IV,

where the soldiers lived, which were shored up Room, called that of the Queen, measuring fou but he later attributed them to the Bourbon

and in poor condition. 20 These repairs must not varas and two fingers high asid hall a vara wide, dynasty and commented that in certain cases, the

have been done, or the damage must have been each of which will cost 180 reales" In addition, "in Plus Ultra of Charles' coat of arras can be made

more extensive than the reports indicated, tor in the room of the gallery where a second dressing out beneath the white covering these panels.26

1700 another document specified "in the house ^otn must be made... for her hightress th

Ne -ents,

Parado' cally, in the 18`h century these apart-

that is below the Queen's Boudoir, inhabited by princess, 62 fine glass panes costing 8 reales each a originally designed to be enjoyed by royal-

Francisco de Avilés, assistant to this company, a wall needed."For the carved fi-ames and catches in th and important personages, became a luxury

that has fallen in towards the wood must be second dressing room, 2,000 ,reales are required" 21 	prison for individuals who had fallen out of favour

demolished and other various repairs are needed, From the nunrber of pieces and the price paid for with the monarchs themselves or a resting place

for which a total of two thousand reales is each unit, we can deduce that this document is for travellers passing through the city whose mer-

required." 21 A new report from the same year cited referring to a large window of small glass panes. its and trades are unknown to us, but many of

the need for repairs in the Dressing ^ o secti

Dimi,

	indic t t n

up

y e left their mark on the walls of the

S ecificall y, it Marquisereported the deteriorated sta f t h u of an r ss ess oom. In 1707, the Mar of Las

floor tales and the marble ledges of the mirador ressrng Roo an at anot er poin it c s or Escalomas was imprisoned here, 27 and numerous

and hallway. From this report, we can deduce t at C i sPIPR nI>EssiCULTUi RAellers, soldiers, arnbassadors, nobles and com-

the tower floor was made of brick slabs and small need to paint and touch up the ceiling may indi- moners - people from every walk of life - passed

tiles, just as we see it today` Z PatrOna1tG5d13 a h1anibra iyat^eneer -i fiese rooms. Their visits have been

The roya] visit to Granada paid by Philip V and one of the Fruit Rooms. Unfortunately, this agior- painfully immortalised in the forra of graffiti,

Isabella of Parma or Elizabeth Farnese in 1729 has namento work in the old imperial apartments did scribbles and a thousand wounds that have sadly

left us more specific information and details. The not restore everything. For example, the walls in defaced this delicate marvel. During the restora-

repercussions of this visit on the Alhambra have the Fruit Room, decorated with fantastic tion process, the overseer Juan Aguilar called me in

been studied by María Cruz Ramos. 23 Curiously, Pompeii-style motifs in the 16` 1, century by the to determine which "scribbles" should be left

although more money was invested and more care same painters who adorned the Dressing Room, untouched in the interests of history. Faced with

taken co prepare the rooms of the Alhambra for were judged to be in extremely poor condition such a difficult decision, the researcher Cristina

their stay, the monarchs' time at the palace was and were plastered over. At a later date this plaster Viñes was also called in to identify, if possible, the

fleeting. They preferred to spend more time at the was removed, and today we can contemplate at authors of the numerous signaturas covering the

Soto de Roma, engaged in leisurely hunting and least part of its compositional lines and some of the walls, frames, archivolts and practically every visible

countryside rambles. The Dressing Room and motifs. The pictorial renovation work on these surface in these halls. The only identities of inter-

other chambers were repaired in preparation for dressing rooms and apartments was handled by the est we were able to confirm were Swinburne and

the royal guests. A letter dated 9 May 1729 stated painter Martín de Pineda Ponce, with the assis- a few others among the coundess names of

that, among other pending repairs, the workers had tance of Ramón de Pineda, Juan Cabello and English, French, German, Swedish and Spanish vis-

yet to "finish painting the Dressing Room of our Francisco Moreno. Given the overlapping traces of  itors spanning a period of time from the raid to

Lady Queen, which will cost 400 reales; [and] fin- several restorations (the aforementioned projects in late 18 century to nearly the end of the 19` h cen-
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tury. The writings of Juan Aguilar Gutiérrez and tower's condition and the gap left after the wall's intrinsic beauty of the subject. His framing is ideal

Cristina Viñes Millet, included in this same book, collapse. In a drawing signed and dated 22 August for observing the effects of the aforernentioned

address this topic in more detail. 1831, we can clearly see the amazing discovery that collapse.36 It also shows the mouth of the hidden

At the end of the 18`h century, in 1797, lighning this collapse made possible 31 - namely, the mouth passageway at the foot of the tower and its shored-

struck the Alhambra and caused relatively minor of a tunnel leading to a secret passageway that carne up walls, and the effects of additions made in

damages to the wings of the Towers of Comares, out in the woods downhill. 32 Christian times when the lower level was convert-

theTwo Sisters and the Dressing Room. 28 Gómez- Speaking of Richard Ford's drawing, we must ed into auxiliary rooms and dwellings with

Moreno González sustained that the integrity of also mention the series of etchings and sketches, upward-pointing elements, some of which could

the paintings was also at risk (a theory that Torres dating from the 16`h century on, that serve as con- be chimney structures, as shown in the abovemen-

Balbás also supported) given the 1796 attempt at textual references to help us determine what the tioned drawing by Ford. Many others, such as those

restoring them. To this end, the Governor of the Dressing Room tower looked like in the past, at left by Girault de Prangey, Lewis andVivian or the

Alhambra asked a painting professor from the least from the outside. Although the drawings of one from the series L'Espagne a vol d'oiseau, offer

Academy of San Carlos, José Antonio García Wyngaerde (1567) 13 and Hoefnagle (1564) are not different perspectives of this tower but add little to

Santiesteban, to prepare a report on the paintings' very detailed, they provide us with a fairly olear what 1 have already indicated.

condition, and he presented a project with accom- idea of its configuration and the galleries connect- The collapse of the wall in 1831 led Alhambra

panying cost estimates that was ultimately not used ing the Stove to the arca of Comares, which I have authorities to instigate repairs and alerted them to

at the time. Gómez-Moreno believed this to be a aire sentioned. Beginning in the 18` x ' century, the need to reinforce the tower itself.

fortunate decision,"for if the project had been car- -an ularly in the 19` x' century, t̂°etchings Consequently, in July 1836 the architects José

ried out, it would have undoubtedly done consid strating texts published by a llers, especiall" Contreras and Antonio López Lara prepared a

erable damage to the paintings that would no foreign ones, came much more explicit and reli- report and a project for its reparation. They

irreparable." 29 On several later occasions as able. This is true of the drawing mace by dee that the tower structure had not suffered

deemed more convenient to remedy the d strous Swinburne in 1755, in which we can clearly any da ge beyond a few small cracks, although

appearance of these paintings and restorat on work the edifrces abutting the stern sido of the to they did n te the need to remove the doors, win-

was done, contrary to the prudent criteria of with housing for soldie d the hallway leading ows and dividing walls that had been destroyed in

Gómez-Moreno González, an intervention that into the upper storey o he Dressing Room. 34 We t e second-to-last segment or at least rebuild its

pertains to the debate between conservation and must accept that these structures rea lly did exist small brick-and-mortar walls, leaving no opening

restoration that has characterised the Alhambra's and were not just a frgrnent travellers' imagina- other than the north-facing window. They also

recent history. tions because another etching-Irom the lame year suggested extending the new wall so that it would

Various events in the 19` h century also affected by S. H. Grimm andV M. Picot - a frontal view fit into the angle of the tower and reinforce this

Chis tower, one of which was so significa a i Ni lso 1 e a, where a few cracks had been detected. 37 I

almost brought the structure tuinbling t e s s mu been d t - e 1^dy mentioned how the etchings and

ground and nearly ended its fortuitous his o ry. am r , ven t it oes n t a a i e et i ng dra in rom these years showed the Windows on

referring to the collapse in May 1831 of a

`

sectiCOp4SE ^{ ArDE CULOOTU Rt]^ lower leve] of the tower half bricked up, and

of the wall that abutted this tower and continued can also clearly see that the wall no l
lo

ongeer`reacheedd „wwith the collapses and general abandonment of the
eastward towards the Tower of El Partal,Pra ronatOi(f ira &1 tauynGe n Qr i f e.f the 19` x ' century this situation was
the so-called Court of the FigTree or orchard of El ended at a lower elevation and oven the battlenient only accentuated. Despite the fact that the damages
Partal.A shift in the slope on which the wall stood walkway seems to have been cut off. 35 This has led produced at this time were not considered serious,

or the pressure of the grave] piled up on the incide me to consider that the wall collapse in 1831, as we several interventions were done a few years later.

must have caused the collapse. The tower probably can see in Ford's drawing (with the earth piled up The most important one involved the access hall-

survived due to its strong foundations. Apart from beside the apartments of the Fruit Room), may way from the Emperor's apartments. In 1840-41,

mentions in the existing documentation, this event have been caused by the careless demolition of Contreras presented reports that advised "wedging
was commemorated with a plaque placed on the thesc rooms without bothering to remove the rub- blocks al] along the section of wall below the
wall around the woods by the Darro River, in the ble, which would have exerted pressure on the wall gallery leading to the Dressing Roorn;" to this end,
area where various windniills once stood centuries over time and eventually brought about its col- the old wooden beam or rafter that once support-
earlier.3v In addition, Richard Ford, who arrived in lapse. ed it was replaced by the broad arch and brick wall
Granada a few months after the collapse, left us an Etchings proliferated in subsequent years due to we see today. This wall had been repaired on
incalculably valuable account of the Alhambra and the Romantic infatuation with the Alhambra and numerous occasions for many years because the
the Dressing RoomTower in those years.The accu- its oriental allure that appealed to foreign travellers. aforementioned drawings and visual references
racy of bis sketches, much less fancif il than the Of these many imagen, the drawing and etching corroborate that the corridor was originally vault-
etchings made by other travellers to which 1 will produced by Roberts has probably been most often ed over struts. The roofing was also repaired in
refer later, give us a ve ry detailed view of the reproduced given its astounding precision and the 1841-42; a large part of the carved wooden ceiling
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was replaced, and this must have been when part of

the walls was rebuilt and the columns that had

come loose straightened. This intervention was

actually more of a complete makeover, because

Contreras affirmed that during the repairs only

some of the original columns and wood pieces

were reused, "kept in the lame condition as

before." Other repair and plastering work was done

in the foliowing years, as well as repairs to the ceil-

ings, all of which were made necessary by the

effects on this structure of weather conditions and

the passage of time.38

The Dressing Room was ultimately reunited

with its Islamic past in the 20` h century thanks to

the magnifrcent work done by Torres Balbás at the

Alhambra. Like so many other projects directed by

(taken down by Torres Balbás), dissecting the old

Arabic lantern and thus creating two storeys inside

the tower. It is a curious coincidente that the two

rooms were dilferentiated in the Christian design,

just as they were in medieval times. Access to the

central room was made through a wide arch (now

a balcony) connected co the antechamber, and the

remaining three sides that divided the room from

the outer gallery had three windows each. The

central windows were wider and had three sec-

tions, while the side windows were round arches.

The windows replaced the old plaster-encased lat-

tices, but this must have all been changed in the

16`h century.They had grisaille glass panes decorat-

ed with grotesques, and the outcr galleries must

have had the sarne decoration if we can rely on the

This slab was part of a perfume burner located on

the lower level, and by rneans of a closed flue it

allowed the aromas burning below co waft

upwards and create a relaxing atmosphere in the

upper charnbers. This system created a series of

rooms boasting "the Roman innovations, keeping

the bath separate and conceiving the stove as a

place of relaxation that, in cold weather, would

allow inhabitants to enjoy warmth and the light of

the mirador, while the logia permitted enjoyment

of the fresh air and views of the city in warm

weather.'39 Although the perfume burner's hearth

was dismantled by Torres Balbás and the floor

pavement was repaired, he left the aforementioned

marble slab in place as a reminder of the histo ry of

these apartments, although he did close off the

this architect and restorer, his actions here were reports otTered by Gómez-Moreno González ° ut opening to the lower level. This room is crowned

exemplary and in a way are very relevant to the re lost in the 1590 gunpow by a simple carved wooden ceiling with interest-

present moment, but this work will be analyse osion. The ar between the two chambers 1 ig pictorial decorations, although the passage of

further in another chapter of this same issue. round, with a c al uroulding, and its intrados trole, repairs and deterioration (possibly suffered

and jambs are coi red with lovely motifs of octag- during the 1590 explosion) motivated touch-ups

3. The Dressing Room Tower from oryal panels, rosettes and delicate floral garlan on unid tifred occasions (perhaps in preparation

the 16' to 18`h centuries: Changes This central study has three doors leading to t for philip 's visir). Restoration of these paintings

in structure and use antechamber and is surrounded on three sides by a as been quite complicated due co its darkening

gallery open to the 1and4e with a fairly low a d the fact that the old and modero colours and

3.1. Structural relation of new use to the Test of parapet from which segmented arches rise on thin motifs are hard to tell apart, making it practically

the Emperor's rooms marble columns, up ing e carved wooden impossible to make out their original appearance.

The construction of the new rooms around the ceiling aboye. The cap s are of different sizes, as Even so, we can discern plant forms bordering

Court of Lindaraja culminated in the remodelling is the keel moulding, which means that the mason tondi, inside of which a few stylised human figures

of the old Nasrid tower co create a prívate y It thí á ad e s made out. The panels feature a kind of

stove, a space designed as a place of privat r r t s a es of rches o a o it al gallery populated with curious

for the imperial couple.To a degree, the era on e i s that itals o s n i wl. The ceilings of the gallery sur-

inverted the original use and habitability of 'Ain ^r r#b^Us^lrQ,nding the mirador and in the access corridor

apartments, since the lower floor was given over co whereas the3 caapitàls on the op`posite side are likkee „are quite differenr although the greater parí of

service-related use while the upper le ronat jr(r ee
iIri

n
Áihdrr7brEIi

n
y

c
GefleI24If iions was replaced and repainted in the

the main chanibers.Thus, the Christian apartments ed side facing outwards. The narrowness of the 19`h and 20`h centuries, and despite the exaggerat-

consisted of an open corridor with an arcade, an hallway and the thinness of the columns lining the ed creativity and, in certain arcas, the absence of

antechamber with paintings of the Tunis cam- gallery give us the impression of almost floating the freshness and delicacy typical of the 16`h cen-

paign, the central hall or study and the exterior U- aboye the surrounding landscape. tury, we can still get a fairly clear idea of the orig-

shaped gallery with a new archway. While the central room, despite its small size, inal tone and colouring.

The antechamber is the true location of the per- seems diaphanous and light due to its interior dec- The flooring of the only room that is currently

fume burner exit, and therefore it would techni- oration and its admirable vistas of the exquisite passable was restored by Torres Balbás, and today it

cally be the Stove. This room has different points surrounding landscape, the antechamber appears is laid with brick and tile pavement — some ceram-

of access and passage, such as the doorway from the cramped by its dimensions and its low ceiling.This ic tiles from the 16` 8 century and others that were

corridor, the old door leading co the imperial room was used as a transitional space for accessing painted at a later date — while the original floor of

suites (against the side of the original Nasrid por- the gallery, the maro room, the corridor and the the second room was lost when the Nasrid lantern

tal), a window on the next side, and on the final hallway leading co the monarchs' privare apart- was oponed and the wooden ceiling removed.This

side two doors leading out co the gallery and an nients. Evidente of this conversion into a whimsi- latter floor was made of tiles with geometric

archway into the main hall in the centre.The cen- cal touch of sophistication has survived in the designs that formed a central square, which were

tral study was designed with a Mudejar-style floor form of the perforated white marble slab in the replaced by painted tiles in the 17` x' or 18`h centu-

of knot-pattern tiles over a carved wooden ceiling southwest corner, behind the door co the gallery. ry Although the exact date of this replacement is
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unknown, it was probably done in preparation for 1567 drawing shows. In the 18`h 	century it Alhambra. Granada-Barcelona: Provincial Government-

one of the roya] visits. appeared reinforced by a large wooden lintel, and Anthropos, 2001, pp. 89-97.

Although the original plan for the construction in 1841-42 Contreras added the aforementioned 2 REDONDO CANTERA, M'J."La Casa Real Vieja..." pp

 the Emperor's rooms included some sort of arch, which is what we see today. The present-day 82. This same author provided new insights on the lame

communication with the Dressing Room, this access to this gallery, by means of a steep wooden topic in REDONDO CANTERA, M J. "La arquitectura de

structure was li rnited because of the rooms' priva- staircase rising up from the Empe ror's rooms, was CarlosV y la intervención de Isabel de Portugal: Palacios

cy and exclusivity, dictated by the strict palace added in Torres Balbás' time since he did not y fortalezas," in REDONDO CANTERA, M'J.; ZALAMA, M.

protocol, with two separate entrantes. I have know where the original entrante had been. The A. (cd.). Carlos V y las Artes. Promoción artís tica y familia

already commented on the significant doubts that old blueprints indicate a door in this very place, imperial. (Salamanca: Regional Government of Castile and

currently exist with regard to the specific use of but without a staircase, and we can guess that it Leon, 2000, pp. 67-106; mentions of the Alhambra are

these rooms. The first connection led directly to may have led to the galle ry on the north side of found on pp. 78 -88, and discussion of the upper level of

the supposed bedroom of the Empress or the sec- the Court of the Wrought Iron Grille and on to the Mexuar as aparttnents for the Empress on pp. 86-87.

ond room on the north side, by means of a hall- the Tower of Comares, since the traces of weep ' The indication en the Grand Plan of the Palace, drawn by

way that came out in the middle of the antecham- holes and old etchings and drawings seem to point Machuca, of this structure as "che corridor commissioned

ber or first room of the Stove. This door was per- to this solution. 191i century blueprints do not by his Majesty", led María José Redondo Op. Cit., pp. 88-

manendy shut until shortly before Torres Balbás' show any doorway hetsseen the corrid r and this 89,to suggest that it may even p redate the general reforms

restoration, but now both the inside and outside galle 42 The modifications niade to ea nd in Chis area. It is known that this gallery underwent exten-

can be leen and it is preserved as a testament to its thr Ball ttself have been quite significa sive work in 1618.

former use. This hallway disappeared at an unde- aforementioned etchings proye; at differe REDONDO CANTERA, M'J. La Casa Real Vieja..., p. 98.

termined date, although we can see that it ^o momen̂ts hittorv it has been depieted as an RD, R. Granada. Escritos con dibujos inéditos del autor.

longer appeared in etchings and drawings os open br cosed structure, constantly altering with da: Alhambra Board of Trustees, 1955, pp. 32 and

the 19 th century. It may have been destro d due tl dvent of political changes such as the 19th- 131. the latter page, we can clearly see the modifica-

to its poor condition in the late 18` h 	-entury. 40 tions ma e to the s mall oratory of the Mexuar and the

The other access was provided by the porticoed

ury popular uprisi

11—Ta

enjantbntent aboye chis mirador.

corridor exiting west, with a structure similar t Endnotes REDONDO CANTERA, M' J. "La Casa Real Vieja..." and

that of the gallery or loggia around the small study t REDONDO CANTERA, Casa Real Vieja de la LóPEz TORRIJOS. R. "Las pinturas de la Torre de la Estufa

in the former lantern. It has eight columns, Alhambra como res ia d Carlos V," in Various o del Peinador", both in Various Authors, Carlos V y la

including the two front ones, with smooth shafts Authors, Carlos V y la tantbra. ranada:Alhambra Board Alhambra. Granada: Alhambra Board of Trustees-

and Nasrid and late Gothic capitals arranged in of Trustees-Department of Culture of the Regional Department of Culture of the Regional Government of

random order, unless this alteration was mera sia, 2 r r- 1 2000; REDONDO CANTERA, M' J. "La arquitec -

of later refors. `^ t The four Nasrid ca r e o th Christ tr s r a em

T

tur los V y la intervención de Isabel de Portugal..."

similar to each other and decorated on y re ara ra, se M e a..., T p. 2.

sides, which leads us to think that they may h e at n b nstituto Gómez-Moreno, File xcvul, fol. 125, Alhambra

originally been placed in windows. The Gothic Andalus, xvl, (1951), pp. 185-205; GALLEGO BUR[N,A. La Archives, Old File 6 1. 1 have resorted to using chis source

capitals are s tylistically similar to tiJ?i 41Q n tfl undi .er4aa:M íh^l a br .tsAis, n e rali fe s unable to locate it in the Alhambra Archives

pieces in terms of their volumetric shape, with VWES MILLET, C. La Alhambra de Granada. Córdoba: while preparing chis survey.

bases adorned with s tylised acanthus leaves topped Monte de Piedad y Caja de Ahorros, 1982; GARCÍA Por the most recent opinions, see: ROSENTHAL, E. E. El

by cross-shaped bevelled blocks. In reali ty, they GRANADOS, J. A.; TRILLO SAN JosÉ, C. "Obras de los Palacio de Carlos V. Madrid: Alianza, 1990, p. 48;

could be considered either late Gothic or early Reyes Católicos en Granada (1492-1495)", Cuadernos de RODRÍGUEZ DOMINGO, J. M.; GÓMEZ ROMÁN, A. M'. "En

Renaissance, and in any case they exhibit a clear la Alhambra, issue 26, (1990), pp. 145-168; DOMÍNGUEZ torno a las habitaciones de Carlos V en la Alhambra",

hybridisation of forms. The shafts seeni to have CASAS, R. Arte y etiqueta de los Reyes Católicos. Artistas, res- Cuadernos de la Alharnhra, issue 27, (1991), pp. 191-224, and

been cut from Nasrid columns given that no idencias, jardines y bosques. Madrid: Alpuerto, 1993; other preceding referentes.

traces of their cinctures remain, but the continu- MALPICA CUELLO, A. and BERMÚDEZ LÓPEZ, J. t " "La Casa Real Vieja..." p. 96-97, and "La arquitectura de

ity of the shaft is maintained without even a hint "Transformaciones cristianas en la Alhambra," in Enrico Carlos V...- pp. 86-87.

of entasis.The lightness of this arcade is created by Boldrini and Ricardo Francovich Aculturazione e mutamen- Op. Cit. p. 94. Beginning en page 68, the author suggests

its stylisation as well as the presente of a keel ti. Porspettive nell'Arqueologia medíevale del Mediterráneo. that before che Emperor's aparUnents were created (starting

moulding and a slight overhang abo ye that serves ltalian-Hispanic Congress on Medieval Architecture. in 1531), another previous intervention could have been

as the base for seven segmented arches. Originally Florence: 1995; LÓPEZ GUZMÁN, R. "Alhambra y mude- perforrned in the arca of Lindaraja, and proposes that the

chis corridor was much more airy arad light, since jarismo: consideraciones sobre las intervenciones artísticas lower level of the court could have been constructed under

it was built to jut out over the wood on a carved en los palacios nazaríes durante el siglo xvl", in J. A. the Catholic Monarchs and the upper rooms under

wooden ceiling resting ora rafters, as Wynegaerde's GONZÁLEZ ALCANTUD; A. MALPICA CUELLO. Pensar la Charles V.
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12 LÓPEZ TORRIJOS, M R. "Las pinturas de la Torre..." p. 111.

1 3 Due to the limited space available, 1 must refer readers to

one work that sunis up the p roblem of this Plan's chronol-

ogy: LÓPEZ GUZMÁN, R.; ESPINOSA ESPINOLA, G. Pedro

Machuca. Granada: Comares, 2001, pp. 92-97 and Coda at

the end of the book (no page number). In the specific case

of the Court of Lindaraja and the Dressing Room, the Plan

clearly does not reflect what was actually built. Access from

the supposed "bedchamher of the Empresa" to the Stove

Room is shown in a correr and not in the centre, as it was

later made; the eastern gallery of the Court of Lindaraja,

built in 1538, does not appear, and the court's connection

to the Mirador of Daraxa is not the same as how it was

truly built. A more significan[ error is the floor plan of the

Dressing Room Tower itself, which is depicted as a linear

continuation of the imperial suites, when it actually sal at

an angle of approximately 30°, veering more sharply to the

west than the Plan shows. lo my opinion, the debate about

its exact date distracts our a tten tion from the fact that thi

Plan does not reflect the Alhambra and its buildings

specific moment in time, but rather shows proje nd

designa that were carried out or aborted at diffe times.
a 

GÓMEZ MORENO, M. Guía de Granada. Gra da, 1892,

(;Granada: Universi ty Presa-Instituto Gómez-Moreno de

la Fundación Rodríguez-Acosas, 1999), pp. 95-96. Other

sources that ascribe it to Chis king are TORRES BALBÁS, L.

Boudoir have sunk and the floors and tiling of the entry-

way to these rooms have been nmch abused - wedge

blocks under said walls and paye said floors and said

Boudoir."

21 Alhambra Archives, Files 152-1 and 206 (old numbering

system). Following this teference, the report indicares: "In

the house where the soldier Antonio Pacheco Hves, beside

that aboye, a comer must be made from floor to ceiling on

the street side and other minor repairs, for which a total of

five hundred reales is required"

22 Alhambra Archives, File 206 in old system (223 new num-

bering). Said report was prepared by Miguel García

Fulgencio, building master of the city and master mason and

carpenter, Francisco Gutiérrez, building master of the arch-

bishoprie and carpenter, Francisco del Castillo, building mas-

ter of the : thcdral dnd yuar Pedro Valverde,

n tC ate -an'h tastets determined

z necessary to restore "in the Dressing om called

at of the Quee sqc tilo tlooring... and

plaster da ' anels on che raid corridor and paint it

like e repair work was briefly i m'nrIo d in

BALBÁS, L. "La Torre del Peinador..." p. 102.--

.RUZ RAMos, M' C. "Prep tivos en la Alhambra ante

venida de Felipe V", Cu s de la Alhambra, issue 8,

(1972), pp. 91-98, part of dergraduate thesis entitled

La estancia de Felipe Ven tde. 'ranada, University Presa,

29 GÓMEZ-MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. "Los pintores Julio y

Alejandro..." p. 146.

° The dossier en this collapse can be found in the Alhambra

Archives, File L-131-3.

This drawing has been reproduced in numerous publica-

tions; the most importan[ references are FORD, R.

Granada. Escritos..., p. 36, and GALERA ANDREU, P. A. La

imagen romántica de la Alhambra. Granada: Alhambra Board

ofTrustees-El Viso, 1992, p. 39.
32 The discovery of this tunnel and the effect it liad on the

Romantic perception of the Alhambra is addressed in

MARTÍNEZ DE LA ROSA, F. Doña Isabel de Solís, reina de

Granada. Novela histórica. Madrid, 1837, vol. I, with specific

references in note 59.
s; 

MACAN, R. (Coord.). Ciudades del Siglo de Oro. Las vistas

españolas de Anton Van den Wyngaerde. Madrid: 1986, p. 269
a4 SWINBURNE, H. Tea veis through Spain in the years 1775 and

1776. London: 1779, reproduced in GALERA ANDREU,

. A. La imagen romántica..., p. 51 and other sources.

RPHY, J. C. The Arabian Anriquities of Spain. London:

1

M This n be the most frequendy reproduced etching fea-

turing thi tower and can be found in numerous sources,

including GALERA ANDREU, P.A. Op. CO., pp. 146 and 147,

TORRES BALDAS, L. "La Torre del Peinador..", pp. 106.

Alhambra Archives, L-285-2. Reproduced by TORRES

"Cronología..." p. 89; GALLEGO BURÍN, A. Granada..., 1973 (unpublished). BALBÁS, L. "La Torre del Peinador.", p. 104.

p. 101; ROSENTHAL, E. E. El Palacio..., p. 49-51; REDONDO 24 Data from the Alhant ra re ¡ves, taken by Gómez-
3" Civeta die impossibility of locating these documenLs in

CANTERA, M' J. " La Casa Real Vieja..." p. 91. Moreno González from the Ins ti tuto G-M File xcix, fol. the Archives, and un til the new organisation currently
5 ROSENTHAL, E. E. El Palacio..., pp. 20-22 and 4 4 as una cate th 'gt o n n w as been completed, I must rely on the infor-

16 
Cited by GÓMEZ.-MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. "Lop t 5 25 n tion o by G

' - E O L , at n tained in TORRES BALBÁS, L. "La Torre del

Julio y Alejandro..." p. 145 atad transcribed m Insta to . 'L s pintor s Ju to y Alean ro...' p.  6 atad com- Binador... pp. 104 and 117 and copies of said documents

Gómez-Moreno File xcviii, p. 50.This document and o

/

CO FJt5iEFFlERI LDErrC ^ aTU RAthe archives of the Instituto G-M., File xCix, which are

ers were borrowed by Gómez-Moreno González from the la Reeina..." p. 102, frona the Alhambra Archives, citing the sources 1 have used.

Alhambra Archives, but file number 61 (also ci d jtre n a tIO2 cj5 la T) a Q 4 if aaa r tte n e rIal ifepos, R. "Las Pinturas de la Torre..." p. 115.

Balbás) does not coincide with the present-day filing sys- by CRUZ RAMOS, M' C. Op. Cit., but as I have meta- 40 Nevertheless, in the sketches of the Alhambra provided

tem, nor was 1 able to locate this particular document. tioned in preceding endnotes, the numbering does not by some travellers (Owen Jones and others, for example)

This assessment was made on 9 May by the presbyter match the present-day files atad 1 was unable to find the this hallway continues to appear, since some of the draw-

Felipe Herrera Segado and Juan de Burgos, who were both

painters. GÓMEZ-MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. " Ibid."

" Alhambra Archives, File 206 (new collection Box 223).
9 The gilding of these capitals must nave been done around

the same time as the gilding of Charles V's pillar, in prepa-

ration for the same visir, which was then called the

Fountain of the Hurtas.

-"' TORRES BALBÁS, L. "La Torre del Peinador..." p. 102.This

report can be found in the Alhambra Archives, file 206

under the old system (file 223 under the new system),

atad reads as follows: "in the other room they call the

Boudoir, in lowerlevel dwellings where the soldiers five

and are shored up because the load-bearing walls of said

originals.
26 

GÓMEZ-MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. Pinturas del Tocador de la

Reina..., Granada: Imprenta de Indalecio Ventura, 1873, p.

7. The author added in a note: "It is conmionly believed

that these initials are those of Philip V atad bis wife Isabella

of Palma [sic] and were added for their visit to this city in

1733 [sic]; but the adornment of the script is frotas the 17`h

rather than the 18` h century". However, years later, in a

new study entitled "Los pintores Julio y Alejandro..." p.134,

from 1887, he again stated that they referred to Philip V

and Isabela of Parma.
2' Alhambra Archives, File 67-14-10.

`s GALLEGO BURíN, A. La Alhambra, p. 86.

ings were more or leas accurate copies of earlier blue-

prints.
41 Beginning with che column closest to the Dressing

Room, the capitals were arranged in the following order:

A, B, B, B, A, A, B, A (A being the Nasrid capitals atad B

the 16`6-century Gothic capitals).
aZ VíLCHEZ VÍLCF1EZ, C. La Alhambra de Torres Balbás, p. 284;

REDONDO CANTERA, M' J. "La Casa Real Vieja..." p. 88.

This gallery opening orto the corridor appears in

Roberts' etchings, which have been rep roduced numerous

times, and is featured much more clearly in the drawings

of FORD, R., Granada... pp. 63 and 147, as well as

Wyngaerde's sketch.
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Leopoldo Torres Balbás,
Conservation Architect y Gallardo, the new inspector for the Alhambra, Adtninistrative procedures have always clashed

for the Alhambra released another report - which was considerably with research and speedy interventions in issues of

more detailed for the times - on the state of the architectural heritage. Today, as then, the naturally
ÁNGEL NGEL MARTÍN CÉSPEDES

Architect monument, establishing a prioritised plan of action strict administrative proceedings demanded of
for works and recording financial estimates for dif- draftsmen and other professionals working in the

Acadenucs studying the Alhambra monument ferent courses of action 4 . But the most interesting restoration of monuments, tend to fal] out of step
complex tend to comment among themselves that point in this report in tercos of the Alhatnbra's his- with the processes of material research and inves-
today's Alhambra is the one "left" to us by toriography is Zavala's comment regarding the tigation of the monument, and also - more often
Leopoldo Torres Balbás. Sweeping statements lack of a technical ofl'tce: "Having f nished my tour of than not - with the urgent task of consolidating in
aside, the state of the monument previous to the the buildings and of the works undenvay, and deeming the face of irnminent ruin. This explains how a
arrival of the architect (1923) was indeed abysmal that my inspection should include, in order to be com- person in charge of a monument of the sheer scale
- from a purely physical point of view, particular- plete, not only the material execution of the works, but of the Alhambra could end up restoring whilst still
ly in the Nasrid buildings - compared with its also the work done iti the preparatory stages and a review researching, conserving whilst also dismantliug,
condition in 1936, when he was dismissed by the of auxiliary staff 1 asked the head conservation architect and planning his project whilst still compiling
military authorities at a conflictive moment in the (who would have been Modesto Cendoya at the data. And the result of Leopoldo Torres Balbás'
history of Spanish sociery. time show inc tu the "studio'' or tec/raicod oCFce.This passing through the Alhambra is that in thirteen

One only needs to point out the truly vast num- vuld ñot be satisfied,for diere is no archi years he managed to achieve a high percentage of
ber of projects and works carried out in the thir- stu ro, flor any subordin uxiliary m or/es staff It is the objectives set for consolidation works by
teen years it was under his control a . It must be duty of the undi tb warn rhat this .j ation must Velazquez Bosco's General Plan. The records
that during this period conditions were begi g not be allowed to c' ítue". exp1 why and how, so a reading of Don
to look more favourable for the monume s we This report finally seemed to star co ces Leopo s works diary, along with projects sched-
shall see below, but such levels of accom ishment arad spur the authorities ,finto positive action, and, ules and other administrative records, provides
are no sinall feat for a person who was not in fact ey began to take far-reac:hing decisions for the evidence of the tasks overlapping each other or
devoting his time entirely to the Alhambra; we future conservation of the building complex. But e lag between what was planned and what was
should remember that he alsojuggled his job at the one of the main stunibling blocks obstructing the accomplished.
Alhambra with being Head of the Sixth Zone of smooth running of the new regulating bodies was But returning to the start of our argument, the
Monuments included in the Tesoro Artístico the personal attitudes of their mnembers and the outcome of Leopoldo Torres Balbás' time there is
(National Art Treasure), obtaining a professorship controversy surrounding the new architect an effective consolidation of a high proportion of
at the Madrid School of Architecture-', a's works project, t a -rchitectural volume of the Nasrid mon-
participating in important conferences, s - i ulmi t the n 

JUAh a

f e , companied by a redefinition of restora-
tions publications,p etc. t h mbra a of rs ron epts. Most of diese revised concepts are

[n the years leading up to Leopoldo Torres Balby: t s ,,91^ ^iĉ  ul^gp^rn ^Tiz0atill considerad valid to this day, and have served as
appointment as head architect for the monumenn,, vr y ecCeéJo in 1 q,I withth trreec[rpaa - point of reference in the debate on the conser-
the San Fernando Roya] Academy of FiIFdát^rd n ü^úU jágíA th ~ál l^a^ten ea Ij f estoration of monuments in Spain over
had the Alhambra's poor condition brought to their tive Decree of 23`a April created various r gulating the past century which continues to influence the
attention through a report released on 24` x' June bodies; it speciúcally created the post of Special Alhambra Board of Trustees Conservation
1903 by Ricardo Velázquez Bosco, in the capacity of Inspector (which was for Velazquez himself) in Service's approach to restoration.
monument inspection architect (southern region). addition to the head architect for the works and, as
This document, only a few pages long, was devoted its most basic component, it laid down the gener- The Queen's Dressing Room Project
to providing an objective overview of the advanced al plan for consolidation and repair works. This Torres Balbás' theory on the original rnorphol-
state of deterioration of its numerous dif erent build- General Conservation Plan, drawn up by Ricardo ogy of this tower has rarely been thrown into
ings; however it did not proffer any concrete solu- Velázquez Bosco, was also approved by decree on doubt. According to the architect, it was a lantern
tions. For this reason, among others of a different 28`h June 1918, and formed the basis of Torres or upper storey of lights "whose memory is still echoed

nature, the Academy conuni.ssioned a more detailed Balbás' future work, after the dramatic exit of his in the towers of some Granada churches, such as those of

study from the local Monuments Comnússion. predecessor, Cendoya. Thus Leopoldo Torres, a Santa Ana and San Andrés" 6 . As this storey was
Conde de las Infantas, Francisco de Paula Góngora man of scant practical experience although highly smaller in size than the floor below, and centred
and Francisco de Paula Valladar handed in a report seasoned in the world of theory, found a pre- over it, the spaces between the lantern and the
on 25`x' November which was not altogether differ- approved concrete plan of action at his disposal, a outside walls would be covered with "small roofs
ent from the first one. factor which allowed hirn to deliver results quick- with highly projecting caves, with corbels angled upwards,

In 1907, however, after a series of political and ly whilst he was still familiarising himself with the whose entry points can still be made out under the plas-

administrative upheavals 3 , architect Manuel Zavala monument. ter"7. The side elevations which TB used to work
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on the restoration project have greater difficulties was used as a corridor connecting to the outside em face, which according to Torres Balbás is the
in explaining the roofing on the south side. adarve (walkway along the top of the ramparts). apex of a gable roof which would have crowned

Here we should point out the basic plans used Lastly, in those preliminary sketches for the proj- the passageway giving access to the Arabic room,
in the project signed in July 1929 8 : there are the ect which show the springing points of the caves in parallel with the adarve. If we give credit to the
two showing its current state, ground plan and ele- on the north and south faces, it is interesting to authentici ty of Richard Ford's drawings, it could
vation, and the two plans for the project itself, note that the author marks the one which must be said to appear in the 1831 wash drawing in the

showing modifications to the former, all on a scale have been the apex of the original Nasrid structure Brinsley Ford collection, somewhat disguising the

of 1:50; to these four we should add the plan of the and on the definitive project he draws a recon- cave over the main facade.

northern face, which simply shows the new open- struction of the probable first courses of the south- With all these considerations in mind, we pres-

ings on this wall9 (ils. 1 to 5). ern cave on the elevation and corresponding ent here the erection of this southern facade -

The plans for the project show changes to the ground plan, based on the springing points which which in fact has never been drawn until now -

building's current state which are considered sig- were still visible t0 . With its clear constructive logic, incorporating, perhaps as a form of homage, the

nificant in architectural terms. As is the case with Chis planned (but not executed) reconstruction reconstruction of the cave planned by Torres

all architectural projects, these plans are the records shows an angle for Chis cave which is steeper than (il. 7).

which illustrate the author's most important inten- the hypothetical one found in the work sketches,

tions, formally stating the point he wishes to arrive which would have made itc elevstion intercept the Works Finally Carried Out

at with the works. On the other hand, fundamen- openings of the lantern on the south sido" (Piare According to Torres Balbás, no works had been
tal structural detai.ls will not be reflected in the 6 — note to editor: the red line must be clearly seen done in Chis arca lince 1842, when the great
documents, such as how the columns in the galle in the published version). north-facing arch was built at this end point of the
are set true, or the complete restora tion of We do not know why, but the a at the adar

roof. These objectives are however re flected ' e architect rejected Chis idea and stoppé ng ow from his works diary that he began his
project repon. on the reconstruction. We asswne that it d. fforts in December of 1928, picking

Even more interesting, due to the ric ness of have seemed too isolated` a feature on this face away at th exterior on the north side and at the

information they provide, are the preliminary without joining up with its contiguous cides, dis- hole of the interior at the same time. He
sketches that we find in the Alhambra Board of/ playing too much confidente in such an unlikely duced from the remains he found that the larg-

Trustees' plans archive. In these the configurations hypothesis at chis point. Another feature to cake er holes found in the centre of the walls must have

previous to the works are superimposed on front, into account is the presente of two lines of holes been formed by two plasterwork arches divided by
fl oor and elevation plans, along with proposed holding remains of wood, one of which may have a central column; both these larger boles and the
changes based on the existing remains of caves, been left by the supports for a timber frame floor smaller ones alongside them on each stretch would
holes, the central floor of the lantern, the st e te onne o the t e e a - ches springing from halfway up the

Of all these, the most interesting notes to b u d E p 's qu t i es uat columns attached to the wall 13 . In
conecto the potential reconstruction of t e hypo- tth our turren[ now e i t- bis wor s "raid exploration was intended to revea( sills

thetical original configuration of the roof oven tl > ^it r^tíA EoC1jtkTURAentimetres in height along some of the balconies, with

lower room which — after removing the upper connection of chis tower to the adarve. It

hae

se/

 ^ÍÍ^

e^ms beautiful tiling on them,glazed in white, bearing inscrip-

gallery — would serve as a potential b2 ÍÍ ¿r. tOt deha/^iaA s ou sg ^3 ^ÍdÍtl^i fiar graphic technique, in gold, of metallic

upper lantern storey.The proposed schemes ami to only really explicable when its purpose is marked- refection..."14.

reconcile Chis hypothesis with the vertical decen- ly defensive, even in the case of such a small tower

tralization of the lower storey with respect to the — is not coherent with the decorativa look of the

dimensions of the lantern storey, which leads to

the use of a stretch of roof facing south which

slopes so gently as to be deemed refutable from the

point of view of tradicional Andalusian construc-

tion techniques.

In effect, the size of the section built on to the

central room, although small, eliminares the perfect

quadrangular centralization of the lantern over the

ground plan of che room below. The outside wall

— where the roof would be supported — was moved

out to include a space whose width may well cor-

respond to a tangential passing place for people,

which would further support the theory that it
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later period which has survived into the present

day. In the same way, the construction of the

entrante portal interrupts the logical longitudinal

route of the adarve, breaking it into an L-shape to

provide a south entrance. This, together with the

decoration of the skirting on chis access stairway

and inside the room, eliminates the opportunity of

identifying a military walkway, another piece of

information lost with the reconstruction of the

ramparts exactly on the comer of the tower, facing

east12.

The remains of one cave can still be found

between the main entrance portal and the south-

As we mentioned earlier, the architect's inten-

tion was to find more remains of the original side

caves which supported the function of the lantern

aboye. This can be clearly seen in a photo taken

shortly after the works executed at the time, in

which one can make out a scraped out star on the

west wall, at the height where the sockets for the

wooden beatos should be, which was finally ren-

dered over with the same mortar used to finish off

the recesses of che new windows fitted in the

wall ts (il. 12).

With the scant discoveries made during his

research and the engravings of Prangey and David

Roberts from the years 1832 and 1833, which he

describes as "graphic documents" 16 ,Torres Balbás laid
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down his plans to reconstruct the two cavities in

the lower storey 17 . The plasterer effectively rebuilt

al] the arches, using the remains found as a base, in

an intermittent job which he was to spin out over

the course of the following two years1 8 .

In February of 1930 the stove's burner was dis-

mantled and in March works began on the exteri-

or scaffolding for use in the restoration of the roof

structure. The work consisted of completely dis-

mantling and then reinforcing, as well as placing

long thin bricks over the beams t9 .The cornice was

completely rebuilt using the traces remaining on

the west side as a guide. The exterior stonework

was rendered.

of great artistic value and highly picturesque, forming an

inseparable whole with the Moorish Palace...". In this

article he goes into detail about the Tower of the

Ladies, whose restoration was undertaken in the

year before it was published and decades later

became an icon of conservationist theory.

But the immediate need to consolidate the

monument forced their hand in the conflict raging

between architecture, the site's historical value and

its own symbology. The master architect had to

address this con flict early on in his list of projects,

such as in this one for the Dressing Room Tower.

The search for authentic Nasrid features in a tower

reconfieured for its new use bv Christians removed

of course wíthin the limits of the norms of conservation;

each section or part of the Alhambra poses new problems

which have to be resolved for each individual case."23

On the Subject of the Restoration

Carried Out in 2000-2002

During the restoration of the mural paintings

commissioned by the Board, the leaders of the

Alhambra Board ofTrustees' Conservation Service

deemed it appropriate to render the south wa ll of

the tower, which was at that time just a bate brick

surface with no form of protective coating, sup-

ported on a solid masonry base, possibly the work
ofTorres Balbás as he does mention the_ deteriora-

In the upper gallery the columns were plumbed. a floor structure which gave the upper storey all its tion of the brick wall in its lower stretches.
On the 6`h May the floor structure in the central coherence and justified its historical existence: the In accordance with the technical guidance of
part of the lantern was removed. In june the works boudoir ceases to be an intiinate space, surround- the team restoring the paintings, we understood
on the main facade were completed: securing the ed by paintings, now inexplicable in i^formalit that a correctly applied protective render on the
plaster decorations, completing the bands running and out of context. This elimina on of the flo all would help to maintain hygrometric condi-
around the walls and building an cave with plain structure is without doubt an issue to which he tions inside the building and thus allow for more
corbels to serve as protection for the whole front devoted uiucli thought, opting for a greater áp. re- elle

\,heu

nservation of Aquiles' and Mayner's
entrance. ciation of the Moorish tower when seen frome pain cated on the interna] face of that wall

The paving in the lower room, which efore the room below22, which e achieved with eve. on er level, as well as the painted Nasrid
works consisted of a simple stretch of square • greater success when h  encouraged by find- skirting tiles on the ground floor.
ceramic tiles placed on the diagonal, was replaced ing the remains of plastenvork around some win- As there were no remains of the original to use
by a design incorporating olarnbrillas (small decora- dows which had been bricked up due to subse- as a reference, we had to decide on the composi-
tive insert tiles) which simultaneously defined and quent changes in use. tion of the new render so as to achieve a colour
enhanced the different interior spaces. Around the Once he had decided on this course of action, which blended well with its immediate surround-
central space on the north side the flooring the restoration stuck to its formal conservation en i- ings and at the same time did not look roo differ-
was rebuilt on a lower level than the surrou not re ng t a m e other three sides of the main body of
arca, in light of the possible existente of a c i e ty, b t r repr

D!hA.0

al e t . nce a sample had been taken from the
uous balcony added later during Chrtstian times. g o iet ; lay g ceramic flo r ti e his- extsting render on these sides, laboratory tests con-
New wooden doors were fitted in the two do^f' ntáQrcE1CMApa^E1}^ldi^g^i>/R^ded that it was a type of render made with
ways decorated with "librillo" carvings (a relief pat- o^veerhaangingg roof to protect the decorative remains Portland cement which was used as an undercoat,
tern which looks like the pages of a PqtrOflaitcTh dtOn1Q1niA1hafl1brgadyD eflera4Jift3 layer of lime coloured with clay pig-

exactly plain enough for their surroundings 20 . for a historical interpretation of the site without ments was applied.

vroducine a sensation of "false historv". As there was no other wav to do Chis. the new

Eclecticism and Flexibili ty in Torres Balbás

Nowhere does the architect make his a priori

intentions clearer for the maintenance of the mon-

ument than in the article "A través de la Alhambra"

(Through the Alhambra) 21 :"There are those who aim

to restare the Alhambra to its medieval configuration. This

mean going back in time over many centuries, remaking

everything which time changed or destroyed, and destroy-

ing instead everythinq that time has added to it... This

undertaking is absurd and completely impossible to

achieve, for numerous reasons: the complete impossibility of

really knowing what that original configuration was; the

different works carried out in all historical penada; in terms

of the works posterior to the Reconquest, some of which are

In a piece of writing from 1960, Torres Balbás

made a kind of professional will or inventory, "En

torno a la Alhambra" (About the Alhambra), in which

he reviewed his work at the monument. "The

numerous works which 1 carried out at theAlhambra over

fourteen years were strictly for the purposes of conservation

and treated all its oldestfeatures with the utmost respect,

adhering to a criteria in accordance with archaeological

interests and the appreciation of art, practised without dog-

matism flor attempts to apply fabricated a prior¡ theories to

such a complex and vital monument and follow them

through to their ultimate consequences. Each old building

presenta us with a d férent problem in terms of its conser-

vation and must be treated in a d ferent way, but always

render to be applied would have to be heavily

based on lime - with a small amount of cement

with the role aim of preventing rapid retraction -

and sand of a speci fic texture, traditional building

materials which are unique in their compatibili ty

and tried and tested effectiveness for insulating

walls of this age and allowing them to breathe

properly. Achieving the final colour was a task

entrusted to a final topcoat of lime and marble

sand in equal parts, mixed with lesser amounts of

alpañata — local soil from the monument's sur-

roundings — plus a chetnical additive for colouring.

The lime of the original cave was respected,

marked a by a thinner layen of render and with a
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line. The boles were simply closed off with a brick ond year of projects. Upon Fnishing one has ro face a new prob- not necessarily mean to say that the works had actually

to prevent birds nesting. lem: how and where to earrt some pesetas, a problem which is been finished.

So far the results of these measures have stood the much more di fnclt for those who, like myselj, are not in a great ° APAG/collection of plans/P-0424, P-0425, P-0427, P-

test of time, ensuring the conservation of the Nasrid posirion to work in this profession ". Later on he continues: 0428 y P-0429. (ils. 1 to 5).

and Christian decorations inside, and vill probably "But what 1 would really like, although ir is unlikely I will be 10 In the project report: "On the south face ir would be vise ro

be reviewed when the time comes to tackle a more pi ven the opportunity, is the History professorsin'p at the School. rebuild the cave ofangled corbels which it had in Woorish times,
complete restoration of the tower's outer rendering, With the recen[ reforms made to the regulations it has come off making these plain, as in such a loca hora they will not alter the

which this time will certainly take in all four faces. well, as the History professor gets to keep this subject and has look of the tower, serving as a reminder of the original layout".

As regards the paving in the room on the upper another new one, General History of Plastic Arts, and has no This cave should not be confused with the one over the

level, it had deteriorated to such a point that a drawing at all". portal, which is also mentioned in the work and is carried

scheme found in the Alhambra plans archive da[- Letter to Francisco de Paula Nebot Torrens, signed and out successfully.

ing from 1973 proposed replacing the floor on this dated 12` h November, no year. The red line drawn over the section plan of the project

upper level. This project would have substituted One quite detailed account of this period is José Álvarez (il. 6) is intended to highlight that the extension of the

the pattern made of rectangular cerantic tiles with Lopera's work: "La Alhamb ra entre la conservación y la restau- cave at a similar angle to that of the other three sides

7x7 cm olanil Alias. Given that visits by tourists and ración", published in the Cuadernos de Arte collection of becomes impossible.

the general public was already restricted by this the Uni ts artment, 12 An essential piece of reading is FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS, A.

time to the various programs designed by the , "En torno a la cronología de la torre de Abé-l-Hayyáy", Actas

Board for this purpose, during the restoration car- specific subject of the Queen's Dressing del XXIII Congreso Internacional de Historia del Arte

ried out froni 2000 to 2002 we decided on mini ower, Zavala conunenn:"(,r tito' ( itere re no visible sigas o 1973), Granada, Pub. University of Granada, History of

mtun levels of intervention consisting of maint danger to lahilíry-, and rhr restoration work should be Departtnent, 1977.

ing each piece in its place; those tiles whic ad carric si as un the case of the aft+ntnei ates " Pi 9 to 12 are four of the photos which the architect

come loose were fixed down and the grou g was ustice and Wine), can wait until fitrther progress t inclu in his research for the project. Note the aspect of

redone, with coloured grout in the largest lacunae iade teith the laos[ urgent cas and those already underwsy. the extert r from the southeast, the entrante portal to the

for better visual integration. Alvarez Lopera ("La Albar entre...") explains the vicis- room on the lower level in its prcvious state and the inte-

This is the nature of the work normally car- situdes in the history monument as the key rior views with the holes s[ill blocked and the stove and

ried out by the Alhambra Board of Trustees' background to the ideological struggle between the con- floor structure of the upper level still in place. Archivo

Conservation Service, by which a system of servation and restoration schools of thought, a debate General de la Administración (General Archive of

indispensable checks on each of the sites main raging at the time around the correct lines of intervention Administration): 31-4824-3, 31-4824-5, 31-4824-7 y 31-

components is operated, thus ensuring the strict for heritage sites and which still maintains a certain va lid- 4824-8.

maintenance of the monument's arch u y O the ntury h ^ n^ 4 o ALBAS, L. " Paseos por la Alhambra...", Archivo
Laying [o one side these large-scale pro t t t r jesĵ nals d te ennf sp Arte y Arqueología, xxt, Sep[ember-Decem-
alter its architectural configuration, w ich are a OBRES BALBAS, L. aseos por a lham ea. La Torre e er e 93 ,p. 198.
ever starter lince Torres Balbás' work, th tCOM5,1E^' Aa DAQMTUR'^. 12.APAG/Collection of photos/F-4062.

maintenance tasks carried out by the various dif- Arte y`Arqu`eología (Sp anish Archive of Art and 1̂
TORRES BALBAS, L. "Paseos por la Alhambra...", Archivo

ferent restoration workshops address I i trsnatoa , ¡ji s erauIjerte e^rteyArqueología(SpanishArchiveofArt

lenge of reconciling the heavy flow of visiting tion in Obra Dispersa, 11, 9, 1985.This text is identical to and Archaeology), xxt, September -December 1931,

public with the long lasting preservation of the that on page 5 of the Project Report, which expands p. 206.

Alhambra in all its architectural, documentary upon historical interpretations of the tower. 7 He uses the engravings to justify bis restorations. In his

and symbolic authenticity. ' TORRES BALBÁS, L. "Paseos por la Alhamhra...", Archivo restoration of the Partal, for example, which to this day is

Español de Arte y Arqueología (Spanish Archive of Art regarded as an icon of modern scientific restoration,

Encinotes and Archaeology), xxt, September-December 1931, there is no doubt that, alongside bis use of the remains of

VíLCHEZ VíLCHEZ C., gives a relatively exhaustive list in p.204. the original cave, Torres Balbás must have interpreted

his work:"LaAlhambra de Torres Balbás. Obras de restauración a The project is entided"Obras de reparación del Tocador de la engravings such as J.F. Lewis' work entitled "Casa de

y conservación. 1923-1936'. Granada, Editorial Comares, reina y forjado de suelo y escalera en el cubo" (Repair works Frasquito Sánchez" H. Vizetelly's later version Casa de

1988. on the Queen's Boudoir and floor and stairwell structure Sánchez".

An interesting point to include in a biography of the in the cube).The total Budget is for 28.954,46 pesetas, of "Diario de obras en la Alhambra". Cuadernos de la

architect is an extract from a letter that a young Torres which only 20.871,73 pesetas were allocated to the Alhambra 4, p. 117. Pub.Alhambra and Generalife Board

Balbás writes to his friend, architect Nebot Torrens. As a Dressing Roonm (AGA/L-4824). In the Board's archive ofTrustees. Granada,1968. In the Project Report his

student in his early years at the School ofArchitecture he (APAG/L-385) there is a certificare of works dating from intentions are made clear:"In the interior the work carried out

is already looking ahead to bis future professional career December 1929 which liquidates payment in full for the was general cleaning, opening up the clear spaces which it had in

and revealing his personal preferentes: .... . This is my sec- works [o the sum of 28.954,45 pesetas, a fact which does Moorish times and fnishing off the plasterwork arches and
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columns of the Windows in a smooth and plain fashion, as ís previous constructions into new ways of under- citadel's defences situated to the north of the space
being done en other paras of the Alhambra." standing architecture, and that at the same time onto which the Mirador of Daraxa looks out, a

19 
According to the project report: "a right wooden frame will serve as an example of how their aspirations do not central part of the Hall of the Two Sisters, in the
be built, replacing the planking on which the tices sit with two impose upon the preservation of the Nasrid areas. Palace ofThe Lions.
rows of long thin brick set in cement mortar, which will prevenr Due precisely to the smaller scope of the project, Previous to the alterations in the 16` h century,
theframeworks and ceilings from potential damage due to leaks the execution phase was all but completed at the there was only one room located on the lower
arad which has been done successfullyfor years on the reojo of the time, and therefore the rooms can show us some of level. In the construction plans for the Rooms of
Alhambra". (pages 1 and 2). the typical features of Renaissance palace interiors; Charles V, a floor was created on the second flight

20 
"Diario de obras en la Alhambra". Cuadernos de la the most important section was completed during of the tower and connected to the "antechamber",
Alhambra 5, p. 70. Pub. Alhambra and Generalife Board of its most decorative phase and thus ceilings and to the "corridor commissioned by His Majesty"
Trustees. Granada,1969. walls were finished according to the most up to (referred to as such in the Planta Grande (Grand

21 
ToRREs BALBÁS, L. "A través de laAlhambra". Pub. Boletín date decorative trends of the new Italian models. Plan) in the Roya] Palace Library), and to the
del Centro Artístico, Granada, 1924. This was a level of execution which the new "Empress' bedroom "

2 via further corridors. The
22 

In che Project Report, pg. 2:"dismantle the floor in the centre palace would not attain. report carried out by Juan de la Vega in 1590,
of the dressing room, so that this part will be reinstated in its The Emperor's stay made clear, abo ye all else, which assessed the damage caused by the powder
original role as a lantern or body of lights (or the room below and that the zeal for conservation of these spaces had magazine explosion of San Pedro, speaks of"corri-
visitíng tourists will be alele to enjoy a part of the lower Moorish to be compromised in some way if the Alhambra dors and stoves" to refer to these rooms, which had
leve!, which is currenrly completely hidden and closed of was to continue to be used as a royal residencio. lost their glass due the shock wave3.

23 
TORRES BALBÁS, L. "En Torno a la Alhambra", p. 108. Times had changed. The new sovereigns' customs 'h,The names which make referente to a "queen",
Published in Obra Dispersa, 1,7, 1983. were too different from those of the Nasrids to such as "the tower of the Queen's Dressing

'-a APAG/Collecdon of plans/P -5776. continue enjoying these rooms with the level of Room", are froni a later period and may be attrib-
comfort to which they were accustomed. It was uted to one of the queens who resided in these

— The Tower of the Stove proposed that a more complete remodelling was '' rooms during posterior roya] visits. Neither the
and the 2ntroduetwwn of classzcism
in the Alhambra

now needed than the occasional alterations made son of Charles V, Philip II, nor his grandson, Philip
f by the Catholic Kings, and the main result of the III, visited la Alhambra. It was his great-grandson,

JuAN CARLos HINOJOSA CANOVACA proposal took the forro of the construction plans Philip IV, who was the first sovereign to occupy
for the palace of Charles V. But the huge scale of the rooms in 1624, along with his first wife, Isabella

Studies carried out focusing on the Christian the new works and the Emperor's tastes when he of Bourbon. The next kings to visir the Alhambra
works on the OId Roya] House have highlighted resided in the Nasrid palaces gave rise to a con- were Philip V and Isabella of Parma or Elizabeth
the process of adapting a Muslim space to the usag trolled modification of these spaces in order o mese in '1730. It is thought that the initials which
demands of the newly established culture. it was a niake his stayvtcomfortable and to attend o ear on alternate coffers in the Hall ofthe Stove,
process which began in the times ofthe Cathohc- the spatial req ments of a foreig a p ce. FE and `Í, refer to one of these royal couples. These
Kings but took on a more clearly defined profile 3l main nuclei, the palaces a eTURAms were never actually occupied by the sover-
following the visit of Charles V to the city of The Lions, were moderately altered; even theler- eigns for whom they were originally intended.
Granada in 1526.The works undertaken until ds - at(estruction of inc unort re pávilion 71 &,ÍÍ issaloella of Portugal died in 1539 and international
mainly focused on conservation tasks carried out at Comares, known as the Sala de las Aleyas (Room of political events demanded the constant attention of
the ordens of the Catholic Kings, which were then the Koran verses), did not represent a substantial the Emperor, meaning that he was unable to return
ratified by Queen Juana and later by Charles V This loss overall. It was a partial remodelling which can to Granada. When he decided to withdraw to a
process of transformation is one of the subjects of be said to have shown respect for the most charac- retreat in 1556, he chose theYuste monastery, prob-
greatest interest to artistic historiographers'. teristic arcas of the Hispano-Muslim palaces, car- ably due to the fact that despite its isolation it was

When we delve into the historiography on the ried out mainly in incidental zones without alter- still relatively close to the decision-making centres,
Christian Alhambra, it becomes instantly clear that ing the established hierarchical relationships of the unlike the position offered by Granada which, fue-
lis main focus of study has been the largo scale works space. thermore, was beginning to experience growing
of the palace of Charles V or the New Royal House. The most important section modifled at the tension with the Moorish population.
This is understandable due to the great importante time is the arca located to the north of the Palace Let us examine the distribution of the Tower of
of the project, but it has led to other 16`h century ofThe Lions, where the arca known as the Rooms the Stove section: on one side the gallery which
modifications being somewhat overlooked, such as a of Charles V were installed. One of the most joins the tower to the "antechamber" and to the
series of minor alterations which were made in the unique spaces of this complex of rooms is the "corridor commissioned by His Majesty"; the log-
core of the Nasrid palaces themselves. Tower of the Stove, the narre given to the tower gia which surrounds the three open sides of the

However, it is these works that can most clearly of Abú-l-Hayyáy or Abñ-l-YuyiB during the 16` 1' tower, overlooking the gorge of the river Darro; the
demonstrate the Crown's desire to incorporate century, a Nasrid tower which formed part of the lantern room - the Nasrid tower's core of light -
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which opens onto the loggia via vine small arched Rosenthal informs us that after 1537 the deci- the walls with "grotesque" paintings, which were
windows and, through a semicircular arch, onto sion was made to connect the Rooms with the recognised as a genre long before this but, follow-
the remaining part, which is the stove room. The Royal Baths, which were located off to the left of  ing che discovery of the Domus Aurea ruins, they
decoration of these spaces reflects a complex pro- the corridor leading from the Two Sisters 7 . In the had become popular among artists and were
gram of iconography conceived in order to create Baths a pool was installed for bathing Roman-style adopted by modern and erudite patrons, namely,
an image of the Emperor as a "prudent and victo- or by immersing themselves. In Chis way all the the all'anticha style — they wanted to archaeologi-
rious prince" 4 . modern convenientes enjoyed by some of the cally 'garnish' their palaces, the setting for their

Among other novelties adopted by an aristocra- most cultured Italian princes were added on. The heroic and literary lives. They wished to emulate the
cy craving fashionable status, the installation of Emperor would have them too, albeit in a some- ancients in their epic deeds and ways of life.
stoves or furnaces in stately homes and palaces was what contrived manner due to his determination Charles was Caesar, who forged a united Empire
one of the most popular. Not all of them were not to significantly alter the Nasrid palaces. and achieved World Peace; he was the stalwart in
baths with hypocaust systems like the Roman López Torrijos highlights how in the Planta which all hopos for the future were placed.
STUE:E; the majority simply functioned as rooms in Grande (Grand Plan) at the Royal Palace Library Castiglione, in The Courtier, expresses this senti-
which the air was heated in some way, but this was the tower appears with its second level, the gallery ment clearly:
not necessarily done via a furnace which heated communicating it with the "antechamber" and
the floor. In the case of the stove at the Alhambra, access down to the lower level. However, in the "Great hope is also placed in don Carlos, prince of
a slab of marble with holes bored through it was ground plan, the space for the stove room does not Spain, who having not yet reached ten years of age,
set in a comer of the room, allowing the warmed correspond with the distribution which it would already shows such great ingenuiry and such clear signs
or scented air produced in the lowest room of the have later on, which leads us to suspect that the of goodness, prudente, benevolente, greatness of spirit,
tower co rise co the upper level. decision co build the stove may have come about and puye virtue that, all in ab, were the Chrisrian empire

The use of stoves spread gradually across Europe after 1537 - when they were considering installing to fall, as is expected, finto his hands, it is thought that he
and there were various different heating mecha- the pool in the Baths - and for this reason it was may with his fame silente that of many past empe rors

nisms which gave sinular results. In the rooms at the last to have its decoration completed, in 1544 8 . ">- and will reach equal status with those who are most
Yuste, the intense cold of the place coupled with It is worth considering whether the decision to famed in all the world. 9 .
his peor state of health led the Emperor co insist assign Chis function and decorative style to these
repeatedly on having a stove fitted. Delays in the rooms may have had some connection with As Marías says, the mythology of ancient and
arrival of the contraption from Flanders prompted Charles V's triumphal visir co taly following the modere heroes is blended together in order co
his butler, Luis de Quijada, to give up his own 1535 Tunis campaign and hisR first contact with proclaim the virtuous renown of the clientele,
stove which was installed in his house in new forms and uses which were becoming wide- rounding off their exaltation with scenes from the
Villagarcía.This piece of information shows us that spread on the transalpine península family history itself, as in the example of the Tunis
this rype of installation, although still very raye, was Ihe Italian prin s did not only t ampaign in of the , e

not im ossible to find, even in the hands of t®monument lal idin^ whet er ese were pstill
catn-the
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lower-ranking nobles. A small annex was built  palaces, churches ^iyLpublic edifice wh ti Júrrounded by mythical images to which they
onto the main body of rooms, in which book- made a show of their power and generosity. have been likened, absorbed in their own glory
shelves and a Cable were placed.The stove itselfwas Alór gSiÁ lréir tast1 ha magnificen of their privare quarters, Che
housed in another small chamber, which was sep- grandeur on Che outside, they showed a keen inter- prince would look back on his heroic deeds and
arated from Che main room by a "corredorcillo" 5 est in reclusion and intimacy confined within compare them with those of his predecessors,
(small corridor). Windows were used to flood the small, manageable and exquisite spaces where they whom he was obliged co surpass.
room with light and open it out to Che views, with could relax, cultivate their spirit and satisfy their The paintings in the Stove were carried out
the orange orchard in the foreground, since the curiosity for life - the contradictory tendencies of between 1539 and 1544.The main focus of atten-
stove and Che gallery were located on the east side an era of great social and spiritual change which tion was Che series of eight frescos running around
facing Che citrus garden. were characteristic of this moment in history. Che walls of Che main hall which depicted theTunis

The leve] of efficiency of che stove installed at Italian stoves were placed in such a way as to be campaign of 1535, the first military undertaking
the Alhambra is unknown. It is unlikely that Che linked to the rest of the princes' private quarters. involving the direct participation of the Emperor,
system used heme had co be as powerful as Che one This was Che case with Che stove which Cardinal a fundamental milestone in his career and a perfect
installed at Yuste where, due Che Emperor's illness, Bibbiena had built in Che Vatican palaces in 1516: example of what Checa called the "heroic illustra-
the space had to be kept as warm as possible. The the Stufetta was linked with Che Logetta and with tion of Che life of the warrior" 11 . The taste for
reduced dimensions of the room coupled with the his bedroom. depicting battle scenes with a faithful reproduction
high calorific power achieved with that particular Alongside al] these ways of living imbued with of their setting was to reach its ultimate expression
model of stove led Quintana to remark on how classical culture, there was also a penchant in Italy in Spain in Che 16` h century with the decoration of
excessive the hect from the stove at Yuste was 6 . dating back to Che late 15` century for decorating Che palace of El Viso del Marqués, of Che marquis
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of Santa Cruz and, most importantly, with the dec- have been lost one can still make out the remains main east and west walls. Images of corn had

oration carried out years later in El Escorial for of anthropomorphic grisailles. already made an appearance on the festoons creat-

Philip II. The Lantern Room has a dif erent set of ed by Udine on the Loggia of Psiqué (1517-1519),

The scenes are displayed on a plinth with a fret themes. It could in fact be referred to as the in the Farnesina. This is possibly the earliest

divided into frames in which small stories are pre- Phaeton Room, as this is the mythological tale appearance made by corn niotifs in a European

sented, such as one in which there is a tupid play- narrated in this space. The hall's roof is of Nasrid work of art. It is fair to assume that his decision to

ing with a dolphin which is reminiscent of those origin, "...with four panels and an almizate [collar], include corn was made as yet another show of the

in Bibbiena's Stufetta. Aboye the frescos of Tunis filled with with lazos de ocho [a typical Mudejar abundant varie ty of nature, since he also depicted

there is a frieze with putti, scrolls, plant-like meta- design of eight-pointed interlaced stars], which mushrooms, citrus fruits, strangely-shaped squash

morphoses of human figures, eagles, etc. All the had a small vault of mugarnas now lost, in its cen- vegetables and parrots. It was represented merely as

battle frescos, frieres and door surrounds are tre, and was gilded and painted ni the 16` 5 centu- an anecdote and it was not later included in his

framed with stucco nsouldings. ry"73. It has three round arch windows on each of repertoire of shapes for grotesques. It appears on

The themes depicted in the eight battle frescos the room's three sides, to the North, to the East the festoons which surround the story paintings,

are as follows: the fleet's departure from the Italian and to the West, which opened onto the 16` h cen- but not in the grotesques themselves. These fes-

port of Cagliari, the march on Tunis and, after tak- tury loggia surrounding the space. In the 16` x' cen- toons or garlands were more closely related to

ing the ci ty, the departure and return to the port tury they were closed in with glass decorated with those used by Mategna to decorate some of his

ofTrapani in Italy. These scenes are the protagonista grotesques but these were lost in the San Pedro paintings than to the decorative Roman paintings

of this space.They were begun four years after the powder magazine explosion in 1590. In the sec- which inspired the Renaissance grotesques.

expedition against Khair-Eddin Barbarroja, head tions surrounding these windows, the central par In the case of the corn depicted on the bands of

of the Berber pirates and tributary of the Turks, of each the widest sides, grotesques are displayed the Lantern Roonm in the Alhambra, although it

who kepí the western Mediterranean in a perpet- against a red background running down to the only appears occasionally, it does so as an integral

ual state of alert with his raids en the Spanish and base of the windows. These show mythological part of the repertoire of features making up the

Italian coasts. His seat was in Algiers and in 1534 characters surrounded with impossible architectur- grotesque.There is no attempt to make it stand out

he took control ofTunis, a tributary of the Spanish. al features, putti, vases, garlands of leaves and small rom the rest of the forms; it occupies the space

Movements in Europe directed at undermining' flowers, griffins, butterflies, etc. In the corners 'allocated to wheat in other works and is actually

the growing imperial power led such unlikely there are vertical bands of grotesques on white adapted to its shape. The representation of coro in

characters as Francis 1 of France and even Pope stuccowork framed with mouldings, unlike the rest the Alhanibra looks like a standard shape which has

Clement VII to embark on a process of rap- of the tower's paintings which are frescos on a base already been assimilated — there is a gap of twen ty

prochement with the enemies of the of fine mortar t4 . They are very similar to those years between one representation and the other -

Mediterranean Empire. CharlesV could ñ it allo icĥ can be een in the Vatican Loggias, and they

u

nd i iU used sparingly because varie ty of shapes

this. So in May of 1535, a fleet of 300 chip s wa fi ll r of mythical creatures, puto nd t ctiveness is an obligato ry parí of the

gathered in Cagliari with Andre Doria in com- brllydss,, flower peor wit'h lird wmgs, flowers, gen

mand and CharlesV travelling in the lead shipC< S ars 41 J Í meda ll ions bearing n
J

t r^- R. In the case of Udines representations of this

Bastarda. The eight paintings recount this victori- stories, scallop shells, human heads, all around a plant species, we detect a greater naturalistic inter-

ous expedition to the coasts of ancient Cartha l central 'axis and framed in white stuccowork. ien€ t and technical agility. His representation pre-

whose aqueduct is depicted.This reference to the There are two original features in these decora- dates the first appearance of coro in scientific illus-

conquest of Carthage is no coincidente, as follow- tive bands which are somewhat surprising and at trations by nearly thirty years. Its first scientific

ing this campaign Charles V was likened to the the same time confirm the connection between record dates back co an illustration in Leonardo

figure of Escipion the African, conqueror of their authors, Julio Aquilis or Aquiles and Fuch's herbal, De Historia Stirpium, published in

Carthage in 146 BC. The count of Tendilla, who Alexander Mavner, and Raphael's followers. The Base] in 154215.

played a fundamental role in the entire creation first makes a direct reference co the Emperor and According co Giulia Caneva, Fuchs' illustration

process for [hese spaces and their decoration, took marks this space as his own: the imperial emblem was the first representation of corn l6 . Here we can

part in the expedition in the role of field marshal of the two-headed eagle placed in such a way as to see how on this occasion the artists were ahead of

of the kirigdom. blend fluidly into the general decoration and serv- the scientists in the illustration of a new species. If

The ceiling, like [hose in the galleries, is an alfar- ing as another mythical creature. This is the same we consider the corncobs on the Loggia of Psiché

je (decorative Moorish timber framework) in hidden message which Raphael and his team sent, in the villa Chigi Farnesina to be, conceivably, the

which the spaces formed by jácenas (main beams) half in homage and half in jest, when they put the first addition of corn co the artistic repertoire, the

and faldetas (cross beams) origina lly contained lion, the emblern of Pope Leo X, on the pilasters corncobs in the Lantern of the Stove at the

grotesque paintings, which were later substituted of the Vatican Loggia. Alhambra were probably the first in Spain.

with small gilded ceiling roses against a blue back- Another original element is the presente of The process of incorporating fragments of

ground 12 . In the sections where these ceiling roses corncobs (Zea mays L.) on the two bands of the nature into works of art grew gradually to the
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point where naturalistic illustration became a fully The loggia surrounding the tower in a way com- the loggias at the Vatican palace. Good fortune
established genre in the period running up to the pletes the interior decoration of the lantern. Here the allowed one comment to survive regarding its dec-
1530s.The introduction of new plant species orig- allegorical and mythological program is devoted to oration, in the pen of Simón de Argote:
inating mainly from the New World and from the representing personifications of the Virtues: Faith,

East represented a fundamental change in the Hope, Charity, Justice, Fortitude and Temperance, "...supported with Arabic columns of white marble; on
botanical scene of the era. Froni 1492 through to already identified by Simón de Argote at the begin- whose low anches, the remains of decorative paintings
the first decades of the 17 th century, species of ning of the 19TU century

2
° and recorded again by can be seen, executed with perfection, in the style of the

great economic and social importance such as Gómez Moreno towards the end of the sarne centu- loggias of Raphael. On the suffits are depicted the meta-

corn, potatoes and tobacco arrived in Europe, ry21 . OnlyTemperance is still clearly visible. Between morphosis of men and women into trees, bird.s and

along with other ornamental ones like carnations the opening of the windows which light up the other animals; and in the middle, medallions with busts,

and tulips. lantern there are shrines containing divinities, diffr- and medallions with statues of rivers [lit. relicf work fea-

As we have already seen, Phaeton's fable is told in cult to identify for López Torrijos22 , but which have turing personifications of rivers]. Aboye che capitals
this room. We should briefly mention that the story been recognized as personifications of Jupiter, there are other caprices painted with che same taste,
begins in the space on the western wall and it Neptune23 , Plenty and the Holy Fire 24 .The remain- which fill the section between the two arches°27.
depicts Phaeton asking his father, the Sun, to allow ing surface of the loggia is decorated with grotesque
him to drive his chariot of fire. On the main north- paintings. There are putti of many different shapes, With regard to the ceilings of both, we can set-
ern wall there is an image of Phaeton's chariot being some plant-like and holding tridents aboye the tle for Gomez Moreno's comrnent: "The flowers
struck down by jupiter's ray. On the eastern wa ll the lantern windows, others holding torches, etc. There \. which decorate the beams and the birds painted on
Heliades are shown weeping over the death of their are also architectural features such as false pillars bear- the covers, are of poor taste and mediocre execu-
brother and transforming into willows and his ing arches of garlands of leaves and small flowers. tion, and must have belonged to one of the
cousin Cycnus turning into a swan.The final scene The differences with regard to the interior lie in restorations known to have taken place there"28.
is located aboye the arch at the entrance an shows the greater use of natural clements like abundant The gilded ceiling roses, which were later imitated
the Naiades weeping over Phaeton's body. birds, such as those holding the garlands and drapes in the Stove room in order to cover up the deteri-

Two goda are allocated to each scene, and these over the two doors which look like kestrels, and a orated grotesques on the ceiling, were fitted in the
are the figures carved into the aforementioned false ! small owl with its wings outstretched which marks galleries in 153829.
architectural features. Phaeton's petition to his father the central focus point of the composition on the The tower is aboye all a lookout point, whose
is associated with Bacchus and Diana, his fall with section aboye the eastern door. views stretch over a large part of the city of
Fame and Victory, the metarnorphosis of the sisters A similar motif to those which appear in Granada and its surrounding countryside. This
with Jupiter and Minerva. The scene aboye the Bibbiena's Loggetta. Plant rnotifs, some small fruits privileged position of towering,over the landscape
entrance is flanked with two putti, one holding a resembling olives and plums, ears of eat, e ^ ap ropriated and exploited to the maximum.
tablet and the other an olive branch. J Segmental arch n onto the Dar orge a  I nism nism showed a lively interest in its

The theme is taken from Ovid's Metamorphó és.
l

are supported áTsmall marble "AraUic olumns`Venvivironment, which we see reflected in the fasci-
The myth would have been intended to be sym- and capitals.The intradoses of these, anches r J? n of Charles V's Italian companions with the
bolic "...of those who do not wish to subordinate decorated withr grotesques. landscape of Granada. With that impressive belt of
themselves to the universal monarchy, thus imped- "tl lthough all the, paintings iri t ié 51'ower of the ' f rburban villas — known as cármenes — that flanked
ing a permanent state of peace, symbolised by the Stove are in a peor state of conservation, it is these the city and with the position of the Alhambra hill
attributes of the carved angels" 17 . It is a story taken exterior galleries which are in the worst state due overlooking the hustle and bustle of the city, the
from classical mythology which served as an exam- to having to bear harsh weather conditions. The humanista reached a deeper understanding of the
pie of the importance of prudente when making elements are not the only factors to blame for the hedonist lifestyle led by the Nasrids than the
decisions and, by extension, it was included among deterioration of the paintings, as one should also Spaniards thernselves, who were not au fait with
the exemplary stories intended to educare a good take finto account Gomez Morenos observation, the new schools of thought. To understand this
Christian prince.The story is recounted in a series who attributed the paintings' path to ruins to "the better, one only needs to analyze the Spanish sub-
of Tour pictures framed with stuccowork, forming disorder in which the alcaides [governors] kept the urban landscape of the 15 T" and 16 th centuries.
a central focus for the decoration of the walls, a Royal house" 26 . Leopoldo Torres Balbás' article on the outskirts of
feature common to Italian grotesque decoration, In fact, the gallery leading to the antechamber cities informs us of the Christians' lack of interest
such as in Bibbiena's Logyetta' 8 or in that of has lost its original paintings.There is little data on in the suburban landscape of the main cities in
ClementVII's Stufa in the castle of Sant'Angelo. In this loggia, as its paintings were lost early on. It contrast to the Hispano-Muslim tradition of car-
1930, Torres Balbás took out the floor to recover functions in the same way as the Renaissance log- ing for and enjoying their environment30.
the tower's original medieval image arad he fitted gia in Italy, which were progressively built onto So, loggias or galleries were built in orden to
the wooden rail which separated this space from facades in orden to adapt medieval buildings to enjoy the views,just as the members of the Italian
the Stove Room 19 . new tastes, as occurred, for example, in the case of courts had done, although this practice was
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becoming more common in the rest of Europe 5 MARTÍN GONZÁLEZ, J. J. "El palacio de Carlos V en 9 TORRES BALBÁs, L. "La Torre del Peinador de la Reina o

too. But this also began to occur with Spanish Yuste". Archivo Español de Arte, 1950, xxtu, notes 38 and de la Estufa". Archivo Español de Arte y Arqueología, n° 7,

architecture, such as the gallery built for Juana 1 at 39. 1931, p.198.

her retreat in Tordesillas; set up in order to enjoy 6 MARTíN GONZÁLEZ, J. J. "El palacio de Carlos V en 20 ARGOTS, S. Nuevos Paseos Históricos y Artísticos, Económicos-

the beautiful views over the river Duero. The Yuste". Archivo Español de Arte, 1950, xxiii, p.40. It is Políticos por Granada y sus Contornos. Granada: Albaida,

palace of Charles V 's mother in Tordesillas was interesting to note how stoves arrived in Spain at almost 1985, p. 191.

always highly praised for its fine views. There was exactly the same time as the spread of fireplaces, although 21 GÓMEZ MORENO, M. "Pinturas del Tocador de la Reina en la

even an "orchard" close to the queens rooms, with differing levels of success.The fireplace was not the Casa Real de la Alhambra". Granada: Commission for

referred to in other documents as a "garden" usual method for heating; the most common method Historie and Artistic Monuments of the Province, 1873, p. 8.

which had "trees and vines" 31 , with the standard until the end of the 15' 1' century was the use of srttall bra- 22 LÓPEZ ToRRijos, R. "Las pinturas de la Torre de la Estufa

wavering of the era in matters of gardening termi- ziers which were clearly of Nasrid origins, and fireplaces o del Peinador". In: VARIous AUTHORS. Carlos V y la

nology were generally restricted only to kitchens.The Emperors Alhambra, Granada: Alhambra and Generalife Board of

As we have leen, the Tower of the Stove clearly arrival with his Flemish court p rovided the final initiative Trustees, 2000, p. 116.

represents the new spirit which inspired the modi- for the spread of the monumental fireplace into the royal 23 In Argote's work the figure of Neptune is identified as

fications made to the Alhambra 111 the 15005, 111 halls, which would end up influencing the rest of the Minerva.ARGOTE (1985), p. 191,

which new humanist ideas intertningled with dominant classes in ira niore generalised use. Al] the main 24 GÓMEZ MORENO, M. "Pinturas del Tocador de la Reina en la

Hispano-Muslim architectural s tyles, displaying a rooms atYuste had a fireplace, although in the Alhambra Casa Real de la Alhambra". Granada: Commission for

rernarkable eagerness for peaceful cohabitation and only two rooms enjoyed this luxury. In the casé of stoves, Historie and Artistic Monuments of the Province, 1873,

sensitivity towards the feelings of the conquered. their use never went beyond being a rarity, p. 8.

Likewise, the Tower of the Stove clearly shows the 7 ROSENTHAL E. E. El Palacio de Carlos V en la Alhambra. 25 TORRES BALBÁs, L. "La Torre del Peinador de la Reina o

desire of the monarchy and its followers to adopt Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 1988, p. 47. - de la Estufa". Archivo Español de Arte y Arqueología, n° 7,

the new 'antiqued' forros as the only possible lan- " LóPEz TORRIJOS, R. "Las pinturas de la Torre de la Estufa 1931, p. 201.

guage which could faithfully reflect the new uni- o del Peinador", In: VARIOUS AUTHORS. Carlos V y la 21, GÓMEZ MORENO, M. "Pinturas del Tocador de la Reina en la

versal monarchy symbolised by its Caesar, Charles. Alhambra, Granada: Alhambra and Generalife Board of Casa Real de la Alhambra". Granada: Commission for

It is these loyal followers, an aristocracy involved in Trustees, 2000, p. 111. A~ Historie and Artistic Monuments of the Province, 1873,

the imperial project, who exerted the most decisive 9 CASTIGLIONE, B. El Cortesano (translated by Juan Boscán, p. 11.

influence on the adoption of the new alía anticha Barcelona: 1534). Madrid: Espasa kalpe, 1984, p. 327. 27 ARGOTE (1985), p. 187.

forms of expression. In the Alhambra's case, the 10 MARÍAS, F. El siglo xvi: Gótico y Renacimiento. Madrid: 20 GÓMEZ MORENO, M. "Los pintores Julio y Alejandro y

count ofTendilla was to be a seminal figure. It was Silex, 1992, p. 172. sus obras en la Casa Real de la Alhambra". Boletín de la

characters such as he who played the role of medi- " CHECA CREMADES, E Pintura y Escultura del Renacimient oáedad Española de Excursiones, Vol. xxvii, 1919, p. 28.

ator between artista and the great client that was n España, 1450-1600. Madrid: Cáted 1 p.398. L-2-

the Crown. This work would begin to lose influ- 1z GÓMEZ MORENO, M. "Los pintores Julio yy Alejandro y 0 •ORRÉS ALBAS, L. Los Contornos de las Ciudades

ence as the century>y progressed, but at this moment Jiras en la Casa de la Alha et I
)115 4 Tt,RA

tsP anomusulmanas". Al-Andalus, Revista de las Escuelas de

in time it was the humanist aristocracy who intro- Sociedad Española de Excursiones, Vol. xxvii, 1919, p. 28. Estudios Árabes de Madrid y Granada. 1950, ñ 15, p. 439.

duced and was familiar with the new language, <A R BLL, L. ``Lu, Jorre del Peinádtir de la Rei^ni n e r SL cDRÍGUEZ, M.A. Vida cotidiana y arte en el pala-

even if ultimately it had to be the Monarchy, the de la Estufa". Archivo Español de Arte y Arqueología, n° 7, cio de la reina Juana I en Tordesillas. Valladolid: Secretariado

supreme developers of their day, who had to make 1931, p. 200. de Publicaciones e Intercambio Editorial, University of

the final decision to go for the ` ANTIGUO' as its 14 GÓMEZ MORENO M."Los pintores Julio y Alejandro y sus Valladolid, 2000, p. 190 and subsequent pages.

symbolic public and personal language. obras en la Casa Real de la Alhambra". Boletín de la
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"Julio and Alejandro"
Italian grotesques and Flemish
cartography in the Queen's
Dressing Room

NicoLE DACOS
Honorary Researches Director of Fonds
National de la Recherche Scientifique
from Belgium

"Julio and Alejandro"

In the Tower of Abul Hachach at the Alhambra

of Granada, the two sinall rooms and the mirador

that make up the Queen's Dressing Room (il. 1)
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are adorned with an Italian décor that differs from animals and monsters such as satyrs, sylvans, nymphs, his son Marcantonio there, before the trail went
the Nasrid architecture. At the entrance, large lions, tigers and combinations of such creatures... cold in 1546.

trompe-l'oeil scenes of the Conquest of Tunis are In the Alhambra archives, Gómez-Moreno had
found aboye an old-fashioned skirting that is now Speaking of the spread of grotesque art in Spain, also discovered the name of Alejandro, whose sur-
all but effaced, beneath a frieze of lively plant Pacheco gives us the narres of the artists who cre- narre (Mayner) originally led him to believe that
motifs. The central room, the Dressing Room ated the paintings in the Dressing Room:' the artist was probably of Flemish origina Present
proper, is covered in grotesques with four small at the Alhambra since 1537, in 1541 Mayner
compartments illustrating the myth of Phaeton. Therefore 1 am led to believe that Julio and Alexandro helped to decorate the hallway leading to the
This decoration continues in the gallery surround- made their fortunes (even if they were not disciples of Dressing Room, and he resurfaced in Granada a
ing the Dressing Room on the three outer sides, Giovanni da Udine or Raphael of Urbino), valiant men year later when he was conmiissioned to evaluate
but the figures of Christian virtues that animate it who carne from Italy to paint the houses of Cobos, an altarpiece. One document indicates that he died
(il. 2) do not belong to the same family: although, Secretary to the Emperor, in the city of Úbeda and from in 1545. 9 Given that the 1546 evaluation of the
from a stylistic point of view, they appear to have there went to the Royal Residence of the Alhambra in Dressing Room does not mention any figures, this
been executed by the same workshop that created Granada... scholar deduced that those in the Dressing Room
the grotesques (il. 3), these decorations were prob- must have been painted by Alejandro, who is not
ably added at a later time. At a later date, Palomino dedicated the third of mentioned in the document. Therefore, according

Although the episodes of the Tunis campaign his Vidas (artist biographies) to "the painters Julio to him, Julio must have been the author of the
and the story of Phaeton were apparently the only and Alejandro."3 The author, who had visited the grotesques.10
elements of the original design for the Dressing Alhambra in 1712, expressed the greatest admira iegarding the earlier work of [hese two painters
Room, the most striking aspect is the sheer quan- [ion for "the vaults, halls, corridors, miradors and in Spain, Cristóbal de Villalón offered another
tity of animals, humans and monstrous creatures other sites" where the two artists had wórked. piece of information. As early as 1536, and there-
that populate them — a fantastic world th moves Palomino also mentioned their work in Úbeda, at fore during the artists' lifetime, he wrote:^t
anúdst festoons, candelabra or small ancien temples the palace of Francisco de Cobos and the Hospital

(some of the most outlandish objects) in a painting of Santiago, conunented on their supposed com- The Conmander-General of Leon, Francisco de los

of vibrant colours and ra ye pictorial quahty. / missions in Alba de Tornies and Mérida, although ' Cobos, brought here on conunission two ingenious

In Spain, these decorations had already caught this fact does not appear in any other documents youths, Julio and Alexandro, to ornament his houses,

Pacheco's attention. Quoting Father Sigüenza, and and is uncorroborated, and ended up wandering who did craft works of such elegante and antiqui ty that

therefore subsequently borrowing from Vasari, into the realm of pure invention when he asserted art has never attained such a pinnacle of perfection.

Pacheco carefully studied "the striking capriccios that both painters returned to Italy, where they

of the grotesques used by the ancients," mention supposedly died irr their thirties. , It therefore seems that Francisco de los Cobos,

ing their Roman origins and how Raphael an IT'he narres ofJulio andAlejand' b

w_-

he Empor's powerful secretary, may have

lothGiovanni da Udine returned co them: I gootten4 by the timé Manuel Gómez- Dreno  plóyed artists prior to their arrival in

C ed an early ij y of the Queen's DressURAndalusia.
9 L

...in the days of Empe ror CharlesV, who began to favour Room. While examining the Alhambra's palace The origins of the former artist were also dis-

all the fine arts and restore the ruins of the Góths ét e n ( c}rives, há3 cJ 1 Racross^ s document ó m fl eover t anks co the documents in which he is

mies of the Empire and of Roman ingenuity, the way in 1546 that evaluated the paintings of the Dressing unambiguously referred to as Julio Romano. The

which this painting again carne luto use was that Room, done by Machuca at Julio's request, and sobriquet "de Aquiles" was merely a Hispanicised

Giovanni da Udine and Raphael of Urbino, notable signed by che latter. 5 He then discovered that Julio version of "Aquili," the celebrated Roman family

painters... driven by a desire to resurrect the delicacies had also been known as ` Julio de Aquiles" and that of painters whose most illustrious member was

of old in their art, on une occasion, among others, he had worked on the Dressing Room, referred to Antoniazzo, also called Romano — a great master

entered the underground or grottoes of St Peter's'in vin- as che "Stove," from 1537 to 1542. It was the start- in che latter half of the 15` h century who may have

cula; where they say Titus' palace was, and there they ing point of a pioneering work on a [heme co been Julio's father.12

carne across a few pieces of chis manner of paintings and which Chis wise scholar returned on several orca- This brilliant investigative work done by

were much amazed by its strangeness and beauty, and to sions, delving deeper and compiling knowledge Gómez-Moreno on Julio and Alejandro had been

ser that neither time nor location had managed co until he finally produced the definitive version in all but forgotten when Rosa López Torrijos

destroy the lustre and perfec tion of che colours. Giovanni 1919.6 Gómez-Moreno also asserted that, before returned to it in 1987, updating his findings with

da Udine... began to break them down, tescing so many working in Granada, Julio had stopped off in che bibliographic material and documents that had

forras of lime, stucco and colours that he created excel- Valladolid where he was asked in 1533 co evaluare come co light in che interim. Given that che name

lent things in this gente of painting, and having been dis- the altarpiece created by Alonso Berruguete for Julio gave his son, Marcantonio, was his father's

covered in those grottoes it was called grotesque, and also the Monastery of San Benito. ? He canee across che narre, she logically deduced that Julio must have

brutesque by some, because it featured different kinds of artist again in Granada in 1545, when he baptised been the grandson rather [han che son of
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Antoniazzo Romano. She also suggested that a the Dressing Rooni decorations? And does the the library where it is kept), an anonymous com-
series of drawings bearing the name ofJulio in the s tyle that they might have imported from Italy fit pilation, probably Tuscan, from the late 1480s or
Metropolitan Museum ofArt in NewYork hint at into the architectural context of the Arabic tower? early 1490s) Some of the pages in this collection
some of the artist's designs for the decorations of In order to answer these questions, we must take a provide insight as to how the artists went about
the Alhambra. 13 Finally, she observed that Julio had new look at the paintings, and our first approach making their copies, either reproducing the geo-
also worked in Úbeda on the chapel of the chaco- must be visual — we must delve into the world of metric outlines of the whole or (more frequently)
berlain Francisco de Vago in the Church of St grotesques, which blend into the Dressing Room isolating individual motifs that they would later
Peter, which was completed in 1536." Thanks to with clockwork precision, in order to lay bare its redraw and develop to their liking on the edges of
the contract that has been preserved in this chape], mechanisms and decipher its secrets. But before we their own compositions. This practice had begun
we know that it contained religious scenes as well do so, we must review the origin of grotesque art- even before the discovery of the Domus Aurea;
as ornamental designs.The only figure that has sur- work and its dissemination in Spain to determine artists would often take inspiration from the orna-
vived, albeit only partially, is in the vault but it does where the work of Julio and Alejandro fits in. At mental motifs they found on ancient reliefs or the
not provide a clear idea of how the original décor the risk of unearthing inaccuracies in Vilallón and margins of illustrated manuscripts, which were
looked. Pachecos texts, our mission is therefore to exam- often animated with humorous touches. But it

This same art historian also published a study on inc the presente of Italian culture in the Dressing wasn't until the discovery of the grottoes that this
two ceilings in the apartment that was provisional- Room in all its complexi ty. 16 	fashion really took off, first in Rome and then
ly adapted for Charles V's personal use in the beyond, often thanks to engravings. In Spain, this
extension of the Dressing Room 15 while his new The first grotesques practice even inspired the birth of the s tyle known
palace was being built. Here we can admire bunch4 Many artists explored the "grottoes" of Rome as Plateresque. The artists borrowed motifs from
es of fruit and vegetables of the Granada country- long before Raphael and Giovanni da - Udine. the large painted surfaces and stuccoes discovered
side, isolated in the coffering against a ve ry dark, These were not the ruins ofTitus' palace, as Vasari on the vaults and upper wall sections of the
almost black, background.The two rooms also pre- and later Pacheco asserted, but rather those of Domus Aurea and then arranged them symmetri-
serve traces of the original wall decorations, with Nero's palace, the famous Domus Aurea (il. 4 and cally on either side of a central axis, in accordance
discernible vestiges of small temples surrounded by 5) named by the Portuguese painter and writer with the models that were familiar to them. They
old-style ornarnentation. r Francisco d'Olanda in his watercolour of one of its would then superimpose them vertically, on either

The grotesques of the Dressing Room itself, most celebrated vaults, the "Volta dorata." 17 	side of a candelabrum, or repeat them horizontal-
with a range of brilliant colours that stand out Suetonius tells that Nero conceived his residente ly to form friezes, thus creating their own original
against a red background, immediately bring to as a sprawling villa with gardens and even woods grotesques.
mind the works of Raphael and his students. spreading around as far as the eye could see, in the The oldest motifs in this repertoire appear in
However, their tono is not the frank jo of the h rt of Rome. HTadds that, in his desire to spare he works painted under the supervision of
great coco ositions directed by mthe ast in his n ex seo t luxuries, th eco eror ev,̂  orde i d líintuilhio, who had begun to introduce
final years It is more reminiscent of the less serene its walIs to be covered in gó d. But after his cluá oscuro candelabra inspired by reliefs in his
air that appeared after his death, when his discipleJ iCI:bli fZR vas abandoned an4Js[r Rff oes. Just before 1490 (the exact date is
had to complete the works he had left unfinished. with earth to serve as the foundation for the Baths unknown) he offered an early polychrome version

of all, it recalls the work of Gtó ái7ñi'- 	-.- ". ! ^ 1 t— — luc .  ost ofTrajan.The pamtings and stuccoes were bM urted, inspirecby the grottoes in the chapel of Cardinal
Udine, as do other details inspired by nature, scat- which preserved them in perfect condition until Domenico Della Royere in the Church of Santa
tered here and there, such as the enchanting image the late 15`h century, when properties on the Maria del Popolo in Rome (il. 6). The pilasters
of a crab holding a small clam between its claws Oppian Hi ll were excavated in hopes of discover- bordering the wall of the altar and the chapel's side
(il. 41). Nevertheless, certain aspects evoke the ing treasures of antiqui ty. When the subterranean walls, as well as the window openings, are covered
decorations painted under the direction of Perin galleries were unearthed, the empty spaces aboye with brightly coloured candelabra that stand out
del Vaga in Doria's palace in Genoa, and other the ground on this site were discovered, and peo- against the golden yellow background, populated
more archaic designs remitid us of Pinturicchio pie were able to wander through them by ducking by a thousand creatures and objects borrowed from
and Morto da Feltre. All of the components come beneath the original vaults of Nero's palace. It was Neronian models: harpies and lyres, lush masks and
together in a ve ry coherent s tyle that can hardly be absolute madness. Artists and amateurs wriggled medallions, centaurs and dolphins, swans with
attributed to beginners. But we know nothing through the narrow galleries, which they baptised arching necks and provocative sa tyrs. These deco-
about the possible Italian past of Julio and with the narre of"grottoes," and spent their time rations therefore seem to be independent from the
Alejandro . What did they have to their credit when copying the decorations covering the walls (which religious scenes that accompany them, added as
they arrived in Spain? How can we distinguish they called "grotesques") in their sketchbooks to mere playful touches.
between the diffe rent facets of their culture and later use them in their own creations. The idea for the golden yellow backg round of
pinpoint their unique traits? In other words, can The most complete co llection of these drawings these borders was taken from miniatures. Despite
we identify the work done by each individual in appears in the Codex Escurialensis (the name of Suetonius's assertions, in the Domus Aurea only
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the stucco mouldings were covered in gold, not

the walls. Only a few of the halls contain paintings

enhanced with precious metals, which were

applied to imitate the effect of shining light, and

the backgrounds were painted white or intense

colours — red, yellow and turquoise, among others,

and oven black — but never gold. Therefore, the

first grotesques combined Gothic reminiscences

with ideas borrowed from archaeological finds.

However, these are still present in the Dressing

Room.At either end of the hall of Phaeton and on

the window openings (il. 7), the compositions are

framed by pilasters, in this case against a white

background. In the arch leading into the hall of

Phaeton, the upper part of the intrados is golden,

imitating the former light of the lantern in the

Nasrid tower, which inunediately sets it apart from

arcade. Moreover, the foliage arrangements ending

in threatening gryphon heads that we see aboye

the depiction of Phaeton Mourned by the Heliads

and in the frieze of the Conquest of Tunis hall

were apparently borrowed from the chorus of

Santa Maria del Popolo (it. 9).With regard to the

repertoire of Raphael and his followers, these

monsters pertain to an earlier generation, when

ancient souvenirs were combined with minia-

tures, and their older appearance does indeed set

them apart.

Around 1500, the Domus Aurea must have been

overflowing with visitors. Painters abounded in

every season, and the tour must have been long

since many brought picnic lunches with them. In

a celebrated poem by an anonymous Milanese

author, the descent into the ruins was thus

by the artist Francisco Niculoso from Pisa.24

Although the grotesque style was spread predomi-

nantly thanks to etchings, there is no evidence of

elements borrowed from such works in the

Dressing Room, where the decorative repertoire

can be traced back directly to Italian painting.

The rebirth of Raphael

The style discovered in the grottoes already had

many fans when Raphael descended into the

Neronian ruins, guided by Giovanni da Udine

according to Vasari. 2-5 Grotesques were over thirty

years old by then. The master made them flourish

anew in the apartment he designed for Cardinal

Bibbiena in the heart of the papal palaces.The year

was 1516, and this apartment was the Dressing

Room's immediate predecessor.
the modern repertoire of its Neronian prototypes. described: 22

4i.. The first room decorated was the Stufetta or
The most famous body of work directed by i bath chamber. Taking inspiration from an ancient

Pinturicchio was the apartments that Pope Andian per terra con nostre ventresche décor (undoubtedly that of a tomb no longer in
AlexanderVI Borgia had moved finto the apostolic con pane con presutto poma e vino existente), the master divided the walls into three
palaces. In the halls he ordered to be dc orated per esser piu bizarri alle grottesche. registers 10); this layout became a classic ini(il.
between 1492 and 1494, grotesques abóund on (We forge ahead on our bellies, provisioned with bre grotesque, one that we can also find in the
the pilasters and friezes as well as the most seclud- ham, fruit and wine to be more bizarre before the Alhambra (il. 2). In each compartrnent of the skirt-
ed corners of the walls and vaults. The cande- grotesques.) ing, Cupid drives a cart drawn by real or imaginary
labrunr design is not represented often here, but % animals, illustrating the theme "Omnia vincit
rather faintly evoked to dictate the symmetrical The visitors also wanted to leave records of their Amor."The middle section features little love sto-
arrangernent of the motifs. Pinturicchio was evi- underground adventures: the vaults of the monu- riel of the gods, with Venus as the protagonist. A
dently not the only one who worked on these ment were soon covered with inscriptions, prima- statuette of the goddess must have once adorned
surfaces. He was surrounded by numerouucollab rily signatures written in carbon black, blood, the room. In the small windows, between draperies
orators, some of which may have come fro blbcl ne or sharp instrumenta and lat& pencil4n and little cameos against a black background, there
Valencia to serve a pope from their own hofIie- successive layers an l all kinils of forinats.This graf- aré'Slehder *rchitectural features borrowed directly
land. The grotesques are primarily inspired by fiti became so profese that it actually covered the 

! (from the Domus Aurea, 26 which can also be found
Morto da Peltre, thus christened by Vasar¡ due to paintings and hid them from view. Among the in the Hall of Phaeton, adorned with the same
the fact that he spent most of his time fin 1e sub-  hundreds of námes tl ,have been deciphered, )ind of fabrics and similar cameos on black (il. 39).
terranean ruins. 20 His work has not yet been ¡den- can make out those of Pinturicchio, Giovanni da While the other ornaments in the Stufetta were
tifred. He may have created the chiaroscuro sea Udine and Perin del Vaga. 23 In a curious coinci- painted on black or golden backgrounds, the small
monsters that animate the bases of the vault in the dente, the same thing happened in the Dressing temples stand out in vibrant red, a scheme bor-
so-called Hall of the Sibyls in the Borgia apart- Room but unlike in the grottoes, the names writ- rowed from Nero's palace and the very colour used
ments, as well as the decorations of the vault in the ten or etched in the paintings there do not consti- in the Dressing Room. As a hall for privare use, the
Basso-Della Royere Chapel, also in Santa Maria tute a golden book commemorating the visits of Stufetta was decorated only with pagan themes.
del Popolo, and the motifs decorating the choir of illustrious artists. This marked the launch of a fashionable style, the
this same church that were added some years later Meanwhile, grotesques were becoming more last brilliant flourishes of which can be seen in the
(il. 8). 21 However, it seems likely that the female popular in paintings and a variety of other tech- Alhambra.27

monsters with fishtails seen in this Hall of the niques: miniatures, wood and stone reliefs, Raphael used more than just painted tnodels to
Sibyls directly inspired the figures that appear on Maiolica, marquetry and sgraffito on walls. The come up with this design. He also turned to the
severa] occasions in the Dressing Room: in the style begun in the Borgia apartments also began to famous passage ofVitruvius' treatise that criticised
hall of Phaeton, beneath some of the mythologi- spread beyond Italy's borders. Starting in 1503, the the mural decorations from the tinte of Augustus.
cal stories, below the small Renaissance-style tem- arch of the oratory portal in the Alcázar of Seville The text is very well known. In it, the architect
ples in the hall itself, in the hall of the Conquest was animated with a rich ceramic décor that fea- rejected these decorations out of respect for reali-
of Tunis and at the ends of the central hallway's tured satyrs carousing among the leaves, designed ty and exclaimed:25
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...because similar forms never did, do nor can exist in

nature. How is it possible for a reed to support a roof,

or a candelabrum to bear a house with the ornaments

on its roof, or a small and pliant stalk to carry a sitting

figure, or that half figures and flowers at the same time

should spring out of roots and stalks?

from the Loggetta, while the vault preserved its

Nasrid decorations.

Although the effect has been lost now that the

loggetta (il. 13) is closed off with windows, Raphael

also played with the gallery's relationship with

nature. In the vault he imagined a pergola modelled

on the one in the cryptoportico of the Domus

for the mouldings that framed candelabra, win-

dows, friezes and the stories of Phaeton in the

Dressing Room was the stucco of the loggias. In

the loggias these mouldings were golden, as in the

Dressing Room, where we can still observe some

traces of the precious metal used. In his 1546 eval-

uation of the decoration, Machuca even men-

Raphael accepted the challenge, going beyond Aurea, which he used to accentuate the illusionism. tioned the use of 500 "gold leafs."

all that could be observed in the Roman paint- While introducing the plant world into the build- With regard to the pilasters and counter-

ings. Not content co depict Cupid as he appeared ing in this way, he also incorporated it in the pilasters of the Loggia, Raphael again proposed the

on one of the Neronian vaults, 29 standing erect grotesques: another novelty that protnised to be a old formula of candelabra with grotesques, but on

upon a slender branch in defiance of the laws of success. In the Loggetta, the phytomorphic cande- a white background as in the Loggetta of Cardinal

gravity, Raphael carne up with the idea of a young labra alternate with small temples whose columns Bibbiena, resisting the provocations of equilibrium

boy venturing out onto a simple stalk, supporting are extremely slender. These buildings house to achieve a more orderly distribution.This did not

hiniself with his hands, fearful of losing his bal- ancient deities surrounded by stnall beings, animals keep the phytomorphic beings on the stucco

ance. He defied Vitruvius' criticisms and went a and objects related to their worship rites. On the medallions or appearing to uphold theni with

step further, providing an ironic interpretation of inside wall, false niches were painted with feminine their arras from creating a trompe-1'oeil illusion.32

unreality (il. 11). In the Dressing Room, on the statues in chiaroscuro, and medallionson a black '> Nevertheless, the idea of these figures reappeared

other hand, despite the evident influence of background were inserted that illustrate the tale of in the Hall of Phaeton on a much larger scale,

Cardinal Bibbiena's Stufetta, the challenge was not Apollo and Marsyas. These were taken from an combined with the effects of the draperies.

accepted: Julio preferred co ignore the overly dar- ancient tomb no longer in existente, although Obeying a complex system of connections

ing versions of the model and instead accentuate drawings of it have survived. Throughout the hall, along invisible axes, the grotesques are mirrored on

the decoration of the more solid small temples loans from the Domus Aurea are so numerous that either side of the loggias, inside and outside, and

(il. 12). we could almost imagine ourselves inside a Roman
t

later throughout the gallery, from beginning to

lo the stufetta Raphael invented everything, but chamber. The solution therefore ran the risk of end. A similar system was repeated on a smaller

the paintings were not executed by his own hand; falling into arehaeological deviation, but this risk scale in the Dressing Room, particularly in the

instead, he relied on a large team co complete the was offset by the freshness of he décor, unlimited Hall of Phaeton, 33 which also features numerous

decorations, headed up by Giovanni da Udine. by any rigorous symmetry and modernised with elements taken from Raphael's Loggia: the plant

After an apprenticeship in his native region of unexpected objects, ironic referentes from contem- motifs, the putti (sometimes ending in acanthus),

Friuli, Giovanni had lived in VeniceT where porary life. However, in the Hall of Phaeton, the ' animals and objects related to worship of the

Giorgione introduced him co the art of paintin1 J s*quence of small temples and candelabrj, as well as ancient gods, the draperies on slender extensions

tones; thanks co this training, he was later able co the mythological the^mes añd the type ofgrote!rqu s ` (al ó°mrlion in the Domus Aurea), the pearl

discover the "compendiaria" painting mentioned are all elements 
Ulent 

of th 'Loggettá i'his ^strings hanging from them (as in the Loggetta) and

by Vitruvius. As its narre suggests, this technique same decoration also inspired the trompe-l'oeil the threads that served co unite objects, pretexts for
consisted of long, quick brushstrokes, creating the pattern of feminin gures standin n the niches ¢i e f hg nots and elegant bow designs.The inex-
impression of a painting that we would now that we 6nd on the walls of the mirador. haustible repertoire of the Loggia grotesques has
describe as "Impressionist" The goal was not co Around 1517, Raphael opened a more ambi- been maintained in the very source of the Dressing
achieve a distinctive style but rather co work swift- tious workshop, namely the "triple portico" that Room.
]y. However, raid technique was not employed in Bramante had begun building as a monumental In Chis more official complex, a religious theme
the Dressing Room. fa^ade to hide the old Vatican palace. He worked was inevitable, but the stories — still known as

In the apartment of Cardinal Bibbiena, Raphael first on the second storey, which is still called the Raphael's Bible — were relegated to the vaults.The

also designed (always in the old style) the decora- Raphael Loggia (il. 14). j ' However, he modified same thing happened in the Dressing Room.

tinos of a small loggia that has become known as his predecessor's project with protruding elements, Although he had hoped co use only pagan themes,
the Loggetta, again leaving the grunt work to his dividing the gallery into thirteen sections and ele- Julio was obliged co introduce Christian elements,
students under the direction of Giovanni da vating each with an old-fashioned white stucco but he limited them in number and relegated thern
Udine. 30 In this case, for the first time, the gallery finish. Giovanni da Udine had rediscovered the to the mirador.

was covered with grotesques from skirting to ecil- formula. Raphael underscored the archivolts, span- The rest of Raphael's Loggia is dedicated to
ing and — another novelty — the ornaments were drels and medallions of the pilasters and then antiquity and nature. In this same period, Raphael
painted on a white, unfinished background and ordered all of these elements co be covered with had also supervised the decoration of another
even on the panelling. But on the Dressing Room figures, animals and monsters taken from a wide logia, the Loggia of Psyche in Villa Farnesina. The
walls, the distribution of the grotesques was taken variety of sources. Nevertheless, Julio's inspiration hundreds of plants painted by Giovanni da Udine,
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including spices brought from Anierica, give us an more disciplined distribution that was introduced loggia will suffice: on one hand we see the small

idea of the tremendous scientific work involved in in the Loggia was thus confirmed, and Julio prop- grotesques of the three cupolas, a natural extension

such an undertaking. 34 When the master returned agated it in Spain. As we shall see, he did not for- of Giovanni da Udine's work in the Loggia, and on

to the theme in Raphael's Loggia, he envisioned get the jasmine plants, which he used when paint- the other we find the huge mass of Polyphemus

the interior side with false windows opening on a ing variations of candelabra in the palace of inverted in a small window, typical of Giulio

background of blue sky, and there he ordered the Francisco de Cobos in Valladolid,` although he Romano's gigantic creations in the Palazzo Te.44

painters to add opulent garlands of flowers, fruits apparently preferred not to include the idea of the The two men could not agree. The solution pre-

and vegetables populated with birds and insects. vines. In any case, he did not use them in the sented itself by chance: in 1523 Giulio set out for

This scheme was not repeated in the Dressing Dressing Room, where only the windows provide Mantua, leaving Giovanni da Udine as the sole

Room, where real windows offered views of the a vision of the outdoors and the decoration seems overseer of the decorative project (il. 16).45

noble vegetation of the Darro River Valley. more self-contained. The preliminary sketches for the three mytho-

Raphael's Loggia did inspire the representations of In the papal palaces — undoubtedly that very logical stories on the three cupolas show that three

certain animals and plants on the walls, and the year — Giovanni da Udine also worked on the vault different artists intervened: Baldassare Peruzzi, who

swallows that Julio painted atop the candelabra in in the hall of the Pontiffs, at the end of the Borgia may have been called in to replace Giulio Romano

the Hall of Phaeton (il. 7, left) may have been apartments, where he chose an astrological theme. and propone ideas but not execute them, Giovanni

intended to evoke the birds that swoop low over On this occasion he co-directed the work with da Udine and another collaborator who created

the Alhambra's towers even today. The fruits and Raphael's young Florentine disciple, Perin del the three models arranged in a grid. This third

vegetables still visible on the ceilings of Charles V's Vaga. Giovanni da Udine must have been respon- \, artist was clearly not a beginner, since he was

apartments represent one of the most unexpected sible for the stuccoes and grotesques, the old-stcte allowed to participate in the drawing stage.Two of

developments based on the Loggia and Villa motifs of which were borrowed from Raphael's them illustrated the Jeux d'Amours according to

Farnesina, 35 despite the fact that Julio did not Loggia: small triptychs, carneas, parasols and Philostratus, some playing with a ball and others

reproduce them with the same naturalistij feel as sphinxes, and happy or frowning masks repeated at with the swans (il. 17), 46 and the third showed

the work in Friuli and they actually look more like regular intervals in the midst of the leaves.And yet Daedalus Buildínq the Cow for Pasiphae. Given that

scientific illustrations. 36 1 al] of these elements resurface in the Dressing hev had an old inscrintion bearine the narre
11 Room.' p" Giulio Romano, they have someames been iden-

With Giovanni da Udine Of the grotesques in the vault, the two that tified with this artist, although he obviously had

When Raphael's death put an end to his stand out the most are at either end of the arcade. nothing to do with their execution. Giovanni's

extraordinary creative drive on 6 April 1520, Small masculine silhouettes crowned with acan- work is characterised by its lightness and attention

numerous projects were still incomplete and his thus leaves hold a small red canopy over a tiny to the nuances of light, while the creations of this

students had to finish them on their own. stucco deiry (il. 15). The motif can be traced back ssistant are notably forceful and vigorous.

Giovanni da Udine worked on the first floor of thel jtItheVolta gi la^i> he Domus Alea, 42 but it had As we know, in the organisation of an Italian

Vatican Loggia, 37 directly below Raphael's, and he l aeaáy been uu eed ni Raphael's Loggia previa p ec`t,The frescoes were not necessarily painted

completed the project that same year. 38 In the 1v.43 Thea EfAneath thr(of the stoc flb the same artist who designed them. 47 The story

vaults, the small cupolas built by Bramante did not of Phaeton in the Dressing Room echo the same of Daedalus (il. 19) corresponds so precisely with

contain figurative scenes: the artist adorned sómee ?' gr . de l - I b -1 m b ra y G e r f únderly ng drawing that the same hand must

of them with stuccoes, in keeping with the The vault in the hall of Pontiffs should have have done both layers. However, a comparison of

schemes on the upper level, 39 but covered others been finished when Leo X died in December the putti on the fresco with those in the Hall of

with vines teeming with all kinds of animals and 1521. But since the previous year Giovanni had Phaeton (il. 21) shows the same strength, the same

the blue sky in the background. Sometimes the been working on the villa now called Madama, in treatment of volumes and even the same tendency

vines make way for roces and jasmine, together honour of Charles V's daughter Margarita, who to create complicity with the observer: therefore, is

with ivy and quinces. The idea for this exuberant inherited it through marriage. Cardinal Giulio de it not likely that Giovanni's collaborator was none

vegetation must have come from Raphael. The Medici, the futuro Pope Clement VII, ordered it other than Giulio, who later became known as

departure from the rest of the gallery sections, built on Monte Mario. In this case, he had to deal Julio de Aquiles?

where the master didn't have time to leave his with the problem ofJulio de Aquiles' participation. The work on the Villa Madama lasted for sever-

mark, is even more surprising.Archivolts, spandrels At first, Giovanni da Udine co-directed the al years. In 1525 Giovanni da Udine set his mark

and pilasters are all decorated with painted work with Giulio Romano. However, the two upan the white stuccoes of the entrance; two years

grotesques, but divided into small compartments artists did not exactly get along; the cardinal's seo- later the Sack of Rome brought work on the villa

and therefore consisting of isolated motifs. Only retary referred to them as "quei duo pazzi" ("those to an abrupt halt and the building remained unfin-

on the walls do the grotesques share small con- two madmen") in a letter to his superior. It is not ished. Meanwhile, Clement VII had been elected

structions, albeit less elegant than in Cardinal hard to identify the bone of contention that caused pope. In his apartments in the Castel Sant'Angelo,

Bibbiena's apartment. The tendency towards a this discord. A look at their work in the villa's great the new pope ordered a Stufetta to be created
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(ji. 22) and again turned to Giovanni da Udine to fore seems evident that the author continued to gories of gods.Again according to the same model,

handie the decoration; and here the hand of the work alongside Giovanni. the composition ends below in a skirting decorat-

future Julio de Aquiles can also be seen. 48 	If we now compare the body of work in ed with small compartments that separate a frieze

The walls of this new stufetta feature thrones ClementVIl's Stufetta with the Dressing Room, it of grotesques on a white background.These differ-

with clothes draped over them, painted using the is surprising how many common elements we ent elements, as we11 as the frame of the tales of

trompe-1'oeil technique. The few objects that find: umbrella-shaped awnings seen from the side Phaeton, are underscored with stucco mouldings

accompany them represent the ancient gods. This (il. 24 and 25), fragments of fan-like parasols inserí- reminiscent of those in Raphael's Loggia.

creates the illusion of an emp ty room where ed in the corners, garlands, birds, draperies, jars In the hall of Phaeton, small edifices and cande-

Mercury has left his coat, petasus and caduceus, spouting flames, sphinxes, gryphons (il. 25 and 26), labra are symmetrically mirrored on each wall.The

Mars his helmet, lance and breastplate, Apollo his masks (il. 28 and 29)... But this is not all: the para- same is true of the tips of the candelabra on a

lyre, quiver and sling... ° It seems as though the sois and garlands outhne exactly the same forms, white background: as in a mirror, the decorations

gods have gone to bathe and could return at any the bodies of the sphinxes and gryphons are elon- on one wall are repeated on the opposite wall, imi-

moment, in the most natural fashion — a happen- gated in a similar fashion, and the leaves and drap- tating a systern taken from Cardinal Bibbiena's

ing that mimics the s tyle of Raphael's team when ing cloths are set in a perfectly equal curve, as are loggetta and even more obviously from the

he decorated the apartment of Cardinal Bibbiena. the monsters' wings. And there's still more: the Loggia. The overali result therefore featured two

Although Vasari attributed the decoration of appearance of the leaves, united by colours and kinds of compositions: one in which the deities

ClementVII's Stufetta to Giovanni da Udine in his contrasted, is identical, as is the aspect of the jars stood upon a semicircular base, sheltered by an

bibliography on the artist, 50 the statement is clear- with their rounded contours.There is no room for , awning from which hangs a lamp and almost com-

ly a humorous take on the fact that it couldn't hav 4 doubt — Giovanni da Udine's collaborator in thé pletely devoid of walls, and another (only found on

been done by anyone other than Raphael. It is Villa Madama and Castel Sant'Angelo is the same the north wall, opposite the Albaicín) in which the

probably no coincidente that in his discourse the man who later became known as Julio de Aquiles small buildings resemble Renaissance temples, like

painter-writer dates this decorative work prior co in Spain; and Pacheco was right when he suggest- in the loggias on the first floor of the papal palaces,

the master's death. Nevertheless, given the loan ed that Julio may have studied under Giovanni da and are delimited by a semicircular base. Inside is a

from the Domus Aurea, 51 the seashelis undoubted- . Udine or even Raphael. figurine holding a trumpet, undoubtedly a repre-

ly taken from some ancient rustic-style decoration' Before engaging in an analysis of the Dressing sentation of the goddess Fama.

and the butterflies borrowed from Raphael's Room grotesques, we must first examine the In comparison with the apartment of Cardinal

Loggia,52 the models must have been provided by sources of Julio's inspiration for this edifice taken Bibbiena, the grotesques in the Ha ll of Phaeton

Giovanni da Udine, whose culture is clearly recog- from Raphael's and later Giovanni da Udine's feature a more notable use of trompe-1'oeil and a

nisable. workshops, the breeding ground of his artistic col- stricter symmetry, presaged in Raphael's Loggia.

With the possible exception of the stuccoes, tlie e.The w ôthe Hall of Phaeton re paint- ardinal Bibbiena's Loggetta also inspired the

Stufetta of Clement VII does not reveal the per- e i sam1^r^ ás Cardinal Bibbien s Stufetta rnaments against a white background and the

sonal touch of the artist from Friuli, wno must and surrounded by p ilasteis decorare with cande- melles holding the Virtues on the interior walls on

have been surrounded by collaborators. One O , ccording co the oldest gro^esque formula
¶?

the mirador. The same is true of the elements that

them must have painted the Nile landscape oppo- that had already been used in Pinturicchio's work- make up each candelabrum, whose repertoire has

site the bathtub and the four small stortes o enes shop, perhaps by Morto da Fei re, in Santa Maria I en recoveied and survived in the dec orations

in the Roman "compendiaria" s tyle. 53 A second del Popolo in Rome. But the candelabra against a that followed: Raphael's Loggia, the first-floor log-

artist must have been the author of the ornaments white background, over the pilasters, are strikingly gias, the vault in the hall of Pontiffs,Villa Madama

with well-defined volumes in brilliant tones: wide similar to those in Cardinal Bibbiena's loggetta and and the Stufetta of Clement VII.

parasols (il. 24), sap-filled planta, birds and aboye all Raphael's Loggia — more precisely, the smaller To conclude, between the ceiling and stucco

the robust bodies of the g ryphons (il. 26) and the counter-pilasters that flank the length of the moulding in the ha ll of Phaeton an Arabic inscrip-

putti (il. 22), exuding the strength of their tense gallery. Similar motifs, again on a white back- tion in gold lettering runs around the entire room,

musclesjust as in the sketches of the Jeux d'Amours ground, adoro the window frames. a surviving element from the tower's original

in the Villa Madama loggia. On three of the room's walls we find the mytho- architecture. Set on a red background similar to

We must also include in this artist's repertoire logical tale of Phaeton aboye the group of three that of the grotesques, it blends in with the rest of

the drawing of a putto crouched upon a seahorse windows and the fourth (with the entryway from the décor quite well; it would be interesting to
(si. 18), 5 which also appears in a frieze of the hall of the Conquest ofTunis) is located aboye investigare the reason for this surprising harmony.

grotesques in the loggia ofVilla Madama and later the arcade that spans it on the same leve].

in a stucco medallion in the Stufetta of Clement Undoubtedly inspired by the Loggetta of Cardinal In the workshop of Perin del Vaga
VII. 55 The motif is also related to Giovanni da Bibbiena, the grotesques are defined by candelabra Despite all of the connections that have been

Udine, but we can recognise the hand of the located between the windows and flanked on the made, certain elements in the Dressing Room do
author of the two Jeux d'Amours drawings. It there- outside by small temples containing deities or alle- not pertain co the repertoire of Giovanni da Udine,
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starting with the large winged putti in the hall of the Dressing Room to other figures by Perino, been a member of the "grottescatori" group prior
Phaeton, over the arcade leading to the Conquest particularly those from his Genovese period (il. 30 to his arrival in Spain.
of Tunis hall (il. 32). On two of the walls, uphold- and 31). sa Perino's influence is also evident in the
ing frames or mirrors bordered with cartouches, zigzagging motion of the Fa!! of Phaeton scene (il. From Giulio Aquili to Julio de Aquiles
they play with ribbons and counterbalance the 53);59 it is possible that Julio de Aquiles may have At this point, we must refer to a document of
female figures holding draped cloths, while the been thinking of the Florentine artist's composi- archives in Latín that mention our artist in Italy. In
other holds small squares that narrate the story of tion, which is no longer extant. Perino had 1528, one master Giulio created a series of frescoes
Phaeton (il. 34). We have already establishcd the depicted this episode in a room of the apartments in the chapel of the brotherhood of Santa María in
connection between these figures and the plant- of Peretta Usodimare, Andrea Doria's wife, dedi- Rieti, not far from Rome.The theme is unknown,
like creatures of the grotesques in the Vatican's Hall cated entirely to the myth of the son of Helios the and the paintings have now disappeared, but this
of the Pontiffs (il. 15). Like the putti, however, these sun god, although only a few vestiges have sur- document indicates that they had not been com-
figures stand out because of their proportions and vived. `'" pleted by the time his father Marcantonio died,
their poses, and they uphold little squares typical of in Genoa, Perino quickly distinguished himself who was the son and disciple of Antoniazzo
the grotesque system. However, given their dimen- at the head of a large workshop, employing Aquili, also called Romano. 65 Therefore, we can
sions and perhaps the look that one of them directs numerous artists to follow his orden. In fact,Vasari deduce that the latter already had ties to Rieti.
at the observer, the figures seem quite different stated that the frescoes in the palace of Doria were Marcantonio's son, and therefore the grandson of
from the ornaments, like the winged putti, "guidate da lui e fatte condurre da' suoi garzoni" Antoniazzo, Giulio, probably fled there after Rome
although the connection between these and the ("directed by his person and executed únder his" ,. was sacked.The fact that he is referred to as a mas-
spectator is less evident. In this way, the artist creat- direction by his young men"). 61 In the prívate ter in this document is fully compatible with our
ed an intermediate level between the real world apartments of the prince and his wife, mythologi- theory of a possible apprenticeship under Giovanni
and the universe of the grotesques, creating an illu- cal tales decorate the soffits and cabinets, while the da Udine. When the artist returned to his home-
sion that heightens the complexity of the decora- smallest pedestals and supports are covered with town, probably still going by the name Giulio
tion.Yet from a stylistic point of view, the(e figures simple ornaments. The so-called halls of Persia, ' Aquili, he met up with another of Raphael's disci-
do not stand out at ah from the other ornamenta- Cadmus, the Zodiac and the Sacrifices, whic

^erin

les and a former colleague of Giovanni da Udine,
tion and, contrary to what Gómez-Morenot comprise the Andrea apartment, exhibit a return to del Vaga, in Genoa and may have worked
thought, they do not negate the possible participa- the décor of the Domus Aurea on a smaller seale with him on the Doria palace.
tion of a second artist. In order to pinpoint their and in softer colours. Many new ideas carne out of Although the exact chronology of the work is
origin, we must turn our attention to Italy and Perino's workshop, which became a veritable hard to determine, we know that most of the work
trace the footsteps of Perin del Vaga. melting pot of ornamentation in the thirties. finished around March 1533, when Charles V vis-

Before he made a name for himsel among owever, the hall of Persia (il. 33) 62 contains ited the site.The emperor must have been dazzled
Raphael's students and began making his ow n merous elements that resurfaceclin the Dressing by the palace, as was Francisco de los Cobos, who
contributions to the development of the grotesqu om: the feminiÁe figures in'the Hall of Phaeton accompánied him.The latter's interest in Italian art
style, Perin del Vaga (as we have seen) worked w 1 ' (il. 34 and 35), the leaf-adorned monsters repeated 4 i enowned. During his stay in Bologna with
Giovanni da Udine on the old-style ornaments in aboye scenes of the Conquest of Tunis, the masks Charles V in 1530, he signed a contract hiring the
the Vatican's Hall of the Pontiffs. When á of thc that reap e t 43 th th1.$roe hairstyles and expres- , „ painters Bartolommeo di Bagnacavallo and Biagio
projects in the city carne to a halt after the sack of sions, and the sphinxes with exaggerated necks like Pupini, which has survived to the present day.66
Rome, one by one the artists left town. Giovanni those seen aboye the battle scenes. Another ele- His intention was probably to have them decorate
da Udine travelled to the region of Friuli, but ment of the grotesques in Andrea Doria's apart- his palaces in Spain. However, for some unknown
Perin del Vaga accepted an invitation from Andrea tnent is repeated in the Dressing Room, namely reason, the project never materialised.
Doria to decorate his palace in Genoa. It was a the inask seen in profile, stretching across two of Consequently, when passing through Genoa,
unique opportunity to spread the inlluence of the Phaeton scenes.This appeared rather timidly in Cobos turned to Perin del Vagas team and select-
Raphael's school, although Perin interpreted his the Hall of the Pontiffs ó3 and much more obvious- ed Giulio Aquili. In the month of July 1533, the
style in a more intellectual than graphic way with ly in one of the scenes in the Hall of the Zodiac. 64 artist moved to Valladolid, where he was con-mis-
the elegante that always characterised his work. Evidently, Julio had visited the Doria palace and sioned to evaluate the Berruguete altarpiece for

Some of the most striking of the large figures carefully studied its decorative solutions. The ties San Benito.` His mission would be to work on
that Perin painted in Doria's palace are the ones between the two bodies of work go even further. the palace of Francisco de los Cobos, and thus the
seated in the Loggia degli eroi, which seem to wel- In the pedestals and grips of the Hall of Persia, the career of Juhio de Aquiles was launched.
come visitors with upraised arras and unconven- ties to the Dressing Room are so apparent and,
tional poses. 56 However, the gestores of several of insofar as we can see, the similarities are so obvious Fontainebleau's contribution
these figures are similar to those of the putti in the that we have to wonder if the future Julio de Only one element in the Dressing Room
Hall of Phaeton. 57 There are clear connections in Aquiles could have been their author and perhaps grotesques does not correspond to the artistic cul-
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ture of either Giovanni da Udine or Perin del Vaga

— the cartouches, the most spectacular of which

can be found in the frieze crowning the Conquest

of Tunis scenes (il. 36). 68 Similar elements can be

found in the trimmed papers that French editors

placed on the frontispieces of their books, which

inspired Le Rosso to frame his large stucco compo-

sitions in the galle ry of Francis I in Fontainebleau.69

However, Julio de Aquiles' cartouches differ from

the prototypes in that they are more rigid, as if

etched in metal. The artist could not have been

familiar with the French models, and engravings

did not exist yet in the thirties. He could have

interpreted the drawings from which they were

derived. An artist from France, whose identity

remains a mystery, must have shown him a sketch

of the original work.7°

"had sufficient ability and expertise to gild and

engrave and perfect it" That same year, Forment

passed away, but Melgar carried on bis work and

finished in 1533. He had discovered his calling as

an engraver specialised in the estofado technique,

and he forged an exceptional reputation for him-

self in this field. Nevertheless, he returned fre-

quently to Valladolid, most notably in 1540, when

he filed a lawsuit demanding recognition of his

rights as a hidalgo, which he won. 72 His introduc-

tion to the decorations of the Cobos palace

undoubtedly took place on one of these journeys.

Sixteen compositions spread across twelve of the

New York pages bear the narre "Julio" or contain

notes on the grotesques of the Valladolid palace,

referred to as "brutesques" (il. 37). Others appear

on the pages in Ann Arbor and Paris. 73 Six addi-

ularly interested in these heads, of which he pro-

vided six drawings that progressively modified the

features and expressions, although he apparently

never achieved a satisfactory result. Near one of

the variations he wrote, "This mask must be better

drawn and uglier"

The lower level features certain trompe-l'oeil

elements that look like wooden benches, which

Melgar referred to as "chairs." On these were seat-

ed gryphons being invited to drink by a plant-like

harpy (il. 38) or long-necked sphinxes inspired by

Perin del Vagas work in Genoa.The frieze also fea-

tured candelabra motifs arranged around a central

design that varied each tinte, including a Diana of

Ephesus (undoubtedly taken from Raphael's

Loggia, although flanked by dogs rather than deer),

a harpy, an octagonal or oval medallion with a stat-
tional drawings on tive of the Metropolitan pages, , uette or a small ancient worship scene.A more sur-

In the palace of Francisco de los Cobos in the obverse of the Ann Arbor page, one of the Paris' prising detail is the pair of end-pieces flanking
Valladolid leafs and the page in the private collection also putti seated on a winged cranium, aboye which
The monumental palace that Francisco de los pertain to the same group, although they have no soars an owl overlooking a cartouche spouting

Cobos ordered to be built in Valladolid, probably identifying inscriptions. 74 In nearly all the draw- gryphon heads (il. 39).
after he married in 1522, served as a residente of ings, Melgar used the blank space on the paper to The plañt elements of the candelabra and friezes
Charles V beginning in the 1530s and therefore add Antwerp-style grotesques aboye which he viere filled with small animals in the manner of
received the name of"royal palace." None of its dec- wrote "Flemish," without specifying the exact Giovanni da Udine, such as the snail we see crawl-
orations have survived. 71 This loss is even more 1am- source. The third group consists of original cre- ing on a jasmine stalk (il. 40) that can be compared
entable given that it could very well have been Julio's ations by the artist that combine the Italian and with the crab grasping a clam in the Dressing
first solo project, which would have allowed us to see Flernish styles, often in large compositions, with a Room (il. 41).The grotesques also had animals that
how he interpreted and combined the different mysterious visionary strength. When the artist rarely appeared in the Italian models of this style,
facets of his artistic tinture. The only hope is tha improvised and created, he showed a cre tve drive like monkeys, bears or cats and even more singular
something may still lie hidden beneath the limo. tl$t ntrasts with the staidness of bis 1 t r exercis- monsters: various kinds of harpies, fearsome

However, we do have partial copies of Julio de es to Julio. In se copies ano t e accompanyi g gryphons and extraordinary creatures such as the
Aquiles' paintings in Valladolid thanks to tizé ^J,5yIelgar rc * DEt cr Jt l (J J aes Melgar called "brujulos" or others he
remains of a sketchbook, most of which is pre- Julio's composition systems, complete with loans described as "strange animals with women's faces
served at the Metropolitan Museum ofArt in New r and variatió s. HHe des rioed the canitelat rá, `whtch áridbirds wings and dogs' bodies:'
York. There is also one page at the Museum of Art he called "pendants," and mentioned its sections, The entire repertoire is strictly pagan, and nudi-
of the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, two which he called "pieces," taking tare to indicate ty was the order of the day for human or partially
pages at l'École des Beaux-Arts of Paris and a final the variation% Trom one inotif to another, which he human figures. 76 Yet, with regard to the naturalism
page in a private collection. Except for a few draw- called "difffrences." Once again, we find the ele- of Giovanni da Udine, we see a developing taste for
ings that were undoubtedly done in the workshop, ments borrowed from Raphael's Loggia, reinter- Perin's stylisation and graphic art, which also
these sketches have been traced back to Andrés de preted as in the Dressing Room, as well as loans appeared in the Dressing Room.This is exemplified
Melgar. This painter from La Rioja worked in from the Doria palace and French cartouches. by the threads that served to tic the various ele-
Alonso Berruguete's workshop in Valladolid, and a By regrouping fragments of the candelabra and ments together, the so-called "fidolitos" in which
source from 1523 mentioned him as a servant in friezes and analysing the notes we can decipher, we the artist displayed the full extent of his flexibili ty.
Chis establishment. He later returned co Santo discover that all of the motifs must have been parí According to his notes, the motifs were painted in
Domingo de la Calzada, where he took up resi- of a single grand design, probably limited co one a variety of bright colours with tones ranging from
dente in 1530 and painted altarpieces. When room." The lower section included a plant frieze "pink" and "carmine" co "rust orange" that stood
Damián Forment was called co Santo Domingo in in which small supports are attached to fringed out strikingly against a "coloured" background of
1537 to sculpt the altarpiece of the cathedral's hangings or uphold vases. These plant motifs black, white, greco or sky blue.
main altar, Melgar joined forces with him. On 7 spaced ends or masks repeated at regular intervals, However, said elements resurface in the Dressing
March 1539, the sculptor declared that the painter often crowned by enormous fans. Julio was partic- Room: the long-necked sphinxes, gryphons and
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cartouches in the hall of the Conquest ofTunis; the In order to restore Mulay Hassan to the throne, one of the paintings in the Musées royaux des
vases, harpies, masks and gryphon heads peeking CharlesV decided to personally command the fleet Beaux-Arts of Belgium depicting the Capture of
out from the leaves in the hall of Phaeton; the putti that the empire and the Papa] States had sent him. Tunis, an anonymous work probably inspired by a
and opposing birds holding draped cloths in their The expedition achieved a political victory, model from Vermeyen's workshop. 84 Like the
beaks (il. 42 and 43); and the open corollas and although it was short-lived, but the emperor's serv- Dressing Room paintings, this work differs from
stylised plant motifs in multi-coloured arabesques ices were hailed as a great victory for Christendom, the tapestry composition in that it does not
scattered throughout the decorative design. Julio almost on the same level as a crusade. include the episodes of regular life that figured so
controls his repertoire with such mastery and To ensure the success of this propaganda opera- pronunently in Vermeyen's artwork. This painting
resolves the elements with such a highly perfected tion, Charles V ordered humanists, poets and is an overhead view in which only a few strategic
art that each of his compositions surprises the painters to accompany him on his African journey. locations can be made out frorn the ships' posi-
observer with new combinations. Nevertheless, it He conunissioned the Dutch painterjan Cornelisz tions, and these are often inaccurate. S5 It is there-
does not seem that the candelabra were alternated Vermeyen to immortalise the campaign, and the fore likely that the author, like the fresco painter,
with little temples in Valladolid as they did in original intention was undoubtedly for him to cre- was not personally acquainted with the places in
Cardinal Bibbiena's Loggetta and later in the ate engravings on the theme. However, soon after question. In any case, it seems the two artists did
Dressing Room. The copies that have been pre- the decision was made to create a large hanging of not have the slightest idea as to how events really
served of the "royal palace" decorations only show twelve pieces. Only two of the sections have disap- transpired.
one such building, which houses the god Mars. 77 peared, and the rest are currently in the custody of Halfway between a geographic map and a land-

In the copies of Julios decorative work, stories Patrimonio Nacional (National Heritage) in *, scape, the overhead view was apparently a style
appear only rarely. In one of them, despite the lack Madrid. Even more surprising is the fact that ten pertaining exclusively to the Flemish, and we can
of notes, it is easy to recognise Mars reclining on a of the squares are housed at the Kunsthistorisches therefore safely assume that the creator of the eight
bed after having discarded his sword, helmet and Museum of Vienna. 82 	" ^ Dressing Room scenes was of northern origin.
shield. 78 The god appears to be waiting fo a ren- Vermeyen had to create countless sketches in Additional proof, if it is even required, can be
dezvous with Venus, shortly before the lovers were preparation for these vast compositions. In fact, found in the sugarloaf rocks that gave volume to
discovered by Vulcan and became the laughing- one of the tapestries shows the artist himself work- his compositions (il. 42), in the purest tradition of
stock of Olympus. On the same sheet, a second' ing amidst soldiers in combar and accompanied by Patenier or Scorel and in glaring contrast with the
story shows Psyche approaching the slumbering a young assistantla undoubtedly Herman configuration of the space. The absence of Mount
Cupid, a scene similar to that depicted by Perin del Posthumus, who was conmiissioned the following Boukornine, a landmark ofTunis' unique physiog-
Vaga in the Doria Palace of Genoa 79 except that, year to immortalise the emperor's triumphal entry nomy, is rather surprising. Moreover, the figures in
in this case, the young lady appears bearing two in Rome in the painting The Battle ofTunis. s3 But the frescoes denote an utter lack of familiarity with
torches, hoping to surprise the young god while other artists and geographers must have articipat- talian att, which leads us to conclude that Julio
he sleeps.Two other scenes appear to illusteat el t

I
 ts grand undertaking, especially ' drawi g ould have been the author. Consequently, we

I ^thesame myth. We see Psyche carrying water from [he battle ma 'anthe Dressing oom s enes m st attribúte them to his colleague Alejandro
fountain of the Styx to her divine mother-m-" er=J}E i their wo^c u^^u ayner, whose surname is common in the
law,8° and later bearing another object that is hard The series begins with the fleet setting out from Netherlands.
to identify. 81 We could even conjecture that t e ^, Cagliaci in'Sardmra (i1. 44) and the sea journey kCi i One thtng seems very clear at th is point: it is
love stories of the gods were chosen as the deco- Africa. It is followed by the bombardment and hard to imagine that Alejandro carne to Spain from
rative theme of the palace ofValladolid, particular- siege of La Goulette, the conquest ofTunis and the Italy with Julio, as authors of the past such as
ly the story of Cupid and Psyche. ships setting off for Europe, and ends with the Villalón and Palomino asserted and modern

return of the imperial fleet and its arrival in authors have reiterated. ab Exceut for the vears thev
The Conquest of Tunis and Alejandro

Mayner

At the entrance co the Dressing Room, in the hall

of the Conquest of Tunis, eight scenes depicted

from a bird's-eye view celebrate the inilitary expe-

dition led by CharlesV against the Turks in the sum-

mer of 1535. The pirate Barbarossa had taken over

the kingdom ofTunis and banished Mulay Hassan,

the emperor's vassal. Suleiman the Magnificent had

also become an ally of the French King Francis 1

and had appointed him admiral. The situation was

deteriorating rapidly and action became imperative.

Trapani, Sicily. If we compare these episodes with

the scenes on the tapestry, we see those in the first

two and last two frescoes are missing. The port

scenes may be material that was not used for the

tapestries.The sailing scenes (il. 45) are not impor-

tant except as transitional passages in the course of

the narrative.The only scenes shared by both series

are the four central episodes in the Dressing Room

sequence, the sieges of La Goulette and Tunis, just

as they appear in the three tapestries (u. 46). The

fifth fresco, perhaps the most accurate from a top-

ographical perspective (il. 47), is more similar to

worked on the Alhambra, available documents on

these artists do not indicate that they ever worked

together on the same project. There is only one

mention ofJulio in connection with Berruguete in

Valladolid, and only his narre appears in Andrés de

Melgar's drawings. On these sketches, the motifs

described as "Flemish" cannot be dated earlier than

1540, the approximate date of the creation of

Antwerp-style grotesques. In the contract regarding

the decoration of the Church of St Paul in Úbeda,

only Julio's name appears.The documents referring

to work on the palace owned by Cobos have not
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survived.87 On the other hand, if we analyse the This resemblance can be partially explained by the datary Gian Matteo Giberti (again in the papal
available information about Alejandro, we will find military career of this palace's owner, Count Gentil palaces), and finally Clement VII himself in the
no indication that he ever set foot in Italy. When his Virginio Orsini, who participated in the Tunis Castel Sant'Angelo. Even Raphael intended to
death was recorded in Granada in 1545, his servant campaign as commander of the papal galleys. He build a Stufetta in his own honre, and the plans
(an old woman by then) declared that she had been wanted his residente to contain a tribute to his have survived to this day. Giulio Romano later
in service with him for ten years. This piece of glorious feats, which probably included the Battle built it for Federigo Gonzaga in the Palazzo Te in
information places the artist in Andalusia at least of La Goulette, although the location was not Mantua, and Perin del Vaga did the same for
since 1535 and leads us to wonder if he might have depicted with enough accuracy to allow for a pos- Andrea Doria in Genoa.
come to Spain as part of Vermeyen's entourage, itive identification. 91 	Through channels that Undoubtedly, the Stufetta trend travelled from
which would explain this early arrival date. Given remain a mystery from the artistic point of view, Genoa to Spain and thence to the Alhambra.
that his work clearly shows he had almost no the formula applied in the Alhambra apparently However, the theme was modified along the way.
knowiedge of military operations and even of returned to its country of origin. Whereas in Italy this room generally had small
topography in some cases, this hypothesis does not dimensions and was located in a dark comer, in the
seem likely, and we must therefore accept that The Stove of Charles V Alhambra it was more spacious and commanded
Alejandro's early years remain a mystery. In order to appreciate the full significante of the excellent views from its windows - in other

Villalón's assumption that the two artists worked decoration in the Dressing Room, we must words, the Stufetta became panoramic. In addition,
together in Valladolid may have been based solely remember that this part of the Alhambra vas a mirador - the Spanish version of a loggia - sur-
on the fact that they worked as a team in the referred to as the "Stove" in l6th-centtiry docu- rounded it on three sides, providing vistas of the
Alhambra. In the hall of the Conquest of Tunis, ments. As the narre suggests, the central room ¿ Darro Valley and the Albaicín quarter. When
Julio must have painted the frieze and skirting and hall of Phaeton was equipped with a heating sys- CharlesVs stove was discovered in Granada, it was
he probably designed the overall project, inserting tem. It must have resembled a steam-bath cham- hailed as a synthesis of the two kinds of chambers.
the trompe-l'oeil scenes in a typically Italiayn com- ber, which can be traced back to the Roman bath As in Cardinal Bibbiena's Loggetta, the
position. Alejandro, whom authors always3nention tradition and was used in the papal palaces since grotesques of the Alhambra are filled with ancient
in second place, must have been his subordinate. the Middle Ages. 92 Originally it only had a bath- goda standing in their temples: Bacchus, identified

Unlike the Hall of Phaeton, which overlooks% tub for hot water, but pipes for running water and by the bunch of grapes, Diana with a half moon on
the Darro River Valley, the hall of the Conquest of a lead basin were added later. her forehead, Jupiter with his white beard and long
Tunis is cut off from nature; the illusion is provid- The tradition of what became known in the coat and Ceres with the horn of plenty. Other fig-
ed solely by the false windows in trompe-l'oeil Renaissance as "Stufetta" was recovered in the ures were added, undoubtedly as tributes to Charles
that illustrate the emperor's expedition. The use of Duke's Palace and soon after in Ostia, in the palace V, which we tend to identify as the goddess Fama,
this kind of trompe-l'oeil technique can be trace 1 of Bishop Giuliano della Royere, among othels. ith her two trumpets, and the goddess Victoria.
back to the paintings of antiquity. Por example, in Whe ltis bishs became Pope Julius II, he 1 it iter and Neptune reappear in the mirador
the cryptoportico of the Domus Aurea the walls 1 ithported this con pt to Rome by ordering tl alongside t o allegories that have been interpreted
appear to be covered in windows with views of the'(' Stufetta to be built, which can still be seen today I e sacred fire and Fama once again.93
buildings that dotted the landscape.Yet we do not in the Vatican apartments. However, this trend did Since grotesques first appeared in Rome in the
necessarily have to go this far back to find jher- not become consolidatluntil the entury, it had become customary to
gin of the formula used in the Dressing Room: the X, his successor, after which it spread like wildfrre. include referentes to the master, and this custom
source was probably the Hall of Perspectives in the The origin can be found in the Stufetta that was observed in the Dressing Room. The ceiling
Villa Farnesina in Rome, as Peruzzi designed it Raphael built for Cardinal Bibbiena.The room did of the hall of the Conquest of Tunis is inscribed
circa 1518, with false columns between which the not have a basin, but it did have hot and cold water with the emperor and empress's initials, K for
roofs of the city in the distante can be glimpsed. 88 and a system for pumping heated air through the Charles and 1 for Isabella, followed by Charles'
When the scenes of the Battle ofTunis were paint- walls. To decorate it, the cardinal himself selected motto P.V. (for "Plus Ultra"). In fact, the full motto
ed in the Dressing Room, the landscapes were the theme of the gods' love affairs, giving Raphael reappears in the frieze aboye the Conquest scenes.
replaced by overhead views. his first chance to replicate the ancient style in his Under Philip V, the script was eliminated and

As we know, the Hall of Perspectives has played paintings.The artwork he created had an immedi- replaced by the initials of the new sovereigns, Fe
an important part in decorative history: first in ate effect. Princes and high-ranking church digni- for Philip andY for his wife Isabella, in an attempt
Rome, in the hall of the Palazzo della Valle, 89 and taries suddenly wanted a Stufetta of their own: to adapt the apartments to the style in vogue at the
later in the loggia of Palazzo Orsini in Anguillara Cardinal Riario in the Chancellery, the datary time. In the Hall of Phaeton, the imperial symbol
Sabazia, to the north of Rome, on the shores of Baldassarre Turini in his villa (the present-day Villa of a two-headed eagle also appears (il. 50) aboye
Lake Bracciano (ml. 48). However, the birds-eye Lante, on the Janiculusn), the municipal attorney the candelabra against a white background, in the
views that we can admire in the loggia bear an Melchiorre Baldassini in his newly built palace same place where one of the counter-pilasters is
undeniable similarity to those in the Alhambra.90 near the Church of Sant'Agostino, Clement VII's crowned by the lion of Leo X in Raphael's Loggia
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(il. 49). In an ironic twist of fate, the emperor's vic- surviving examples in Spain of the style conceived are far removed from their roots in Antiquity Putti,

tory over the infidels was commemorated in the by Raphael, display his final innovation, a dazzling nymphs, deities, animals and monsters take their

heart of an Arabic tower. array of colours. place in a system where everything is rigorously

Finally, as in Rome, a mythological theme was Evidently,Julio was not the sole author of all the harmonised and toned down.This arrangement is

chosen for the Stove itself— in this case, the tale of ornaments that adorned the Alhambra under undeniably fitting for the new and unexpected

Phaeton.The story, made famous by Ovid, is con- CharlesV In 1541 Alejandro Mayner is nientioned harmony achieved in the Nasrid tower that com-

densed into four key episodes: the hero, upon dis- in connection with the paintings in the wing lead- bines the abstract vestiges of Arabic decoration

covering that his father is the sun god, begging his ing to the Dressing Room; therefore, the Flemish with the "grotesques," "beasties" and "Roman

father for permission to drive his chariot; Phaeton artist must have also worked in this decorative foliage" brought from Italy by Julio.

falling from heaven in the chariot when Jupiter was genre. To this we must add the decoration of the

forced to strike it down; the funeral rites performed six adjoining roonis of Charles V's apartment. The Endnotes

over his body; and finally the transformation of overall effect must have been impressive, which 1 PACHECO, F. El arte de la pintura, edited, prefaced and

those closest to him as they mourned — his sisters, undoubtedly explains why the work took such an annotated by B. Bassegoda i Hugas, Madrid 1990, p. 460.

the Heliads, were turned into poplar trees, and bis unusually long time (from 1537 to 1546). As 2 Ibid., p.461.

friend Cycnos, the king of Liguria, became a swan. Gómez-Moreno pointed out, 97 Julio must have ' PALOMINO, A. Vidas, ed. N. Ayala Mallory, Madrid 1986,

The story and its tragic ending (il. 51) were not had others working under him, although their pp.26-27.

chosen randornly.The emperor must have appreci- exact contributions are hard to identify. y" As far as ^ S. de Argote, Nuevos paseos históricos, art (tino, conbntico -políti-

ated this theme as a warning against the dangers of the master is concerned, at least two speci fic sec- cos por Granada y sus contornos, Granada, 1985, pp. 186-194.
pride and imprudence. 94 Garcilaso de la Vega's tions allow us to appreciate the abili ty of his hands The document was republished later by D. GóMEz
treatment of this myth95 was undoubtedly an In the frieze crowning the Conquest of Tums MORENO,ir. in Las águilas del Renacimiento español [19411,
attempt to please Charles V, as was Perin del Vaga's scenes, one of the putti is still visible at the begin- ed. M. Agustín Bustamante, Madrid 1983, no. xxxty,
use of the tale in the Doria Palace in Genoa. At a ning of the wall, painted with a pink paste and p. 222.
later date, Giovanni da Udine also illustrated it in subte feathering, which shows the unmistakeable 6 GóMEZzORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. Pinturas del Tocador de la

the region of Friuli, in the studiolo of Colloredo influence of Giovanni da Udine. On the skirting Reina en la Casa Real de la Alhambra, Granada 1873, p. 11,
Castle; his patron, Giambattista di Girolamo, had' (now all but erased) of the same room, the few lay- republished under the title Julio y Alejandro, pintores ira-
served in the imperial army ye 	ers of colour that can sti ll be made out on a putto lianos del siglo xvi, in El Liceo de Granada, 5, 1873,

Therefore, it seeuls that all religious referentes mounted on a sea monster, drawn so swiftly that pp. 113-117, with supplementary data derived from the
had been suppressed in the stove, just as they were the piece looks like a rough sketch, are perfectly in archives of the Alhambra in Granada, and subsequently
obviated in Italian stufetta. But this was not accept- keeping with the drawings of Villa Madama that under the title Los pintores julio yAlejandro y sus obras en la

able to the emperor — the Christian Virtues had to the artist maytave been given. Indeed although Casa Real de la Alhambra, in Cosas granadinas de Arte y

be included. Nevertheless, as with the I3ibhcal tf assistants must have worked exte r 1 on the Arqueología, Granada [18871, pp. 121-147, Guía de

scenes in Raphael's Loggia, these were considere o proje`ct, especially inn the °miras orr Ju o leselrve^s Grana ifa , Granada 1892, pp. 121-147, and finally as Los

secondary importante and relegated to the mirado ^ t for the ent lA DE CULTU RAntores julio yAlejandro y sus obras en la Casa Real de la

The decorations already in place only allowed room The artist did not play the full hand of Giovanni Alhambra, in Boletín de la Sociedad Española de Excursiones:

for six virtues — Faith, Hope, Chari UStice,p ty, ^ ^Udin_ aturdlifirrt, ánd he re iéc^e^erf less on ^ — rte, ar^ueoingía, híst tia, 27, 1919, pp. 20-35.
Fortitude and Temperante (il. 2) — and Prudente the "compendiaria" technique of Nero's grottoes. Published by Bos TE, I. viaje artístico a varios pueblos de

was omitted. Perhaps the sto ry of Phaeton in the At the top of pilasters, the two-headed eagle is España [18041, ed. Madrid 1978, pp. 364-374. Indicate
adjacent room was considered referente enough. reduced to a symbol (il. 50) and the draped cloths first edition and date (between 24 July and 1 August).

As fate would have it, the decoration of the that highlight it are barely discernible. The sma ll 	Gómez Moreno, M. Cosas granadinas..., op. cit. (note 6),
stove was commissioned to a direct disciple of harpies that flank the Fall of Phaeton (il. 51), hold- p. 127. In addition, D. ANGULO IÑIGUEZ, Pintura del

Giovanni da Udine, trained under the direct influ- ing a lamp and a pitcher, are so s tylised that they Renacimiento, Madrid 1954, pp. 226-227, suggested the
ente of Raphael's art. As he worked on Clement look like indescribable insects.The mask crowning possibility of Milanese origin but did not present any
VII's Stufetta in the Castel Sant'Angelo, Julio de each scene from the life of Phaeton has been ren- arguments supporting this theory.
Aquiles continued to develop the powerful draw- dered impassive and lost all realism. The pink, 9 

LÓPEZ TORRIJOS, K. Los grotescos de Rafael y Udine en la
ings and luminous palette that set his work apart. green and yellow shades of the leaves around it are pintura española. l a estufa y la logia de Carlos V, in Storia del-

The copies that remain of the decorations painted no longer in keeping with nature (il. 9, 29, 51). In !'arre, 60,1987, p. 175.
by this artist in the Cobos Palace in Valladolid attest the lovely decoration of the Stove, the lamps con- ° In the first version cited (see endnote 6), on page 9 the
to the richness of the imaginary world he tinue to burn around the small sanctuaries dedicat- author explained that the word "bestiones" (fantastic
designed, while simultaneously generating new ed to pagan deities, and the illusion is complete. beasts) appearing in the document should actually read
hybrids and experimenting with the arrangement But compared with their Italian proto types, the "bastiones" (bastions) and therefore refers to the chips
of motifs.The Dressing Room grotesques, the only mythological creatures have lost their vivaci ty and depicted in the baffle scenes.
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34 See the beautiful work of G. Caneva, 11 Mondo di Cerere

nella Loggia di Psiche. Piante dal Vecchio Mondo e dal'America.

Affreschi di Giovanní da Udine. Villa La Farnesina. Accademia

Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome 1992.The author has identified

amund 160 diffe rent species, taking into account the differ-

ent iconographic elements and repetitions, in a group of

around 1200 illustrations, systematically catalogued in his

volume.
35 As shown by LópezTorrijos, La escuela, op. di. (endnote 15).
36 [t would also be inaccurate to view this as a fo rerunner of

the true still lifes of the 17°' centu ry.
37 Dacos in Dacos - Furlan, op. cit. (endnote 16), pp. 101-107.

38 Marcantonio Michiel indicated that work was being done

on the loggia on 14 May 1519 and completed on 27

December of that same year. See Ibid. p. 101.

revealing the fact that the correct natne was ntissing, see

Roma e lo stile classico di Raffaello. Mantova, PalazzoTé, 1999,

exh. cat. by K. Oberhuber and A. Gnann, Milan 1999, no.

194, p. 276. The same hand that sketched the two afore-

mentioned drawings also created a third page in the

Louvre, inv. 10469 (see Cordellier - Py, op. cit., no. 985, pp.

581-582 and 585. with another attribution to Giulio

Romano) in connection with a motif in the loggia ofVilla

Madama on the southwest side.

In this respect, the advice that Cardinal Giulio de Medici

gave to Mario Maffei on resolving a dispute between

Giovanni da Udine and Giulio Romano atVilla Madama

is enlightening: "Vostra Paternitá veda di accordarli se si

puó che Giovanni da Uddine faccia i stucchi, et Julio di

pinga le stori, o al manco faccia i dissegni et Uddine

dipinga ..." (see Furlan in Dacos - Furlan, op. cit. (endnote

Vol. 42 < 2007 • pp. 172-251

Cristóbal de Villalón, Ingeniosa comparación entre lo antiguo y

lo presente, in E J. Sánchez Cantón, Fuentes literarias para la

Historia de/Arte Español, Madrid 1923,1, p. 29.

12 
Ibid., endnote 3, M. Gómez Moreno, Las águilas del

Renacimiento, ed. Madrid 1983, p. 104.
13 LópEz ToRRpos, op. cit. (endnote 9), pp. 171-177 and

Domus Aurea, in Bulletin de 1'Institut historique beige de

Rome, 39, 1967, pp. 145-175 and 36 pl.

24 Illustration in A, de Bosque, Artistes italiens en Espagne du

XIV siéde aux rois catholiques, Paris 1965, pp. 457-466.

25 Vasari, O. cit. (endnote 20),V, Florence 1984, p. 448.
26 For the illustrations of an ancient model in the Volta gia lla,

39 On cupolas t and xiii, borrowed from the corresponding

ones in Raphael's Loggia, cupolas iv and x made of hexa-

gons and cupola vu inspired by the Pantheon dome.
40 See p. and note.

4 1 The small trip tychs appeared specifically in the openings

of the Volta gialla of the Domus Au rea ( ili. in Dacos, La

12 ill. ¡bid, pl. xxxii-xxxiii. découverte, op. cit. (endnote 16), pl. xxxu-xxxm).

14 CAMPOS Ruiz, M. La capilla del Camarero Francisco de 27 On Cardinal Bibbiena's srufetta, see especially ¡bid, pp. 101- 42 Ill. ¡bid, pl. xxix, il. 50.

Vago, en San Pablo de Úbeda, in Don Lope de Sosa, 13, 106; Quando gli dei si spogliano. 11 bagno di Clemente VII a 43 DACOS, Le L qe, op. cit. (endnote 16).

1925, pp. 238-242. Cited by López Torrijos, op. cit. (end- Castel Sant'Angelo e le altre stufe romane de/primo Cinquecento. a4 The disagreements must have also arisen from an adja-

note 9), p. 174. J. Agapito Revilla, Del artista italiano Julio Roma, Castel Sant'angelo, 1984, exh. cat., Rome 1984, par- cent room, traditionally attributed co Giulio Romano,

de Aquiles, que trabajó en Úbeda, in Don Lope de Susa, 17, ticularly H. Malme, La "stufetta" del Cardinal Bibbíena e but whose hybrid s tyle does not re flect his style or that

1929, pp. 276-278, merely presented both artists based l'iconografa dei suoi afreschí principali, pp. 34-50.The attribu- of Giovanni. On the identification of Domenico Zaga

on Gómez-Morenos version of the text, O. cit. (endnote tions to different disciples of Raphael made in this volume as author of the vault in this room with representations

6) and offered a brief description of the chapel of need to be reviewed. Also see N. Dacos in Ni. Dacos - C. of animals and sacrificial scenes, see DACOS, N. Lo Zaga

Francisco de Vago in the Church of St Peter (Ubeda, Furlan, op. cit. (endnote 16) pp . 40-41. a Genova, en Disegni ,genovesi dal Cinquecento al

Spain). 28 Vitruvius, De re aedi/7catoria,VIL S. _ Settecento. Giornate di Studio (9-10 tnaggio 1989),
15 LÓPEZ ToRRgos, R. La escuela de Rafael y el bodegón zD In the Volta gialla (illustration in Dacos, La découverte, op. cit, 	Firenze, Kunsthistorisches Institut, Florence, 1992, pp. 37-

español, in Archivo España/de Arte, 59, 1986, pp. 33-52. A (endnote 16), il. 50, pl. xxtx, according to an engraving b 4.

1 6 More than nty works La découverte de/a Domus Aurea et la Nicolas Ponce). In fact, Giovanni da Udine was the sole author of all the

formation des grotesques á la Renaissance, London - Leiden 30 On the decoration as a whole, see D. Redig de Campos, decoration according to Serlio, Cm que lihri d'architettura,

1969, Le Logge di Raffaello. Maestro e hottega di fro te all'an- Una Loggetta di Raffaello ritrovata in Vaticano, in Raffaello e Venice 1540,111, p. ecviu.

tico, 2°d ed. (expanded), Rome 1986, and my contribution Míchelangelo. Studi di storia e darte, Rome 1946, pp. 29-59 Paris, Louvre Museum, inv. 614 and 615 for the two pieces

(with the collaboration of C. Furlan) to the volume and pp. 4-29. On ties to older work and the distribution of of Giovanni da Udine's collaborator. See D. Cordellier - B.

Giovanni da Udine (1487-1561), Udine 1987, the pages labour also see N. Dacos, La Loagetta du cardinal Bibhiena. Py, Musée du Louvre. Inventairegénéral des dessins italiens, V,

that follow are based on the new study I am currently Décor á I'antique et róle de l'atelier, in Raffaello a Roma, Rome Raphael, son atelier, seo copistes, Paris 1992, no. 977-978, pp.

preparing on the Domus Aurea and grotesques before the 1986, pp. 225-236 and pl. Lxxxt y-[xxxvt. Some colour 576-580, with the attribution to Giulio Romano, given

end of the 16`h century. illustrations in Dacos - Furlan, op. cit. (endnote 16), pp. 44- the inscriprion, but unsustainable in light of the style and

Illustration in ToRMo, E. Os desenhos das antigua/has que 60. placement of a vault designed by Giovanni da Udine. On

vio Francisco d'011anda, Madrid 1940, folio 47 bis v and 48 Dacos, Le Lógge, op. áG (endnote the problem of Peruzzi's participation in these cupolas, also

r; Dacos, La découverte, op. cit. (endnote 16), il. 12 1.VIII. 32 peci , ally on pilasters u, tv, x, xut and a s ee rommel, Baldassare Peruzzi als Maler und

Suetonius, Nero 31. Lotee, op. dI. (endno ), pl. [^x^o;cvút b, LXXRtx , xeti , e ner, Vienna - Munich 1967, cat. no. 58, pp. 101-104
9 EGGER, H. Codex Escurialensis. Ein Skizzenbuch aus der O t EdJ 1RÍA DE CULTURc and pl. xwn-u.On the parí corresponding to Giovanni da

Werkstatt Domenico Ghirlandaios,Vienna 1906.A new work 33 However, these ornaments could have also come from Udine, see Dacos in Dacos - Furlan, op. cit. (endnote 16),
- w ose y% ^-7 4fr,;^e.^ -1 2 - 1 

w
^ r'. p, t r0-- °^ n 1 .

on this selection by E Benzi is currently being prepáred [hose a
*
rea'dy c vering

. '

 the grooves of thet
ee m4 irt ordinal A , epp: 112-118. On the various attempts at attribution,

for release; this study identifies the author and uses the Bibbienas stufetta.

context of his work to place it during the papacy of

Sixtus IV.
211 G. Le vite [15681, ed. P. Barocchi and R. Bettarini,

IV,Verona 1976, p. 517.

' t The figure of Morto da Feltre will be analysed in the new

book 1 am preparing on the Domus Aurea and

grotesques.

22 Antiquarie prospettíche romane, ed. G. Agosti- D. Isella,

Parma, 2004, pp. 129-134 (according to the previous edi-

tion) by Dacos, La découverte, op. cit. (endnote 16),

pp. 9-10.
23 Published by Dacos, La découverte, op. cit., p. 156 and

p]. xxxi, il. 55 (Pinturicchio), p. 148 and pl. xvii, il. 28

(Giovanni da Udine) and p. 148 (Perin del Vaga). For

other photos of the signatures, see Ni. Dacos, Graffiti de la
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16), no. IV, p. 262).The suggestion of such a rigid division of Giovanni da Udine's team at che Villa Madama. Perin Antoniazzo Romano e gli Antoniazzeschí. Unagenerazione di

of labour seems to imply that collaboration was usually del Vaga must have followed in Genoa and later returned pittori nella Roma del Quattrocento, Udine 1992, no. xem, p.

more flexible. to Rome, where he was a member of the team at Castel 560.
4" In this monumen t, the custom was to place che arras of che Sant'Angelo in che forties. See endnoce 45. The contract, which is preserved in Simancas, was pub-

"Castihan" co one side of the papal seal .The arnas of Guido i4 Paris, Louvre Museum, in v. 10469. See Cordellier - Py, op. lished in Colección de documentos meditas para la historia de

de Medies, who took Chis office on 14 December 1525, can cit. (endnote 47), no. 985, pp. 581-586 (with an attribu- España, 44, Madrid 1870, pp. 555-578; recencly cited by

be made out aboye the vault of the stufatco. Although che don to Giulio Romano). W Eisler, Carlo Va Bologna e i suoi rapporti con gli artisti del

execution can be tentatively dated before 1534, when Paul 55 In chis laso case che horse has become a gryphon. The Lempo; en 11 Carrohbio, 7, 1981, pp.144-6. On Cobos, see

111 became pope, che overall body of work could not have motif appears mosc notably in a frieze in che northwest H. Keniston, Francisco de los Cobos Secretario de Carlos V,

been painted after che rack of Rome, when Giovanni had cupola of che Loggia of Psyche (ill. in F rommel, op. cit. Spanish edicion printed by R. Rodríguez-Moñino

returned from Friuli , and che tone of che papal tour[ was (endnote 47), pl. xLv[t) and reappears in the Castel Soriano, Madrid 1980.

darker, which limits che monumenc's ch ronology co just Sant'Angelo (ill. in L. Saami, Lettura della decorazione pittor- 67 See endnote 7.

over a year. For an early version of the hypothesis presented ica del bagno di Clemente VII, in Quando gli dei, cit. (endnote 6 13
 There are some beginnings of cartouches on the p ilasters

here, see De Castel Sant'Angelo ó l'Alhambra. Les "stufet te" de 28), p. 89). in Raphael's Loggia (ill. for example in Dacos, Le Lagge,

GiulioAquili, in Festschr)t (7r Konrad Oberhuber, ed. GNAruv, 56 Ill. in PARMA ARMAN[, E. Perin del Vaga. L'anello manante. op. cit./ endnote 16, pl. xem b), but chere are so few that

A. - WIDAVER, H.; with the collaboration of GNANN, K. Studi sul manierismo, Genoa 1986, il. 116, p. 105. Also sim- they cannot explain the presente of said elemencs in the

and WI LLINGER, B. Milan 1999, pp. 107-114, where che ilar co the intermingled figures with limbs askew, in Dressing Room.

illustrations were pubhshed withouc taking inco considera- equally languid poses, on che ceiling of the Hall of Giants 69 See ZERNER, H. Les estampes et le style de l'ornement in

cion che contrasts 1 had pointed out, cherefore rendering O'(ibid., il. 122, p. 1 Various Auchors, La galerie Franfois E' au chlteau de

them useless. See Quando gli dei, op. cit. (endnote 28) and '7 We find che same gesture repeated in the allegory of Fontainebleau, pp. 112-123.

Dacos - Furlan, op. cit. (endnote 16), pp. 120-122 (DALOS, Fortitude, on one of che mirador walls, although t is 70 It might have been che Orléans-born sculptor Etienne

N.) especially pp. 138-148 (C. Furlan). barely visible chere. Ik FAMET, who also worked for Cobos in Valladolid and

' The eagle with outspread wings that crowns two addi- s' On these four rooms, two of which are in che collection who we know arrived in Spain "che year that his Majesty

tional thrones indicases a possible allusion co Jupiter,

and therefore co two diferent places, which is illogical,/
of Princesa Victoria Odascalchi and che other two that was viccorious in Tunis and La Goulette," namely in 1535.

were formerly in che collection of the Marquis Giancarlo '' See A. Turca c, Etienne james alías ESTEBAN JAMETE sculpteur

but che accumulaced attributes - a globe and sword on Doria in Genoa, see Parma Armara, op. cit. (endnote 57), fransais de la Renaissance en Espagne, condamné par

one side and a c rown, sphere and sceptre on che other - C IV, pp. 322-323. l'Inquisition, Paris 1994, p. 14. Quoted text iti Spanish

do not necessarily pertain co che king of che gods, and 59 This was taken from a famous ancient sarcophagus, which taken from Douiinguez Bordona, Proceso inquisitorial contra

the bird may not be related co one of che deities since also inspired Michelangelo. The piece is currently in the el escultor Esteban Jaro ere, Madrid, 1933.

the rooster (Mercury's symbol) is not sacar che throne, ffizio of Florence, although ir was originally located at 7 1 For recen[ work on the palace, see M. J. Redondo

which is crowned by a magpie, bus rather e10 co cha h ance co thurch ofAraceli in Rome. SeeIP. 0 ^ab-^^^,a, La arquitectura de Carlos V y la intervención de

of Mars. Over another seat we find a crown and a palm er - R. tn, RenaisPannée Rists and Antique  te Portugal: Palacios y fortalezas, in Various Authors,

leaf, where che sandals have been stored, that may i'- ^^ ur Oxford, 19!6,YP
O

tire. A a
\^ i/^

Carlos las Artes. Promoción Artística Familia Imperial,V
d

y y P

tain to che goddesses Victoria or Fama. The region no. 27, pp. 70-71.The deviation is glaringly obvious in the ed. M. J. Redondo Cantera and M.A. Zalama, pp. 89-93.

where che seveneh throne once íos é©n- t.—i,,e's head. 1 AI h Á h r.a y G en t Nia kft e carlier sources J. J. Martin Gonzalez, La

erased. PARMAARMAN[, op. Cit. (endnote 56), p. 134. Arquitectura Doméstica del Renacimiento en Valladolid,

sn Vasari, op. cit. (endnote 20),V, Florence 1984, p. 453. Si VASAR¡, op. cit, (endnote 20),V, Florence 1984, p. 141. Valladolid 1948, pp. 178-195, J. J. Rivera Blanco, El

St Numerous motifs were taken from che west wing of che 52 Where two women kissing are arranged on each pedestal Palacio Real de Valladolid (Capitania General de la VII

Domos Aurea: che landscapes of che skirting, perhaps seco on the longer cides (ill. in Parma Armani, op. cit. (endnoce Región Militar), Valladolid 1981, pp. 29-37, and J. Urrea,

in che Volta della civette, che parasol crowning each 57), il. 152, p. 32). Arquitectura y Nobleza. Casa y Palacios de Valladolid,

throne, taken from the Volta gialla, che bird seen in profile 63 In both parís, on che frieze of che small pedestal around Valladolid 1996, pp. 123-129.

over that of Mercury, also taken from the Volta della che medallion depicting Diana. 72 See DALOS, N. Giulio Aquili, Andres de Melgar et leurs

civecce, the cloths, and finally che candelabra on the wall 64 Ill. in Parma Armani, op. cit. (endnote 57), il. 153, p. 133. grotesques. Rome, Valladolid, Santa Domingo de la Calzada, in

in the background, other elements seen in che Volta gialla. However, we must point out that said element first Dialoghi di Storia dell'Arte, 4/5, 1997, pp. 24-33.

On che illustrations, see Dacos, La découverte, op. cit./ end- appeared in che small grotesques around Dianas chariot 1} New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and

note 16), pl. xxty , il. 41, and pl. xxix, il. 50. in che Hall of Pontiffs in che Borgia apartments. Prints, inv. no. 52.570.314, 315 obverse, 316 obverse and

52 On the third pilascer, il. According co an engraving by f 5 For che document, see A. Sacchetti Sassetti, Antoniazzo reverse, 321 obverse, 322 obverse and reverse, 324 obverse

Volpato in Dacos, Le Logge, op. cit. (endnote 16), p1. Romano e Giulio Aquili a Rieti. Notízie e documenti, in and reverse, 327 obverse, 328 obverse and reverse, 329

Lxxxxtx a). L'Arte, 1916, p. 98, also addressed by HEDBERG, G. obverse, 331 reverse, 332 reverse and 334 reverse (appears

These can be unequivocally attributed co Domenico Antoniazzo Romano and his School, chesis, New York to be by another artist); Ano Arbor: see R. P. Wunder,

Rietti, according to Zaga, who must have been a member University, 1982, pp. 61 and 149, and by A. Cavallaro, Architectural and Ornament Drawings of the 16 8 to the early
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19 t' Centuríes in the Collection of The University of Michigan

Museum of Art, Ann Arbor 1965, no. 1; Paris, École des

Beaux-Arts, ínv. no. 0 1425 reverse and O 1426 obverse.
74 New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and

Prints, inv. no. 52.570.321 reverse, 323 obverse and

reverse, 329 reverse (appears to be by another artist), 330

reverse, perhaps 331 obverse; Paris, École des Beaux-Arts,

inv. no. 0 1425. obverse.

aa I11. specifically in Frommel, O. cit. (endnote 47),

pl. XXXVII a.

a9 The project was undoubtedly designed by Perin del Vaga,

who hired Che painters from Brussels to carry out the

work. See N. Dacos, Perin del Vaga et trois peintres de

Bruxelles au palais Della Valle, in Omaggio a Fiorella Sriultia

Santoro, Prospettíva, 91-92, 1998, pp. 159-170.

v0 See TANTILLO, A. M. in 11 Palazzo Baronale Orsini di

Vol. 42 < 2007 • pp. 172-251

Giovanni da Udine á l'appartement du cardinal

Bibbiena et aux Loges, et de retrouver sa main 5

Rome, avec Giovanni da Udine á la Villa Madama

et á la Stufetta de Clément VII au cháteau Saint-

Ange, puis á Ganes, avec Perin del Vaga au palais

Doria. Ces composantes se fondent d'abord á

Valladolid au palais Cobos, dont le décor est connu

par les copies d'Andres de Melgar. Au Peinador

Alejandro Mayner, de formation flamande, n'a

peint que les vues de la campagne de Tunis.

5 Although nothing confirma it at the present time, we can Anguillara Sabazia (ed. A. M. Tantillo), Anguillara Sabazia

guess that it might have been the walls of the palace's ceo- 2000, pp. 13-15. The decoration is not dated, but it was

tral courtyard, corresponding with one of the preferred probably done shortly before 1539, when Gentil Virginio

locations for grotesques in Italy - the loggia, was stripped of the domain ofAnguillara. Mots-clés:
rb This is the case of some nortes copied by Melgar diac The only argument offered by V. Normando, L'iconegrqíia Grotesques. Julio de Aquiles. Raphaél. Giovanni

refer to the myths of Psyche and Mars and feature small della loggia Orsini: una celebrazione delle gesta del Capitana da Udine. Perin del Vaga. Andres de Melgar.

worship scenes on the medallions, exactly like on the false Gentil Virginia, ibid, pp. 64-68, with ill., is that the naval Alejander Mayner.

cameos in the Dressing Room. confrontation depicted took place in a sheltered gulf.The

New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and fact that the Lake ofTunis, as a significant landmark of the «Julio y Alejandro»

Prints, inv. no. 52.570.323 reverse. ty and an important location in the battle, is not even ' . Dans la tour d'Abul Hachach á l'Alhambra 5

78 Ibid, imt 52.570.323 obverse. recognisable is very surprising. Moreover, Chis arca of Che Grenade, les deux petites piéces et le mirador dont

111. in Parma Armani, O. cit. (endnote 57), pl. col. 158, fresco shows that corrections were made, such as the se compose le Peinador de la Reina (ji. 1) s'ornent

after p. 134. ships' positions, perhaps at the request of che owner. d'un décor italien qui est étranger á l'architecture
fl0 New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Dravsyings and 12 EDWARDS, N. E. The Renaissance "Stufetta" in Rome: tlte nasride. A 1'entrée, de grandes vues en trompe-

f Prints, inv. 52.570.331 obverse. Circle of Raphael and the Recreation of Antique, diss., The '' 1'ceil de la" Con quite de Tunis prennent place sur un
81 Paris, École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, inv. O University of Minnesota, 1983; J. Sinisalo, Le stufe romane, soubassement á l'antique, aujourd'hui presque efla-

1425. The drawing seems to have been produced in the' in Quando gli dei, op. cit. (endnote 28), pp. 11-20. cé , et sont surnlontées d'une frise de rinceaux ani-

workshop. 93 Gónnsz MOR>:rvo, M. Los pintores... 1919, op. cit. (endnote 6). més. La piéce centrale, qui constitue le Peinador
aZ See HoIty , H. J.Jan Cornelisz Vermeyen, Painter of Charles V 94 See EISLER, W. The Impact of the Emperor Charles V upon the proprement dit, est couverte de grotesques parmi

and his Conquest of Tunís. Paintings, Etchings, Drau'ings, Arts, in Arte Lombarda, 65, 1983, pp. 93-110. lesquelles quatre petits compartiments illustrent le

Cartoons and Tapestries, 1-II, Doornspijk, 1989. » See GALLEGO MoicELL,A. El mito de Faetonte en la literatura mythe de Phaéthon. Ce décor se prolonge dans la
83 DAcos, N. Roma quantafuit. Tre pittori fíamming

Yanill

spañola. 1 owe Chis referenc to Pedro Galera, who I p lene jouxtant le Peinador sur trois c&tés á 1'ex-

Domus Aurea 119951, 2" a edition, expanded ad ould like to Cha ^ érieur, mais les grandes figures deVertus chrétien-
 ^d 

c pletely revised, Rome 2001, parncularly pp. 67-87 . eá Furlan in a- - Fue an op, . t. (endnote 16), nes glll 1
, animen[ (il. 2) n'appartiennent pas au

88; French ed., Roma quanta fuit ou l'imrention du paysgqe O I^13 hJ E R ÍA DE C U LTU Rmérne programme : tout en trahissant du point de

ruines, Brussels - Paris, 2004, p. 127-165. 97 Gólvmez MORErvo, M. Los pintores ... 1919, op. cit. (end- vue stylistique l'intervention du mame atelier que
84 Brussels, Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique itiv' ^^ 6) . . la Alhambra y GertésrgrÚtesq ies (il. 3), elles sont dues probablement

no. 1509. For an attempt at attribution, see A. van den ya For Chis information'1 am indebted to Juan Aguilar, who i. une intervention ultérieure.

Kerkhove, Un essai d'identification: le peintre-cartonnier feos was kind enough to share his restoration work in the Bien que les épisodes de la Conquéte de Tunis et
van de Noevele, beau frére de Pannemaker, in Bulletin des Dressing Room with me. ceux de l '

histoire de Phaéthon soient done appa-

Musées royaux d'art et d'histoi re, 45, 1973, p. 247. remment seuls á constituer le progranune initial du

See Horn, O. cit, (endnote 82), pp. 27-29, who p rovides a 'Julio y Alejandro" Peinador, ils retiennent moins 1'attention que la foule

precise description of the errors that can be detected in Grotesques italiennes d'animaux et de créatures humaines et monstrueu-

the Dressin frescoes. et eartographie flamande
g 

Room
ses qui les peuplent : un monde fantastique s'agitant

au Peinador de la Reinaa6 
This is also the case of the authors who have studied the au nuheu de festons, le long de candelabros ou á 1'in-

palaces of Francisco de Cobos in Valladolid (See note). N1eoLE DACOS térieur de petits temples á l'antique parmi les objets

Horn, op. co. (endnote 82), p. 27, argued in favour of Julio
Directeurd e recherches honoraire

les plus disparates, dans un ensemble d'une eclatantedu Fonds National de la Recherche
as the author of the Campatgn scenes, given that the names Scientifique de Belgique polychromie et d'une rare qualité picturale.

written over Che frescoes are in Italian, but Alexander En Espagne les grotesques ont retenu déjá l'at-

could havejust used Italian docunrents to transcribe them. Abstract: tention de Pacheco qui, en citant le pare Sigüenza,
a' The body of the contraer, currently in Úbeda at the L'analyse du Peinador de la Reina permet de et en s'appuyant done á sa suite sur Vasari, a traité

Archivo de P rotocolos, was published by Campos Ruiz, reconstituer la culture de Julio de Aquiles, des gro- longuement de « los gallardos caprichos de los
O. cit. (endnote 14). tesques de Pinturicchio á ceux de Raphaél et grutescos usados de los antiguos a, non sans men-
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tionner leur origine romaine et leur reprise par dépouillant les archives du palais de l'Alhambra, il appeler — non sans ambiguité —Julio Romano : le

Raphaél et Giovanni da Udine : I avait découvert un document de 1546 donnant nom « de Aquiles » n'était autre que la forme

l'évaluation des peintures du Peinador, faite á la hispanisée de « Aquili », appartenant á une célébre

en tiempo del Emperador Carlos V,, que comenzó a demande de Julio par Machuca, qui 1'a signée. s Il famille de peintres d'origine romaine dont le

favorecer todas la buenas artes y a restaurar la ruinas de y apprenait que Julio s'appelait de Aquiles et qu'il membre le plus illustre est Antoniazzo, dit lui aussi

los godos, enemigos del Imperio y de los ingenios avait travaillé au Peinador, désigné comme la « Romano, grand maitre de la deuxiéme tnoitié du

romanos, el modo cómo se tornó a usar esta pintura fue Estufa », de 1537 á 1542. C'était le point de départ xvr siécle dont Julio pouvait étre le fils.12

que Juan de Udine y Rafael de Urbino, insignes pinto- d'un travail pionnier que le savant a repris plusieurs La brillante enquéte de Gómez-Moreno sur

res ... entraron una vez, entre otras, con la codicia de fois par la suite, en le creusant et en l'enrichissant Julio et Alejandro était tombée dans l'oubli quand

desenterrar los primores antiguos en su arte, en los toujours davantage, jusqu'á en fournir la version elle a été reprise en 1987 par Rosa López Torrijos,

soterraños, o grutas, de San Pedro « in vincula i>, donde définitive en 1919. 6 Gómez-Moreno révélait, par qui a eu le mérite de la mettre á jour sur la biblio-

dicen que fue el palacio de Tito, y encontraron allí con ailleurs, qu'avant de travailler á Grenade, Julio s'é- graphie et les documents apparus entre-temps.

algunos pedazos delta manera de pintura, y quedaron tait arrété á Valladolid, oó il avait été chargé en L'historienne de l'art pouvait confirmer notam-

grandemente admirados de su estrañeza y hermosura, y 1533 d'évaluer le retable exécuté par Alonso ment que la mort d'Alejandro avait bien eu lieu en

de ver que el tiempo ni el lugar no hubiesen sido parte Berruguete pour le monastére San Benito. , 	II 1545. Vu que le nom de Marcantonio, donné par

para quitar el lustre y la perfeción de los colores. El Juan retrouvait l'artiste á Grenade encore en 1545, Julio á son fils, était celui de son pére, elle en

de Udine ... comenzó a contrahace rlos, probando tantas quand y est baptisé son fils Marcantonio, et en per- déduisait justement que Julio devait étre le petit-

maneras de cal, estuco y colores que vino a hacer cosas dait la trace aprés 1546. fils et non le fils d'Antoniazzo Romano. Par

excelentes en este género de pintura, y por haberla hal- Toujours daE .les archives die l'Alhambr , ailleurs, elle proposait de reconnaitre dans une

lado en aquellas grutas la llamaron grotesco, y otros, Gómez-Moreno avait découvert également le série de dessins portant le nom de Julio au

brutesco, porque ven en ella diferencias de animales y nom d'Alejandro, qui s'appelait Mayner, ce qui l'a- Metropolitan Museum ofArt á NewYork des pro-

monstruos, como sátiros, silvanos, nimfas, leon tigres y vait induit á penser dans un premier temps qu'il jets de l'artiste en relation avec les décors de

mescla de unos y de otros ... devait étre d'origine "flamande. s 	Présent 1. l'Alhambra. 13 Enfin, elle observait que Julio avait

l'Alhambra dés 1537, Mayner a participé en 1541 travaillé aussi á Ubeda á 1'église San Pablo, daos la

Quand il enchaine sur la diffusion des gro- á la décoration du passage [pasillo] menant au chapelle du chambellan Francisco de Vago qui fut

tesques en Espagne, Pacheco fournit les noms des Peinador et reparait á Grenade I'année suivante, achevée en 1536. 14 Gráce au contrat pour cette

artistes qui ont exécuté ceux du Peinador : 2 quand il est chargé de l'évaluation d'un retable. Un chapelle, qui est conservé, on sait qu'en plus des

document permet de fixer qu'en 1545 il était ornements, elle comprenait des scénes religieuses.

De aquí pienso yo que se enriquecieron Julio y décédé. 9 Étant donné que dans l'évaluation du Une seule figure en subsiste, encore que partielle-

Alexandro (si ya no es que fuesen discípulos de Juan d Peinador, en 1546, ne sont pas mentionnées de inent dans la voúte, mais elle ne permet pas de se

Udine o de Rafael de Urbino), los cuales valientes hom e savatjt en déduisait ljt e celles du

titdlor

faire une tdée du décor.

bres vinieron de Italia a pintar las casas de C'os,  devalent 	re l'wuvre d'Alejandro, qui h storienne de l'art a publié en outre deux pla-

Secretario del Emperador, en la ciudad de Ubeda y cn'est pas cité da ument. En consegTince, Rf^ds de 1'appartement qui avait etc amenage pro-

allí a la Casa Real del Alhambra en Granada ... Julio devait étre á /son avis l'auteur des gro- /visoirement pour Charles Quint dans le prolonge-

Pa t `fir tesques la Alhambra y C , ment c!u Peinador t 	en attendant que fut terminé

A » Julio y Alejandro pintores » est dédiée plus Sur la production antérieure des deuxpeintres son nouveau palais. On peut y admirer, isolés dans

tard la troisiéme des Vidas de Palomíno. 3 L'auteur, en Espagne, un élément ultérieur était fourni par les caissons sur un fond trés sombre, presque noir,

qui avait visité l'Alhambra en 1712, clame son Cristobal de Villalón, qui écrit dés 1539, et done des bouquets de fruits et de légumes appartenant á

admiration pour « las bóvedas, salones, pasillos, du vivant des artistes : 11 la campagne grenadine. II faut ajouter que deux

miradores, y otros sitios » oú les deux artistes ont des piéces conservent des traces de la décoration

travaillé. 11 mentionne leur activité á Ubeda, dans El Comendador mayor de León, Francisco de los sur les murs, oú l'on devine les vestiges de petits

le palais de Francisco de Cobos et á l'Hospital de Cobos, traxo aquí asalariados de Italia dos ingeniosos temples entourés d'ornements á l'antique.

Santiago, et signale celle qu'ils auraient eue á Alba mancebos Julio y Alexandro para labrar sus casas, los Les grotesques du Peinador proprement dit, qui

de Tormes et á Metida bien que celle-ci ne soit cuales hizieron obras al gentil y antigüedad que nunca se détachent dans une gamme de couleurs vives sur

étayée par aucun document et reste sujette a cau- el arte subió a tanta perfección. fond rouge, rappellent aussitót celles de Raphaél et

tion, pour tomber dans la plus compléte fantaisie de ses éléves. Le ton n'y est cependant plus á la joie

quand il raconte que les deux peintres sont rentrés Francisco de los Cobos, le puissant secrétaire de franche des grands ensembles ornementaux diriges

en Italie et y sont morts encore dans les années 30. l'empereur, aurait done employé les deux artistes par le maitre dans ses derniéres années. Il se ratta-

Les noms de Julio et Alejandro s'étaient perdus 4 avant leur arrivée en Andalousie. che au climat moins serein qui a suivi sa mort,

lorsque Manuel Gómez-Moreno publia en 1873 L'origine du premier d'entre eux se précisait lorsque ses éléves ont été contraints d'achever les

une premiére étude sur le Peinador de la Reina. En aussi gráce aux documents dans lesquels il se fait travaux qu'iI avait laissés interrompus. 11 rappelle
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surtout Giovanni da Udine, auquel raménent aussi, Trajan. Peintures et stucs furent enfouis, ce qui pré- polychrome, inspirée des grottes, dans la chapelle

^a et lá, des détails empruntés á la nature, comme serva leur éclat jusqu'á la fin du xv
e
 siécle, quand du cardinal Domenico della Ro

y
ere á 1'église Santa

le charmant motif du trabe tenant entre ses pinces on se mit á fouiller les propriétés qui s'étendaient Maria del Popolo á Rome (il. 6). Les pilastres qui

un petit haricot de mer [en espagnol : coquina] sur l'Oppius dans l'espoir d'y déterrer des antiques. bordent le mur de l'autel et les parois latérales de

(il. 41). Mais certains éléments se rattachent aux En creusant des galeries dans le sol, on découvrit la chapelle ainsi que les embrasures des fenétres se

décors peints sous la direction de Perin del Vaga au l'espace qui était resté libre au-dessus de la terre de couvrent de candélabres qui se détachent dans des

palais Doria á Génes et d'autres, plus archaiques, report, ce qui permit d'avancer á tátons sous les couleurs vives sur le jaune or du fond et se peu-

renvoient encore á Pinturicchio et á Morto da voútes en berceau du palais de Néron. Ce fut une plent de mille créatures et objets tirés des modéles

Feltre, toutes ces composantes s'unissant dans un vraie folie. Artistes et amateurs se glissérent dans néroniens : harpyes et lyres, masques feuillus et

s tyle trés cohérent que l'on a peine á mettre au ces boyaux, qu'ils désignérent sous le nom de « médaillons, centaures et dauphins, cygnes au cou

compte de débutants. Or l'on ignore tout d'un grottes », appelant « grotesques » les décors qui les tordu voisinant aves d'aguichantes sa tyresses. Ainsi

éventuel passé italien de Julio et Alejandro. couvraient et se mettant á les copier dans leurs con^u, le décor est done indépendant des scénes

Qu'avaient-ils á leur actif quand ils sont descendus cahiers de croquis pour les reproposer ensuite dans religieuses qu'il accompagne et la fonction en est

en Espagne ? Comment distinguer les différentes leurs propres oeuvres. purement ludique.

facettes de leur culture et en cerner l'originalité ? Le groupe le plus complet de ces dessins figure L'idée du fond jaune or de ces bordures provient

Est-il possible, en outre, de diviser les parts respec- dans le codex Escurialensis (du nom de la biblio- de la miniature. A la Domus Aurea, en dépit des

tives qu'ils ont eues dans la décoration du Peinador théque oú ji est conservé), recucil anonyme, certai- affirmations de Suétone, l'or ne recouvre que les

? Et le style qu'ils auraient importé d'Italie s'adap- nement tostan, remontant á la fin des années 80 ou moulures en stuc, non les parois. Dans quelques

te-t-il au cadre architectural de la tour arabe ? Pour au début des années 90 du xv e siécle. 19 Une partie salles seulement les peintures comprennent des

répondre á ces questions il faut soumettre les pein- des feuilles dont ji se compose permettent de com- rehauts de métal précieux, appliqués pour donner

tures du Peinador á une lecture nouvelle, d'abord prendre comment les artistes procédaient dans l'impression du scintillement de la lumiére, le fond

visuelle, en pénétrant dans le monde des gro- leurs copies, en reproduisant les schémas géomé- étant soit blanc, soit de couleur vive — rouge,jaune,

tesques, qui s'y trouvent agencées avec un(régula- triques des ensembles ou, plus fréquennnent, en °. turquoise,° d'autres tons encore et méme noir —,

rité d'horlogerie, de fa^on á en démonter les ̂tsolant des motifs qu'ils reprenaient et dévelop- mais jamais doré. Aux emprunts archéologiques

mécanismes et á en percer les secrets. Mais avant paient á leur guise dans les bordures de leurs pro- s'unissent done dans les premiéres grotesques des

cela encore, ji importe de retracer ]'origine des pres compositions. Ils avaient commencé 1. procé- souvenirs gothiques. Or ceux-cí sont encore pré-

grotesques et leur diffusion en Espagne pour der de la sorte bien avant la découverte de la sents au Peinador. Aux extrémités de la salle de

déterminer comment y situer la production de Domus Aurea, en partant des ornements qu'ils Phaéthon et dans les embrasures des fenétres (i1.7)

Julio et Alejandro. Au risque, enfin, de découvrir trouvaient dans les reliefs antiques ou en s'inspirant les compositions sont enserrées dans des pilastres,

des inexactitudes dans les textes de Villalón et d des marges des manuscrits enluminés, qui s'ani- cette fois sur fond blanc. Dans l'arc donnant sur la

Pacheco, ji s'agit de saisir dans toute sa complexit rr ient souvent de dróleries. Mais ce fut la deseen- salle de Phaéthon, la partie supérieure de l'intrados

la culture italienne du Peinador. 16 	i te dans les grottes quien fit naitre la mude, d'abord est méme dorée, faisant écho á l'éclat de la lanter-

'° ome puis, souventobar l'intermédiaire de gra- (ne de la tour nasride.

Les premiares grotesques vures, bien au-delá, allant jusqu'á favor ser en  Le décor le plus célébre qu'a dirigé Pinturicchio

Bien avant Raphaél et Giovanni da Udine, Espagne` naissance du style dit lateres fl íl es appartements que le pape Alexandre

nombre d'artistes ont pénétré á Rome dans les « vastes surfaces de peinture et de stuc qui firent VI Borgia se fit aménager dans les palais aposto-

grottes ». Il ne s'agissait pas des ruines du palais de découvertes dans la Domus Aurea, sur les voútes et liques. Dans les salles qu'il en fit orner de 1492 á

Titus, comme, á la suite de Vasari, l'avait cru sur le haut des parois, les artistes tirérent des motifs 1494, les grotesques s'insinuent partout sur les

Pacheco, mais bien de celles du palais de Néron, la qu'ils répartirent symétriquement, de part et d'au- pilastres et sur les frises ainsi que dans les moindres

célébre Domus Aurea (il. 4 et 5), pour reprendre le tre d'un axe central, selon des modéles qui leur recoins des parois et des voútes. Souvent le candé-

nom que lui donne le peintre-écrivain portugais étaient déjá familiers. En les superposant alors dans labre n'est plus représenté, mais á peine évoqué

Francisco de Hollanda sur l'aquarelle représentant le sens de la hauteur, de part et d'autre d'un can- pour dicter la répartition symétrique des motifs.

l'une de ses voútes les plus célébres, la «Volta dora- délabre, ou en les répétant horizontalement, de Pinturicchio n'était, bien entendu, pas seul á déco-
ta ». 17 Suétone raconte que Néron avait con^u sa manare á former des frises, ils créérent leurs pro- rer ces surfaces. Il était entouré de nombreux col-

demeure comme une immense villa dont les jar- pres grotesques. laborateurs parmi lesquels figuraient peut-étre des

dins, et mame les bois, s'étendaient á perte de vue Les plus anciens motifs de ce répertoire appa- Valentins, attirés á Rome par le pape de leur

en plein centre de Rome. Il ajoute que, dans son raissent dans les ensembles peints sous la direction nation. Pour les grotesques, ji s'appuyait surtout sur

désir de ne lésiner devant aucun luxe, l'empereur de Pinturicchio, qui avait commencé par introdui- Morto da Feltre, ainsi surnonuné selonVasari paree
en avait fait recouvrir les parois d'or. 18 Mais 1'édi- re dares ses fresques des candélabres en grisaille qu'il passait le plus clair de son temps á étudier les

fice fut abandonné aprés sa mort puis comblé de inspirés de reliefs. Peo avant 1490, la date précise peintures antiques dans les ruines souterraines.20
terre pour se rvir de substruction aux thermes de n'est pas connue, il en offrit une premiare version Son ccuvre n'a pas encore été identifié. 11 pourrait
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étre l'auteur des monstres marins en grisaille qui a subí le méme traitement. Mais les noms qui s'y leur qui est adoptée au Peinador. Piéce á caractére
animent les retombées de la voúte á la salle dite des trouvent tracés ou gravés dans l'enduit ne consti- privé, la Stufetta se pare de motifs paiens. Une
Sibylles aux appartements Borgia ainsi que celui tuent pas, comme aux grottes, un livre d'or rappe- mode est lancée qui brillera de ses derniers feux á
des ornements á la voúte de la chapelle Basso — lant le passage d'artistes célébres. l'Alhambra.27
Della Royere á Santa Maria del Popolo et, Entre-temps les grotesques se répandaient en Pour concevoir ce décor, Raphaél n'a pas exploi-
quelques années plus tard, des motifs qui animent peinture, mais aussi dans les techniques les plus té que des modéles peints. 11 s'est référé aussi au
le chceur dans la méme église (il. 8). 21 Or c'est diverses : miniature, relief en bois ou en pierre, fameux passage du traité de Vitruve stigmatisant les
peut-étre de la salle dite des Sibylles que sont tirés majolique, marqueterie, sgraffites des fa^ades. Le décors pariétaux de l'époque d'Auguste. Le texte
les monstres feminins terminés en queue de pois- s tyle lancé aux appartements Borgia commen^ait est bien connu. L'architecte refusait ces décors au
son qui apparaissent á plusieurs reprises au aussi á passer les frontiéres. Dés 1503 l'arc du por- nom du respect de la réalité et s'écriait :28
Peinador : dans la salle de Phaéthon, sous quelques- tail de 1'oratoire de 1'Alcazar á Séville s'anime d'un

unes des histoires mythologiques et, dans la méme riche décor en céramique montrant des sa tyres ... toutes ces choses n'e xistent pas, c'est impossible et la

salle, sous les édicules en forme de construction gambadant parmi les rinceaux, ceuvre du Pisan toujours été. Comment un roseau peut-il soutenir vrai-

Renaissance ; dans la salle de la Conquéte de Tunis, Francisco Niculoso. 24 Mais si partout la diffusion ment un toit, ou un candélabre les ornements d'un
aux extrémités de l'arcade du passage central, des grotesques s'opérait d'abord par le biais des fronton, ou connnent un petit ver flexible et tendre

C'est, en outre , du checur de Santa Maria del gravures, aucun emprunt ne s'en décéle au peut-il supporter une statuette assise et conunent ses

Popolo que semblent dériver les rinceaux terminés Peinador, oú tous les éléments dérivent directe- racines peuvent-elles donner naissance tantót á des
en tétes de griffons mena4ants que l'on trouve au- ment de peintures italiennes. fleurs, tantót á des bustes ?
dessus de l'histoire de Phaéthon recueilli par

Héliades et dans la frise de la salle de la Conquéte Le renouveau de Raphael Allant au-dela de tout ce qui pouvait se voir
de Tunis (il. 9). Par rapport au répertoire de La mode tirée des grottes battait son plein quand dans les peintures romaines, Raphaél relance le

Raphaél et des siens, ces monstres appartenant á Raphaél descendit á son tour dans les ruines néro- défi. Non content de montrer, comme sur l'une
une génération précédente, oú les souvenirs niennes, emmené selon Vasari par Giovanni da des voútes néroniennes, 29 un Amour qui, á 1'en-

antiques s'unissent á ceux de miniatures, détonnent Udine. 25 Les grotesques avaient plus de trente ans. contre de toutes les lois de la pesanteur, se tient

en effet par leur aspect suranné. f Le maitre les fit revivre en les renouvelant dans debout sur une branche filiforme, il va jusqu'á

Autour de 1500 la Domus Aurea devait pulluler l'appartement qu'il aménagea au cceur des palais imaginer un jeune gar4on s'aventurant sur une

de visiteurs. Les peintres s'y pressaient en toute sal- pontificaux pour le cardinal Bibbiena. C'était en simple tige en s'appuyant sur les mains, craignant

son et le tour qu'lls faisaient devait étre long car ils 1516 : cet appartement constitue l'antécédent de perdre l'équilibre. C'était braver les critiques de

se munissaient d'un pique-nique. Dans un célébre irrnnédiat du Peinador. Vitruve et renchérir en ironisant sur l'irréalité (il.

poéme dont l'auteur anonyme, se déclare milanais, 1 'abord fue décorée la Stufetta, c'est-á-dire la 11). Au Peinador, au contraire, malgré l'évidente

descente dans les ruines est décrite en ces termes ::22 s e de bain. El ^`'nspirant d'un icI an tiqu
9d

érivation de la Stufetta du cardinal Bibbiena, la

sa 'doute celui une tombe auj urd hui dispa- gágeufeñ'a as été reprise : Julio a délaissé les ver-

Andian per [erra con postre ventresche j ^itre en divisa les parois en trois registresrQlCr ions trop transgressives de son modéle pour pone-

con pape con presutto poma e vino muneil distribution qui deviendra classique(.10)) tuer le décor de petits temples plus solides (il. 12).

per esser piu bizarri alle grottesche. Pa t ~o n estos grotesques et qui sé r tro 'e á i'Alhambr `a A la Stufetta Raphaél a tout inventé mais n'a

(Nous avanFons par terre á plat ventre, munis de pain, (il. 2). Sur chaque compartiment du soubassement, rien peint, s'appuyant sur une équipe nombreuse,

de jambon, de fruits et de vin pour étre plus bizarres un Amour conduit un attelage que tirent des ani- aves Giovanni da Udine á sa téte pour les orne-

face aux grotesques). maux, réels ou imaginaires, illustrant le théme ments. Aprés un premier apprentissage dans son

`Omnia vincit Amor'.Au registre médian prennent Frioul natal, celui-ci avait sélourné á Venise oú il

Les visiteurs voulaient aussi fixer le souvenir de

leur aventure souterraine : les voútes du monu-

ment se couvrirent peu á peu d'inscriptions, sur-

tout de signatures tracées au noir de fumée, á la

sanguine, á la pierre noire ou incisées et plus tard

écrites au crayon, par couches successives dans tous

les formats, au point de couvrir les peintures et de

les faire disparaitre. Parmi les centaines de noms

qu'il a été possible d'y déchiffrer, ne manquent á

l'appel ni celui de Pinturicchio ni, plus tard, ceux

de Giovanni da Udine et de Perin del Vaga. 23 Or

une curieuse coincidence a voulu que le Peinador

place de petites histoires illustrant les amours des

dieux dontVénus est la protagoniste. Une statuet-

te de la déesse devait d'ai lleurs animer la piéce.

Dans les lunettes se dressent, au milieu de draperies

et de petits camées sur fond noir, des architectures

fi liformes inspirées de la Domus Aurea :26 selles-ci

se retrouvent dans la salle de Phaéthon, agrémen-

tées des mémes tissus et relevées des mémes

camées sur fond noir (il. 39). Alors qu'á la Stufetta

les autres ornements sont peints sur fond noir ou

or, les édicules se détachent sur un fond muge vif,

emprunté au palais néronien : précisément la cou-

avait été initié á la peinture tonale par Giorgione :

gráce á cette formation, il a pu retrouver ensuite á

Rome la peinture 'compendiaria' mentionnée par

Vitruve. Cette technique consistait, comme son

nom l'indique, 5 procéder par larges coups de pin-

ceau rapides, donnant l'impression d'une peinture

que l'on appellerait aujourd'hui 'impressionniste'.

Le but n'en était pas s tylistique, il s'agissait tout

simplement de faire vite. Mais cette technique n'a

pas été adoptée au Peinador.

Dans l'appartement du cardinal Bibbiena,

Raphael con^ut aussi, toujours á l'antique, le décor
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d'une petite loggia qui a gardé le nom de Loggetta, Mais il modifie le projet de son prédécesseur au aprés avoir voulu se limiter 5 un théme paien, Julio
dont il confia encore l'exécution á ses éléves sous moyen d'éléments en saillie, de maniére á scander devra introduire 5 son tour des éléments chrétiens,
la direction de Giovanni da Udine. 30 Cette fois — la galerie en treize travées et á relever chacun d'el- mais il les réduira á quelques éléments et les can-
c'est la premiére — la galerie se couvre de g ro- les au moyen de stuc blanc á l'antique. Giovanni da tonnera dans le mirador.
tesques du soubassement au plafond et — autre Udine venait d'en redécouvrir la formule. Raphaél Tout le reste des Loges de Raphaél est dédié 5
nouveauté — les ornements sont peints sur fond en souligne les archivoltes, les écoin^ons et les l'antique et 5 la nature. Au méme moment
blanc 5 méme l'enduit, sans préparation. Or au médaillons des pilastres puis fait couvrir tous ces Raphaél avait fait décorer une autre loggia, celle de
Peinador, sur les parois la répartition des grotesques éléments de figures, d'animaux et de monstres issus Psyché á la Farnésine. Les centaines de plantes qu'y
été reprise 5 la Loggetta, tandis que la voúte des sources les plus variées. Or c'est des stucs des a peintes Giovanni da Udine, en y insérant méme
conservait son décor nasride. Loges que Julio a tiré au Peinador les moulures des essences apportées d'Amérique, laissent entre-

Bien que l'effet ne soit plus apparent aujourd'- encadrant candélabres, fenétres, frises et histoires de voir l'énorme travail scientifique qui se cachait
hui que la Loggetta (il. 13) est fermée par des vit- Phaéthon. Aux Loges ces moulures étaient dorées derriére pareille entreprise. 34 Quand le maitre rep-
res, Raphael y joue aussi sur le rapport de la gale- : il en va de méme au Peinador, oú sont encore rend le théme aux Loges de Raphaél, il imagine du
rie avec la nature. Dans la voúte, ji imagine une visibles quelques traces de métal précieux. Dans cóté intérieur des fausses fenétres s'ouvrant sur un
pergola en prenant pour modéle celle du long 1'évaluation qu'il fait du décor en 1546, Machuca ciel bleu et y fait peindre d'opulents festons de
cryptoportique de la Domus Aurea, dont il accen- mentionne d'ailleurs l'emploi de 500 "panes de fleurs, de fruits et de légumes que peuplent des
tue 1'i]]usionnisme. Introduisant ainsi dans 1'édifice oro ". oiseaux et des insectes. Ce filon n'a pas été deve-

le monde végétal, il le rappelle encore dans les gro- Pour 'gis pilastres et les contre-p ilastres des =, loppé au Peinador, oú les fenetres réelles s'ouvrent
tesques : c'était une autre nouveauté, promise tout Loges, Raphaél reproposc la vieille formule du déjá sur la nature luxuriante de la vallée du Darro.
autant au succés. A la Loggetta, des candélabres candélabre 5 grotesques, mais sur fond blanc, Le fait d'y représenter sur les parois quelques ani-
phytomorphes alternent avec des édicules dont les comme 5 la Loggetta du cardinal Bibbiena, en maux et quelques plantes n'en dérive pas moins
colonnes sont d'une extréme minceur. Ces édicu- renon4ant aux plaisanteries sur l'équilibre pour un des Loges de Raphaél. Et c'est peut-étre pour évo-
les abritent des divinités antiques entourées d'une agencement plus ordonné. 11 n'empéche que les quer les hirondelles qui rasent encore aujourd'hui
myriade de petits étres, animaux et objets relatifs 5 étres phytomorphes qui sont installés sur les les tours de l'Alhambra que Julio en a peint 5 la
leur culte. Du c6té intérieur, la paroi est scandée de' médai llons de stuc ou font mine de les soutenir á salle de Phaéthon au sommet des candélabres (il. 7,
fausses niches abritant des statues féminines en gri- bout de bras relévent encore des illusions du trom- 5 gauche). Quant aux fruits et aux légumes qui
saille et ponctuée de médaillons sur fond noir illus- pe-l'oeil.32 Or l'idée de ces figures reparait á la salle subsistent aux plafonds de l'appartement de
trant 1'histoire d'Apollon et Marsyas. Ceux-ci sont de Phaéthon, reprise 5 une plus grande échelle et Charles Quint, ils constituent 1'un des développe-
tirés d'une tombe antique aujourd'hui disparue, combinée avec des effets de draperies. ments les plus inattendus á partir des Loges et de la
mais dont sont conse rvés des dessins. Danssoét1l es grotesques des Loge se réponde selon un nésine,35 méme si Julio n'y a pas reproduit les
piéce les emprunts 5 la Domus Aurea sont si fré- s téme complexe de relations, en ; t t compre entes avec le naturalisme du Frioulan et est resté
quents aque 1'on se croirait presque dans une prece d axes invisibles, dares ch aque travee, un cote hé vantage á 1'illustrati on scientifique. 16

romaine. La solution choisie courait done le risqu' Olttre et de 1'int Afeó urLt^s,LnsTM RA
d'une dérive archéologique : ce danger est conju- semble de la galerie, du début á la fin. Un systéme Avee Giovanni da Udine

-s -, 1 - 1 --' !!^ F w^ —1
 vr'.- ^.^, r m , ^ II v ,re par 1'extraordinaire fraicheur du decor, que n as- semblable se retrouve en peht au Peinador, surtout i 'Í 'rorsque la mort de Raphaél, le 6 avril 1520, vint

servil aucune symétrie rigoureuse et qu'actualisent dans la salle de Phaéthon, 33 oú surgissent de sur- mettre un terme 5 son extraordinaire élan créateur,
les objets les plus inattendus, allusions ironiques á croit quantité d'éléments emprunté aux Loges de plusieurs chantiers furent arrétés que les éléves
la vie contemporaine. Or, dans la salle de Raphaél : non seu]ement les rinceaux, les putti, durent reprendre seuls. Giovanni da Udine inter-
Phaéthon, la séquente d'édicules et de candélabres, quelquefois terminés en acanthe, les animaux et les vint 5 la galerie du premier étage des Loges vatica-
le théme mythologique et le type des grotesques objets liés au culte des divinités antiques, mais aussi nes37 (exactement sous celles de Raphaél) et 1'a-
sont autant d'éléments qui remontent á la les draperies posées sur des montants étroits (déji cheva encore la méme année. 38 Dans les voütes, les
Loggetta, et c'est également de ce décor que déri- fréquentes 5 la Domus Aurea), les colliers de penes petites coupoles de l'architecture de Bramante
ve, sur les parois du mirador, la formule des figures qui y sont suspendus (comete 5 la Loggetta) et les excluaient l'insertion de scénes figurées : l'artiste
féminines qui se dressent dans des niches en trom- fils servant 5 lier les objets, prétexte á dessiner des en orna quelques-unes de stucs, selon les schémas
pe-I'ceil. nmuds et d'élégants entrelacs. L'inépuisable réper- de 1'étage supérieur,39 mais en couvrit d'autres de

Vers 1517 Raphaél ouvre un chantier plus toire des ornements des Loges est resté 5 la source treilles animées de toutes cortes d'animaux, au-del i.

ambitieux, celui du `triple portique' que Bramante méme de celui du Peinador. desquelles s'entrevoit le ciel bleu. Le raisin y fait
avait commencé á édifier en guise de fa4ade Dans cet ensemble plus ofl'iciel, un théme reli- place quelquefois aux roses et au jasmin, uni 5 du
monumentale pour masquer le vieux palais du gieux était inévitable, mais les histoires, qui ont lierre et 5 des coings. L'idée de cette exubérance
Vatican. Il inte rvient d'abord au deuxiéme étage, gardé le nom de Bible de Raphai1, sont reléguées devait venir de Raphaél : la rupture y est d'autant
qui a gardé le nom de Loges de Raphaél (il. 14). 31 	dans les voútes. 11 en va de méme au Peinador : plus frappante avec les autres parties de la galerie,
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oú le maitre ne dut pas avoir le temps de laisser son quei duo pazzi » (« ces deux fous »), comme les terme aux travaux de la villa, qui resta inachevée.
empreinte. Archivoltes, écoinQons et pilastres s'y désigne le secrétaire du cardinal dans une missive Entre-temps Clément VII était monté sur le tróne
ornent de grotesques peintes, mais scindées en qu'il lui adresse. Point n'est besoin de longue exé- ponti fical. Dans ses appartements du cháteau
petits compartiments, et done composées de motifs gése pour déterminer le contraste qui les opposait. Saint-Ange, il se fit aménager une Stufetta (il. 22)
isolés. Seulement sur les parois les grotesques com- Il suffit d'observer dans la grande loggia de la villa, et s'adressa á Giovanni da Udine pour le décor : la
posent de petites constructions, moins élancées d'une part, les grotesques menues des trois coupo- présence du futur Julio de Aquiles s'y précise.4s
cependant qu'á l'appartement du cardinal les, qui s'inscrivent dans le prolongement naturel Les parois de cette nouvelle Stufetta représen-
Bibbiena : amorcée aux Loges, la tend ance á une de l'ceuvre de Giovanni da Udine aux Loges, de tent en trompe-1'ceil des trónes sur lesquels ont été
répartition plus disciplinée se confirme. Orjulio l'a l'autre, la masse énorme du Polyphéme que 1'on déposés des vétements. Les quelques objets qui les

suivie á son tour en Espagne. I1 s'est souvenu aussi, voit renversé dans une lunette, annon^ant le gigan- accompagnent désignent les dieux antiques.
on le yerra, des plantes de jasmin, en les utilisant tisme de Giulio Romano au palais du Té. 44 Aucun Lillusion est créée d'une piéce déserte oú Mercure

pour composant des sortes de candélabres au palais accord n'était possible entre les deux hommes. La a laissé son manteau, son pétase et son caducée,

de Francisco de Cobos á Valladolid.` 0 Mais il ne solution fut due aux circonstances : en 1523 Giulio Mars son casque, sa lance et sa cuirasse ; Apollon sa

semble pas avoir repris l'idée des treilles. Il y a Romano prit la route de Mantoue, laissant lyre, son carquois et sa fronde... 1) Il semble que les
renoncé en tout cas au Peinador, oú seules les Pené- Giovanni da Udine seul maitre du décor (il. l6). 45 dieux soient allés prendre leur bain et que leur

tres donnent sur 1'extérieur, tandis que le décor est Les dessins préparatoires que l oo a conservés retour soit imminent, dans le plus simple des appa-

plus fermé sur lui-méme. pour les histoires mythologiques des trois coupoles reils : un happening qui reléve du goút de l'atelier
Toujours aux palais pontificaux, sans doute de la Villa Madama révélent 1'inte rventión de trois de Raphaél quand fut décoré l'appartement du

encore la méme année, Giovanni da Udine inter- artistes : Baldassare Peruzzi, qui fut peut-étre appé-- cardinal Bibbiena. Bien que, dans la biographie

vint 5 la voúte de la salle des Pontifes á la fin des lé en remplacement de Giulio Romano pour Tour- qu'il lui a consacrée,Vasari ait attribué le décor de

appartements Borgia, oú fut prédisposé un théme nir des inventions, mais sans devoir rien exécuter, la Stufetta de ClémentVll á Giovanni da Udine,50

astrologique. Il en partagea cette fois la direction Giovanni da Udine ainsi qu'un collaborateur de ce la plaisanterie qui la sous-tend ne peut étre impu-

des travaux avee le jeune éléve florentin de dernier qui est 1'auteur de trois modéles mis au tée qu'á Raphaél, et il n'est probablement pas

Raphaél, Perin del Vaga. A Giovanni da Udine carreau. Ce n'était donc plus un débutant puisqu'il casuel que, dans son récit, le peintre-écrivain situe

durent échoir stucs et grotesques, dont sont reprisr pouvait intervenir au niveau des dessins. Deux de le décor en question avant la mort du maitre. Mais,

aux Loges de Raphaél les motifs á l'antique : petits ceux-ci illustrent des Jeux d'Amours d'aprés avec ses emprunts á la Domos Aurea, 51 	ses
triptyques, camées, ombrelles et sphinx, masques Philostrate (il. 17) ;;(' le troisiéme montre Dédale coquillages tiré» sans doute de quelque décor
allégres ou renfrognés qui se répétent réguliére- construisant le taureau pour Pasiphaé. Sous prétexte antique en s tyle rustique et ses papillons repris aux
ment au miheu des rinceaux. Or tous ces éléments qu'i1s portent une vieille inscription au nom de Loges de Raphaé1, 52 les modéles ont dú en étre
reparaissent au Peinador.'0 Giulio Romano, ils ont été quelquefois associés á fournis par Giovanni da Udine, dont se reconnait

Parmi les grotesques de la voúte se distin e artiste, aloes c r tllmanifestemen n'ont rien 5 laIculture.

ceux qui la ferment á ses deux extrémites. De ti- v r vec lui. Aloes üe les "Inodéles^de Giovanni se A 1'exception, peut-étre, des stucs, la Stufetta de
tes silhouettes masculines terminées en acanthe (' signalent par leur légéreté et^uQttentiol; aux f Clément VII ne révéle cependant plus la main du

soulévent un dais rouge au dessus d'une petite nuances de la lumiére, ceux de cet aide se caracté- T Frioulan, qui devait s'entourer de collaborateurs.
divinité en stuc (il. 15). Le motif remonte a la Volt f risent par lptír^€igue kl h a rrj l r .a y G e w „ Un pr44dFa do peindre, á la maniere « compen-
gialla de la Domos Aurea, 42 mais a été déjá inter- Dans I'organisation d'un chantier italien, les diaria » des Romains, le paysage nilotique devant la
prété aux Loges de Raphaél : 4-i il reparait au fresques, on le sait, ne sont pas peintes nécessaire- baignoire et les quatre petites histoires de Vénus.53

Peinador dans les grandes figures qui prennent ment par celui qui en a fourni le projet. 47 L'histoire Un second a dú exécuter les ornements aux volu-

place sous trois des histoires de Phaéthon. de Dédale (il. 19) correspond, cependant, si parfaite- mes bien marqués rendus dans des tons éclatants :

La voúte de la salle des Pontifes devait étre ache- ment au dessin préparatoire qu'elle trahit nécessai- larges ombrelles (il. 24), rinceaux gonflés de séve,

vée á la mort de Léon X, en décembre 1521. Mais rement la méme main. Or la confrontation des putti oiseaux et griffons au corps massif (il. 26), putti

des l'année précédente Giovanni da Udine est pré- de la fresque avee ceux de la salle de Phaéthon (il. (il. 22) respirant la force sous leurs muscles tendus

sent i la villa appelée aujourd'hui Madama, du 21) révéle une méme force, une méme attention exactement comme ceux des dessins des Jeux

nom de Marguerite, la filie de Charles Quint, qui aux volumes et jusqu'á une méme tendance á d'Amours pour la loggia de laVilla Madama.

en hérita par mariage. Le cardinal Giulio de' instaurer une connivence avec le spectateur : le col- Au dossier de ce méme artiste doit étre versé le

Medici, futur Clément VII, se la faisait construire laborateur de Giovanni ne serait-il pas cet autre dessin d'un putto á califourchon sur un cheval

au Monte Mario. Cette fois se pose le probléme de Giulio, qui allait devenir Julio de Aquiles ? marin (il. 18)'' qui apparaissait également dans une

la participation de Julio de Aquiles. Le chantier de la Villa Madama s'étendit sur plu- frise de grotesques de la loggia de la villa Madama

A ]'origine Giovanni da Udine partagea la sieurs années. En 1525, Giovanni da Udine mode- et se retrouve dans un médaillon en stuc á la

direction des travaux avec Giulio Romano. Mais la sa signature dans les stucs blanes de l'entrée. Stufetta de Clément VII. 55 Le motif se rattache

]'entente ne régnait pas entre les deux artistes, « Deux ans plus tard, le sac de Rome vint mettre un encore au répertoire de Giovanni da Udine, mais
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la main qu'il trahit est celle des deux dessins de de l'arcade qui s'y ouvre, au méme niveau. Sans Dans l'atelier de Perin del Vaga

Jeux d'Arnours. Son auteur semble donc avoir doute á ]'instar de la Loggetta du cardinal En dépit de toutes les relations qui ont pu étre

continué á travailler aux cótés de Giovanni da Bibbiena, les grotesques s'articulent á partir de établies, certains éléments du Peinador restent

Udine. candélabres sifués entre les fenétres et flanqués du étrangers au répertoire de Giovanni da Udine, á

Si ]'en confronte maintenant ]'ensemble de la cóté extérieur d'édicules abritant des divinités ou commencer par les grands puto ailés installés dans

Stufetta de Clément VII et le Peinador, il est frap- des allégories. Selon le méme modéle encore, la la salle de Phaéthon, au-dessus de ]'arcade menant

pant d'y trouver quantité d'éléments communs : composition se compléte dans le bas par un socle á la salle de la Conquéte de Tunis (il. 32). Sur deux

vélums en forme d'ombrelle vos de profil (il. 24 et orné de petits compartiments que sépare une frise des parois, tout en tenant des tableaux ou des

25), fragrnents d'ombrelles semblables á des éven- de grotesques sur fond blanc. Ces différents élé- nuroirs bordés de cartouches, i1s jouent aves des

tails qui sont insérés dans les angles, festons, ments ainsi que l'encadrement des histoires de rubans et répondent aux figures féminines qui

oiseaux, draperies, vases dont surgissent des flam- Phaéthon sont soulignés de moulures de stuc rap- disposent des draperies et supportent l'un des

mes, sphinx, griffons (il. 25 et 26), masques (Il. 28 pelant celles des Loges de Raphaél. tableautins de l'histoire de Phaéthon (il. 34).

et 29) ... Bien plus : ombrelles et festons y ont Dans la salle de Phaéthon, édicules et candélab- Celles-ci ont été déjá mises en relation aves les

exactement les mémes formes, les corps des sphinx res se répondent symétriquement sur chaque paro¡. créatures végétalisées des grotesques de la salle des

et des gri ffons s'élargissent de maniére semblable, II en va de méme aux extrémités pour les candéla- Pontifes au Vatican (il. 15). Tout comete les puto

les rinceaux et les drapés se durcissent dans une bres sur fond blanc : comme dans un miroir, le ailés, elles s'en distinguent, cependant, par leurs

courbe parfaitement égale, comme le font aussi les décor d'une paroi se répéte du cóté opposé, aves un proportions outre que par leurs attitudes. Dans la

ailes des monstres. Bien plus encere : le rendu des systéme d rappels issu de la Loggetta áii cardinal mesure oú elles supportent les tableautins, elles

feuillages, par couleurs unes et contrastées, est Bibbiena, et plus directement des Loges. L'ensemble appartiennent au systéme des grotesques. Mais par

identique, comme l'est aussi celui des vases, pré- qui en résulte comprend donc deux types de com- leurs dimensions, et peut-étre aussi parce que ]'une

sentés dans toute leur rondeur. Aucun doute ne positions : 1'un oú les divinités se dressent sur une d'entre elles dirige son regard vers le spectateur,

subsiste : le collaborateur de Giovanni da Udine 5 base semi-circulaire et sont abritées par un vélum elles semblent se détacher des ornements, comme

la villa Madama et au cháteau Saint-Ange est bien dans lequel est suspendue une lampe, mais les murs d'ailleurs les puto ailés, bien que la relation qui

celui qui deviendra en Espagne Julio de Aquiles - ont presque inexistants, 1'autre, limité á la paroi unit ces derniers au visiteur soit moins manifeste.

et quand ji avan4ait 5 son propos 1'idée d'un Nord, fase á 1'Albaicin, oú les édicules prennent la L'artiste a donc introduit un niveau intermédiaire

apprentissage auprés de Giovanni da Udine voire forme d'un petit temple Renaissance, comete aux entre le monde réel et celui des grotesques, créant

de Raphaél, Pacheco était dans le vrai. Loges du premier étage des palais pontificaux, et une illusion ultérieure et augmentant d'autant la

Avant de poursuivre l'enquéte sur les grotesques sont cernés d'une base semi-circulaire. A Pintérieur complexité du décor. Mais du point de vue s tylis-

du Peinador, ji convient á ce point de dresser le se dresse la flgurine tenant une trompetee, sans tique, toutes ces figures ne se distinguent en rico

bilan des sources du Peinador que Julio Ppuisée ute la Renonnnée.' + p des autres "ornements et, contrairement á ce que

dans l'atelier de Raphaéi puis dans celii 
ieI IpP rappo á 1'appartemen eardi al Pena - ómez Moreno, elles ne trahissent pas

Giovanni da Udine, levain méme de sa cü-i'ture. Les Bibbiena, les otessq
gcues de la ?^ Phaéthon 1"in ervénti n d'un econd artiste. Pour en préciser

parois de la salle de Phaéthon sont peintes dans i Otint done se li , le goúf c^ pe-]" Rl igine, il s'agit de revenir en Italie, sur les traces

méme rouge que la Stufetta du cardinal Bibbiena ainsi que celui d'une symétrie plus rigoureuse, cette fois de Perin del Vaga.

et sont bordées de pilastres ornés de candélabres „ m icé aux Loges de iaphaél. Dé r lloggetta dú f Kvárit" - és'imposer parmi les éléves de Raphael

selon la plus ancienne formule des grotesques, déjá cardinal Bibbiena dérivent encore, sur les parois et de donner sa propre impulsion au développe-

expérimentée dans l'atelier de Pinturicchio, peut- internes du mirador, les ornements sur fond blanc ment des grotesques, Perin del Vaga, on 1'a déjá

étre par Morto da Feltre, á Santa Maria del Popolo et les niches dares lesquelles se dressent les Vertus. I1 rappelé, a partagé l'expérience des ornements á

á Rome. Mais, sur les pilastres, les candélabres se en va de méme des éléments composant chaque l'antique aves Giovanni da Udine á la salle des

détachent sur fond blanc, comme ceux de la candélabre, dont se retrouve le répertoire, élargi Pontifes au Vatican. Lorsqu'á la suite du sac de

Loggetta du cardinal Bibbiena et comme ceux des aux décors qui ont suivi : Loges de Raphaél, Loges Rome, tous les chantiers furent arrétés dans la ville

Loges de Raphaél, ou plus exactement comme du premier étage, voúte de la salle des Pontifes, et que, l'un aprés l'autre, les artistes la désertérent,

ceux des contre-pilastres, de plus petites dimen- Villa Madama et Stufetta de Clément VII. tandis que Giovanni da Udine regagnait le Frioul,

sions, qui les flanquent tout au long de la galerie. Une derniére observation pour finir. Tout Perin del Vaga répondait á l'invitation d'Andrea

Des motifs semblables, également sur fond blanc, autour de la salle de Phaéthon, entre le toit et la Doria et se rendait á Génes pour y décorer son

ornent les embrasures des fenétres. moulure de stuc, court en caractéres dorés une palais. Une occasion unique s'offrait á lui de répan-

Sur trois des parois de la salle de Phaéthon, l'his- inscription arabe remontant á l'architecture origi- dre la culture raphaélesque. 11 allait en donner une

toire mythologique est placée au-dessus du groupe nelle de la tour. Exécutée sur un fond rouge sem- interprétation plus intellectuelle aves l'élégance
des trois fenétres ; sur la quatriéme (celle par blable á celui des grotesques, e lle s'intégre heureu- qui l'a toujours distingué.
laquelle en accéde dans la salle en venant de celle sement au reste du décor : ji s'agira d'élucider le Parmi les grandes figures que Perin del Vaga pei-
de la Conquéte de Tunis), elle est située au-dessus secret d'un accord aussi insolite. gnit au palais Doria, se signalent celles qui sont
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assises dans la Loggia degli eroi et semblent

accueillir le visiteur les bras levés, dans les attitudes

les plus inhabituelles. sb Or le geste de plusieurs de

ces figures appartient au méme répertoire que

celui des putti á la salle de Phaéthon. 57 Au

Peinador le rapport s'impose d'ailleurs avec d'aut-

res figures de Perino, notamrnent avec celles de

cartons remontant á sa période génoise (il. 30 et

31). 58 C'est encore á Perino que fait écho, dans son

mouvement zigzaguant, la scéne de la Chute de

Phaéthon (il. 53) : 59 il n'est pas impossible que Julio

de Aquiles y ait tenu compte d'une composition

du Florentin aujourd'hui perdue. Perino avait

représenté l'épisode dans une salle de l'apparte-

ment de Peretta Usodimare, ]'épouse d'Andrea

Doria, entiérement dédiée au mythe du fils du

Soleil et dont ne subsistent aujourd'hui que

quelques vestiges.60

A Génes Perino se trouva bientót á la téte d'un

atelier nombreux oú les artistes affluaient pour

venir travailler sous sa direction. Vasari précise

d'ailleurs que les fresques du palais Doria furent «

guidate da lui e fatte condurre da'suoi garzoni » («

projetées par lui et exécutées sous sa direction par

ses gar^ons d'atelier »). 61 Dans les appartements7

privés de l'amiral et de son épouse, plafonds et

lunettes sont décorés d'histoires mythologiques

que complétent de simples ornements dans les pié-

douches et les ongles. Les salles dites de Persée, de

Cadmos, du Zodiaque et des Sacrifices, composan^

l'appartement d'Andrea, trahissent un retour au

sources de la Domus Aurea, reproposés á une pCi-

te échelle et dans des couleurs tendres. Quantité

d'idées nouvelles se trouvent alors lancées dans l'a-

telier de Perino, devenu pour ce qui est de l'orne-

ment un véritable creuset dans les années 30.

Or la salle de Persée (il. 33) 62 comprend nomb-

re d'éléments qui se retrouvent au Peinador : les

figures féminines de la salle de Phaéthon (il. 34 et

35), les monstres végétalisés qui se répétent au-des-

sus des scénes de la Conquéte de Tunis, les masques

qui reparaissent avec la méme coiffure et la méme

expression, les sphinx au cou démesuré comme

ceux que I on voit au-dessus des épisodes-de la

bataille. Un autre motif des grotesques de l'appar-

tement d'Andrea Doria est repris au Peinador : le

masque vtr de profil, appuyé le long du montant

flanquant deux des histoires de Phaéthon ; il faisait

déjá une entrée timide á la sa lle des Pontifes ;63 il

s'impose davantage dans 1'une des histoires de la

salle du Zodiaque. 64 Manifesement, Julio est passé

par le palais Doria et en a étudié les solutions est chargé de l'estimation du retable de Berruguete

décoratives. Les liens qui unissent les deux ensem- pour San Benito.67 Il devait travailler au palais de

bles permettent d'aller plus loin. Dans les piédou- Francisco de los Cobos : la carriére de Julio de

ches et dans les ongles de la salle de Persée, le rap- Aquiles débutait.

port est si étroit avec le Peinador et, pour autant

que l'on puisse encore en juger, le rendu y est si Un apport de Fontainebleau

comparable que l'on en vient 1. se demander si le Un seul motif des grotesques du Peinador est

futur Julio de Aquiles n'a pas été responsable de étranger á la culture de Giovanni da Udine et de

leur exécution et si, avant de passer en Espagne, il Perin del Vaga. II s'agit des cartouches, dont les plus

n'a pas fait partie un moment de l'équipe génoise spectaculaires scandent la frise au-dessus des scénes

des "grottescatori". de la Conquéte de Tunis (il. 36). 68 Pareils éléments

dérivent des papiers découpés que les éditeurs

De Giulio Aquili á Julio de Aquiles fran^ais faisaient dessiner dans les frontispices de

11 faut rappeler á ce point un document d'archi- leurs livres et dont Le Rosso s'est inspiré pour

ves en latin concernant notre artiste en Italie : en encadrer ses grandes compositions en stuc á la

1528, un certain Maitre Giulio exécute des galerie Fran^ois I e` 5 Fontainebleau. f'9 Les cartou-

fresques dans la chapelle de la confrérie de Santa ches de Julio de Aquiles se distinguent cependant

Maria á Rieti, non loin de Rome. Le sujet n'en est \, de ces proto types par leur plus grande rigidité,

pas fourni, et les peintures ont disparu, mais il est comme s'ils avaient été transposés en métal.

précisé qu'elles étaient restées inachevées á la mort L'artiste ne pouvait cependant pas en connaitre les

de Marcantonio, son pere, qui etait le fils et conti- modeles franQais, et dans les années 30 il n'en exis-

nuateur d'Antoniazzo Aquili, dit Romano. 65 	tait pas encore de gravures. Peut-étre avait-il inter-

Celui-ci entretenait done déjá des relations avec prété des dessins qui en étaient dérivés. Un artiste

Rieti. Le fils de Marcantonio, et done petit-fils venu de France, dont 1'identité reste á percer, a dú

d'Antoniazzo, Giulio, s'y réfugia peut-étre á la lui transmettre le motif du chantier royal.70

suite du sac de Rome. Le fait que cet artiste soit

qualifié de maitre dans le document est pleinement Au palais de Francisco de los Cobos

compatible avec l'hypothése avancée ici de son á Valladolid

apprentissage auprés de Giovanni da Udine. Une Le palais monumental que Francisco de los

1
 fois le Frioulan Yré dans sa p' celui qui Cobos se fit construire á Valladolid, sans doute peu

d ^ppeler e Giulio Aquili au it rejoint aprés ses noces en 1522, a servi de résidence á

a ne Perin e ga, l'ffutre éléve l e Raphá á partir des années 30 et a pris pour

anejen compagnon de Giovanni da Udine, eU RAe raison le nom de « palacio Real ». Rien n'est

aurait collaboré aves lui au palais Doria, plus visible de ses décors. 71 La porte est d'autant

bien qu écl appe le détail de la é ironologie du h l e4! déplotáble qu'il s'agissait de la premiére

chantier, on sait que le gros des travaux devait étre ceuvre oú Julio de Aquiles avait dú travai ller de

achevé pour mars 1533, quand y fut re^u Charles maniere autonome. Elle offrait done la possibilité

Quint. Celui-ci dut étre ébloui par le palais, de de voir comment il avait interprété et fondu les

méme que Francisco de los Cobos, qui l'accompa- différentes facettes de sa culture. Un espoir, cepen-

gnait. L'intérét que le dignitaire portait á l'art ita- dant, est permis : il n'est pas impossible que

líen est bien connu. Lors de son séjour á Bologne quelque chose en subsiste encore sous la chaux.

aves Charles en 1530, il avait conclu un contrat, Des copies partielles des peintures de Julio de

qui est conservé, pour prendre 5 son service les Aquiles á Valladolid existent néanmoins dans les

peintres Bartolommeo di Bagnacavallo et Biagio vestiges d'un cahier de croquis dont l'essentiel est

Pupini.« Son intention était sans doute de leur conservé au Metropolitan Museum of Art á New

faire décorer ses palais en Espagne. Pour un motif York., une feuille au Museurn of Art de

resté mystérieux, l'initiative resta sans suite. l'Université de Michigan á Ann Harbor, deux aut-

Saisissant alors l'occasion de son passage á Génes, res á l'École des Beaux-Arts á Paris et une autre

Cobos se tourna vers l'équipe de Perin del Vaga et encore dans une collection privée. Sauf quelques-

porta son choix sur Giulio Aquili. Dés le mois de uns, dus sans doute á l'atelier, ces dessins ont pu

juillet 1533, celui-ci se retrouve á Valladolid, oil il étre rendus 5 Andres de Melgar. Ce peintre origi-
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naire de la Rioja s'était formé á Valladolid dans 1'a- dérivés des Loges de Raphaé1, auxquels se joignent bichas con rrostros de mujeres y alas de pajaros y

telier d'Alonso Berruguete, oú il est mentionné quelques souvenirs du palais Doria et des cartou- cuerpos de perros ».

comme criado en 1523. Ensuite il était revenu á ches d'origine fran^aise. Tout le répertoire était done strictement paien

Santo Domingo de la Calzada oú il est installé dés Si l'on regroupe fragments de candélabres et de et, pour les figures humaines ou partie llement

1530 et peint des retables. Lorsqu'en 1537, Damián frises et que I on tient compte des annotations que humaines, le nu était de rigueur. 76 Mais par rap-

Forment est appelé á Santo Domingo pour sculp- l'on peut y lire, il apparait que tous les motifs port au naturalisme de Giovanni da Udine, san-

ter le retable du maitre-autel de la cathédrale, devaient faire partie d'un méme ensemble, proba- nonce un goút de la s tylisation et du graphisme
Melgar se lie á lui. Le 7 mars 1539, le sculpteur blement dans une seule piéce. 75 Le registre infé- d'origine périnesque qui se précisera au Peinador.

déclare que le peintre « tiene avilidad y suficiencia rieur comprenait une frise de rinceaux dans les- C'est le cas des fils qui se rvent á unir les différents

para lo dorar y estofar y poner en perfecion. » quels de légers supports retenaient des draperies éléments : les « fidolitos » oú l'artiste laisse entre-

Encore la méme année, Forment meurt. Melgar, frangées ou soutenaient des vases. Ces rinceaux voir toute sa souplesse. D'aprés une de ses annota-
cependant, poursuit son travail, qu'il n'allait termi- étaient rythmés tantft par des termes, tantót par des tions, ces motifs étaient peints dans une gamme de

ner qu'en 1553. I1 avait trouvé sa vocation dans le masques qui se répétent á intervalles réguliers, sur- couleurs brillantes, avee des nuances allant du «

métier d'estofador, pour y briller d'un éclat excep- montés parfois de larges éventails. Juho s'est intéres- rosado » au « caramyn » et 5 1' « azarcon », qui se

tionnel. I1 est cependant revenu fréquemment á sé spécialernent á ces tétes, dont il donne six des- détachaient sur un fond « colorado », noir, blanc,

Valladolid. Sa présence y est signalée notamment sins, en modifiant chaque fois leurs traits et leurs vert ou azur.

en 1540, quand il y entreprend une action — qu'il expressions, sans étre apparemment satisfait du Or ces éléments reparaissent au Peinador : dans

gagnera — pour se voir reconnaitre ses droits d'hi- résultat. Prés d'une des variantes il ¿cric : « este . la salle de la Conquéte de Tunis, les sphinx au long

dalgo. 72 Sans doute est-ce á 1'occasion de 1'un de magsaron [sic] a de ser mejor dibuxado y mas feu ».°- cou, les griffons et les cartouches ; dans celle de

ses voyages go'il a pris connarssance du decor du Au niveau inférieur, apparaissaient des éléments Phaéthon, les vases, les harpyes, les masques et les

palais Cobos. en trompe-l'cril qui ressemblent á des banquettes tétes de griffons qui surgissent des feuillages ; sur

Seize compositions réparties sur douze des en bois et que Melgar appelle « sillerías ».Y étaient les parois du mirador, les pu tti et les oiseaux anti-

feuilles de New York portent le nom de « Julio » assis des griffons auxquels donnait 5 boire une thétiques tenant des draperies dans leur bec (il. 42

ou des annotations en rapport avec les grotesques arpye végétalisée (il. 38) ou y prenaient place des et 43) ; partout dans le décor, les corolles épanouies
du palais de Valladolid, qui s'y trouvent déjá dési- sphinx au long cou inspirés de ceux de Perin del et les rinceaux stylisés en arabesques multicolores.
gnées sous le nom de « brutescos » (il..37). D'autres Vaga á Génes. De la frise surgissaient aussi des Julio posséde une telle maitrise de son répertoire,

figurent sur la feuille d'Ann Arbor et sur celles de motifs en candélabre axés sur un motif central dont il décline les éléments aves un art si consom-
Paris. 73 Au méme groupe appartiennent, bien que chaque fois diversifié, comprenant tantót une mé que chaque composition surprend par ses

dépourvus d'ínscription, six autres dessins répartís Diane d'Éphése (inspirée sans doute de celle des combinaisons nouvelles. Mais il ne senible pas qu'á
sur cinq des feuilles du Metropo litan, le recto de Loges de Raphael, bien que flanquée de chiens t alladolid les candélabres aient alterné réguliére-
celle d'Ann Arbor, le recto de l'une des feuilles d nIn de cerfs), tantft une harpye u n méda i 	n ent aves des édicules, comme c'est le cas á la
Paris et ce lle qui est conservée dans une cóllec on o tojorí5l ouSízale ánimé 'une figurine oú ccune Loggettá dú cardinal Bibbiena et plus tard au

° /^,^^ e'de a r ue o détail ene Peinador. Les copies conservees des décorations duPrivé Sur presque tous ces dessins Melgar a ut

ONSW ° A P
lisé ce qui restait de blanc pour y ajouter des gro- plus surprenant, un couple de termes flanquant "palacio real" n'en comprennent qu'un seul exem-

tesques de type anversois avee 1'annotation é Alá des tti assis sur ui Grane áilé au-dessus desquels „ .plaire, ágn¿asirt le dieu Mars. 77

meneo », mais sans en préciser la source. Un troj- est perchée une chouette que surmonte á son tour Parmi les copies du décor de Julio ne figurent

siéme groupe est constitué de créations originales un cartouche dont surgissent des tétes de griffon qu'exceptionnellement des histoires. Dans l'une

de l'artiste, oú les fllons italien et flamand s'unis- (il. 39). d'elles on n'éprouve aucune difficulté 5 reconnait-

sent, souvent dans de grandes compositions, avee Les éléments végétaux des candélabres et des fi- re, malgré le manque d'annotations, Mars étendu

une étonnante force visionnaire. Quand l'artiste ses étaient peuplés de petits animaux á la manié re sur un lit aprés s'étre débarrassé de son épée, de son
improvise et crée, il est emporté dans un élan qui de Giovanni da Udine, comme l'escargot que l'on casque et de son bouclier. 7" Le dieu apparait

contraste avec la fixité de ses exercices d'aprés voit glisser sur une tige de jasmin (il. 40), équiva- comme s'il avait rendez-vous avecVénus, peu avant

Julio. Dans ces copies et dans les textes qui les lent au Peinador du Grabe tenant le haricot de mer que les amants ne soient pris au filet parVulcain et

accompagnent, Melgar révéle une parfaite intelli- (il. 41). Les grotesques se peuplaient aussi d'ani- ne deviennent la risée générale de l'Olympe. Sur la

gence des systémes de composition de Julio, avec maux qui leur sont rarement associés dans les méme feuille, une deuxiéme histoire montre
leurs rappels et leurs variantes. I1 décrit les candé- modéles italiens, — singe, ours ou chat — quand ils Psyché approchant d'Amour endorrni, á peu prés

labres, qu'il désigne sous le nom « colgantes » et en ne se paraient pas de monstres encore plus singu- comme Perin del Vaga 1'a représentée au palais
donne des rnorceaux, qu'il appelle « pedazos », en liers — différents types de harpyes, des griffons Doria á Génes, 7» si ce n'est que, pour aller sur-
ayant soin d'indiquer les variantes de 1'un 5 1'autre, redoutables et quelques créatures encore plus prendre le jeune dicu dans son somnieil, elle tient
qu'il nonune « diferencias ». On y reconnait, extraordinaires, que Melgar désigne sous l'appella- en main bien deux flambeaux. Deux autres scénes
réinterprétés comnre au Peinador, des éléments tif de « brujulos » ou qu'il décrit comme « unas semblent se rapporter au méme mythe. On y voit
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Psyché apportant 1'eau du Styx á sa divine belle- bombardement et le siége de la Goulette, la Une conclusion, á ce point, s'irnpose : il n'est pas

mére80 puis autre chose qu'il n'est pas possible d'i- conquéte de Tunis et le départ des bateaux, pour vraisemblable qu'Alejandro soit descendu en

dentifier. sl On en vient á se demander si la salle du finir avec le retour de la flotte impériale et son Espagne en venant d'Italie avec Julio, comme l'ont

palais de Valladolid n'avait pas pour théme les arrivée á Trapani, en Sicile. Si ¡'en compare ces affirmé les auteurs anciens, de Villalón á Palomino,

amours des dieux, en particulier l'histoire épisodes avec ceux qui sont illustrés dans la tentu- et comme l'ont répété les modernes. sb Sauf pour

d'Amour et Psyché. re, on remarque que n'y apparaissent ni ceux qui leurs années de travail á l'Alhambra, les documents

font l'objet des deux premiéres fresques ni ceux conservés sur les deux artistes ne témoignent

La Conquéte de Tunis et Alejandro Mayner qui sont illustrés dans les deux derniéres. Les vues jaman de leur participation simultanée á un méme

A l'entrée du Peinador, dans la salle de la des ports appartenaient peut-étre au matériel qui chantier. Julio est cité á lui seul en rapport avee

Conquéte de Tunis, huit vues á vol d'oiseau céléb- n'avait pas été utilisé pour les tapisseries. Quant Berruguete á Valladolid et dans les dessins d'Andres

rent l'expédition que Charles Quint mena contre aux scénes de navigation (il. 45), elles n'offrent en de Melgar. Dans ceux-ci, les motifs qualiflés de

les Tures l'été 1535. Le corsaire Barbarossa s'était réalité d'autre intérét que de servir de transitions "flamenco" ne peuvent d'ailleurs dater de la déco-

emparé du royaume de Tunis dont il avait chassé dans le récit. Seuls sont conm uns aux deux cycles ration du palais Cobos puisqu'ils ne peuvent étre

Mulay Hassan, vassal de l'empereur. Par ailleurs, les quatre épisodes centraux du Peinador, avec les antérieurs aux environs de 1540, date approxima-

Soliman le Magnifique s'était allié á FranQois l` T et sites de la Goulette et de Tunis tels qu'ils apparais- tive de la création des grotesques de type anversois.

avait normé Barbarossa amiral. La situation s'ag- sent dans trois des tapisseries (il. 46). La cinquiéme Julio apparait uniquement dans le contrat, qui est

gravait, il fallait intervenir. Pour rétablir Mulay fresque, qui est la plus fidéle du point de vue topo- conservé, pour le décor de l'église de San Pablo á

Hassan sur son tróne, Charles Quint vint alors en graphique (il. 47), se rapproche cependint davan- Ubeda. Quant au palais qu'y possédait Cobos, 87 les

personne diriger la flotte envoyée de l'empire et tage d'un tableau des Musées royaux des Beau) - documents qui s'y rapportent ne sont pas conser-

des États pontificaux. L'expédition se solda par un Arts de Belgique représentant la ` Frise de Tunis', vés. Si, d'autre part, on envisage ce que 1'on sait

succés politique, méme sil fut de courte durée, une piéce anonyme dérivée sans doute d'un d'Alejandro, il en ressort qu'aucune trace le

mais les services de l'empereur la firent passer pour modéle issu de l'atelier de Vermeyen. 54 Au méme concernant n'a été trouvée en Italie. Lorsqu'il est

une grande victoire de la religion chrétienne, titre que les fresques du Peinador, cette peinture se signalé á Grenade en 1545 comme étant décédé, sa

presque une croisade. différencie d'ailleurs de la composition de la ten- servante, alors vieille, déclare l'avoir serví pendant

Afin de réaliser cette opération de propagande, ture par le fait qu'elle est dépourvue des tranches dix ans. L'artiste se trouvait done en Andalousie au

Charles s'était fait accompagner en Afrique par de vie qui contribuent tellement au chef-d'oeuvre moins depuis 1535. On en vient á se demander si

toute une cour d'humanistes, d'historiens, de poé- de Vermeyen. C'est une vue á vol d'oiseau, oó sont Alejandro ne s'est pas rendu en Espagne dans l'é-

tes et de peintres. La mission d'illustrer la campa- á peine indiqués quelques points stratégiques avee quipe de Vermeyen, ce qui permettrait d'y expli-

gne avait été confiée au peintre hollandais Jan l'emplacement des bateaux, d'ailleurs non sans quer sa présence aussi tót. Une telle hypothése

Cornelisz Vermeyen, sans doute dans le but initia erreurs.ss Il est done pet vraisemblable que son t'cependant pas étayée par la piétre connaissan-

d'en tirer des gravures. Mais il fut bientót décid ate ,.comme celui de la fresque, ait el conns-

s e des lieurll áppert en tout Cas que les de"

qu'Alejandro révéle des opérations militaires, et

d'en faire une grande tenture qui devait omp n- méme de )a topographie, et il faut se résoudre á

dre douze piéces. De cet ensemble, seules detíx tes n'avaient pas, nIndre i4n du dérotjejRl ser ses débuts dans 1'ombre.

i+•piéces sont perdues et les autres sont conservées au ^+ment des opérations. Si Villalón a laissé entendre que les deux artistes

Patrimonio Nacional i Madrid. Chosel aucoup 'Intermédiaireentrkh Mte` 	oc `raphique aen@E pr ensemble á Valladolid, peut-étre est-ce

plus exceptionnelle, dix des cartons en subsistent paysage, la vue 5 vol d'oiseau était l'apanage des tout simplement á cause de l'équipe qu'ils ont for-

au Kunsthistorisches Museum á Vienne. 82 Flamands : l'origine nordique de l'auteur des huit mée á l'Alhambra. Dans la salle de la Conquéte de

Pour mettre au point ces vastes compositions,

Vermeyen dut faire quantité de dessins. Dans l'une

des tapisseries, il s'est d'ailleurs représenté au travail,

parmi les soldats au combat, en compagnie d'un

jeune assistant : sans doute le Frison Herman

Posthumus, qui fut chargé l'année suivante de pein-

dre la Bataille deTunis pour l'entrée triomphale de

l'empereur á Rome. 83 Mais d'autres artistes et géo-

graphes durent prendre part á l'entreprise, notam-

ment pour dresser les cartel de la bataille, et de cel-

les-ci durent étre tirées les vues du Peinador.

Le cycle commence par le départ de la flotte

impériale de Cagliari, en Sardaigne (il. 44), et la

navigation vers l'Afrique. Il se poursuit par le

scénes du Peinador ne tait pas de doute. Pour le

prouver, si besoin en était, il suffirait d'observer les

rochers en pain de sucre dont le peintre a étoffé les

compositions (il. 42), dans la plus pure tradition

d'un Patenier ou d'un Scorel et en flagrante

contradiction avec la configuration des lieux.

Frappante y est, par ailleurs, l'absence du mont

Boukornine, qui confere á la ville de Tunis sa

physionomie particuliére. Les figures que ion dis-

tingue dans les fresques ne trahissent, de surcroit,

aucune connaissance de l'art italien, ce qui permet

d'exclure que Julio en soit l'auteur : force est d'y

reconnaitre son compagnon Alejandro, dont le

nom Mayner est d'ailleurs fréquent aux Pays-Bas.

lunis, c'est en eltet Julio qui a du en pemdre la

frise et le soubassement, et c'est luí qui a dú four-

nir le projet d'ensemble, avec l'insertion des vues

en trompo-l'o_il dans une composition typique-

ment italienne. Alejandro, que les auteurs anciens

ont toujours cité en second lieu, devait luí étre

subordonné.

Contrairement á la salle de Phaéthon, qui s'ou-

vre sur la vallée du Darro, la salle de la Conquéte

de Tunis est coupée de la nature, dont est á peine

donnée l'illusion dans les fausses fenétres illustrant

l'expédition de l'empereur. Ce gente de trompe-

l' eil est déjá employé dans la peinture antique. Au

cryptoportique de la Domos Aurea, entre autres,
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les parois semblent percées d'ouvertures sur des sous le nom de Jules 11 et qu'il se flt aménager une dentifier avec la Renommée, tenant sa paire de
vues d'édifices situés dans des paysages. Mais il ne Stufetta, encore visible dans ses appartements au trompettes, et avec la Victoire. Jupiter et Neptune
faut pas remonter si haut pour trouver ]'origine de Vatican, elle aboutit á Rome. La mode ne s'en reparaissent au mirador en compagnie de deux
la formule telle qu'elle est appliquée au Peinador : afhirma cependant que sous Léon X, son succes- allégories qui ont été interprétées torne le Feu
la source en est probablement la salle des seur, pour se répandre alors comete une trainée de sacré et encore la Renommée.93
Perspectives, á la Farnésine 5 Rome, telle que poudre. Tout commen^a quand Raphaél construi- Depuis l'apparition des grotesques i Rome á la
Peruzzi l'a con4ue vers 1518, aves ses fausses sit la Stufetta du cardinal Bibbiena. La piéce n'avait fin du xv e siécle, il était de coutume d'y glisser des
colonnes entre lesquelles s'entrevoient les toits de pas de vasque, mais était équipée d'eau chaude et allusions au maitre de maison : il en va de méme
la ville dans le lointain. ss Quand les scénes de la froide et dotée d'un systéme d'air chaud passant au Peinador.Au plafond de la salle de la Conquéte
Bataille de Tunis ont été peintes au Peinador, les dans les murs. Pour son décor, le cardinal en per- de Tunis, ont été inscrites les initiales de l'empereur

paysages ont été remplacés par des vues á vol d'oi- sonne fournit le théme des amours des dieux, et de I'impératrice, K pour Carolus et I pour
seau. offrant á Raphaél 1'occasion de faire pour la pre- Isabella, suivies de celles de la devise de Charles,

La salle des Perspectives a exercé, on le sait, une miére fois de la peinture á l'antique. Le chef-d'eeu- P.V. pour « Plus Oultre ». Celle-ci reparait d'ailleurs
influence considérable, d'abord á Rome, au salon vre qui en résulta eut un effet subit. Princes et en toutes lettres dans la frise au-dessus des scénes
du palais della Valle, 8° puis par ce biais á la loggia hauts dignitaires de 1'église voulurent tous posséder de la Conquéte. Sous le régne de Philippe V, les
du palais Orsini á Anguillara Sabazia, au nord de leur Stufetta : le cardinal Riario á la Chancellerie, lettres en ont été effacées et remplacées par le
Rome, sur les rives du lac de Bracciano (il. 48). Or le dataire Baldassarre Turini dans sa villa, aujourd'- début du nom de ce souverain, F , suivi du Y
les vues á vol d'oiseau que 1'on peut y admirer dans hui Lante, au Janicule, l'avocat du Consistoire d'Isabel, son épouse, afin de mettre la piéce au goút
la loggia témoignent de rapports indéniables avec Melchiorre Baldassini dans son palais alors nouvel- du jour. Dans la salle de Phaéthon apparait, de sur-
celles de l'Alhambra. 9 La relation peut s'expliquer lement construit prés de 1'église Sant'Agostino, le croit, l'aigle á double téte de l'empire (il. 50) : il
en partie par la carriére du seigneur du heu : le dataire de ClémentVII Gian Matteo Giberti enco- domine les candélabres sur fond blanc lá oú, aux
comte Gentil Virginio Orsini, qui était un guer- re aux palais apostoliques, Clément VII, enfin, dans Loges de Raphaél, l'un des contre-pilastres est sur-
rier, a participé 5 l'expédition de Tunis oú il avait ses appartements du cháteau Saint-Ange. Méme ' monté par le lion de Léon X (il. 49). Par une étran-
le commandement des galéres pontificales. 11 a aphaél avait projeté une Stufetta dans sa p ropre e ironie du sort, enfin, la victoire de l'empereur
voulu illustrer ses hauts faits dans sa demeure, y demeure, dont est conservé le plan. Plus tard sur 1'infidéle a été commémorée au cceur de la
compris, sans doute, la bataille de la Goulette — Giulio Romano en construisit á Mantoue, au tour arabe.
encore que le site n'y soit pas représenté de mané- palais du Té, pour Federigo Gonzaga, et Perin del 11 faut ajouter que, comme á Rome, un théme
re suffisaninient précise pour que l'on puisse en Vaga fit de méme á Génes pour Andrea Doria. mythologique a été retenu pour la Estufa propre-
étre súr. 91 Par un canal qui reste mystérieux du Sans doute est-ce de Génes que la mode de la ment dite : celui de Phaéthon. L'histoire, bien
point de vue artistique, la formule mise a oint

ti

Stufetta pasa en Espagne pour s fixer á connue par Ovide, en est ramassée en quatre épi-
l'Alhambra semble done avoir regagné s n pay l'Alhambra. Le théme y subit cependan un chan- s es-ú lés 4 supplique du héros qui, lorsqu'il app-
d'origine.

	

	 gé'ment. Alors' den Italie ^ett'e iéce etai dé trés 	 ren7 qu r1 est flls du Soleil, demande a son pére de
f'f > netites dimensions et nrenait nlace dans un endrnit ,3nnnvnir con lnire son rhar ca chute rlanc le fiel

La Estufa de Charles Quint

Pour saisir pleinement le sens de la décoration

du Peinador, il faut se rappeler que cette partie de

l'Alhambra était désignée dans les documents du

xvte siécle sous l'appellation de « Estufa «. Comme

le nom ]'indique, la piéce centrale, c'est-á-dire la

salle de Phaéthon, devait done étre munie d'un

systéme de chauffage. Celui-ci devait se rattacher 5

la tradition des bains de vapeur, qui remontent aux

thermes romains et étaient en usage dans les palais

pontiflcaux depuis le Moyen Age.92 A l'origine y

était placé seulement un bassin pour l'eau chaude.

Plus tard furent installées des conduites d'eau puis

fut ajoutée une vasque en plomb.

La tradition de ce qui devint á la Renaissance la
« Stufetta » se renouvela entre autres á Urbin, au

palais Ducal, puis á Ostie, au palais de l'évéque

Giuliano della Royere. Quand celui-ci devint pape

obscur, á l'Alhambra elle est plus spacieuse et

domine de ses fenétres la riátüre qui l'Qnt5 úre : la

Estufa est devenue panoramique. De plus, sur trois

cótés elle se compléte par un mirador, version

espagnole de la loggia, qui lui permet de donner

sur le Darro et sur l'Albaicin. En Italie les gro-

tesques out trouvé leur terrain d'élection dans la

Stufetta et dans la loggia. Quand á Grenade elles en

ont couvert la Estufa de Charles Quint, celle-ci

leur a offert une synthése des deux types de piéce.

Comme á la Loggetta du cardinal Bibbiena, á

l'Alhambra les grotesques s'animent de dieux

antiques qui se dressent dans leurs temples :

Bacchus reconnaissable á sa grappe de raisins,

Diane á son croissant de Iune, Jupiter á sa barbe et

á son long manteau, Cérés á sa corne d'abondan-

ce. A eux se joignent, sans doute pour faire allusion

á Charles Quint, les figures que 1'on est tenté d'i-

avee son attelage quand Jupiter se voit forcé de le

iótidroyer, lés honneurs funébres qui lui sont ren-

dus, les métamorphoses, enfin, des proches qui le

pleurent, ses saeurs, les Héliades en peupliers, et son

ami, le roi de Ligurie Cycnos, en cygne.

L'histoire, avec sa fin tragique (il. 51), n'a pas été

adoptée au hasard. Le théme devait étre cher á

l'empereur pour sa valeur d'admonition contre les

dangers de l'orgueil et de l'imprudence. 14 C'est

sans doute pour complaire á Charles que le mythe

a été traité en Espagne par Garcilaso de la Vega9s et

qu'en Italie, Perin del Vaga 1'a utilisé au palais

Doria á Génes. Plus tard, Giovanni da Udine 1'a

illustré á son tour au Frioul, dans le studiolo du

cháteau de Colloredo — son seigneur, Giambattista

di Girolamo, avait servi dans I'armée impériale.96

A ]'origine, toute référence religieuse senible

done avoir été escamotée dans la Estufa comete
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elle l'a été dans les Stufette en Ita lie. Mais pour

I'empereur, pareille solution n'était pas acceptable

: il fallut ajouter les Vertus chrétiennes. Comme les

histoires de la Bible aux Loges de Raphaél, l'im-

portance qui leur fut accordée fut néanmoins

secondaire et elles furent cantonnées au mirador.

Dans le décor qui était déjá réalisé ne pouvaient

toutefois étre insérées que six figures : dans des

niches en trompe-l'mil ou sur un fond de drape-

ries prirent place la Foi, 1'Espérance, la Chanté, la

Justice, la Force et la Tempérance (il. 2). La

Prudente fut otnise. Peut-étre a-t-on estimé que

l'histoire de Phaéthon y faisait suffisamment allu-

sion dans la piéce voisine.

La fortune a voulu que la décoration de la Estufa

fút confiée á un éléve direct de Giovanni da Udine,

nourri aux sources mémes de l'art de Raphaél. Déjá

quand ji travaillait á la Stufetta de Clément VII au

cháteau Saint-Ange, celui qui était encore Giulio

Aquili s'était signalé par la force de son dessin et l'é-

clat de sa palette. Les copies que l'on a conse rvées

du décor peint par l'artiste au palais >obos á

Valladolid témoignent de la richesse du monde ima-

putto sur un monstre marin est rendu avec une

telle rapidité que le inorceau apparait comme l'é-

quivalent d'une esquisse, en parfait accord aves les

dessins pour la Villa Madama qu'il a été possible de

rendre ici á l'artiste. Méme si 1'intervention des

éléves a dú étre considérable, surtout au mirador,

c'est á Julio que revient l'invention.

Celui-ci n'a pasjoué pleinement la carte natura-

liste de Giovanni da Udine - et moins encore celle

de la technique « cornpendiaria » des grottes néro-

niennes. Au sommet des pilastres, l'aigle á deux

tétes se réduit á un signe (il. 50) et les draperies qui

le soulignent se distinguent á peine d'un croissant.

Les petites harpyes qui flanquent la Chute de

Phaéthon (il. 51) en tenant une lampe et une

aiguiére sont si s tylisées qu'elles ressemblent á des

insectes indéfinissables. Le masque qui surmonte

chacune des histoires du fils du Soleil 'est devenu

impassible et a perdu tout réalisme. Les tonalités

rose, vert et jaune des rinceaux qui 1'entourent ne

collent plus á la nature (il. 9, 29, 51). Dans le décor

précieux de la Estufa, les lampes brúlent, cepen-

dant, autour des petits sanctuaires des divinités

nos del siglo xvi, in El Liceo de Granada, 5, 1873, p. 113-

117, avec quelques infonnations supplémentaires tirées

des archives de l'Alhambra á Grenade, puis sous le titre

Los pintores Julio y Alejandro y sus obras en la Casa Real de

la Alhambra, in Cosas granadinas de Arte y Arqueología,

Grenade [18871, p. 121-147, Guía de Granada, Grenade

1892, p. 121-147, et enfin Los pintores Julio y Alejandra y

sus obras en la Casa Real de la Alhambra,in Boletín de la

Sociedad Española de Excursiones : Arte, arqueología, historia,

27, 1919, p. 20-35.

7 Publié par BOSARTE, 1. Viaje artístico a varios pueblos de

España [18041, éd. Madrid 1978, p. 364-374. préciser lére

édition et date (entre le 24 juillet et le ler aotát).

» GÓMEz MORENO, M. Cosas granadinas ..., ci t. (note 6),

p. 127, De son cóté, ANGULO IÑIGUEZ, D. Pintura del

Renacimiento, Madrid 1954, p. 226-227, a émis l'hypothé-

se d'une origine milanaise, mais sans avancer aucun argu-

p

ment 1 ce propon.

LÓPEZ TORRIJOS, R. Luis grutescos de Rafael y Udine en la

intura española. La estufa la logia Carlos V, Storia del-P up .f y de% V in Stor

!'arte, 60, 1987, p. 175.

Dans la premiére version citée (supra, note 6), I'auteur

croit, p. 9, que les "bestiones" mentionnés dans le docu-

ginaire qu'il a con^u, tout en donnant naissance á de palennes, et 1'illusion se veut compléte. Mais, par ment doivent se Tire "bastiones" et indiquent done les

nouveaux hybrides et tout en variant l'agencemen rapport a leurs prototypes italiens, les créatures de la bateaux représentés dans les scénes de la bataille.

des motifs. Les grotesques du Peinador, les seules qui mythologie n'ont rien gardé de leur enjouement, et " DE VILLALÓN, Cristobal Ingeniosa comparación entre lo anti-

subsistent en Espagne du style créé par Raphaél, en l'Antiquité dont elles sont issues est désormais loin- guo y lo presente, in SÁNCHEZ CANTÓN, E J. Fuentes literarias

constituent 1'ultime aboutissement, dans une taine. Putti, nymphes, divinités, animaux et monst- par la Historia del Arte Español, Madrid 1923, 1, p. 29.

gatnme brillante de couleurs. res prennent place dans un systéme oú tout s'agen- 12 
Ibid., note 3, GÓMEZ MORENO, M. Las aquilas del

Il va de soi que Julio n'a pas été seul á peindre ce rigoureusement etd tend á s'épurer. Par rapport á Renacimiento, éd. Madrid 1983, p. 104.

tous les ornements de l'Alhambra de 
ÍCIIaIel

1lfantaisie primesautiére de Raphaél s^ précis leI ^' LÓPEZ TORRIJOS. cit. (note 9), p. 171-177 et 12 ill.

Quint. Alejandro Mayner est mentionné en 1541 r ofir á"1'ord UTb ordre' qui n'est s doute pan 14 AMros Ruiz, M. La capilla del Camarero Francisco de Vago,

pour ceux qui animaient le corridor menant al eEl harmonie nouvelle, inattendue, qui unit j< /fin San Pablo de Ubeda, in Don Lope de Sosa, 13, 1925, p.

Peinador. Le Flamand a donc dú se mettre, lui dans la tour nasride les vestiges abstraits du décor 238-242. Cité par LóiEz ToRRgos, cit. (note 9), p. 174.

aussi, á ce genre de décor. 11 faut ajouter le décor» i e al cgrutesco j4 fr bestiones ,y>,re, 	follaje: ?n e fv,TQ VILLA, J. Del artista italiano Julio de Aquiles, que

des six salles voisines dans l'appartement de romano » apportés par Julio d'Italie. trabajó en Ubeda, in Don Lope de Susa, 17, 1929, p. 276-278,

Charles Quint. L'ensemble devait étre impression- se limite i présenter les deux artistes en se basant sur la

nant, ce qui contribue sans doute á expliquen la Notes version du texte de Gómez Moreno, cit. (note 6), et 1

durée exceptionnelle des travaux, de 1537 á 1546. 1 PACHECO, E , El arte de la pintura, éd., introd. et notes de donner une bréve description de la chapelle de Francisco

Comme l'a déjá noté Gómez-Moreno, 97 Julio B. Bassegoda i Hugas, Madrid 1990, p. 460. de Vago 1 San Pablo.

devait disposer d'autres exécutants, dont la part 2 Ibid., p. 461. 's LÓPEZ TORRIJOS, R. La escuela de Rafael y el bodegon espa-

relative reste impossible á cerner. 95 Pour ce qui est 3 PALOMINO, A. Vidas, éd. N. Ayala Mallory, Madrid 1986, ñol, in Archivo Español de Arte, 59, 1986, p. 33-52.

du maitre, deux points précis au moins permettent p. 26-27. c Plus que de mes ouvrages La découverte de la Domus Aurea

de juger de l'excellence de sa main. Dans la frise 4 DE ARGOTE, S. Nuevos paseos por Granada y sus contornos, et la formation des grotesques d la Renaissance, London -

qui surplombe les histoires de la Conquéte de Grenade, compléter l'année, p. 186-194. Leiden 1969, Le Logge di Raffaello. Maestro e bottega di fron-

Tunis, l'un des putti encone visibles au début du 5 Le document a été republié par GÓMEZ MORENO M. te all'antico, 2e éd. augmentée, Roma 1986, et la partie qui

mur Est est peint dans une páte rose, avec de légé- Junior in Las aquilas del Renacimiento español [19411, éd. me revient du volume que j'ai écrit en collaboration avec

res hachures, qui s'inscrit directement dans la ligne D. Agustín Bustamante, Madrid 1983, n° XXXIV, p. 222. FURLAN, C. Giovanni da Udine (1487-1561), Udine 1987,

de Giovanni da Udine. Au soubassement, aujourd ' - 6 GÓMEZ MORENO GONZÁLEZ, M. Pinturas del Tocador de les pages qui suivent sont basées sur le nouvel ouvrage que

hui presque effacé, de la méme salle, ce que loo la Reina en la Casa Real de la Alhambra, Granada 1873, je prépare sur la Domos Aurea et les grotesques jusqu'á la

distingue encone de couleur, á méme l'enduit, d'un 11 p., republié sous le titre Julio y Alejandro, pintores italia- fin du xvi' siécle.
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17 lll. in ToRMo, E. Os desenhos das antigualhas que vio

Francisco d'011anda, Madrid 1940, fol. 47 bis v et 48 r;

Dacos, la découverte, cit. (note 16), il. 12, pl.VlI1.

Suétone, Nero 31.

tv EGGER, H. Codex Escurialensis, Ein Skizzenbuch aus der

Werkstatt Domenico Ghirlandaios, Wien 1906. Sur ce recueil

co actuellement en cours de publication un nouveau tra-

vail par E Benzi, qui en a identifié l'auteur et la situé dans

le contexte de son oeuvre á I'époque de Sixte IV.
20 VASA2u, G. *Le vire [ 1568], éd. P. Barocchi et R. Bettarini,

IV, Florence 1976, p. 517.

2! La personnalité de Morto da Peltre sera étudiée daos le

nouveau hvre que je prépare sur la Domus Aurea et les

32 Notamment dans les pilastres 11,1V, X, XIII et XIV (ill. in

DACOS, Le Logge, cit. (note 16), pl. LXXXVIII b, LXXXIX

b, XCII b, XCIII b et XCIV b).

33 Ces ornements pourraient cependant btre issus égalenient

de ceux qui couvrent déjá les cannelures de la niche dans

la Stufetta du cardinal Bibbiena.
i4 Cf. le beau travail de CANEVA, G. II Mondo di Cerere nella

Loggia di Psiche. Piante dal Veuhio Mondo e dall'America.

Affreschi di Giovanni da Udine. Villa La Farnesina. Academia

Nazionale dei Lincei, Roma 1992. L'auteur a identifié cuy!-

ron 160 espéces diverses, arrivant, en tenant compte des

différents éléments iconographiques et des répétitions, 5

un ensemble de prés de 1200 illustrations, répertoriées de

Giovanni da Udine. Pour le probléme de I'intervention de

Peruzzi dans ces coupoles, on peut retourner aussi 5 C. L.

Fromnrel, Baldassare Peruzzi als Maler und Zeichner, Wien -

München 1967, cat. n° 58, p. 101-104 et pl. XLVII-LI.

Pour la part de Giovanni da Udine, cf. Dacos in Dacos -

Furlan, cit. (note 16), p. 112-118. Pour les difFérentes ten-

tatives d'attribution, révélatrices du fait que le nom adé-

quat manquait, voir Roma e lo stile classico di Raffaello.

Mantova, Palazzo Té, 1999, catal. de I'expos. par K.

Oberhuber et A. Gnann, Milano 1999, n° 194, p. 276. De

la méme main que les deux dessins cités est une troisiéme

feuille du Louvre, inv. 10469 (cf. Cordellier - Py, cit., n°

985, p. 581-582 et 585, avec 5 nouveau une attribution á

grotesques. maniere systemanque caos son vomme. utuuo tn.omano, en retauon avec un morir oe la ioggia oe
22 Antiquarie prospettiche romane, éd. G. Agosti - D. Isella, Villa Madama, cóté Sud-Ouest.

Parme, 2004, p. 129-134, cité (d'aprés I'édition précéden-

3í Consiste 1'a bie

êr oiilrorurne

La escuela, cit.

(note 15). - al Révélateur 5 cc propos co le conseil donné par le cardi-

te) par DACOS, La découverte, cit. (note 16), p. 9-10. 36 I1 serait également ticipation des nal Giulio de' Medici 5 Mario Maffei pour meare fin á la

23 Publiés par Dacos, La découverte, cit., p. 156 et pl. XXXI, il. véritables natures mortes du xvu° siécle. dispute entre Giovanni da Udine et Giulio Romano á

55 (Pinturicchio), p. 148 et pl. XVII, il. 28 (Giovanni da 37 Dacos in Dacos - Furlan, cit. (note 16), p. 101-107. Villa Madama : "Vostra Paternitá veda di accordarli se si

Udine) et p. 148 (Perin del Vaga). Pour d'autres photos des 20 Marcantonio Michiel raconte que l'on travaillait á la log- puó che Giovanni da Uddine faccia i stucchi, et Julio di

signatures, voir N. Dacos, Graftí de la Domus Aurea, in gia le 14 mai 1519 et qu'elle était terminée le 27 décem- pinga le stori, o al manco faccia i dissegni et Uddine

Bulletin de 1'Institut historique belge de Reme, 39, 1967, p.
i

bre de la méme année. Cf. ibid., p. 101 dipinga ..." (cf. Furlan in Dacos - Furlan, cit. (note 16),

145-175 et 36 pl. v Dans les coupoles 1 et XIII, reprises á celles corresponda n° IV, p. 262). La suggestion d'une répartition aussi rigide
24 III. in DE BOSQUE, A. Artistes italiens en Espagne du XI V sié- tes dans les Loges de Raphaél, les coupoles IV et X, for- du travail semble impliquer que la collaboration était

ele aux rois catholiques, Paris 1965, p. 457-466. mées d'hexagones, et la coupole VII, inspirée de celle du ' d'ordinaire plus libre.

25 VASARI, cit. (note 20),V, Florence 1984, p. 448. Panthéon. °K Dans ce monument la coumme était d'apposer a cóté des
zfi Pour les illustrations d'un modéle antique á la Volta gialla, 41 Voir p. et note, armes papales celles du "castellano" : sur la voúte de la

ibid., pl. XXXII-XXXIII. 41 Les petits triptyques apparaissent notamment dans la Stufetta se reconnaissent celles de Guido de' Medici, qui
27 Sur la Stufetta du cardinal Bibbiena, voir notamment ¡bid., lunette de la Volta gialla de la Domus Aurea (ill. in DAcos, recouvrit cette charge á partir du 14 décembre 1525. Bien

p. 101-106; Atando gli dei si spogliano. II bagno di C te découverte, co. (note 16), p1. XXXII XXXIII) e xécution puisse etre située en principe jusqu'en

VII a Castei Sant'Angelo e le alpe stufe rornane del a pl. XXI i4

11.2flos

^bíd;
(su3,','

4a née oú Paul III devint pape, ]'ensemble ne peut

Cinquecento. Roma , Castel Sant'angelo, 1984, catal. de ex- 4 Le Logge,/cd. note 1 avoir ete peint aprés le sae, quand Giovanni était centré au

pos., Roma 1984, spécialement H. Malme, La "stufetta" C SEitSions di r lD= JUALTt 
RL' 

Frioul et que le ton de la cour pontificale s'était assombri,

Cardinal Bibbiena e 1'íconografia dei suoi a(freschi principali, p. voisiinnè dite traditionnellement de Giulio Romano, mais si bien que la chronologie du monument finit par se res-

ti34-50. Les attribuons aux di^rents eleves Ra haélp n a cñ ^° }y
R^,, ^, esa e, R ,/` ^^ a-a, r

gar 1 s le hybride ne r son.efléte ni san s^tyle, nt celúm ae tretnore á un peu plus d'un an. Pour une premuere version

qui figurent dans ce volunie demandent tomes 5 étre Giovanni. Pour l'attribution á Domenico Zaga de la voúte de 1'hypothése ici présentée, cf. De Castel Sant'Angelo á

revues. Voir aussi N. Dacos in Dacos - Furlan, cit. (note de cette salle, comprenant des représentations d'animaux l'Alliambra. Les "stufette" de Giulio Aquili, in Festschrift fir

16), p. 40-41. et des scénes de sacrifice, cf. DACOS, N. Lo Zaga a Genova, Konrad Oberhuber, éd. A. Gnann - H. Widauer, avec la col-

Vitruve, De re aedí/icatoria,VI1, 5. in Disegni genovesi dal Cinquecento al Settecento. Giornate di lab. de K. Gnann et B.Willinger, Milano 1999, p. 107-114,
29 A la Volta gialla (ill. in Dacos, La découverte, cit. (note 16), Studio (9- 10 maggio 1989), Firenze, Kunsthistorisches Instituí, oú les illustrations ont été publiées sans tenir compte des

H. 50, pl. XXIX, d'aprés une gravure de Nicolas Ponce). Firenze, 1992, p. 37-44. confrontations que j'avais faites, les rendant de ce fait
70 Pour ]'ensemble du décor, il faut se référer á D. Redig de 4' L'entiére responsabilité du décor est d'ailleurs attribuée 5 m utiles. Cf. Quando glí dei, cit. (note 28); Dacos - Furlan,

Campos, Una Loggetta di Raffaello ritrovata in Vaticano, in Giovanni da Udine par Serlio, Cinque libri d'architenura, cit. (note 16), p. 120-122 (N. Dacos) et surtout p. 138-148

Ra(faello e Michelangelo. Studi di storia e darte, Roma 1946, Venezia 1540, 111, p. CLVIII. (C. Furlan).

p. 29-59 et pl. 4-29. Pour les rapports avec l'antique et la « Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 614 et 615 pour les deux pié- 49 L'aigle aux ailes éployées qui surmonte deux autres trónes

répartition des niains, voir aussi N. Dacos, La Loggetta du ces du collaborateur de Giovanni da Udine. Cf. D. porterait á y voir une allusion 5 Jupiter, done pour deux

cardinal Bibbiena. Décor a l'antique et rIle de Patelier, in Cordellier - B. Py, Musée du Louvre. Inventaire général des places, ce qui est illogique, mais les attributs qui y sont

Raffaello a Roma, Roma 1986, pp. 225-236 et pl. dessins italiens, V, Raphael, son atelier, ses copiares, Paris 1992, accumulés - un globe et une épée d'un cóté, une couron-

LXXXIV-LXXXVI. Quelques illustrations en couleur in n°` 977-978, p. 576-580, avee l'attribution 5 Giulio ne, une sphére et un sceptre de l'autre - ne sont pas néces-

Dacos in Dacos - Furlan, cit. (note 16), p. 44-60. Romano, due á l'inscription, mais injustifiable tant par le sairement ceux du roi des dieux, et l'oiseau n'est peut-étre
3t DACOS, Le Logge, cit. (note 16). style que par la destination 5 une voúte projetée par pas en relation avec l'une des divinités puisque le coq,
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documentos ineditos para la historia de España, 44, Madrid 1870, '° Prints, iris'. n O ' 52.570.321 verso, 323 recto et verso, 329

p. 555-578; cité en dernier lieu par EISLER, W. Caro V a

B logna e i suoi rapport¡ con gli artisti del tempo, in I! Carrobbio,

7, 1981, p.144-6. Sur Cobos, on peut se rélTerer 5 KENISTON,

H. Francisco de los Cobos Secretario de Carlos V, éd. espagnole

verso (qui semble d'une autre main), 330 verso, peut-étre

331 recto; Paris, École des Beaux-Arts, inv. n° O 1425,

recto.

75 Bien que rien ne permette 5 l'heure actuelle de l'affirmer,

AA. vv., La galerie Frantois la au c/táteau de Fontainebleau, Prints, inv. 52.570.323 verso.

p. 112-123.

70 On pourrait songer au sculpteur natif d'Orléans, Étienne

James, qui alla travailler luí aussi pour Cobos 5 Valladolid

et dont on sait qu'il arriva en Espagne "l'année oú Sa

Maesté fut victorieuse 5 Tunis et 5 La Goulette", c'est-á-

dire en 1535. Cf. TURCAT, A. Etienne Jamet alias ESTEBAN

JAMETE sculpteur franíais de la Renaissance en Espagne,

^° Ibid., inv. 52.570.323 recto.

'' Ill. in Parma Arn ani, cit. (note 57), pl. coul. 158, aprés la

p. 134.

a0 New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and

Prints, inv. 52.570.331 recto.

a Paris, École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, in¢ O

1425. Dans ce cas le dessin semble de l'atelier.

condamné par l'Inquisition, Paris 1994, p. 14. Prendre le texte 82 Cf. HORN, H. J.Jan Cornelisz Vermeyen Palotee of Charles V

original espagnol de la citation dans Domínguez

Bordona, Proceso inquisitorial contra el escultor Esteban Jamete,

Madrid, 1933.

t Sur le palais, voir en dernier lieu REDONDO CANTERA,

M. J. La arquitectura de Carlos V y la intervención de Isabel de

Portugal : Palacios y fortalezas, in AA. VV., Carlos V y las Artes.

Promoción Artística y Familia Imperial, éd. M. J. Redondo

and his Conquest of Tunis. Paintings, Etchings, Drawings,

Cartoons and Tapestries, l-II, Doornspijk, 1989.

83 DACOS, N. Roma quanta fuit. Tre pittori fzamminghi nella

Domus Au rea [1995], 2°" éd. augmentée et entiérement

revue, Roma 2001, en particulier p. 67-87 et il. 88 ; éd.

fran^aise, Roma quanta fluir ou l'invention du paysage de rui-

nes, Bruxelles - Paris, 2004, p. 127-165.

attribut de Mercure, figure non prés de son tróne, qui est Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture. A Handbook of

surmonté d'une pie, mais prés de celui de Mars. Sur un Sources, London - Oxford, 1986, n° 27, p. 70-71. La déri-

autre siége ont été posées une cou ronne et une palme et vation est flagrante dans la téte de cheval.

ont été rangées des sandales, appartenant peut-étre á une 60 PARMA ARMAN,, cit. (note 56), p. 134.

Victoire ou 5 la Renommée. La zone oú était représenté G1 VASAR!, cit. (note 20),V, Florence 1984, p. 141.

le septiéme tróne est effacée. 62 Ou sur chacun des piédouches des longs cótés sont éten-
SIt VASAR[, cit. (note 20),V, Firenze 1984, p. 453. dues deux femmes qui s'embrassent (ill. in Parma Armani,
SI Nombreux sont les motifs entpruntés á 1'aile occidentale cit. (note 56), il. 152, p. 32).

de la Domus Aurea : les paysages du soubassement, vus De part et d'autre, daos la frise du piédouche entourant le

peut-étre 5 la Volta delle civette, 1'ombrelle surmontant médaillon représentant Diane,

chaque tróne, tirée de la Volta gialla, 1'oiseau perché de 64 Ill. in PARMA ARMAN[, cit. (note 56), il. 153, p. 133.11 faut

profil au-dessus de celo¡ de Mercu re, issu également de la noter cependant que cet élément apparait pour la premié-

Volta delle civette, les draperies, enfin, et les candélabres re fois dans les petites grotesques courant autour du char

Cantera et M.A. Zalama, p. 89 -93. On peut consulter pré-

cédemment MARTIN GONZácEZ, J. J. La Arquitectura

Doméstica del Renacimiento en Valladolid, Valladolid 1948,

p. 178-195, RIVERA BLANCO, J. J. El Palacio Real de

Valladolid (Capitanía General de la VII Regían Militar),

Valladolid 1981, p. 29-37, et URREA, J. Arquitectura y

Nobleza. Casa y Palacios de Valladolid, Valladolid 1996,

p. 123-129.

Cf. DACOS, N. Giulio Aquili, Andres de Melgar er leurs gro-

tesques. Rome, Valladolid, Santa Domingo de la Calzada, in

Dialoghi di Storia dell'Arte, 4/5, 1997, p. 24-33.

New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and

Prints, inv. nO' 52.570.314, 315 recto, 316 recto et verso,

sur le mur du fond, autres reposes de la Volta gialla. Pour de Diane á la salle des Pontifes aux appartements Borgia. 321 recto, 322 recto et verso, 324 recto et verso, 327 recto,

les illustrations, voir DACOS, La découverte, cit. (note 16), pl. ó5 Pour le document, cf. SACCHETTI SASSETrI, A. Antoniazzo 328 recto et verso, 329 recto, 331 verso, 332 verso et 334

XXIV, 0. 41, et pl. XXIX, 0. 50. Romano e Giulio Aquili a Rieti. Notizie e documenti, in verso (qui semble d'une autre main); Ann Harbor : cf.

52 Sur le troisiéme pilastre, ill. d'aprés une gravure deVolpato L'Arte, 1916, p. 98, repris par HEDBERG, G. Antoniazzo WUNDER, R. P. Architectural and Ornament Drawings of the

in DACOS, Le Logge, cit, (note 16), pl. LXXXXIX a).
53 II peut étre identifié sans doute avec Domenico Rietti, di,

Zaga, qui avait dú fai re partie de l'équipe de Giovanni da

Udine déjá á la villa Madama. 11 dut suivre par la suite

Perin del Vaga á Génes, puis revenir á Rome, oú il faisait

partie de son équipe au cháteau Saint-Ange dans les

années 40.Voir note 45.

64 Paris, Musée du Louvre, inv. 10469. Cf. Cordellier - Py,/

cit. (note 46), n° 985, p. 581-586 (avec une attribution á

Giulio Romano.

emano and his School, thesis, New York University, 1982,

p. 61 et 149, et par CAVALLARO,A. Antoniazzo Romano egli

Antoniazzeschi. Una generazione di píttori nella Roma del

Quattrocento, Udine 1992, n° XCIII, p. 560.

66 Le contrat, conservé á Simancas, a été publié in Colección (le

>

16t1i ro the ea rly 19" Centuries in the Collection of The

University of Michigan Museum ofArt, Ann Harbor 1965, no

1; Paris, École des Beaux-Arts, inv. n°' 0 1425 verso et O

1 426 recto.

74 New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and

ss Dans ce dernier cas le cheval est devenu un griffon. Le de R. Rodríguez-Mor'tino Soriano, Madrid 1980. on peut se demander sil ne s'agissait pas des pa ro is du

motif apparait notamnient dans une frise de la coupole 67 Voir note 7. patio central du palais, ce qui aurait correspondo 5 l'une

Nord-Ouest de la loggia de Psyché (ill. in Fromttl, t. " Quelques amorces de cartouches existen!, il co vrai, dans

ác,s 

destinations idéales des grotesques en Italie :la loggia.

(note 46), pl. XLVII) et se retrouve au cháteau Saint les pilastres des Loges de Raphaél (ill. par exempl in est le cas dans les quelques histoi res copiées par Melgar

(ill. in L. Saatm, Lectura della decorazione pittorica del bagno di ^DÁCO s Le Lob ci1 anote 16), pt. kCTII rn s ils sont qui se rapportent aux mythes de Psyché et de Mars ou

Clemente VII, in Atando gli dei, cit. (note 28), p. 89). CO r*S q £—f?lbjuDEa JtI U R¿ montrent de petites scénes de culte dans des médaillons,

111. in PARMA ARMAN¡, E. Perin del Vaga. L'anello manante. menta au Peinador.

Le

exactement comme dans les faux camées du Peinador.

Studi sul manierismo, Genova 1986, il. 116, p. ñ pe*ana tbtr ERÑE R t I ". esta jn9 et le styté d l'ornement in Iew York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, Drawings and

en rapprocher aussi celles qui gisent, entremélées, dans des

poses tout aussi alanguies et les membres défaits, au pla-

fond de la salle des Géants (¡bid., il. 122, p. 111).

Le méme geste se retrouve encuite dans l'allégorie de la

Force, sur l'une des parois du mirador, oú elle est désor-

mais á peine visible.

'R Sur ces quatre piéces, dont deux se trouvent dans la col-

lection de la Princesse Vittoria Odescalchi et deux figu-

raient jadis dans celle du umarquis Giancarlo Doria 5

Génes, et dont il n'est pas certain qu'elles n'appartiennent

pas á l'époque pisane, qui suivit, cf. Parma Arman¡, cit.

(note 56), C IV, p. 322-323.

` Celle-ci dérive d'un fameux sarcophage aunque dont s'est

inspiré aussi Michel-Ange. La piéce, aujourd'hui aux

Offices á Florence, se trouvait 5 I'entrée de l'église de

l'Aracceli á Rome. Cf. P P. Bober - R. Rubinstein,
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84 Bruxelles, Musées royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique,

inv. n o 1509. Pour une tentativa d'attribution cf. VAN

DEN KERKHOVE,A. Un essai d'identifcation : le peintre-car-

tonnier foco van de Noevele, beau-frére de Pannemaker, in

Bulletin des Musées royaux d'art er d'histoire, 45, 1973,

p. 247.
ss Cf. Horn, cit. (note 82), p. 27-29, qui donne une descrip-

tion précise des erreurs que I'on peut discerner dans les

fresques du Peinador.
ab C'est le cas aussi des auteurs qui ont étudié le palais de

98 Pour cette information, je remercie vivement Juan

Aguilar, qui a eu l'amabilité de m'entretenir de son travail

de restauration au Peinador.

Restoration and Conservation of
the Queen's Tower Dressing Room

JUAN AGUILAR GUTIÉRREZ

Bá1 uA1 HASBACH LUGO
Restorers

and material analysis. Of particular interest are the

investigations carried out into the material com-

ponents and the techniques used in the execution

of the mural paintings. Once the results had been

interpreted, they helped us to understand the dif-

ferent techniques used in the creation of the work.

Furthermore, from an examination of the paint-

ings which were known with certainty to have

been carried out by Julio Aquiles, we were then

able to differentiate between his work and that of
Francisco de Cobos á Valladolid (voir note ). Horn, cit. Introduction Mayner.

(note 82), p. 27, a avancé comme argument en faveur de Of all the decorativa elements comprising the Although the restoration of the Dressing Room

1'attribution á Julio des scénes de la Conqu°te que les Dressing Room — murals, ceilings and marble fea- art works was planned after a detailed study, in
noms écrits sur les fresques sont en italien, mais tures — the mural paintings are without doubt the which an extensive assessment of their current
Alejander pourrait s'étre servi de documents italiens most unusual in character, due both to the chrono- state of preservation was carried out, the complex-
pour les transcrire. logical connotations of some of the themes depict- ity of the report made this restoration, as we shall

87 La substance du contras, conservé á Ubeda, á l'Archivo de ed and to the novel character of the techniques see below, a very complicated operation, particu-
Protocollos, a été publiée par Campos Ruiz, cit. (note 14). being promoted at this stage of lí e Italian larly with regard to the set of murals, due to their

` 111. notamment in F rommel, cir. (note 47), pl. XXXVII a. Renaissance, techniques which were new to the unique nature.
sv Le projet en est dti satis doute á Perin del Vaga, qui en a whole Iberian peninsula. ~ A delicate restoration, aimed at conserving the

confié l'exécution á des peintres venus de Bruxelles. Cf. Upon studying the paintings in the 19` h centu- work and revealing the original decorations, hid-
DACOS, N. Perin del Vaga el trois pein tres de Bruxelles au palais ry, Gómez-Moreno understood their considerable den under overpaints and layers of dirt, and also at
Della Valle, in Omaggio a Fiorella Sricchia San toro, Prospettiva, value and expressed his concerns over ` `^rhistorical recording and highlighting for posterity the many
91-92, 1998, p. 159-170. / their preservation. He declared and published a changes which are seen reflected on the walls of
Cf TANrrcto, A. M. in 11 Palazzo Baronale Orsini d¡J petition for their restoration, while at the same Ihe Dressing Room, which can be regarded as
Anguillara Sabazia (éd. A. M. Tontillo), Anguillara Sabazia time showing his concerns that if works should be documents on the history of the Alhambra itself.
2000, p. 13-15. La décoration ne porte pas de date, mais carried out without a critical awareness of the On these walls, we find testimonies from the 18th
elle doit étre de peu antécédente 5 l'année 1539, lorsque material history of the paintings, then these could century, when the room was converted into a
Gentil Virginio fui dépossédé du fief d'Anguillara. conceivably be lost in overpaints and reconstruc- prison; from the time when it was occupied by the

91 Le seul argument fourni par NORMANDO, V. L'iconogra tions. Napoleonic army, or later by the so-called
dalla loggia Orsini :una celebmZione dalle gesta del Capiran restoration : a i d o t undred Thousand Sons of St. Louis", as a pieceLU,Gentil Virgmio, ibid., pp. 64-68, aves ill., est qu l'afroñte-

JThe,,recent

uéen S Towe bréssing Roo in lu ed wor on o gra,» t testifies which was carved into one of the
ment de bateaux auquel on asuste a lieu dans un gólT Otp	CE dt ,e scheme of müi a.Íiñgs as we f tnarble windowsills by a soldier while on guard.
fermé. Le fait que I on n'y reconnaisse méme pas le lac de the following features: the stuccowork, the poly- Testimonies on the walls are also found written in
Tunis, si caractéristique du paysage de la villa et si impt7g n inece lings, marble features, fÍoór4and doór eñcil datii °g from the romantic period of the 19`h
tant pour la bataille, laisse cependant perplexe. Cette zone which together constitute the spatial whole of this century, some of them from travellers who later
de la fresque niontre, en nutre, des repentirs, comme si la 16th century work of art. It was a thorough and became famous for their writings. Others are of a
position des bateaux avait été corrigée, peut-étre 5 la detailed restoration, in which a total of thirteen more personal nature, but timeless, such as "1
demande du propriétaire. restorers took part over a period of about a year, thought of you a lot while I was here, my beauti-

vz EDWARDS, N. E., The Renaissance "Stufetta" in Rome : the involving more than twenty-leven thousand hours ful Julia. 1833", messages which leave an impres-
Circie of Raphael and the Recreation of Antique, diss., The of work for the team. In addition to this, the com- sion on the walls of these roorns of the general
University of Minnesota, 1983; J. Sinisalo, Le stufe romane, plementary studies needed in order to carry out reality of the period and the personal reality of
in Quando gli dei, cit. (note 28), p. 11-20. the work have brought together historians, individuals, whom perhaps due to the Alhambra's

93 GóMEZ MORENO, Los pintores... 1919, cit., (note 6) chemists, photographers and draftsmen, who with atmosphere, we feel to be extraordinarily close to
94 Cf. EISLER,W. The Impact of the Emperor Charles V upan the their personal contributions have greatly added to us today.

Arts, in Arte Lombarda, 65, 1983, pp. 93-110. the body of knowledge available on the work. Therefore our objective to define an adequate
95 Cf. GALLEGO MORELL,A. El mito de Faetonte en la literato- In this publication, in addition to describing the set of restoration criteria to satisfy both aesthetic

ra española. Je don cette référence á Pedro Galera, que je

remercie.

Cf. Furlan in Dacos - Furlan, cit. (note 16), pp. 198-204.
91 GÓMEZ MORENO, Los pintores ... 1919, cit. (note 6),p.33.

conservation works carried out, we also present a

summarised account of the studies undertaken in

order to understand the work, especially those

which were more directly related to its structural

and historical demands has not been easy to

achieve. Mor has it been easy from a technical

point of view, as over the course of the restoration

we carne across difficulties which could only be
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resolved after carrying out further studies and wall, as opposed to the door fitted in the West (Tunis campaign) a great feat, the heroic deed of
numerous experimenta. wall. On the horizontal of this architectural lay- the Emperor.

out, the space is subdivided into two rooms (also In technical terms we can distinguish two
Technical knowledge taking account of the construction of the galleries markedly different styles of painting, one corre-
The technical execution of the decorations in the case of the Boudoir or chamber), each of sponding to the paintings located in the Stove

which give these rooms their character can be which possesses its own three-dimensional gravi- room (Tunis campaign) and the other, to the arcas
defined in simple and general terms if we classify tational centre, from which the spaces for win- of the Study and the exterior galleries. The first
them in terms of working techniques which are dows, doors, compartments, mouldings, etc. are arca is attributed to Mayner's work, and the second
recognised concepts: the fresco techniques of buon allocated, and in the case of the Boudoir, also the to Julio Aquiles.

fresco and al secco, water gilding, etc. But if we wish exterior galleries. Generally speaking, with the exception of a few
to take a more accurate and detailed approach to On each of the walls, the spaces are also organ- arcas which are done almost entirely buen fresco, the
the techniques employed, it is not enough to sim- ised symmetrically around a vertical bisector locat- paintings are all the same in terma of their struc-
ply summarise the detailed evaluations of our ed in the centre of each one. From here, the mass tural composition. Thus we find a base layer of
extensive analytical studies, for we should also add distribution to each space is proportionally bal- lime and sand skimmed over a brick wall surface,
to this, following observations made over the anced via a highly strict compartmentalised quad- in which remains of sinopia (an ochre-like pig-
course of twelve months, a series of conclusions rangular system, into which the decorative ele- ment) have been found, used to sketch the layout
based on empirical knowledge which allow us to ments are incorporated. of the generic spaces in the composition. Over this
understand, appreciate and assimilate the true layer, another layer of mortar was applied, also a
dimensions of the technical process with which Mural Paintings mix of lime and sand, into which the general lines
the work is executed. Thus, the ordered and stud- The composition process and also the distribu- of the composition were scored whilst still wet,
ied architectura] distribution of spaces [nade prior tion scheme for the paintings follow the rules of such as the coffers, friezes, chain-effects, frames and
to its creation should also be evaluated, along with orderly structures, distributed almost symmetrical- the general structure of the false architectural fea-
the study of the composition on the walls, the gen- ly, and the spaces in them are always offset against tures. Then, whilst still damp, a light stucco made
eral technique employed according to each arca each other. of lime and very fine marble sand and containing
and the study of materials used. 1 Although executed according to a concrete pro- small quantities of plaster and animal glue was

The complexity of establishing the technique graos, in the same spirit and to one solo end, the applied with a spatula over the scored design.This
employed in creating these decorations is accentu- paintings, in terms of their conception, reveal dif- fine finishing plaster, very white and hard, served as
ated in the Dressing Room by the number of ferent types of technique, stemming from the the base onto which first the figurative designs and

artists who took part, by the different restorations many different hands taking part in their original then the pictorial layer were superimposed.

carried out over the course of its history, and b execution, as`Pwell as from various subsequent The different ways which we find in the work
the poor state of conservation in which some are restorations. We see that the same ma^t ials and a of building up the pictorial layer, like the plastici-
were found. silhilar stratigraphrc distributióh 'Zañgi4 s om- ty the difffrent methods for achieving the tones,

The logical creation process after designing ancT pletely different resulta, depending ,fn whether' íUÍ nuances, shading and light, whether with velatures

tracing the decoration project on paper and having artist is Mayner, Aquiles or one of their helpers. (a glazing or 'veiling' technique used in fresco
the architectural support in place would I as fol- The different painting s el which- v^vé can identf- painting) or with direct colours, the use of"fresco"
lows: firstly, the mouldings and cornices would be fy, along with the analysis carried out, and the let- techniques, fat or lean tempera and the use of oil
fitted, thus delineating the different decorative ter of confirmation of payment to julio Aquiles for paint, all help us to differentiate between the
arcas on the walls; following this the coffering bis work on the paintings which is conserved at "hand" of one painter and the other.
would be bonded finto place with plaster and glue the Alhambra, all allow us to distinguish which ele- From a unique document dating from 1546 in
and then decorated in polychrome. Once the dec- ments can be attributed to the brush of Mayner which the painting done by Julio Aquiles is valued,
oration of the ceilings was complete they would and which to Julio Aquiles respectively. we can identify some specific spaces which
start on the pictorial decoration, always working The overall conception of the scheme, and its undoubtedly belong to him. And although these
from top to bottom, to end with the gilding on the spatial distribution, markedly Italian in style, leads arcas have also been overpainted many times, we
mouldings and the finishing touches. us to attribute its authorship almost entirely to can use this as a starting point from which to iden-

Julio, although he would have had the main tify the paintings done by Julio.
Compositional Layout of the Architecture themes imposed upon him: the Tunis Campaign, According to Manuel Gómez-Moreno González,

In architectural terna, the distribution of the the Phaeton myth, and the presence of the the prices at which these are valued and their loca-

whole space is based on a longitudinal bisector Virtues. A possible subliminal interpretation of tion are the following:

running from North to South which divides the the themes would be: (Virtues) strength, vigour, "Eleven framed paintings ofgrotesques and beasts and

architecture symmetrically finto two equal parts, courage to fulfil the divino task set; (Phaeton) mouldings are valuad at four and a half ducados each

differentiated only by a window fitted in the East nerve, daring and courage to see it through; makíng a total of forty-nine and a hall ducados". And
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A large Roman gri n of foliage at eight ducados". tempera.The lighter colours were applied first, so as allows us to see that the colours are dissolved and

These twelve spaces mentioned correspond to the to then work on achieving the volume and shading applied in a medium of thick tempera. Sometimes

representations on the eight skirting tiles and four with a striping technique. Lastly, the dark lines of in just one layer, and at others, in various layers,

friezes in the Stove rooni. the drawing and the touches of brighter light were some of them applied before the previous layer had

"A piece of wood panel/ing on the anteport six ducados", done, also via lines and dots. dried. The analysis carried out indicates that the

"Three doors and a window painted and varnished al! The restorations carried out subsequently in the medium used in the first layers of paint is organic

over with certain dressings and others which he did 17t' and 18`h centuries respect the original forms glue, for which in order to achieve the characteris-

twelve ducados altogether". These features have not and colours, but there is a renovation of these arcas tics revealed in the pictorial layer, dense and trans-

survived into modem times. in which a different pictorial technique has been parent, the glue must have been used whilst still

"Another two friezes abo ye the doors six ducados". used, which is closer yet to the one used by warm, but not hot, as this is the only technique

These refer to the friezes found aboye the doors Mayner on the paintings. With oily, dense colours which would allow organic glue to be used as a

leading to the exterior gallery of the Dressing superimposed, veiling the old paint and working medium with such virtuoso levels of execution.

Room. from dark to light; achieving deep shading and The colours applied in glue are 'veiled', almost

"Five hundred leafs of gold eight ducados. Of which applying small touches of light to enhance the always dark over light. Although in the case of the

saidfive hundred leafs ofgold have been used forgarnish- modelling of features. ships' sails the opposite is true, with the arcas allo-

es and mouldings" and ' And for seating thesefive hun- Two conflicting ways of constructing the paint cated to the sails being painted dark in the first

dred leafs ofgold anotherTour ducados". Unfortunately layer can be detected in these older restorations. instance and then they are modelled using a more

these gilded arcas have not retained their gold. One, carried out in organic glue tempera, where or less dense white velature.

the shading, half-tones and volume are accom Lastly, the forros were flnished with precision

Mural paintings in the Stove room plished via the juxtaposition of a flat colours brushpoint work, with more intense and opaque

A technical analysis of this space needs to distin- scheme. The other makes use of an oily medium, colours, defining figures, making small adjust-

guish between frieze work, the painting of he pie- where velatures of superimposed colours are used ments, and working on the boats, rural and tocan

tures and the skirting tiles, and also to take into to achieve their pictorial objective. Both of these scenes, etc. The final pictorial layers are done in

account the very important fact that some of the are attributed to historie restorations and they oily tempera made of linseed oil.

overpaints held their own historical value, as the/ were applied unifornily to the original surface. The current shiny texture of the walls is due in

almost certainly date back to remodelling works ® part to the subsequent layers of linseed oil applied

carried out on the visit of a monarch during the Paintings of the Taking of Tunis at various different points in time, and to the pol-

17
0 and l8

0
 centuries. The way of creating the paintings observed in ishing effect of being cleaned with cloths for cen-

In order of execution, first the mouldings and these arcas differs notably from the previous ones, turies.

cornices were cast in stucco (plaster, lime and mar s that having once located with certainty som o F

ble sand), fixing them into the structure and coatin t e arcas done by Julio Aquiles, e e able to Skirtin aintings

them with a thin layer of light stucco to ac as a fine compare and reatéa map dis`tinguising ietween The skir ng tiles would have been painted at

flnish. In this situation, die preparatory undercEat EJIE«f49£thCULTUkthe last minute, so the decoration process of the

(of mortar) onto which the campaign scenes would Firstly, the paintings which depict battle scenes walls and room culminated with putting the fin-

be painted would first be applied to the wails, ars i 1.. are characterized by a pictorial conception'in which ishing touches to these and gilding the mouldings.

either at the same time or beforehand, the prepara- the achievement of colours, tones, modelling, shad- As with other arcas, the brick is skimmed with

tory undercoat for the friezes. The latter may have ing and light, have as their constructive principie the a first layer of mortar of lime and sand, which is the

been painted in parallel with the mural composi- refiection of light transmitted from the vibrant same type of mortar used in the arca depicting the

tions. Following the completion of the two upper preparatory base, consisting of the light stucco of battles. Oven this, the general structure of the dec-

arcas, they would continue with the mortar layer marble sand and lime. Thus the light, on traversing oration is traced in lines of ink.The second ]ayer of

and then che painting on the skirting tiles. the different pictorial layers to enter the observer's mortar is applied straight away, into which the

Lasdy, the moulding and cornee features were retina from the preparatory background, is charged main frames and borders are scored, so that before

water gilded with a fine layer of gold, a technique with a vibrant and powerful light spectrum, so it dries, the light stucco made of lime, marble sand

employed in gilding wood and which appears not luminous that little light is required in the room in and small arnounts of plaster and animal glue can

to last very well on walls, as is the case here. order to perceive the full potential of the colours. be applied.

But this intent to make the most of the great The general pigments are applied using organic

Frieze paintings potential offered by an illuininated background glue as a rnedium, then finishing with colours dis-

Originally, the red background made of red earth means that the colours need to be transparent and solved in linseed oil.

and organic glue was applied onto the mortar while intense, which is why the medium used in its exe- Originally the colours were applied in fiat pig-

it was still fresh, and onto this red background the cution is fundamental in order to achieve this ments, using luminous white as a background only

flat colours of the composition were applied in glue effect. Close observation of the pictorial layer where figurative features are to be added which
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had to be modelled using velatures. Today the itself, finishing the figures with thicker or thinner The paintings on a white background are
whole original skirting has been lost and is repaint- touches of light. In the case of the ornamental fea- depicted on a highly worked stucco background.
ed in oils, due to 17 h and 18`h century restorations. tures, the representations are executed in flat pig- Despite its deterioration due to flaking and oily

ments, graduating the intermediate tones and overpaints, we can see that the original traces
Dressing Room Paintings enhancing the volume with touches of light. which remain have been executed in the same way
It is in this room where the character of Roman On the side frames and borders which close in as those inside the Dressing Room.

painting is shown in all its glory, using buon fresco the representation of candelieris the execution The skirting tiles have been all but lost, so one can
technique with an al secco finish in organic glue. technique is one of painting in lean tempera, onto only guess intuitively about what the composition
Subsequently, in some arcas, a layer of oil was a white background, making use of the polished, depicted here. Its execution is similar to that observed
applied which soaked into the underlying layers, white and marbled surface offered by the final on the skirting tales inside the Dressing Room, i.e.
and there was a general overpaint which signifi- stucco dressing of lime and sand. Almost nono of painting on a lime and sand mortar, buon fresco, where
cantly modified the original character of the work. the upper arcas seem to have been painted over, so the layout of the composition has been scored in and

The forms are achieved with pigments which it is important to compare these surfaces with subsequently finished in an oily tempera.
are generally flat, to a decorative and ornamental other arcas. Unlike the similar paintings found on
end, with the exception of the spaces reserved for the gallery walls, here we do not find the sepia Polychrome Timber Frameworks or
mythological and figurative scenes, in which the pigment which is drawn over all the outdoor Ceilings
pictorial character is revealed in an exemplary works. Figurative forms and their depth are con- Of the four frarneworks covering the ceilings of
manner. structed first in a direct way, so as to then accen-" Che building, one is Arabic and belongs to the old

The paintings have the same undercoat compo- Cuate the forms and light using fíat pigments i ntern from the building's original structure, and
sition of mortar throughout, although they vary small traces. two are from the 16`h century, which are those
significantly according to arca in tercos of the final On the skirting tiles, Che execution technique is belonging to the Stove room and the exterior
stucco dressing or finishing plaster. Thus in arcas similar to the one observed in the previous room, gallery. The framework of Che access galle ry dates
characterized by a red background, the r re fin- although here, the greater proportion of surviving back to a restoration carried out in the 19`5 century.
ished in a red stucco dressing, which acta as the allows us to see that a tempera technique has The one in the Stove room, and, to a lesser
base for al] the forros of the composition. r been used. However, in the same way as in other extent, the one in the Dressing Room, have con-

On all four walls the execution technique is arcas, they have been overpainted subsequently served their 16`h century polychrome, albeit in a
similar, with the exception of the wall at the with oils. deteriorated state. The latter, as previously men-
entrance, where we find the cupids flanking the tioned, is the framework of the old Arabic lantern
central cartouche. These are executed buon fresco Exterior gallery paintings which formed part of the original structure from
and then finished al secco. Here we can clearly se Ot7'the exterior the paint has been heavily the Nasrid era; it was redecorated in polychrome
how the artist uses preparatory cartoons which 4 r f ouched. The multiple restoratiois pite sale- in^ the 16` entury in the style of the period and
then transfers to the wall while the mortar is still guar^ding the ompositior h ve ma e alnost áil yet^agam in the 1970s, in the same Renaissance
wet with a carving technique. Although it is fin- Yf thé i^l ^ly e CUt TU k( s

s
tyle of decoration. Here, all pieces of the frame-

ished al secco, the painting is produced almost we find the same of layers as thep̂ composition work are ine (Pinus nigra-sylvestris) except for
entirel buon resto. }y f "a Lrt,;. „ _ — R 

1
^
 
~ -

p 
$ '1 - paintings inside the"Dressmg Room, that is to say: the arrocabe (beam joining the wall to the timber

We must also point out the differences in the a base of colours applied buon fresco and finished in frame) bearing Che carved cursive inscription,
technique used in Che four paintings where tempera, and depending on Che arca, acople greasy which is walnut (Juglans regia).They are assembled
Phaeton is represented, done on a fresco base and retouches in oils. Three pictorial techniques are with box joints, with nails in some pieces for rein-
finished al secco with organic glue tempera. A white distinguishable: the representation of the Virtues, forcement. In the original Nasrid polychrome, we
background is used as its main component, in paintings on a white background and skirting tiles. find the colour white against a red base with pro-
which depending on their thickness and consis- The representations of the Virtues are located at tein agglutinant. The inscription co the arrocabe

tency, the different layers of colour allow the white the end of the three interior walls which make up also conserves its original Arabic blue polychrome
of Che background co show through, thereby the gallery. They show no form of compositional (azurite) applied in egg tempera.
achieving intense and very luminous resulta. continuity with the rest of the wall, and are also Two further layers of polychrome can be seen

The red background made of red earth is done characterised by a cruder mix of lime and sand and over the Nasrid paint, one blue in glue tempera,
buon fresco, and once it is dry, a glue tempera tech- a different execution technique. Their appearance belonging co the Renaissance decoration, and the
nique is used for the composition of Che may perhaps be due co a post-17`h century restora- other green in oils with chrome pigments (green
grotesques, ornamental features and pictorial dec- tion.The technique is fresco with an al secco finish in and yellow) and zinc white.
orations. In Che case of figurative representations, tempera, extensively retouched with oils, and with The alfarje (decorative Moorish timber frame-
colour is applied and form and volume built up the classic scored lunes of the preparatory fresco work) in the Stove Room is pine and has retained
directly, mixing the colours almost on the wall sketching showing through in its figurativa elements. its original polychrome, although it is in very poor
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condition. It has fourteen beams and eight wood- they have been brazenly reused within the newer The set of paintings in the Stove room was

en ribbons held with headless nails, forming eight Christian scheme. abandoned in the intermediary stages of a restora-

rows of coffers which are ciosed with wooden Traces of gilding or of its preparatory ochre base tion funded by the Minist ry of Education and

boards, which originally held a carved, gilded ceil- can still be seen on the capitals of all the columns, Culture during the years 1967-69. At this point

ing roce, similar to those which have been con- dating back to the primitive decorative s tyle of the one of the sections of the West wall was pulled

served in the alfa jes of the exterior galleries. The 17`
t
' century. The gold is applied with a mordant. down, and it had remained in this state until our

assembly uses boxjoints, reinforced in some places restoration began.

with nails. State of Conservation The state of conservation of the mural paintings,

As we have raid, they have retained their primi- The building's state of conservation was deter- as previously described, varied according to the

tive polychrome and another subsequent ]ayer, mined mainly by the upheavals it suffered in the area. The Stove room has been better sheltered

although the latter, which is also very old, can only past and their subsequent consequences, but par- from the elements, but more exposed to the hand

be seen in the coffers. The polychrome is execut- ticularly by the various different historical cycles of man in the form of abundant graffiti, overpaint-

ed in indigo blue and ceruse in oily tempera (pro- that the Alhambra has lived through. ing and various alterations. The Dressing Room

tein and linseed oil) and another thick blue layer of Thus, the fact that these rooms could be freely study, on top of the visitors and their graffiti, had

enamel with lime and egg.The boards between the visited meant that various pieces of graffiti were left been semi-exposed to the elements when the win-

beams, on which various different birds are depict- on the pictorial decorations, as if it were a giant dows lost their glass, which had left the paintings

ed, are painted with the same first layer of blue as autograph book, where people carved, pencilled or significantly blackened. And the paintings in the

the former and a second layer of azurite and lapis even painted in evidence of their vis [ `(Scrawls exterior galleries were of course exposed to the

lazuli.The gilding is done with water over dragnet have been found dating as far back as the early 18` h weather with only the limited shelter offered by

red. The entire surface is finished in a layer of ani- century.) the galleries.

vial glue with linseed oil carrying earthen and Naturally the features exposed to the elements The brickwork in the Renaissance section had

black coal pigments. had suffered considerably more than those safe- born its vicissitudes and the natural ageing process

The framework in the exterior galler(despite guarded inside, due equally to the natural ageing with dignity. It was however significantly affected

belonging to the original configuration of the p̂rocess and to the foreseeabie resules of exposure by the powder magazine explosion which shook

mirador (look-out point), has been extensively/ to harsh weather conditions, such as temperature this wing of the Alhambra in the 17`h century; this

restored, and so it has retained its original timber fluxes and humidity, frosts, direct exposure to the was the cause, no doubt, of the movement

structure but its current polychrome dates back to sun or the rain, wind erosion, etc. observed in the walls of the Stove room (now

a recent restoration from 1973-76. So whilst the mural paintings and the coffering completely reinforced) and the structural tracks

It is made up of thirty-six beams and one sole inside had indeed suffered - from the effects of through which damp had entered the rooms. The

wooden ribbon with headless nails, forming two leaks, knocks, graffiti, and the odd disturbance to ]exterior wall facing north was in a very precarious

rows of coffers closed in with boards, which con] ) tl architecttte I-^the exterior mural jpaintings, condition, having no protective render on the out-

tain carved gilded ceiling roses in their centre held marble and frameworks had been suffering far side and thus providing an easy route for damp to

in with three nails. A gilded moulding rounds off more and in a more continuous way: from wind •l tenter the building.

the scheme. The arrocabe consists of a frieze paint- erosion, humidity and extreme dryness, frosts, heat Depending on the arcas and their state of repair

ed in yellow (with traces of blue fouñtunder- 4lation, the growth p 5biological organísrris, st d with regard to leaks, the preparatory mortar bearing

neath) with a wide moulding aboye and below, den changes in the weather and, perhaps rnost ser¡- the paintings was more or less solid; although gener-

both gilded and set against dragnet red. ously of all, environmental pollution. ally it had come away from the brick wall or sepa-

It is assembled with box joints and with modern Maintenance of the roofs has not always been rated in between layers. In places, such as the mortar

metal screw fittings. constant, signalling that the timber roofs and on the skirting tiles in the Stove room, it had almost

murals had suffered from the effects of serious completely disintegrated; it is here and in the exte-

Stone Features leaks in the past. And although in present times the rior gallery that the greatest losses have been record-

The stone features within the building include problem has been corrected, its devastating effects ed due to lack of mortar.These losses are determined

white marble in the form of columns, bases and have translated into significant and unrecoverable by the tracks in the structure itself or by crumbling

capitals, flagstones to let in aromatic smoke and the losses, requiring numerous restorations and repairs. along the lower stretches of the skirting tiles.

windowsills of the Dressing Room; bricks and tiles So the historical interventions and cyclical The Iacunae (gaps) in the Stove room, where the

on the floor of the antechamber and the exterior restorations which these rooms have accumulated last restoration was left unfinished, had been filled

gallery of the Dressing Room; and the glazed over the course of time are now revealed as impor- with a grey mortar to below the level of the pie-

bricks on the parapet of the access gallery With the tant and conditioning features of their apprecia- tonal surface. In addition to this, numerous coat-

exception of the latter, and of occasional repairs tion, with some of them actually forming part of ings of different types and dating from different

made to the floor tiles, they are all original period the history of the building and inextricably joined periods were found on all the mural paintings, bid-
features, and as in the case of the Arabic columns, to the original. ing and covering over old defects in the mortar,
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almost all of these done with lime and sand mor- resulting layer, despite losing luminosity, has made orr small scratches, leaks, minor knocks and
tars, although some have also been done with remained frrm, because the oil has penetrated the cruinbling arcas, and also on the surface which was
cement, such as in the exterior galle ry. underlying layers and acted as a consolidant. When most affected by the rooms being used: the skirt-

The paintings in the exterior gallery showed all a retouch in oils has been applied by directly paint- ing.These were done in an oily tempera and are of
the signs of acute deterioration because of its ing over, the oxidation has ended up "distorting" appreciable artistic value.
unsheltered location with regard to climatic varia- the colour, and the polymerization of this layer has During the 19` h century, there was an overall
tions. The skirting zones here were redecorated at lifted the coats of paint underneath, bringing the repaint which affected the paintings of the Tunis
a later date, possibly in the second half of the 18` x' original layer off with it as it falls. Campaign, the skirting in all three sections, the
century, which is why the remains of the original The gilding which covered the stucco relief lower parts of the chamber and the paintings in che
skirting tiles are ful] of pick marks. This redecora- work, which is now all white, was completely lost exterior gallery. (The 1970s restoration obliterated
tion, also done over lime and sand mortar, repro- a long time ago, with only tiny traces remaining in the effects in the antechamber.)
duced the original composition but in technical very specific arcas. The technique used here was Then in the 20`

5
 century, we know from the

tercos it was ve ry inferior to che previous work. It "water" gilding, a technique used for gilding on diary of T. Balbás that in the restoration works he
was subsequently removed, and orrly a few traces wood, and inappropriate for use on walls, which carried out in 1929, the paintings were simply var-
of it remain along the East wall of the gallery. must be the reason why it did not last very long. nished.

The decorative compositions have been almost The gilding on the intrados of the archway lead- The restoration works on the mural paintings
entirely preserved (except for the skirting tiles) in ing to the Dressing Room was applied with nior- in the Stove room, suspended half-way through
the Stove room and Dressing Room; it is the exte- dant and so it has survived well. , the 1970s, left all che walls in critica] condition,
rior gallery which has sufffered the greatest unred In addition to the evidente of overpainting, wé with part of the surfaces clean, stuccoed and rein-
coverable losses. also found deposits of dust and organic residues tegrated in an invisible way and executed accord-

The cohesion of the pictorial layer was relative- adhered to the surface of the paintings; a fine ]ayer ing to a criteria of reconstruction which extend-

ly good in the interior rooms but in a very pre- attributable to some kind of fixative or varnish (for ed to retouching che original, without defining

carious state in the exterior gallery. On top of the paintings in the Stove room) and oil (for the che coursé of action for che most important arcas

deterioration due to natural altering processes paintings in the exterior gallery). Nf lacunae. A section of a mural painting which
there were other factors, such as the immense ^ The most determining factor regarding the had been pulled down was conserved from these
quanti ty of graf ti on the paintings, scratches and general film of dirt found in two of the spaces - works, of which the upper half, depicting parí of
erosions on the private parts of some of the rep- che Dressing Room and the exterior gallery - was the battle scenes, had been placed on a deterio-
resentations, the gradual wear of some parts of che that the blackened film for the most part had been rated polyester base, and che lower half of the
pictorial ]ayer due to regular polishing with cloths deposited within the pores of the pictorial surface. removed skirting was found on the removal
and the oxidation of the various layers applied as This film of dirt was originally forro 'a a grad- been left there since the 1960s.
retouches. ual build up o o-particles witfi iores of

The gra ti is sometimes done in peñ il, 't}ie p`ictorial)ayer ver che cóurse o time;'t r1 finents

balthough the majority is done in deep cuts which  )NScion of d d varnishes, Cv eJLTURAonservation works on a space of this nature,
traverse the different preparatory bases, defacing rally occurring micro-carbonatations resulted in made up of various rooms and features which

^ A

che pictorial layer, the composition andj óttfs ter Jd arc i 1' bíack filrri' Ltkéwvise, in QL áacgved by different human requirements
depicted. these two rooms various retouches could be seco, and tastes, pose various different dilemmas which

In che exterior gallery, che loss of the pictorial done with oils on the outside and with tempera must be taken into consideration and resolved

layer due to erosion is common to almost che and oíls on che inside. The retouches with oils before any conservation works are begun.

entire surface, although here the principal cause is most likely date back to che l9` h century and Upon analysing the condition of the Queen's

che effects of harsh weather conditions and che those done with tempera to che 1970s. Tower Dressing Room with a view to establish-

poor performance of the various oily retouches The earliest restorations on the paintings are ing a set of coherent criteria for the works, we

covering the surface. those which were carried out as a result of the took finto consideration che fact that these rooms

The pictorial layer on the exterior showed signs powder magazine blast, as well as the "face lifts" were created in the 16` h century by modifying an

of powderiness and light flaking over wide arcas, a carried out in these rooms before the visit of a old Arabic tower on the ramparts built for recre-

factor which exacerbates the case with which sec- monarch (the visita of Philip IV and of Philip V). ational purposes. Whilst che architecture was

tions could come away. During these they would have retouched the heavily altered at chis time, new rooms and dec-

The different retouches carried out on the friezes in the Stove room, che skirting in al] three orations were created which are authentic works

paintings using oily tempera or oils have had vary- sections and the exterior gallery space. of art, representative of their era and of consider-

ing consequences for the original pictorial layer. In Until 1750, the year in which the Crown ceased able historical value. Thus the works on this

general, when this layer has been applied in the to allocate finances for the maintenance of the Arabic tower were justified by a pressing peed at

form of velatures, superimposing various coats, the monument, constant repairs would have been an important and transcendental moment in his-
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tory; even so, the Renaissance creation was decorative scheme had to retain the same poten- detected. It either distorted the real nature of the

blended in with the Arabic version, incorporat- tia] unity in all its features. paintings or changed them completely, and in

ing and accepting it as part of the whole. In practice, this entailed - after consolidating places where an invisible retouch could not be

Then first in the 17`
h
 century, and again in the and fixing all the original features - removing achieved, it caused a series of ghosts forming

18`
h
 century, the decorations in these quarters overpainted layers, reintegration works on the shapes on the original surface.

were "renovated" or "reconditioned" for their use mortars, cleaning off the general film of dirt, etc., Due to al] the abovementioned points, we carne

by visiting monarchs.They redecorated, repainted, in order to then blend the faults and incisions to the conclusion that it would be necessary to

but respected the original composition, leaving back into the decorative scheme via chromatic consider eliminating these retouches, and subse-

the mark and the tastes of the time on them, and reintegration, while taking care not to lose its quently to evaluate the objective reality of the

thus creating specific historical evidence of the potential unity. original surfaces, thus being able to decide on the

current events of the period. Whilst the abo
y
e proposal was deemed an ade- ideal retouches required in order to achieve a per-

It is from the late 18`
h
 century onwards that we quate set of guidelines for most of the works in fect balance between chromatic reintegration and

begin to see works done with intent to "repair", the whole space, it had to be qualified by a series the original, addressing the recovery of the origi-

focusing solely on maintaining the rooms in their of important points with regard to the mural nal spaces, but also the necessary harmonization of

current condition for a hypothetical use. These paintings due to their unique character, both in the paintings' aspect, so completely defaced by the

works continued into the 19`
h
 century for the tercos of cleaning and chromatic reintegration, the barrage of graf ti and damages.

maintenance of the rooms and their decorations as latter turning out to be extraordinarily complex With these evaluations, we concluded that the

unique features of the Alhambra. In the first half in the case of the Stove room. For in áddition to necessary restoration work on the paintings in this

of the 20`
h
 century, for the purposes of historical the overpaints carried out during the restoration room should free it of the multiple overpaints

conservation and maintenance, they only inter-

vened in order to preserve and maintain its con-

dition. ^

In various restorations during the secoAd half of

the 20`h centu ry, they aimed not only to conserve

but also to reinstate the former splendour of these^

rooms through artistic recreation. Such works

were justified by the assumption that observers

needed to get a more accurate impression of what

the rooms or spaces were like in the zenith of

of the 1960s and 70s, numerous retouches in oils

from the 19`h century were found all over the

place, completely "distorted" and carried out, for

the most part, on eroded parts of the original sur-

face. A lot of these overpaints, as is the case for the

lower areas of the intrados of the Dressing Room

windows, had lost the original underlying picture,

and were now the only remaining point of refer-

ence for the original decoration.

In the Stove room, the surface of the paintings

which covered it, and largely recover an optima]

view of the paintings without going to the

extremes of previous retouches. The removal of

the overpaints was, furthermore, to be recom-

mended, as the preparatory stucco base used in

these retouches is incompatible with the proper-

ties of the walls.

The proposed works to eliminate the over-

painted layers began with compiling a complete

set of data for each area, and after consolidating

their original historical period. (completely eroded due to gráfti and retouched) the various original layers, the retouches and glue

With this information in rnind, and ithou p sed a fundamental dilemnia becween Ihe neces- stuccos would be eliminated; following this a new

entering into great detail, finding the ideal coi] r- s y 'visual harmonization of the paintings and the stucco of lime and marble sand would be applied

vation criteria to perform a successful restorati ( need to recover the visibili ty of the original layers  the chromatic reintegration would be carried

entailed evaluating the possible courses of action hidden in the retouch. So the specific condition in out. It would be essential not to alter the mark of

beforehand, so that having carried out the differ- which this space w í und was one of a hotch- time t @ disproportionate leve] of reintegra-

ent evaluations we could then consider only the potch of retouches and overpaints. tion in order to attenuate the prominente of and

original components and those which history had When establishing the necessary course of disfigurement caused by the sheer quanti ty of

thrust upon the rooms as worthy of conservation, action to address these retouches, two motives for grá f ti carved into the pictorial layer. For this rea-

since it would be difficult to justify calling most of intervention had to be taken into consideration. son the type of reintegration considered had to

the restorations carried out in the 20`h century Firstly, we carne up against the fact that the base attenuate the disfigurement caused by the inci-

"history", particularly the artistic recreations of for the fi ller used in these retouches consisted of sions in the composition without making them

the 1960s. calcium sulphate with organic glue.This was a dif- disappear altogether. So the incisions were kept,

The proposal that was deemed adequate was ferent material from the original one used, yet it but their depth was reduced and they were then

one of conservation works and the recovery of the had to share with it the same conditions of retouched to make them look more natural and

original hidden layers, making it clear from the humidi ty and temperatura. A stucco of plaster and integrated.

start that the course of action had to scrupulously glue is a commonly used material for easel paint- In the Stove room, the harmonization work

respect the historic restorations found in the ing, but is completely unadvisable for use in mural with retouches presented us with the problem of

building, as well as those reintegration works paintings, as is the case here. having to apply a different colour and tone

which were integrated into the original and Secondly, on examining the previous type of according to whether the background was sky,

which did not cover over original layers under- reintegration performed, which was supposedly countryside or sea, leading to the observer's con-

neath. Furthermore, following its restoration the invisible, a high degree of visual disruption was sequent rejection of the zone due to visual
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"overkill". In order to avoid this we had to find Likewise, the treatments carried out on the col- avoid the creation of surfaces which may become

a generally harmonic colour and tone which lection of marbles, wall and floor were purely for waterproof, thus allowing the wall to breathe nat-

made the defect look natural, so it could not be the purposes of conservation, so the tasks consist- urally.

confused with a retouch, and yet at the same ed of consolidating and cleaning, including floor In order to decide on the best consolidant to

time smoothed the visual conflict in the series of and ceiling repairs. use on the murals, the properties of all the differ-

paintings. To arrive at conclusions which could On the doors and windows, the necessary ent rnaterials in standard use were considered, and

be applied and worked rea lly well, we analysed repairs and alterations were made in order to following tests and practice runs, ethyl silicate was

the set of paintings in this room through chro- ensure the adequate conservation of the building. deemed the most appropriate for the consolida-

inatic synchrony, searching for a colour and tone So the doors and windows which had speciúc tion of the disintegrated pictorial layer. For the

with a general average value in order to use it as defects were treated, such as removing the thick necessary seating and fixing of the pictorial layer

a preparatory base common to all areas.Then the layer of oxidised oil covering them, or replacing flaking away from its preparato ry base, a hydrated

general aspect was integrated by laying down some of the boltels on the lantern's windows, and acrylic adhesive was used in low concentrations.

velatures of colour on top of this. changing some of their less fitting features, such as (Primal AC-33)

However, in some arcas the need to blend in as the bolts on the doors leading to the outside In the case of the polychrome ceilings, an

far as possible the elenients which formed figures, gallery. acrylic resin was used (ethyl metacrylate), dis-

or significant details in the compositions, meant The treatments carried out can be categorized solved in an organic solvent, for the consolidation

that a heavier reintegration of these spaces was into three different spheres of restoration work: of the powdery pictorial layer and organic glue

advisable. For this purpose the tratteggio technique consolidation, cleaning and reintegración. Thes used for seating the flaking arcas.

was used, allowing these retouched arcas to be dis4 were always preceded by data collection and its The consolidation of the preparatory base con-

j¡as

tinguishable upon close inspection by the observ- relevant analysis. ed of consolidating the cracked layers of mor-

er. In the collection of data relevant to the works, tar on the murals and sticking these back onto the

In the case of the exterior galleries it was and also in our documentary and historical walls supporting them.

deemed appropriate that the numerous issing research, detailed information was conscientiously The disintegrated layers of mortar were consol-

pieces around the window frames should b

reintegrated, as these, when left as gaps, altered^

recorded both before and over the duration of the idated using ethyl silicate, although this was only

works. These observations were supported with necessary in some of the exterior arcas; adhering

and distorted the aspect of the architectural charts and photographs. Data related to the state the preparatory base to the wall and filling the

scheme. The brushpoint tratteggio used in the of conservation and to treatments was recorded in cavities was done using a hydrated acrylic resin,

other rooms, due to the appreciative characteris- computerized drawings and graphs, and was collected sometimes mixed with calcium carbonate (Primal

tics of these surfaces (which are very close to the and expanded upon over the entire course of the AC33). For the largest cavities, a mortar mixed to

observer), would have been disquietingly inap- works. in varying concentrations was prepared and injected

propriate for appreciating the original surfaces. The samples for relevant analysi o t different through small orifices.

For this reason, a more mechanical sysiem was layen making°Tp T art work r en fróm In tl% áse of the polychrome ceilings, the

chosen, using watercolour pencils and lines those arcas we considered to be most interesting J
JI

flcracks and upen joints are arcas which are partic-

traced with rulers, so that in their objective terms of what they could add to our body of ularly vulnerable to biological attacks, and also to

appreciation the observer perceived nsory w ;knowledge on' the worYs t7 tigrápIi' / Ger'allowittg al to pass through which rapidly alters

distante from the pictorial execution. Before starting the consolidation treatment, al] the stabili ty of the wood, triggering a gradual

In this context, the lacunae left by large missing non-original layers and deposits such as dust, process of deterioration. After cleaning the surface

arcas in the work would retain the appearance of insect excretions, etc. were removed from the sur- and extracting any foreign bodies, we proceeded

lacunae, set in from the surface, but reintegrated face using soft brushes and aspirators. to make good via the enchuletado or "wedging"

with another mortar and treated as natural losses. In the outside arca of the Dressing Room, and technique, that is to say, the fitting of fine wedges

Dn the wooden ceilings only conservation on sorne arcas of the walls, some layers of fungus or strips of cured wood to close the gaps. The

work was done, consolidating and cleaning che had to be removed, for which biocides were smaller gaps were sealed with a synthetic paste,

original layers of superficial dirt. ln the case of the used. The treatment was carried out by first filling co one rnillimetre below the original sur-

coffering in the Stove room, some 19`h century applying the biocide, and then leaving it to act face. They were all sealed by one method or the

overpaints were removed, as well as the layer of for a period of fifteen days, after which the bio- other, but still retained the look of tracks and

dark, oxidised oil which had accumulated on the logical remains were mechanically and meticu- joints, as in most cases che edges were uneven and

pictorial surface. In tercos of chromatic reintegra- lously removed. The process was concluded with at different levels.

tion, it was decided to use soft colour velatures in the application of a 3% hydrogen peroxide solu- As previously mentioned, part of the collection

order to address only those defects which, due to tion. of mural paintings had had their restoration cut

their prominente, distorted or distracted from the The powdery, chipped arcas of the pictorial short in the works begun and then suspended in

overall view. layer were consolidated, whilst making efforts to the years leading up to the 1970s. These works
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had partly removed the overpaints and oxidised On the mural paintings the volu metric reinte- In the third case, the abundant defects due to

varnishes from the mural paintings in the Stove gration of the mortars was carried out by filling in carved graf ti, which furthermore was done so

room; not so those of the ceiling. The cleaning Iost sections or replacing the areas where former brazenly that it was still easy to decipher, chro-

and recovery of the chromatic values in the mortar fillers had been removed.A distinction was matic reintegration should not hide the grafti

remaining spaces was left undone. made between the mortars which were replaced altogether, but rather just soften its visual promi-

For the cleaning work on a ll the walls, ceilings in the stuccoed lacunae in order to receive chro- nence in favour of appreciation of the art work.

and marble features, poultices and various solvents matic reintegration treatment; the mortars used in It was therefore treated by filling the incisions

were used, removing the layers of general dirt, oxi- the larger lacunae; and the renders on the south with mortar to below surface level, using a colour

dised varnishes and overpaints in water colours, wall exterior, applied for the sole purpose of seal- obtained via chromatic synchrony. Over this,

tempera and oils. In some specific arcas of the ing the porous brick wall to prevent damp from chromatic reintegration was performed with a

exterior gallery, the surfaces had to be desalinated, entering. velature of a colour which was complementary to

as a thin layer of soluble salts was found, and this For the mortars applied in order to receive the original colour — that is, when the colour to

process was performed using cellulose pule and chromatic reintegration, we also made a distinc- be imitated was, for example, a sky blue, the vela-

demineralised water. tion between those surfaces where the mortar was ture used for this was its complementary in red.

Removing the black film found in the Dressing replaced to prepare for tratteggio reintegration, and In this way, a close inspection of the original sur-

Room chamber and in the exterior galle ry did not others where defccts which were caused by graffi- face would leave one in no doubt as to the restor-

give good results with any kind of solvent or pool- ti or deep scratches were filled in. er's intent to conceal the defect and not to imi-

tice, as this film had set harder than the original On the first type, a lime and marble sand mor- `* tate the original. To mitigate the chromatic

paint itself and furthermore had worked into thc tar (1:1) was applied flush to the original surface, i mpact of the complementary colour the trick of

pores of the pictorial layer, thus the solvents acted with view to achieving a surface which was lowering the tone was used, and this was then

on the paint before the blackened layer which we homogenous with the original and ready ato veiled with shadow or light.

wanted to remove. It was a similar scenario with the receive delicate chrornatic reintegration. For the In the last case, the reintegration was carried

gra(fiti written in pencil, p roving extraordinarily dif- second type, the mortar of lime and marble sand, out on concrete forros through tratteggio, and very

úcult to remove without eroding the pictorial layer. in its impalpable varie ty (1:1), had colour added, ittle of this kind of work was done. It was carried

After numerous tests with unsatisfactory results, having carried out, as previously mentioned, chro- out after having categorized them as in need of

we decided to change methodology and practice matic asynchrony to establish the general tone of reconstruction, not for reasons of unifying the

with laser methods which had been researched the paintings, and was applied to below surface aesthetic interpretation of the original arcas, but

and used successfu lly on the Renaissance paint- level (approx. a tenth of a millimetre). rather to prevent the further disintegration of

ings on the portico of the Apostólico Lateralense In places where mortars had to be replaced original forros which could, through a very minor

Palace in Ronie. ' ! (Stov loom and exterio gallery) becaus their retouch, safeguard their aesthetic contribution to

To this end, the same type of laser equipmeen lise n ade it unviable to reintegrate formnally he art work.

was brought into the Alhambra and experimented they were appliedto below surface level, using a whtlst in the antechamber and chamber the

with for some time until an ideal working metho O E. ttextt4? JAec^a£ter vCiqus t a [ L Rttá`atteggio works were executed in brushpoint, in

was established.The experience gained from these and tests synthetic mortar mixed with ochre ter- the exterior galle ry they were done through strip-

ex eriments was that the pencilled rá iti d^tf ep p Q j^ }^ } ÁÍ^ig with waÉercolour pencils using a ruler.r acó ta owder coldurécw th iron oxide . TI n fht
i
s ^ 

black film could be removed easily, but that some case, the mortar was replaced to below surface The pulled-down section had been conserved

of the darker colours may be affected by the pho- level, aiming to show at al] times that the lacuna in two parís — the figurative painting and the

toablation caused by the laser light. exists but has been integrated finto the rest of the skirting.The first was found mounted on a poly-

The need to use varying intensities of laser and decorative display. ester support and iron bars, very deteriorated

the incompatibility of the perfect intensi ty set- For the chromatic reintegration phase, much and deformed; the second, pulled away with part

ting to remove the hard, black layer with some of needed in order to fully appreciate the decorative of the plaster, was still lying on the rernoval

the colours, led us to resort to screening off cer- scheme, we had to differentiate between small but cloths.

tain colours whilst the laser was being used at numerous imperfections caused by loose and The treatment performed restored the whole

high intensity. This was done with the use of a chipped paint, eroded arcas, carved graf ti and the section (painting and skirting) to its original loca-

piece of transparent acetate placed over the sur- small lacunae in the pictorial layer. tion, mounted on a light self-supporting base of

face to be cleaned, on which the arcas which ln the first and second cases, the imperfections libre glass and aluminium.

were sensitive to this intensity were whited out, were reintegrated using a colour velature in a In the case of the ceilings, volumetric recon-

in order to later remove the screen and finish lower tone than that of the original, without any struction was not required anywhere, but chro-

cleaning all the surfaces with a lower laser inten- attempt at reconstruction, but with view to inte- matic reintegration was. Previous to this, and only

sity. The use of the laser was also extended to the grating the eroded surfaces into the rest in a lower in small arcas, the faults to be reintegrated had to

marble surfaces. tone than that of the original, be stuccoed.This was done in the traditional way,
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with organic glue and calcium sulphate, with phe- which poetry and romance have shed over this vates in the opera gallery where Chateaubriand
nol as a preservative. enchanting place' wrote his name on the wall. 1 have taken posses-

For defects of a certain size with arcas lost Irving belonged to the early years of sion of that apartment, and one room is very com-

which were important for the unification of the Romanticism, and when he arrived in Spain his fortably fitted up as my bedroom and study. I never
scheme, and likewise for the mural paintings, the literary 	tastes were already influenced by this had such a delicious abode. One of my windows

technique used was tratteg io. The defects which school and its characteristic reverence for the pie- looks finto the little garden of Lindaraxa; the cit-

were not stuccoed due to being regarded as minor turesque and the nostalgic past. Thus, for him ron-trees are full of blossoms, and perfume the air,

wear and tear or insignificant losses were blended Granada was "the ci ty of romantic histo ry" and, and the fountain throws up a beautiful jet of water;

with watercolour velatures and subsequently fixed although he spent only a few days touring the ci ty on the opposite side of the garden is a window

with 3% methyl metacrylate in xylene (Paraloid and its surrounding area, he was forced to admit, opening into the saloon of Las Dos Hermanas,
B-72). "The Alhambra and Generalife have most excited through which 1 have a view of the fountain of

Inside, as a layer of protection for the paintings our enthusiasrn." 2 Perhaps unwittingly, he could Lions and a distant peep into the gloomy halls of

and polychrome, an acrylic resin was sprayed ora in not help comparing this with his former experi- the Abencerrages. Another window of my room

different concentrations.This layer served as a sep- ente. "Good heavens! After passing two years looks out upon the deep valley of the Darro..."e
arator and protector for the paintings, revealing amidst the sunburnt wastes of Castile, to be let He is obviously referring to the emperor's cham-

their true colour and giving their surface a uni- loose to rove at large over this fragrant and lovely bers, some of which now bear Irving's name.

form mata texture. (2% Paraloid in Toluene) land! What a fullness of pure and healthful pleasure With these words, Irving draws us into the small

Outside, with the objective of enhancing the gushes finto the heart; and how do we look back world that would be his universe for a period of

water-repellent properties of the surface, a silico with distaste upon the palo arad artificial life of tl é several weeks — a world at the heart of a monu-

organic hydrophobing agent (Tegosivin HL 100) city, and wonder how we could have condemned ment that had yet to earn this distinction, in sur-

was used as a protective layer for the paintings. A ourselves to its formal and frivolous routine!" 3 roundings that fascinated him and which he was

5% solution in aromatic solvent was applied via His spirit was undoubtedly predisposed to enjoy free to fu lly enjoy. His prose is at its most beautiful

spraying. this second stay which, as stated earlier, began in when he attempts to describe the sensations that

the early days of May 1829. I believe it was no overcame him. "Sometimes, when all was quiet,
Travellers in the Alhambra: coincidence that Irving decided to embark on his and the clock from the distant cathedral of
The Queen's Dressing Room journey in the springtime, this time starting from Granada struck the midnight hour, I have sallied
CRISTINA VIÑES MILLET Seville. As he once wrote, "The beau ty of the sea- out on another tour and wandered over the whole
Universi ty of Granada son is but half developed, so that while there is building [...J when moonlight is added to all this,

Washington Irving arrived in Granada in early enough to yield present delight, there is the flatter- the effect is like enchantment." He later adds,

May 1829 for what was to be an extende s ing promise of still further enjoyment." 4 On this "What a delight, at such a time, to ascend to the

However, it would not be his fir j i t. o asion, bis travelling companion was his clase little airy pavilion of the queen's toilet (el Tocador

Approximately one year earlier, on his way to fr ent1 Prince Dólgoruk!, the tóp^diplomatic de la Réynn) [...j and gaze from its light arcades

Madrid, Irving had taken the opportunity to pay eché and later ségtary of legaitj Jozl the upon the moonlight prospect! To the right, the

our city a brief ten-day visit starting on 8 March. Russian embassy. Their stay at a popular inn, the swelling mountains of the Sierra Nevada, robbed

Accompanied on this first occasion by two employ- Posada de la Espada, was ve ry brief, fo 3n11' a few . 9f their ruggedness and softened into a fairy land,

ces of the Russian embassy, Gessler and Stoffregen, days after arrival the two friends were invited to with their snowy summits gleaming like silver

this short side trip undoubtedly made a strong take up residence in the Alhambra by the governor clouds against the deep blue sky. And then to lean

impression on him, as evidenced by his correspon- of the fortress, who preferred lodgings in the ci ty. over the parapet of the Tocador and gaze down

dente. "But Granada, bellissima Granada! Think They were given a set of emp ty rooms at the front upon Granada and the Albaycin spread out like a

what must have been our delight when, after pass- of the palace, overlooking the great esplanade of map below; ah buried in deep repose; the white

ing the famous bridge of Pinos, the scene of many the Square of the Cisterns. 5 palaces and convents sleeping in the moonshine!"7

a bloody encounter between Moor and Christian, Dolgoruki must have stayed only a short time at Irving described the experience thus in his Tales,

and remarkable for having been the place where the Alhambra, since Irving's reply to a letter writ- but he also directed a more intimate cormnenta ry
Columbus was overtaken by the messenger of ten by the prince from Malaga was dated 23 May. to his friend Dolgoruki:"1 sit by my window until

Isabela, when about to abandon Spain ni despair, This correspondence allows us to discover new late at night, enjoying the moonlight [...J and I

we turned a promontory of the arid mountains of details, such as the change of residence that have walked up and down the Chateaubriand

Elvira, and Granada, with its towers, its Alhambra, Washington Irving was eager to tell his friend gallery until midnight.There is something so com-

and its snowy mountains, burst upon our sight! The about. "You remember the little suite of rooms pletely solitary and tranquil in thus being shut up

evening sun shone gloriously upon its red towers as locked up, where the Italian artist worked who had in the centre of this great deserted palace."8

we approached it, and gave a mellow tone to the been repairing the Alhambra. It is an apartment It is no coincidente that the name
rich scenery of the vega. It was like the magic glow built either by Charles V or Philip II, and termi- Chateaubriand, considered the first of the
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Romantics, appears repeatedly in Irving's writings. been etched onto his visual memory — undoubted- provided their place of origin, conunents or brief
As an important figure of the time, it is interesting ly because it was also the scene of his own romance references.

to compare and contrast Chateaubriand's descrip- with Nathalie de Laborde and the two ]overs "wrote The authors are of ah nationalities — Spanish
tions of Granada from two different perspectives — their names together on the dusky marble of a narres are common, of course, although French and

as a man of letters and as a traveller.The impressions Moorish pillar.` l Anglo-Saxon contributions also abound. To a
formed during his travels were recorded in a thick They were not the only ones co conunemorate a degree, chis wall also carnes the weight of history: it
volume entitled Journey from Paris to Jerusalem, in visit by leaving their signatures. Byron and Hugo, as records the presence of General Sebastiani's men at
which he dedicated only a few short lines to our well as many others, did the same. 12 Any place was the turn of the century, and the Duke ofAngulema's
city, despite the fact that his journey was actually a suitable for leaving one's mark; several travellers, troops in 1823. The windowsill still preserves the
singular romantic pilgrimage in search of Nathalie swept away by their enthusiasm, even set their vers- memory of"officier porte Drapeau du II Regiment
de Laborde, whom he hoped co find "in Sparta, es on one of the walls iri the Hall of the Nymphs) 3 de Ligase" from August of that same year, a year that
Zion, Memphis, Carthage and Cake her co the Any spot would do — a room, wall, colunm or arch- marked a before and an after for many. "The real
Alhambra." 9 However, the plot of his novel The way. Countless testimonies have been passed down tourists appeared after 1823. Before then only sol-
Adventures of the Last Abencerrage, which paved the to us in chis way, so many that it would be impossi- diers, a few Bonapartist refugees and business trav-
way for literary Romanticism, is set in Granada. ble, and unnecessary, to reproduce them all here. ellers went to Spain." 17 This is Hoffman's assessment,
The pages of chis text, true poetry in prose, set the Many of them have long since disappeared and although his words are partially true, they seem
tone for other literary descriptions that would fol- from these places, and several were lost at quite an somewhat exaggerated to me, particularly since the
low, in ah likelihood because, as Fernández Almago early date, according co some of our visitors. One '>. presence of travellers in Spain prior to chis date can
pointed out, "Granada is not a city where remarked, "The names, coarse verses and mawk= be proved by various sources, including the walls of
Romantics had co cast about for themes befltting ish sentiments with which visitors since time che Dressing Room. Without going too far back,
che new tastes, nor even pretexts co set fantasy in imnrernorial have leen frt co disfigure the white there is ample evidente of foreign tourism in che
motion, so prodigal has Granada always been with rrrarble columns of its galleries have been cleaned 18`h 	century, particularly in the latter half; one
literary references of every genre and style." 10 with che help of water, soap and a scrub brush." notable example is Henry Swinburne, che author of

AH of chis, as mentioned previously, was encapsu- In addition, they also "have removed the filth of^ne of the best and most widely read travelogues on
lated in The AbencerraQe, a work of fiction inspired another kind that disguised the mosaic floors; our country.ls
by Morisco and frontier romances in the same grand they have pulled up che weeds that had grown in There is another little history that runs parallel co
tradition that characterised Spanish hterature.There che courtyards... —14 The impression is that che the Alhambra's own. While che fortress remained a
are moments, however, when che author, £ascinated Alhambra was being taken tare of — an impres- military outpost for centuries, although its impor-
by the nature around him, sets irnagination aside and sion shared by another traveller who visited the cante waned over time, it was also frequently used as
turns his attention to reality.This happens when he site around che same' tim and expressed their r n, 19 	On more than one occasion, che
describes che Darro River Valley, location of the l 1

ar^az ment atjfinding th palaces i ch good ssi g Room itself and che adjoining chambers
palace of Blanca de Vivar in che novel and `che set- condition. 15 Both`sitorss conclude tPat t were used for chis purpose. In 1707, the Marques of
ting of her amorous encounters with che arrogant changes e oi4flAhiew g0e i (w c J scalonias, ha ng from Cordoba, was imprisoned
Aben Hamet, che lastAbencerrage (a faction or fam- they deduced to be more careful or have better there under very strict surveillance. 2° In che years at
ily said co have held a prominent position  rra thairh prede ssors.They viere referring che Glose of che century, che Count of Aranda was
Moorish kingdom of Granada). "On che flowering to Francisco de la Serna, the saíne man who also housed there. Detailed descriptions have sur-
southern slope," che author wrote, "stood the allowed Irving and Dolgoruki co leve in che royal vived of the work done to adapt che emperor's suite
Alhambra and the gardens of the Generalife. The chambers. 16 to chis use. 21 It housed many well-known figures, as
northern hill was ornamented with che cheerful The signatures were erased from many places well as other less famous inmates who left their
orchards of che Albaycin and a profusion of inhabit- years ago, but chis is not true of the Queen's marks on its walls.22
ed caves. At che far western end of che valley, che Dressing Room, which even today bears the names The truth is that few of the narres written on
bell-towers stood erect amidst cypress and holm oak of those who once passed through its chambers. these walls can be identified. Earlier 1 mentioned che
trees.To the east, a pleasingly uneven landscape met Leaving acide che analysis of other details, which illustrious names of Chateaubriand, Byron and
che eye: convenís, chapels, ruins of ancient Illiberis, have no bearing on che matter at hand, che walls of Hugo, as well as Swinburne, who left his signature
the peaks of Sierra Nevada crowning che horizon. these chambers enclose a miniature history that runs on che small archway leading into che study. A few
The Darro flowed through che valley, its shadowed parallel to che Alhambra's own history. This history others have been identified, again allowing us co
course graced with windmills, bubbling fountains, began many years ago — 1675 is the first confirmed confirm che astonishing diversiry of che visitors that
che broken anches of a Roman aqueduct and the date — and ran into che early decades of the 20 th ten- che Alhambra has welcomed. One example is
ruin of a bridge from Moorish times..."This land- tury, docuinented by families like che Baldes or Richard C. Wellesley, an English politician who
scape, which Chateaubriand may have often con- Murrays, societies and individual visitors. Sometimes served as governor-general of India. Soon after leav-
templated from che Dressing Room gallery, had there is only a narre, and maybe a date, while others ing chis post in 1809, Wellesley visited Granada in
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the company of Henry W. Williams. Another is is always hard to guess at people's motivations and damental, because the monument we see today
Alexander Humboldt, the German naturalist, geog- complex because there must have been many differ- undeniably owes its existente to this flexibility. This
rapher and explorer of Spain's South American ent reasons. If 1 had to venture one reason, I would is true of the Alhambra as a whole, although it is
colonies in the 18`h century.According to the record date to say that the suggestive power of the place niore obvious in certain areas such as the Dressing
left behind, Humboldt carne to Granada in 1818 itself was responsible, a power connected in an Room. The narres that it has born throughout the
after having taken up residente in Paris. There are important, albeit not unique, way to the site's shift- years are very significant; 3° they speak to us of dif-
no extant written accounts of this journey; howev- ing and suggestive history. To delve further into this ferent times and the different functions it had in
er, we do have written evidente of the trip made by topic, we must first understand the most intimate each of them.
his brother William, a philologist, writer and treatise facet of the Alhambra which so fascinated all who Its walls enclose volumes of history, and those
author, namely a small tome entitled Díary of a Trip contemplated it. "ditninutive and aerial" archways have witnessed
to Spain that recorded the impressions gathered on "It is very rare to find an old monument where countless events.This little tower - only one of the
his travels at the turra of the century. He included every part is built in the same style.A monument has many jutting aboye the Alhambra - was built by
only a brief referente to the Queen's Boudoir, "a lived, and in living it has been transformed, for Nasr and attributed toYusuf 1, given that the latter
small square room, open on every side," although he change is the essential condition of life. Each age has monarch ordered his narre to be inscribed in the
did mention that the view commanded from the left its mark. It is a book to which each generation plasterwork adorning it. j" Rising aboye the para-
encirchng balcony seemed "very lovely." 23 Another has added a page.There is no need to modify any of pet walk that overlooks the Darro River Valley, the
visitor of note was JoséVergés, a Catalonian living in them.The handwriting is not the same because they defensive purpose of this tower is evident, and
Granada and the first banker on record in our city were not penned by the same hand [...]. They are S, originally it was independent and separate from
in the 19` h century. Other names are harder to place different yet equally accurate testimonies" 28 It the area where the royal family resided. 32 Its out-
- Baille, Harvey, Debrey, Semple - and undoubted- would be hard to find a more succinct and straight- ward appearance must have provided an interesting
ly belong to travellers who passed through here at forward statement than these words by Anatole contrast to the imposing silhouette of Comares, as
one time or another. 24 	France, and even more difficult to come up with a it still does today.The outer surface is very smooth,

In general, it is hard to unequivocally identify phrase better suited to the Alhambra, which was a ' and the towers "roofs with jutting caves arad
most of the names.What does seem clear is the ten- /small, bustling city long before it became a monu-

an

 ceiling beams [covered] the space
dency of names from the same or a similar tim e ment. The Alhambra is indeed a book to which between the walls and the skylight, which airily
period to cluster in certain arcas of this space. This every period has contributed a page.At times, when rose aboye them in Muslim times presenting three
allows the modern-day researcher or curious reading a text we are reminded of another that is windows with semicircular arches on each face
observer to assess the ebb and flow of visitors already familiar to us; and such is the case here, for and caves and decorative pent caves on all four
chronologically. It also allows us to confirm that the France's words seem to echo the phrase penned by sides." 33 The interior is very beautiful, with a
middle decades of the 19`h century registered liy i Hans Christian Andersen years earlier: "The plendid floor in white, green, copper, blue, violet
the highest number of inscriptions which is^not odd Alhambra is like r ld book of legends filled with nd gold, as is the exquisite ornamentation of its
if we consider that this period coincided with it e fantasticálly wi ng°p, icture writing! Over colour baTc"ontes al d the rich ceiling bearing the coat of
flourishing of Romanticism. It is less easy to dete "— and ¡^i1 ,'each chambee is a newCeaf, the saiIJJ s of the Nasrid monarchs.
mine why the walls of the Alhambra, and specifical- story, the same language and yet a new chapter in At the time, Ibn al-Jatib penned the description
ly the walls of the Dressing Room, continued to`Se " [fié boo {.^ T i w£,y g k j'a  ^C7 /^`';, ^, `Íj F ^' ^ ^ . .^ ^Í ^rat is now considered a classic text on the subject:
used by visitors to leave their signatures or traces of There are many chapters in this long history, arad "To the south, the city is dominated by the settle-
their passing. I say this because, during his brief stay, through them we can see an Alhambra that is trans- ment of the Alhambra, Medina al-Hamrá, court of
Prince Dolgoruki donated an album for this very formed without ever losing its own unique essence the kingdom, crowting it with its shining battle-
purpose to keep future visitors from adding to the - a transformation that runs parallel to that of the ments, its eminent towers, its strong bastions, its
collection, as he stated very clearly in the book's city lying at its feet. Moments of splendour and magnificent palaces and other sumptuous buildings
dedication. 25 We know from the testimonies left by decadente intertwine, occasionally losing the thread that dazzle the eyes and the soul with their bril-
many of those visitors that this album, kept by the of continuity, and at times we are unable to identify liante. Here there is such an abundante of waters
doorman, was available to anyone who requested the reasons behind them. Yet they undoubtedly that, overflowing in torrente from the pools and
it.26 One even affirmed that, "Everyone is eager to exist, although they remain hidden, and serve as troughs, they forro streams and cascades down the
register his narre in this book, for few are fortunate clues for understanding a changing reality, for better hillside whose musical murmur can be heard from a
enough to visit Granada in their lifetime and al] are or for worse. great distante. The wall of that population is sur-
proud to show the world that they have visited the On the "Red Hill," this changing reality has left rounded by extensive gardens fit for the saltan and
wonder of the Alhambra" 27 	its mark on towers and walls, parapet walks, palaces leafy graves, with the white battlements shining hke

As we have seen, not all of them did so. But it begs arad buffdings.This is the "mobility" to which I have stars through its thick greenery."34
the question: why use the Dressing Room? The been referring. Moreover, this site has an adaptive Naturally, the Christian conquest led to modifica-

answer is difficult and complex - difficult because it ability that seems almost unbelievable and yet is fan- tions in the Alhambra and to the little tower built by
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Nasr, which was then called the Tower of Abul

Hachach. Yet one thing remained unaltered — the

site's life as a small city, which took on a triple

dimension that carne to characterise the new era.

The Alhambra became honre to an important mili-

tary post, responsible for defending the population,

as well as a significant population of workers and

craftsmen. As the roya] enclave that it was, its gov-

ernment institutions were kept separate and inde-

pendent from those of Granada.;' These three func-

tions — military, civil and roya] — made the Alhambra

an exceptional and unique location, although they

also made its internal organisation tretnendously

complex and intricate.

Earlier I alluded to the mobility of the Alhambra

and its surprising ability to adapt to change.The 16`h

century may be the best example of this.

backs with shields, hkewise attacked the others, rid-

ers on horseback, so light and swift and so agile in

every motion that none can compare... Later, with

shorter canes and the horse at full gallop, they took

aim as ifshooting arrows with a bow or crossbow...

Never have I seen such a lovely sight," Münzer con-

cluded. 40

The Alhambra had begun to change, adapting to

its new situation, as did its palaces, which were even-

tually turned into the royal residence. 41 Many

Muslim workers laboured to restore these spaces to

their former splendour, and details that reflected a

different taste were added, such as the sumptuous

wooden ceilings installed at the tinte and possibly

crafted by workers brought in from Zaragoza. 42

There was a new aesthetic and a new design con-

cept, and this ultimately led to the fusion of the

and the transformation it underwent moulded the

structure finto its present-day image.

We will not go into too much detall about the

importante of the emperor's visit to Granada

accompanied by Isabella of Portugal, following their

royal nuptials in Seville. 48 However, it is interesting

to highlight the numerous and far-reaching conse-

quences of their visit, which affected both the city

and, of particular interest to us, the Alhambra. The

emperor's ambitious plans for the citadel were des-

tined to bring about one of the most important, and

perhaps the greatest, transformations made during

the Christian era. The changes affected everything

fmm the Cate of Pomegranates to the Palace of

CharlesV and the very pillar that bears bis name, and

the progranune was at "the vanguard of European

artistic style of the time."49

tvemoaenmg worK was negun aimost tmmearately i-'alaces ot Cromares ana ot the Lions, twó'very dit- Yet these alterations, undoubtedly the most spec-
after the Christian conquest, in some cases due to ferent buffdings intended for very different uses. tacular, were not the only ones.The winds of change
necessity and in others deriving from a different However, even at that eventful time, diere was little affected many other elements and modified the
mentality and a new concept of the citadel. The need to change the overall appearance of the palatial existing structure, such as the rooms that were
most significant change to its image may have been complex. ordered to be built and bogan to take shape in the
the creation of paths conununicating the castle with The remodelling work carried out in those early former gardens of the Chamber of the Lions — six in
the palatial city, and to this end the workers levelled years did not affect the Tower of Abul Hachach, total, reflecting the new taste in its richly ornarnent-
the esplanade between the two spaces, where thef which remained one of the many towers marking ed doors and magnificent coffered ceilings, where
large cisterna were later built that would give this the perimeter of the Alhambra. 43 This tower, like Renaissance architecture combined with the old
square its name.36 all the rest, was converted into soldiers' quarters Mudejar-style roofs. Their delicate paintings mir-

The intense life contained within this little city and used as such as late as the 17 1h 	century, rored the rich and suggestive world of the great
was eloquently described by several travellers who although the troops only occupied the lower sec- Italian palaces: flowers and monsters, animals and
witnessed this unique moment of history first -ha which was described in documents from that human figures, and even fruits in some of the rooms.
Lalaing, to a degree, 37 and Navagiero and Münzer p iod as "an able dwelling with an ent roce out- They became so famous that Góngora inunortalised
in greater depth. 38 Their writings allow us to recre- sido of the royal frouse." 44 It is possible that the them in'these versesao
ate a lost past — the reigning military atmosphere, the tower was first designated as a secondary residente W<

numerous little provision shops scattered about the for the fortress governor as part of the sweeping ... And its room of fruits

citado], and the high number of residents living in it defensivo planl¿ntroduccd invnediately after the n e mesh, bright and remarkable,

which necessitated important construction work of conquest, which affected the Alhambra as well as slander on the brushes

another kind. For, as some of them related, "In a the entire kingdom, 45 although this is just a theo- of Apeles and Timantes,

Christian land, one house occupies niore space than ry given the lack of supporting documentation. where the artificial so well

four or five Saracen houses."" The first clear referente we have is from 1605, on imitares the natural,

Not only this. In the new court atmosphere, the the occasion of Mr. Juan de Trillo y Figueroa's that they could fool any ruan

hand of Tendilla could be seen everywhere, and appointment to the post of governor. 46 By that or deceive any bird...

reminders of what had until recently been a frontier time, the tower was already known as the gover-
lifestyle abounded. One event provides a clear vision nor's residente or the Fruit Room. 47 Further evidente of the harmonious blending of
of this situation, a session of jousting with canes However, we now come to a historical juncture of past and present was the addition of the little Tower
organised by Iñigo López de Mendoza in honour of great importante to the particular space that concerns of Abul Hachach to this new roya] complex, which
Jerónimo Münzer, who left us a written account. us. Although, as indicated earlier, the years of the thus became an integral part of the palace ares. A
The game was held on the great esplanade of the Catholic Monarchs'rule did not bring about substan- passageway and a door, now bricked up, connected
Alhambra, with the participation of one hundred of sial changes to our little tower, the situation changed the tower to what nnist have been the empress's
the most skilled knights, "divided into two banda: radically during the reign of Charles V, primarily as a bedroom, since it was destined to become the
one sido charging with long, sharp canes like lances; result of bis sojourn in Granada in 1526.At that time queen's personal dressing room. To this end, the
and the others, feigning Elight and covering their the tower bogan to be known as the Dressing Rooni, roofs were dismantled and the outer walls were
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made higher, and a floor was laid to create a sma ll

hall separating the two spaces. s ' Surrounded by an
exquisite galle ry, the antechamber that served as an

entrante was laid with slabs of perforated marble

that allowed the aroma of perfumes burning in the
room below to waft upwards.This explains why his-

torical documents written alter this time frequently

referred to the structure as the Tower of the Stove,

although it was also called the Queen's Mirador,

Boudoir or Dressing Room, the latter of which

eventually became the most widely used.

These quarters of exquisite beau ty were further

enhanced by the splendid paintings which, in

Gómez Moreno's opinion, were unrivalled in Spain

and "can only be compared with the grotesques of

the Vatican."52 These paintings delira ited the various

spaces. The antechamber featured war scenes cele-

brating the empe ror's campaign to conquerTunis. In

the study, the walls were covered with delicate

grotesques and exquisite little paintings representing

the myth of Phaeton. Over the doorway, the chi]-

dren pointing to the inirror ni their hands clearly

allude to the intended use of this piece, designed for

the empress's personal grooming and toilet.53

Isabella of Portugal was never able to use the'

rooms designed for her, as work on them was com-

pleted after the end of the emperor's reign. These

regal chambers were so well communicated with

the Arabio palaces by passageways and corridors that

they seemed to form a single unit, a uni ty that was

consolidated with the addition of a new e ante to

the complex in the 17 h century. "For is the}f

transformed a lower medieval chamber of the Court

of the Myrtles into a hallway [...] with a lovely and

penetrating view of the Court of the ó een,

through a gateway opened in the dividing wall

between the tuvo palaces, and with a door on one

side leading into the courryard of the New Roya]

Residence or Palace of Charles V."5;

The modifications ánade in this period gave rise

to the creation of the secluded spaces that combine

"the art of the Muslim cour tyard and the architec-

tural tastes of the Spanish renaissance " 5s Today it

would be impossible to imagine the Alhambra with-

out these enclaves: spaces like the Cour tyard of the

Wrought I ron Grille or of Lindaraja, overlooked by

the mirador that "has been shut in between the

oppressive shadows of the brown walls. The empty

latticed balconies, from which the shade of the trag-

ic Aixa has forever departed, languished sadly in

their captivi yThe little garden that once had almost

no personali ty began to acquire some when it was Emperor's room and the other rooms of the Royal

shrouded in convent-like silence.The same mirador Residence and fortresses of the Alhambra in order

found consolation in the sadness of the garden and that his majesty might occupy them."' s This histori-
even managed to sn-iile on the day it first realised cal note is of great interest, and the subject undoubt-

that the muted fountain at its feet reflected it in the edly merits further attention.

mirror of its still waters. A perfect harmony was In 1730, the room again became a royal chamber

slowly woven between the garden and the mirador. when PhilipV and his family spent a short period in

The garden became ever more lush and intimate. Granada. This visit was better documented than the

The orange trees grew and in every tree canopy the previous one, providing precise details about the

nightingales nested [...1 The mirador lost its former work done at the time and the cost. Since the

panoramic view, but its sweet affair with the roman- Dressing Room was intended for Isabella de Parma,

tic comer languishing at its feet provided consola- "the paintings had to be restored, which was done

tion for the loss." S6 by Martín de Pineda Ponce. The letter F was added

The Alhau-ibra's abili ty to adapt is truly incrediblc. (with a srnall e for Fe lipe) and aY as well.The outer

Although Isabella of Portugal never occupied the and inner perimeters were fitted with wooden

rooms created for her, another woman by the same fratnes with clips and iron screws for instalhng and

narre would use them two centuries later - Isabella placing glass and mirrors." 53 It is interesting to dis-

of Parma, the wife of Philip V, for whom The ch cover the repairs done, but it is equally or even more

bers were restored. It was not the first time; in fact, interesting to discover the reasons why they were

repairs were needed throughout the complex from needed. On this topic the docurnentation is equally

the very beginning due to an explosion in a gun- descriptive: "They began to paint and repair the

powder workshop on Carrera del Darro in 1590. Boudoir in imitation of the exquisiteness of the

The entire side of the Alhambra facing the river suf-', paintings it once held, and it was in ve ry poor con-

fered many serious damages, and the documents that dition owing to the Governor's disorderly methods

relate the event are very descriptive. "Moreover," of showing the house."

read the accounts,"i.n the corridor and rooms of the This information sheds a bit more light on the

Stove, all the walls were sorely punished, fragment- subject. There are numerous and minutely

ing many sections and bringing down other parts detailed written orders regulating the tare and

[...] and paintings [...] so that all was terribly afflict- maintenance of the palaces. The soldiers who

ed and the locks anddoors and windows were b ro- worked as doormen, as well as sweepers and gar-

llen [...] Alse#in other adjoining residentes which deners (all without guards),'were charged with

are below the Stove and th^ room with the paintlg op nin`l and closing the doors to the royal resi-

of the fruits, the di , and windows werelURAces, keeping the spaces clean and nnaintained,

upen and torra down with many dividing wa lls and and escorting visitors to ensure that no damage

it did much dámage t* J he, roolfs " , G e f c«t7A tffál in exchange for absolutely no wages

It seems reasonable to assume that work to repair or renwneration. 1'0 However, the Alhambra was

the damage done by the explosion was begun on not upen to just any visitors; only those people

both the building structures and the decoration of who "being of distinction, attired in a fashion

their chambers. We know that Bartolomé de Raxis showing the due decorum and respect for the

was busy restoring the paintings of the Dressing Houses and Site of the royal residente," were

Room in the early years of the 17
th
 century. In this granted access.01

respect, the words penned by Henríquez de Jorquera We know, however, that these repeated orders

on the occasion of Philip IV's visit to Granada are were regularly ignored. 62 In the early 1 7L1i century,

significan: "On the eleventh of Februa ry of said year and perhaps even earlier, anyone willing to pay two

1624, the city of Granada received word that his cuartos (small copper coins) was allowed inside, and

majesty had left the city of Madrid, court of our for two more they could bathe in the pool of the

Spain, to visit the cities of Andalusia, although his Court of the Myrdes.These visitors "do tremendous

time would be ve ry linúted; therefore, the cities damage and those who enter to see them [the

which his majes ty intended to visit did make much rooms], as they are locked in after having paid, and

preparation for receiving hico, and particularly this no one is there to watch them, abuse and dirty them

city of Granada which later began to rebuild the and tear out all the t iles, locks and bolts they can
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work loose."63 Further connnent on this subject last descriptions that we have, because in the mid- ty. Lifting the eyes was like contemplating the corol-

seems unnecessary 19`h century "as they were much abused, the unfor- la of a lovely flower."76

The connivance of the people charged with its tunate decision was made to eliminate them," The formal ball given by the Maestranza was
custody lasted for many years, and even increased according to Gómez Moreno. 68 	held in the Hall of Comares, where a royal ball was

over time. In the raid-18` h century, one of our trae- 1 do not know if all of the work described in the offered years earlier in honour of the Princess
ellers lamented this state of affairs, relating with report to which I have referred was actua lly carried Luisa Fernanda and her husband the Duke of
scandalised indignation how the doorman "did busi- out. However, we do have one of the first evalua- Montpensier. 77 The year was 1849, and three years

ness with foreigners, selling pieces of stucco that are tions made by José Contreras, dated in 1840, which had passed since the double royal wedding where

broken and taken offthe wall.A man 1 knew bought gave prioriry to the most pressing work needed in Isabella II married Francisco de Asís and her sister

a large piece for five francs, but 1 could not help the palaces of the Alhambra and referred to the Luisa Fernanda married Montpensier. At the time,

reproaching him and did not wish to follow his Tower of Comares, the corridor leading to the a large contingent of diplomatic and cultural rep-

example" She concluded that, if things continued in Dressing Room and to the room itsel£ The docu- resentatives carne down from France for the wed-

this fashion, "in twenty years there will hardly be a ment emphasised the fact that, if work was not ding, including Alexandre Dumas and his son,

piece of the Alhambra left." M How it has su rvived to begun itnmediately, "we must expect a ruin."69 The along with painters and writers of renown.

this day is part of the place's mystery, for this traveller next phase of major consolidation and conse rvation Another famous traveller, Théophile Gautier, also

was not the only one to make such obse rvations. work would not take place until the 1930s, under attended the event as correspondent for a Parisian
Many years before, Simón de Argote had expressed the supervision of Torres Balbás, 70 when the floor newspaper.

a similar sentiment: "A destructive and rapacious that divided the spaces of the Dressing Room in ', The two illustrious figures, Dumas and Gautier,
hand has joined forces with time and stripped this two was taken up 71 and Rafael ,, Latorre agaiñ both travelled throughout Spain and visited
building of the better part of its porcelains and tiles, restored its paintings.

72
 The amazing thing, at least in Granada. 78 But their travels are of less interest to us

which constituted the best and most solid of its my opinion, is that the narres and signatures etched than the journey made by the Duke and Duchess of
adornments; and the most august mansior of the finto its walls never disappeared — but that is Montpensier through part of Andalusia, accompa-
Mohammedan sceptre, far from conveyingfthrough undoubtedly another story med by the painter Eduard Gerhardt who left us
its ruin an image of the power, digni ry and sublime This little Moorish tower, transformed into deli- lplendi.d images of the cities they visited, including
genius of the arts [...J will very soon fade to dust,' cate chanibers for the Christian queens, was des- several of the Alhambra. Oddly enough, he did not
earth and naught." 65 Dust, earth and naught was the tined never to be used by a female sovereign again, paint the Hall of Comares, where the aforemen-
fate that Irving also £oresaw for the monument, and although it was given other very different uses to tioned roya] ball was held. On that day, "The whole
he saw himself as potentially one of its last visitors. which I have already referred.The tower is a reflec- interior of the Alhambra was illuminated by thou-
"And nevertheless, there it stands, nearly intact, for tion of the Alhambra's own history, and at times the sands of tiny lamps. Small transparent kiosks were
our enjoyment. An army of devoted craftsmL, gaps must be filled by imagination,just  Velázquez eflected in the clear water of the great marble

direct heirs to the Moorish builders of old, are slow- d Echeverría advised the stranger to t've in to Mutis. Everywhere one saw coloured lanterns, can-
ly and steadily replacing the worn panels llegible fa cy "and en iorr those beatiti ul pamtings, iñ a^ die chaz deliers, flower garlands, wreaths of myrtle

inscriptions or faded tiles. How often is the entird OWstrength of their prinutive^eauty,1 JLeTv í^ J od chains of woven leaves. There were red uphol-
Alhambra renewed and replaced?"66	dows with beautiful glass panes, with the added lus- stered couches and amaranth rugs in every hall and

The Alhambra has been renewed, perhaps o of thatacamirable view, and you shall s e f`iat yoP ^ musicál bands, elegandy hidden beneath the peri-
entirely but in many of its parts. Let us return to the can imagine no better vision in all the world..... styles [...j. The ba llroom was the Hall of
Dressing Room and review the work done on it. When Queen Isabella II canse to Granada in Ambassadors. A shining, sparkling chandelier hung
Before the end of die 18`h centu ry, a detailed assess- 1862, she did not stay in the royal palaces, although from the high Moorish ceiling of stalactites, and its

ment was made of every project to be completed or certain ceremonies to celebrate her visit were held lights looked like coral wreaths on the floor covered
replacements needed throughout the complex: win- there.74 The chronicle of that journey has provided with red cloth [...1. There was music and the per-
dows and doors, glass panes and Trames, gold finish us with a brief narrative of these events. 75 Other fume of a thousand flowers.....
in the antechamber and inner study, as well as paint details have been provided by our visitors, some of Going back to the beginning, in 1829
in the latter. However it is odd that, among all the whom witnessed the preparations that were made in Washington Irving arrived in Granada for an
detailed documents, no mention is made of the cor- the Alhambra's halls and rooms, where a host of extended stay, thus fulfilling a wish he had har-
ridor leading to Comares whose paintings were, workers rushed about incessantly, "carrying bundles boured for many years. From an early age, I rving
according to our research, in ve ry poor condition of myrtle, multi-colou red paper lanterns and paint- had felt attracted to the beauties of Granada, as evi-
owing to exposure to the elements, among other ed papen." From the walls of the Hall of the Two denced by his own words: "Prona earliest boyhood,
factors. Again, it was Argote who mentioned this Sisters hung "heavy tapestries of darnask and red vel- when, on the banks of the Hudson, 1 first pored
and described the metarnorphosis of its sotEts, the vet with borders and tassels of gold, hiding most of over the pages of old Gines Perez de Hytas's apoc-
medals with busts that adorned the passage and the what was truly beautiful. Only the . rich original cof- ryphal but chivalresque history of the civil wars of
medallions with statues of rivers. 67 His is one of the fering of the ceiling could be admired in its entire- Granada, and the feuds of its gallant cavaliers, the
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Zegries and Abencerrages, that city has ever been penned by Isabella Romer, whose sentiments were ty." These words may be the echoes of a long-lost

a subject of my waking dreams" It is therefore no shared by Lady Tenison:"We rode swiftly toward the Romanticism.

surprise to find that he copied Calderón's famous crest of the hill before us, all anxious for our flrst Let us go back to that moment. The Alhambra

verses in his notebook in 1825: 80 look at Granada and it was truly glorious, for the visited by travellers was still that picturesque citadel

setting sun was just casting its golden light on the brimming with life — perhaps more picturesque than

Loveliesc Granada distant towers of the Alhambra and the regal city ever before, since by then the fortress had become a

ci ty crowned by so many rays appeared before us, with its c rown of mountains, Barden and the palace had been abandoned. This

while the vega spread like a green carpet at its feet. may be what most fascinated visitors and locais alike.

The following year, in 1826, the first edition of There can be few views as enchanting as this: the "If 1 were to ask myself," said García Gómez, "from

Chateaubriand's The Last Abencerrage appeared, fertile plain, covering an area over thirty miles wide, a purely visual perspective, without considering the

although it was written some years earlier. 81 The seemed a true paradise..." s4 monument's conservation, who of the Alhambra's

allure of Granada is a dominant theme in Chis work, Irving undoubtedly did much to spread the many inhabitants were best suited to live there, I

as we know. Both his and Irving's writings marked name of Granada.Yet his most important contribu- would not hesitare to narre the humble people that

the dawn of the Romanticism that lent a new tion was the rediscovery of the Alhambra, whose resided there in the tiene of Washington Irving,

dimension to our city, thanks to the fresh literary halls he "often trod in fancy," by his own admission. whom he so coloudully described. Visually speak-

image first provided by Chateaubriand as well as an This deep-set restlessness became more powerful as ing, I prefer the Alhambra of the camp-town aes-

unprecedented influx of travellers. Irvings influence the moment of flrst sighting approached, for "the thetic aboye all others, as captured in the foreign

in this sense is undeniable, not because he was the sun has gazed upon it for centuries, but for us it was \, engravings of the 1800s, when green trousers, red

first to visit Granada (which he wasn't) but rather the first time";` and the restlessness was trans`' skirts, Alpujarra blankets and catite hats stood out

because his Tales of the Alhambra were read through- formed into sensations. "No one can describe the against the ancient plasterwork."88

out the world and played an important role in i mpressions experienced by one who passes The Square of the Cisterns was the focal point of

spreading Granadas fame. 82 As a historian and curi- through the Gate of the Pomegranates for the first this vibrant and picturesque little city, and its inhab-

ous investigator of history and its legends, Irving's time. It is as though we have been transported to an rtants bustled constantly around the great containers

book presented an endearing account of our city in enchanted country in passing beneath those that gave this location its name.The Moorish casde,

which fantasy and reality combined to create an' immense green archways shaped by age-old elms, with its crumbling towers, faced one side of the

enticing whole. and we are reminded of the Arab poet's description square.The tower of the Keep was still being used as

It is no surprise that this influence spread so likening them to emerald vaults. It is the most a prison, while the Broken Tower had been adapted

quickly at a time when all that had formerly been majestic ornamentation we could imagine, and to house the brigade of inmates who had already

hidden beneath the frigid cloak of Neoclassicism while our eyes are dazzled, the ear is no less delight- begun their repair work on the site. Inside there

was bursting forth uncontrollably. Impressions an ed by the trilling birds and the murniur of cascades ere small dwellings and spaces filled with orchards

sensations replaced the descriptive tone that liad at^d fountains. The limpid water of the tiny streams nd vineyards.The area was dominated by the Watch

hitherto characterised the travelogue genre. Feehñgs isla constant fr-e7 tness in Chis Eden, where spriñg Tower, whicn connnanded a splendid vlew. Richard

and emotions reigned supreme and flourished con- etet 5"86 ; E R ÍA DIE C U LTU R rd advised visitors to chmb the tower just before

stantly, whether in clear outlines or more nebulous 1 have often noted how the Alhambra is capable sunset, "to witness the glory of that moment in the

strokes. Values and motivations were sod it C í̂"e' of inspiriiig stmilar teeffngs m different people southern f a&udcs, when its rays redden heaven and

past, and reality was avoided — perhaps because real- throughout the ages. The preceding phrases were earth, and afterwards, when darkness approaches, the

ity has little to do with the stuff of dreams. From any penned by Baron Charles de Davillier in the 1870s, long waves of brush burning on the vega [...1. Later,

of these perspectives, Granada embodied an old tra- but they are not unlike these words written in the in the brief twilight, the ci ty seems to grow larger

dition and a rich, lost world of colourful vibrancy. 1930s by the Greek author Uranis: "My memory and is always a beautiful sight from aboye, but more

Thus, Granada gradually evolved into a legendary has retained to this day that sensation of exquisite mysterious and interesting when it becomes

place for the Romantics, causing people from every freshness that enveloped me in its magical kingdom wrapped in the blue-tinted vapours of dusk. Later,

station and walk of life to flock to our ci ty and see [...]. Incredibly tall, centuries-old trees, with their the buzz of the distant rumour of hfe rises from

with their own eyes what their imaginations had branches intertwined, the length of which creates an below"89

pictured. Many testimonies reflect the impatience archway of deep shadow, a green tunnel. I felt that On one side, the Wine Gate emerged from among

with which travellers looked forward to their first my body was sinking finto a bath of freshness and the little cluster of houses that constituted one of the

visit. "Never in my continuous travels have 1 looked shadow 1 halted, overwhelmed by ecstasy. Around residential arcas of the Alhambra.The population was

forward co arriving at a place in such a state of me a host of nightingales trilled and I could hear not excessively numerous, but the residents were

excitement [...]. From where we were I could see invisible watercourses flowing. Amidst the greene ry scattered throughout the entire complex and more

nothing but mist covering one side of a mountain. of the trees, I glimpsed the pink bursts of immense concentrated on Royal St reet, with its humble build-

That mist, however, was the ci ty of the Moors, the oleanders [...1 1 felt like I was isolated in a magical ings set amidst rectangular vineyards. In these hous-

romantic and gallant Granada." 83 These words were world, completely cut off from the world of real- es, it was not unconmion to come ac ross "rich pieces
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of mosaics, or fallen fragments of admirably sculpted in the Court of the Lions, for example. "From the admirable combination of gold, black, scarlet, green

Moorish cornices and arches."
90 fountain itself," reads one account,"run Tour paths of and blue colours°2 the profusion of its decorations;

The Palace of Charles V unfinished and bricked white marble, and the spaces in between are filled the singulari ty of its ceiling, "built of tiny wooden

up, clearly evidenced the fact that the emperor was with rose bushes, myrtles, pomegranate trees, olean- joints that cross and intercept each other, creating

never able co fulfil his dream of returning to ders and orange trees whose smells perfume the air spirals and waving lines and forming the loveliest

Granada."Visitors were not impressed by the build- and, combined with the fresh sensation provided by grating;" 103 its architecture of small latticed bal-

ing, and their evaluations were o ften critical and the fountain's waters, invite the visitor to repose." 95 conies; 104 and the paintings that adorn it in profu-

even disparaging. For this reason, they passed it by A few years later, the plants had been replaced with sion. Despite their deteriorated condition, which

and, on turning one of its corners, as Davillier a paved floor because it had been discovered that the did not escape the visitors' notice, these paintings are

relates, "we turn sharply co the right and continue irrigation system was eroding the foundations. 96 Yet "the closest thing to Raphael's frescos that I have

along a sad and narrow alleyway that opens onto a it is undoubtedly the same courtyard that was ever seen, inside or outside of Italy," according to

dark comer. We arrive before a little door of mod- described in this beautiful fashion: "Brussels lace Samuel Cook. "The colouring is nearly as good, and

em construction and common appearance, and we crafted in porcelains; arches of tulle edged with the style is very similar, the only difference being the

knock. A keeper sporting an Andalusian hat will stone, upheld by slender marble columns that here lack of rehef and roundnesses."°5 Yet the third ele-

swiftly appear to let us in. We follow him, and our form dividing walls, arch_^s vilions and bedcham- ment that lent very special connotations to this place

eyes are instantly met with the most marvellous bers."9 ' was undoubtedly the landscape. This landscape,

sight. We are in the Alhambra."92 From this place, we move on toward the Dressing omnipresent in the accounts of the Romantics, was

Fascination was the predominant emotion upon Room, but first we must pass through corridors and 'i, mo re alive here than anywhere else, co the point of

entering a world that seemed magical to them. "It halls, small courtyards, magnificent bath chambeis causing observers co forget everything but "the

was like walking through a marvellous bazaar of whose entrante is guarded by "marble nymphs and enchanting view of Granada, the vega and the

whimsical stone laces, where the crystalline water laughing satyrs," and go up again, coming out onto mountains." °c José Zorrilla immortalised his vision

spurced from jets, flowed whispering through the galleries formed by dehcate colunins sustaining of the scene from the balustrade of the Dressing

little channels etched in the marble floors and arches... No traveller can avoid slowly coming to a Room in these words:707

filled the great pools in which goldfish swam. The halt when he reaches that fragile tower, which has

lower parí of the walls, up to chest height, was' been compared with an eagle's aerie. Few can resist Blessed be the powerful hand,

made of multicoloured tiles; the upper section was the suggestive charro of this place. that filled its hills with greenery,

a single surface of unpolished ceramic of a very This charro was suggested by its history, although the valleys with water, rhe plain with Crees,

pale yellow colour, rnarmoreal in appearance and visitors often had inistaken notions regarding its past. the brush with nightingale lovers,

so artistically chiselled that it gave the impression Many thought that it had once been Che dressing che clean air with country aroma,

of a lace veil spread over Che red, green and gol room of the sultanas, 99 while others beheved it was its high hills with snow; its dusky

background... " 93 J a oi fory where' > ers could be ofl-er̂ed God "in J nights with freshness, its days with pleasure,

The feehngs it minspired were not always easy to th e mtddle of a temple which only' J I l e coWdntavee maná ah oh ies space with harmaty.

describe. This was true of many locations, but per (designed."Yet^ ,ascribed it to #re e eíTrU RA

haps most particularly when faced with Che Hall of believed it co be the chambers of the "lovely Isabella Few visitors were immune to the force of its

Ambassadors. "For how can one capture it with of Parma'; „ Even baek then, visitors woí d ive free W suggeslve power. Perhaps that is why they left

words? What does it matter if I tell you that Che rein to their fancies and recreate imagina ry scenes in their narres written here. It is undoubtedly why

lower parí of Che walls is covered in blue tiles, or that which a woman dressing is contemplated as a dream- they carne back co Chis spot time and time again.

the emite wall from top co bottom is like tulle like sequence: "Che body is prepared in lovely leisure "How many hours I have passed here," raid

spread over gold and purple brocade? Or that Chis for Che coming party and Che spirit, half magnetised Gautier, "in Chis serene melancholy, so different

tulle is actually carved stone, marvellous filigree by Che tender treatment of Che waving hair thanks to from Che melancholy of Che North, with one leg

work, illuminated by the light that spills through the Che ambrosia-like aroma of the perfume, through the hanging in Che abyss, recommending my eyes to

horseshoe-shaped latticed balconies, whose arches carefree surrender to Che efforts of others, swims in a carefully capture each chape, each curve of the

rest upon airy marble columns? And that upen sea of half-unconscious thoughts..... The sugges- admirable picture unfolding before them, which

rosettes over the windows accentuate the luminosi- tive power of history, whether real or imagined, is undoubtedly they would never see again."° 8 This

t allowing the sumptuous coffering of the ceilings strong; and in light of this power, it is no surprise that feeling was strong at any time of day, but particu-

to be seen at their best? A photograph, not words, Martínez de la Rosa chose to set some of his dramas larly at the moment when night fell, a time that

could reproduce such a picture, althougb with pho- in these very rooms.'"' we know especially fascinated Irving. He would

tography we would be litnited co viewing it from a This "enchanting Belvedere" also exenta a sugges- not be the only one co fall captive to its spell.
single angle."94 tive power of its own. Fragile in its proportions, full "Through the light columns of white marble, Che

In some cases, the accounts provided us a descrip- of grace and dehcacy, everything within it seems eye gazes out upon one of Che most wonderful
tion of Che changes that Che Bite was undergoing - beautiful: its mosaic flooring, "majestic" in the panoramas that exist in the world. Leaning out-
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ward, one can espy a river gorge of tremendous

depth, on the edge of which grow poplars and

other dense, close-knit trees. A feeling of vertigo

comes when we look below and discover, at our

feet, the high canopies of these trees, foreshortened

from our perspective.To one side stands the impos-

ingTower of Contares; on the other, the white walls

of the Generalife, which stand out against a mass of

dark greenery. But the immense picture of the

Vega, which extends out to the horizon of moun-

tains forming a gradual succession of levels, can

only be described by comparing it to opals, sap-

phires and other gems of the most delicate tones.

One or two hours before sunset was when we liked

to admire that surprising spectacle; and sometimes,

to contemplate it, we would stay there until the

Z "Góngora showed me a large section of the wall, com-

pletely darkened with the inscriptions of dates and narres

placed there with pencil and charcoal, or etched with the

tip of a penknife. They are souvenirs of visitors to the

Alhambra.

' What does it say here?' he asked me. 1 drew near and

exclaimed,'Chateaubriand! ' And here?' `Victor Hugo!"

AMlcis, E. de., España. Impresiones de un viaje hecho

durante el reinado de D. Amadeo 1. Barcelona: Maucci,

1895, p. 335.

13 This referente was provided by 5. de ARGOTE in Nuevos

paseos históricos, artísticos, económico-políticos por Granada y sus

contornos. Granada: Imprenta de Gómez Espinosa de los

Monteros, s.a (1805), volume II, pp. 178-179.Argote hiniself

provided the Spanish translation, which reads in English:

"Oh, most indulgent of P rophets toward the human racc! If

20 A. A. Leg. L-67-14. He was sent to the tower of the

Dressing Room, and Juan A. Av ilés and José de Vega were

assigned to guard the door.

-' 1 MARTiNEZ Ruiz, E., " El ar resto del conde de Aranda en la

fortaleza de la Alhambra." Cuadernos de la Alhambra, vol. 7,

1971.

22 Like the large inscription found in the antechamber of

the Dressing Room, signed by A. M' Vera, which reads as

follows: "In the Alhambra I was a prisoner and/ otfered in

order not to give/ as is the usual way. 1844."

23 
HUMBOLDT, W. von., Diario de un viaje a España. 1799-1800,

edited and translated by M.A. Vega. Madrid: Cátedra, 1998,

p. 205
24 One of these doubtful inscriptions may have been left by

Robert Semple, an American businessman of English

extraction who travelled through Portugal and Spain in

hour when twilight began." 109 These words pro- such be the paradise we see belongs to you on earth, how 1808 and 1809, visiting Granada along the way. Another

vide a fitting conclusion to our little story shall he that which you prepare for our arderit desires in ' may correspond co Annie J. Harvey, who arrived in our c¡ty

Heaven, where black-eyed houris breathe eternal lose?, in 1872 and scayed at the Siete Suelos Hotel of the

Endnotes Even with much water and no wine, where is there a faith Alhambra. Both left written accounts of their travels, but 1

Letter to Antoinette Bollviller. Granada, 15 March 28. or doctrine more divine? Kal. Jak. 1775." By way of an

MORALES SOUVIRÓN, F., "Cartas de Washington Irving anecdote,Argote also included the comment of another vis-

desde la Alhambra," in Washington Irving (1859-1959). itor upon reading these lines: "Unfortunate, the faith of the

Granada: University Press, 1960, p. 95. author of these verses if, at the time he wrote tliem, he
2 Ibid., p. 95. brought along his turban:

Ibid., p. 96. 14 ROCHFORT SCOTT, C., "Excursions in the Mountains of

Ibid., p. 96. Ronda and Granada." London, 1838. Granada. Relatos de

cannot be completely sure that the signatures in the

Dressing Room are truly theirs.

25 This dedication was dated 9 May 1829, a few short days

alter his arrival in Granada and before he and Irving moved

into their rooms at the Alhambra. On this subject, see

Poesías y pensamientos del Álbum de la Alhambra, complled by

Luis Seco de Lucena. Granada: Imp. Fco. Reyes, 1878.

GALLEGO MORELL, A., "Introducción" in Tales of the viajeros ingleses (1802-1830), edited and translated finto 2`' Some of them indicate that the book was kept in a gallery

Alhambra (Spanish ed., Cuentos de la Alhambra) by W. Irving. Spanish by M A. López-Burgos. Melbourne: Australes of the Court of che Myrtles.

Madrid: Austral, 1991, p. 19 ublisher, 2000 p.122. 'STRIA, M. de, Por tierras de España. Bocetos literarios de

6 Letter from W. Irving to Dolgoruki. Alhauib l:E1J t C BR , ir A. d t es tn Spain ^tdU viajes (1851-1852), edited and translated by K. Rudolfand

1829, in op. cit., pp. 108-109. In 1826, in New Yor , the Móro o. Lot3i on, 1831, in Relatas, op. it. 152. ` Á.Vega: ]vladrid: Cátedra, 1999, p. 168.

author's nephew Pierre M. Irving published a volumino Q 'he two aEipts were wri tten in the same pe?'it J R Z4uoted by TORRES BALBÁS, L., in "Granada: la ciudad

work entitled The Lile and Letters of Washington Irvinq. The around the 1830s. Their view contrasta with the opinion /-que desaparece," Arquitectura,V, September 1923.

letters he wrote from the Alhambra that arocited in thi nat( ida rd Ford, wYek not paint a favourable ptctitlFé t neraF e H. C., In Spain (Spanish title: Viaje por

present article were taken from this source. of Serna in his account.Above all, he accused him of hav- España), epilogue and notes by M. Rey. Madrid: Alianza,
7 IRVING,W, Tales of theAl/tambra (Spanish sitie, Cuentos de la ing brought inmates into the Alhambra to do 1988,p.101

Alhambra). Edited by A. Gallego Morell. Madrid: Austral, reconstruction work, which he denounced as a "vandalis- 311 Over the centuries, the tower has indeed been called by

1991, pp. 68-69.
R The Alhambra, 15 June 1829.

This statement was published in his Memoirs from Beyond

the Grave, to which he added: "How my heart beat as it

approached the Spanish shores!""¡De qué modo me pal-

pitaba el corazón al abordar las costas españolas!"
1)) ALMAGRO, M., Granada en la literatura romántica

española. Induction speech to the Royal Spanish Academy.

Introductory analysis and text annotations by C. Viñes

Millet. Madrid: Rueda, 1995, p. 60.

GARCíA GórEZ, E. "Chateaubriand en Granada," in Silla

del Moro y nuevas escenas andaluzas. Buenos Aires: Austral,

1954, p. 28.

tic task" In Granada. Escritos con dibujos inéditos, translated

and annotated by A. Gámir. Granada: Alhambra and

Generalife Board ofTrustees, 1955.

17 HOFFMAN, L., Romantique Espagne. L'image de l'Espagne en

France entre 1800 et 1850. New Jersey-Paris: P.U.F., 1961.

I8 SWIMBURNE, H., Travels in Spain in theYears 1775 and 1776

in Which Several Monuments of Roman and Moorish Archilectu re

are illustrated hy accurate Dramings taken on the spot. London,

printed by J. Davis, for P. Elmsly, 1787, 2 vs.

11 An overview in V1ÑES MILLET, C.,"Una prisión y un preso

a fines del siglo xviii. La Alhambra y Marcos del

Castillo.".Anuario de Historia Moderna y Contemporánea, 2-3,

1975-76, p. 157 and subsequent papes.

many different names: Tower of Abul Hachach, of the

Stove or of the Oratory, the Queen's Dressing Room,

Boudoir or Mirador. Some texts even refer to it as the

Sultana's Mirador.

31 On this, see: FERNÁNDEZ-PUERTAS, A., "En torno a la

cronología de la torre de Abii-l-Hayyá9," Actas del xxttt

Congreso de la CIHA. Granada, 1977.

32 In the 160h century, due to an erroneous transcription of

the inscriptions, it was thought that the tower once served

as an oratory for the sultans, giving rise to one of the

structure's niany narres.

33 GALLEGO BURÍN, A., La Alhambra de Granada. Granada:

Corvares, 1996, pp. 101-102.
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34 "Descripción de Granada;' in LAFUENTE ALCÁNTARA, M.
51 This floor was taken up and removed in 1930. rooms. Estímate prepared by Master Ruiz del Aguila,

Historia de Granada. Granada: Imp. y Librería de Sanz, 52 GÓMEZ MORENO, M., Guía de Granada. Granada: Imp. 1796. ARGOTE, S. de, op. cit., volume 11, p. 187.

1846, volume III. de Indalecio Ventura, 1892, p. 90. The authorship of °" GÓMEZ MORENO, M., Guía de Granada, op. cit., p. 90.
35 On these matters, see: VIÑES MILLET, C., 14 Alhambra de these paintings has been attributed to different artists. 69 A. A. Leg. L-233. Construction work at the Alhambra,

Granada. Tres siglos de Historia. Córdoba: Monte de Piedad Gómez Moreno states that they were painted between 1840. "The walls of the corridors to Che Dressing Room

y Caja de Ahorros, 1982. 1537 and 1539 by Julio de Aquiles and Alexander are so damaged that the entire length must be repaired,
36 See BERMÚDEZ PAREJA. J., "Excavaciones en la Plaza de Mayner. See Pinturas del Tocador de la Reina en la Casa else they must fall into ruin [...1 boch the rooms of the

los Aljibes de la Alhambra," Al-Andalus, XX, 1955, p. 445. Real de la Alhambra. Granada: Imp. de Indalecio Ventura, Dressing Room itselfand the galleries ...] the elements,
31 

LALAING, A. de., "Primer viaje de Felipe el Hermoso a 1873. earthquakes and other well-known vicissitudes have dis-

España en 1501," in Viajes de extranjeros por España y 53 GóMEZ MORENO, M., "Los pintores Julio y Alejandro y organised Chis simple work, breaking some of its arches

Portugal. Selections made by J. García Mercadal. Madrid: sus obras en la Casa Real de la Alambra,"in Cosas granadi- and removing from its centre the better part of the

Aguilar, 1962. nas de arte y arqueología. Granada: Imp. de La Lealtad, 1888. columns. And work must be done in all baste and in the
38 NAVAGIERO,A. "Viaje por España," in Viajes de extranjeros 54 BERMÚDEZ PAREJA, J., La Alhambra. La Casa Real. same Arabic style."The estimated cost amounted to

cited in MÚNZER, J., Viaje por España y Portugal. Reino de Granada: Albaicín, 1966. 17,820 reales de vellón.

Granada, introductory analysis by F. Camacho. Granada: 55 BONET CORREA, A., "El Renacimiento y el Barroco en 70 Work on this part had actually been underway since

TAT, 1987. los jardines musulmanes españoles," Cuadernos de la 1923, although Che period of greatest intensi ty began in
31 MüNZER, J. op. cit., p. 56. Alhambra, vol. 4, 1968. 1930. TORRES BALBÁS, L., "Paseos por la Alhambra. La

411
 Ibid, p. 68. On the figure ofTendilla, see: CEPEDA ADÁN, J., 56 ABEN HUMEYA (FERNÁNDEZ ALMAGRO, M.), "El torre del Peinador de la Reina o de la Estufa;' Archivo

"El conde de Tendilla, primer alcayde de la Alhambra," lema de la Alambra;' Granada, 5 August1915. Español de Arte y Arqueología, 21, 1931.

Cuadernos de la Alhambra, vol. 6, 1970 and "El gran '7 VALLADAR, E DE P., Guía de Granada. Granada: Tip. Lit. 71 We have detailed accounts of all work done in "Diario de

Tendilla, medieval y renacentista," Cuadernos de Historia del Paulino Ventura Traveset, 1906. See also: BERMÚDEZ obras en la Alhambra," written by Torres Balbás hinuelf,

Instituto Jerónimo Zurita, 1, 1967. PAREJA, J. and MORENO OLMEDO, M. A., "Documentos which was published in Cuadernos de la Alhambra, vols. 1-
41 TORRES BALBÁS, L., "Los Reyes Católicos en la de una catástrofe en la Alambra," Cuadernos de laAllambra, 5, 1965-1969.

Alhambra," Al-Andalus, xvi, 1951. vol. 2, 1966. P 72 In Che 1970s, when Prieto Moreno was the master archi-
42 TORRE Y DEL CERRO, A., Moros zaragozanos en las obras de 5" HENRíQUEZ DE JORQUERA, F., Anales de Granada. ' tect, Manuel Maldonado again restored Che paintings of

la A jalería y de la Alhambra. Madrid, 1935, p. 493. Descripción del reino y ciudad de Granada. Crónica de la Che Dressing Room.
a; 

For a general overview, see: RIAÑO, J. E, "La fortaleza de Reconquista (1482-1492). Sucesos de los años 1588 a 1646, 7; VELÁZQUEZ DE ECHEVERRÍA, J., Paseos por Granada y sus

la Alhambra," Boletín de la Institución Libre de Enseñanza, edited by A. Marín Ocete. Granada: PVentura, 1934, p. 659. contornos, facsimile edition with an introducto ry study by

XI, 247-249, 1887. 59 RAMOS TORRES, M C., "Preparativos en la Alhambra con VIÑES MILLET, C. Granada: University Press, 1993, vol-
aa There are many documents from different s, now olivo de la venida de Felipe V," Cuadernos aAlhamhra ii I, ute xxl.n m

housed in the Archives of Che Alhambra, that d ribe the ol, 8, 1972.

j
^ e ertheless, Chis visit by Isabella II turned out to be

towers, houses and rooms in the complex —L-81-1, 60 ñ some of £fi ese matters,•ee$\Ñ S n L)r, ^.,Ía 1`mportant for the Alhambra, given chal on 10 October in

among others. ' O f t5ibra de Gran , f*. DE C (J LTU RAe Boletín Oficial de la Provincia a decree was published in
a' VIÑES MILLET, C., "Las alcaidías subalternas de la 6 ' A.A. Leg. L-241-42.The only exceptions were made on 2 which the sovereign ordered that "without losing any

Alhambra. Estudio histórico," Cuadernos de12ÁÍhambra) n a í 3 January, wh°inA,q mission was granted. i G en e xmé, áfif s^páring no cosí, Che restoration of this historie

vol. 21, 1985. 62 For a general overview, see: MORENO OLMEDO, M. A., monument be completed in the most worthy and con-
46 Juan de Trillo y Figueroa, Knight of St James, twenty- "Ordenes y autos para que se vigile la entrada en el venient manner."

fourth of Granada and procurer for the City to the Royal Palacio árabe," Cuadernos de la Alhambra, vol. 14, 1978. 75 Crónica del viaje de sus Majestades y Altezas reales por

Court, died in 1631. His family had lived in Granada 63 A.A. Leg. L-232-1 piece 13, 8-IX-1602. Granada y su provincia en 1862, by E. de los Reyes and EJ.

since the Christian conquest and included the poets Juan 64 BRINCKMAN, J. de., Paseos por España (1849 y 1850), Cobos. Granada: Imp. de D. Francisco Ventura y Sabatel,

and Francisco de Tri llo, studied by GALLEGO MORELL,A., edited and translated by M. L. Burguera. Madrid: 1862.

Francisco y Juan de Trillo y Figueroa. Granada: Universi ty Cátedra, 2001, p. 278. 76 ANDERSEN, H. C., In Spain, op. cit., p. 102.

Press, 1950. 65 ARGOTE, S. de., Nuevos paseos históricos, artísticos, económico- 1' Other spaces of the Alhambra we re also prepared on the
a7 A.A. Leg. L-97-1-7. políticos por Granada y sus contornos, op. cit., volunie II, occasion of this visit, such as the Hall of Secrets, where a

ax CARRIAZO, J. DE M., La boda del emperador, foreword by A. p. 68. country dinner was given.

Domínguez Ortiz. Seville: City Hall , 1997. 66 GARCÍA GÓMEZ, E., "Releyendo a Washington Irving," in 78 Dumas took advantage of his attendance at the royal wed-
49 LópEz GUZMÁN, R., Tradición y clasicismo en la Granada del Silla del Moro y nuevas escenas andaluzas. op. cit., p. 31. ding to tour the country. The outcome was a volume

siglo XVt. Arquitectura civil y urbanismo. Granada: Provincial 67 Respectively: A. A. Leg. L-176-13. Estímate prepared by entitled From Paris te Cadiz, which was released in French
Government, 1987, p. 287. Mr, José García Santesteban, professor of Che noble art of in 1847. Gautier, on the other hand, had already published

50 Góngora must have visited Granada around 1585, when he painting and portraits at Che San Carlos Academy in his Voyage en Espagne in 1843, one of the bes[ travel

would have been able to see these monis in all their glo ry. Granada, for the repairs of his trade needed in various accounts of Che 19 t1' century.
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